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Eight- bit multiplier chip extends processor capability/103
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Wide Range LCR Measurements can be
this quick and easy...
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Just touch and read.
The new HP 4261A Digital LCR Meter brings you the
accuracy and wide range of an impedance bridge, plus
the speed of an automated digital test set. Eliminating
bridge balancing and dial reading reduces the chance
of human error significantly. Just set the FUNCTION
switch and take the reading from the auto-ranging
31
/2
digit LED display. HP's auto-balance circuitry
eliminates the tedious knobturning and ambiguous
meter reading of manual impedance bridges.
The 4261A's auto- ranging feature gives you
almost instant readings: inductance from 0.1 microhenries to 1900 henries; capacitance from 0.1 picofarads to 19.00 millifarads; resistance from 1milliohm
to 19.00 megohms; and dissipation factors from zero
to 1.9. And you get all this measurement capability
for only $ 1,740!
Options add computing power. The 4261A gives
you a wide choice of optional configurations too, such
as back- panel inputs and outputs that are compatible
with the HP Interface Bus (conforming to IEEE
488-1975), for automated testing or data gathering
under calculator or computer control. You can also
order the HP 4261A with optional BCD outputs, and
remote control features.

internal, external, or manual trigger. You can select
DC Bias levels of 0, 1.5, 2.2, or 6V ( or external) and
test frequencies of 120 Hz or 1kHz. You can make
two- terminal measurements for general applications
and three- terminal measurements, using a guard terminal, for high impedance measurements. Or, for
extremely low- impedance measurements such as avery
small inductance or alarge capacitance, you can make
four- terminal measurements.
Contact your local HP field engineer. He can show
you many additional features and benefits that the
HP 4261A offers.
*Domestic U.S.A. price only.
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The Useablesnew standards in component testing.
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And it's versatile. The HP 4261A offers you the
choice of two test- signal levels ( 50 mV or 1V), and
Circle 900 on reader service card
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HP displays.

Because your system deserves
abright, sharp image.
You put a lot into each OEM system: good circuit
design, quality components, careful testing. But end
users will judge it by the information they get from the
display. They expect bright, sharp images. That's why
H P's I332A, 1333A, and 1335A CRT displays make
excellent choices for all types of systems — from spectrum, network, and chemical analyzers, to automatic
test systems.
Each display has avery small spot size that focuses
uniformly over the complete viewing area, regardless
of writing speeds or intensity level. This eliminates
the need to refocus at each intensity setting and assures
crisp images, even around the outer edges of the
screen. Fine image detail with excellent contrast and
uniformity make them particularly well suited for applications involving complex graphics, especially those
with alphanumeric data.
The 1335A, a variable-persistence. storage, and
non-storage display, introduces a totally new CRT
design optimized exclusively for information display.
It offers exceptionally good resolution over the entire
8x 10 cm screen. And the 1335A is versatile too. Any
operating mode— erase, store, write, conventional, or
variable persistence — can be selected with manual
front-panel controls, remote program inputs, or acombination of both. Manual controls can be inhibited entirely during remote operations.The 1335A is awelcome
Electronics/ May 13 1976

addition to inAical and instrumentation systems.
OEMs who need a larger viewing area and a
brighter image at faster scan rates like the 1332A.
They appreciate its 9.6 x 11.9 cm viewing area, its
superior performance, and the ease with which the
I332A, like the others, integrates into a variety of
racks and cabinets.
For photographic recording of displayed data, the
new 1333A offers new performance levels. Its extremely small spot size of 0.20 mm ( 0.008 in.) provides the exceptional quality necessary for easy and
accurate photo evaluation. And its 8 x 10 cm screen
allows reproduction on Polaroid film with very little
optic reduction. For convenience, all frequently used
controls on all of these displays have been placed on
the front panel for maximum accessibility.
Which display best fits your requirements? Let
your local HP field engineer help you decide. Or
write for specific details. We'll help you pick a display that makes your system look as good as it
actually is.
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Problem
Solution
Benefit

Interacting low-frequency filter adjustments.

HP's 3580A Spectrum Analyzer.

It's atypical problem.
Your finished prototype
usually contains multiple
adjustments— which means
you use alot of time tuning
your filter for top performance.
If you're designing filters
to operate in the 5Hz to
50kHz range, you now can
stop using so much time,
stop being bothered by interactive adjustments. Our
3580A combines abuilt-in
tracking oscillator, wide
dynamic range, and digital
storage to help speed and
simplify every step of your
next filter design. Follow
this typical example and
learn how the 3580A
can help.
Step 1With the 3580A,
observe your spectrum and
determine which frequency
components to pass, which
to attenuate. Decide the
best type of filter to get
the performance you need.
Design your filter.
Step 2Once you've
selected your components
and breadboarded aprototype, you can analyze your
filter's performance with the
3580A. Its 80 db dynamic
range gives you aclear
view of everything taking
place so you know exactly
how your prototype is per-

Time s‘'ived. tunirg

i
in pli lied.

Step I.
Analyze your spectrum.

Step 2.
Adjust your prototype's response.

Step 3.
Compare all production filters with the
stored standard.Note the analog look
that you get with HP's digital display.

forming. Now with the
tracking oscillator driving
your filter, you can trim component values to optimize
filter performance. Note how
the tracking oscillator lets
you observe the influence
of each adjustment on filter
performance— how it reduces the frustration you
experienced before with
interactive adjustments.
Step 3Package and
build your first production
filter. Use the 3580A's
digital storage to superimpose both waveforms for
simultaneous viewing— abig
advantage of the 3580A.
Now set up and store the response of agood production
filter and simply compare
other production units
against the good one, making
adjustments as needed.
All of the capabilities
in one instrument
gives you extra
value in your filter
design and production. It's
priced at $ 4485*.
Your local HP
field engineer
can give you all
the details. Or
write for our 8page technical
data sheet.
*Domestic U.S.A. price only.
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Highlights
Cover: 16-k RAM features single- level process, 81

Designers of a new 16- kilobit random-access memory found they could adapt the
single- level silicon- gate process of today's
high-volume 4-k RAMs to achieve acell size
only marginally larger than in their 16-k
competitors. Potentially greater reliability
may result.
Cover design is by Pat Cybulski.
Electronic watches boon to battery makers, 69

Those little cells that power electronic
watches are a big area of growth for battery
manufacturers. Supplies are tight— in fact,
there have been shortages— so expansion
plans are under way. They are fueled by
predictions that the present $ 13 million annual sales to watchmakers and consumers
will jump to between $ 75 and $ 250 million
by 1980.
TV tuning is more fun with MOS, 87

Ultrasound remote channel selection is
nothing new in European TV sets, thanks to
MOS circuits. Now the silicon-gate technology is popping up in digital versions and
in on- screen displays of channel number,
time, and so on. Just over the horizon are
color home video games built into the sets.
1-chip multiplier simplifies signal processing, 103

Digital signal processing makes sense for
commercial applications now that an economical single- chip multiplier can handle
the extra multiplications required. Booth's
algorithm and a special carry- store technique are the keys.
And in the next issue . . .

A special report on the growth of distributive
data-processing networks . . . what you'll
hear and what you'll see at the National
Computer Conference . . . a 16- bit microprocessor that fills the gap between 8- bit
devices and minicomputers.
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Publisher's letter
The

16,384- bit random-access
memory—which in the jargon of
semiconductor people shortens up
to 16-k RAM— has arrived. Indeed,
some observers of the solid state
field call it the big memory product
for the rest of the decade.
According to Larry Altman, our
solid state editor, the two companies
that led in 4,096-bit RAMS, Intel
Corp. and Texas Instruments, have
been the quickest to introduce 16-k
devices. With the publication in this
issue of a technical article from
Texas Instruments on its TMS
4070, Electronics has been the only
magazine to give the full technical
disclosure on both 16-k RAMS.
Significantly, both RAMS are built
as extensions of proven 4-k technology, rather than as technological
departures in their own right.
Therefore, the "learning curve" for
the new devices should show a
shorter start-up period and asteeper
climb toward widespread application than did their 4-k ancestors.
Nonetheless, there is little similarity between these first two 16-k
RAMS. For example, Intel used a
two-level structure to economize on
chip real estate. TI, on the other
hand, took the single-level route to
keep processing from becoming too
complex. For all the details on TI'S
new memory, turn to page 81, and if
you want to compare it with Intel's
2116, check the article starting on
page 116 of the Feb. 19 issue of
Electronics.

ital watch and the battery.
Now that digital-watch sales are
humming along—some 15 million
this year compared with only 3million last year—demand has soared
for those tiny batteries needed to
run the watches. The trouble is, the
battery makers were not prepared to
turn out enough batteries to power
that flood of watches. In fact, it
looks like the semiconductor houses
are in better shape to meet the demand for timekeeping devices than
are the battery makers for the power
supplies to make them work.
For the story on the battery shortage, which is leading to higher retail
battery prices, turn to page 69.
There, our New York bureau manager, Ron Schneiderman, details an
almost classic case of the kind of
bottleneck that can slow the development and marketing of advancedtechnology products.

With all the interest in advanced
technology, it's ajolt to realize
that there are times when the nutsand-bolts items of electronics are
what really regulate the pace of
progress. A case in point is the dig-
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And speaking of digital technology,
there's a big trend in Europe
toward putting digital devices into
television sets. The result: anumber
of luxury features, ranging from remote channel selection, through onscreen channel and time displays, to
built-in games. What's more, even
the basic design of the tuner is being
drastically altered by the inroads of
metal-oxide-semiconductor devices.
For a look at what's happening to
television-set design in Europe,
where many innovations in consumer electronics have first appeared, see page 87.
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KEPCO

digital
power
supplies

resolution: 2or 3- digit BCD; 8-, 10or 12- bit binary.
grounding: fully isolated optically.
E volts and amperes: to 1000V, to 90A.
unipolar and bipolar outputs.
high speed or conventionally filtered
output.

your
choice
of:
TM

11114
11
1
1

Kepco's Digital Programmers are composed of individual PC
Cards that may be combined as you require to form acontrol
system. The combination to the left provides a 12- bit, 2- range
channel for voltage setting, plus an independent 8- bit channel
to set a current limit. It is housed in a convenient " quarterrack" assembly, seen here from the rear.
Both channels are strobe- accessed for noise immunity, have a
built-in delay ( 10 µsec) for deglitching and are optically isolated so that either side of your power supply ( up to 1000V)
may be grounded. Data inputs are TTL compatible, complementary- logic with built-in storage registers. The programmers
have isolated on- card a-c operated power supplies- all you
need to do is plug ' em in.

k
ti llet k

The SN Programmer's outputs are d- c analog signals, suitable
for the control of any of Kepco's Operationally Programmable
power supplies, either the high speed kind ( whose response is
illustrated below) or conventionally- filtered models.
101

gli
400i

t

4'

*it
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ire
Manual Program Generator
(two 12- bit words) for system test.
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Response character of the
BOP 1000M, programmed
from - 250V to + 250V, show-

ig

and delay.
Model BOP 1000M
Programmed 250V 0 +250V
100V/cm, 100 osedcm.

BIPOLAR VOLTAGE
The SN Programmer mates perfectly with one of the new Kepco
high voltage, bipolar units, Model
BOP 1000M with an SN-12R
(12- bit) Card controlling voltage,
and an SN-8R ( 8- bit) card controlling current. Your Bipolar output
is:
RANGE

475

FT `;( 1EUIUT ,.

UNIPOLAR VOLTAGE
The SN Programmer also mates
beautifully with Kepco's many high
speed unipolar power supplies, for
example, a Model UPS 55-5M.
With the SN-12R Card for voltage
control and the SN-8R Card for
current control, you get aUnipolar
output of:
HANG!

HI

244 mV

0-55V

13.2 mV

100V to + 100V

24.4 mV

0-5.5V

1.3 mV

0.16 mA

0-5 A

20 mA

For complete specifications and
applications notes on our full line
of voltage and current regulators
and digital programming interfaces,
write Department FJ- 14.

Response character of the
UPS 55-5M, programmed
from 40V down to 5V, showing strobe and delay.
Model OPS 55 5M
Programmed from 40V to 5V
10V/cm, 10 psec/cm

STROBE

III UTUT%

1000V to 4-1000V
-40 mA to +40 mA

Deglotching
Oelay

.

40V

OU P
UT

5V

OeglItcholg
[Tel./

I

pseo

I

KEFOD®

KEPCO, INC. • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING. N.Y. 11352 U.S.A.
(212) 461-7000 • TWX = 710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK
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Readers' comments
Resisting voltage variations
To the Editor: In the circuits shown

25 WATTS

50 WATTS

100 WATTS

Save 5 Ways with Abbott's
New 77% Efficient
Power Supplies!
Abbott has aHi-Efficiency series of power modules that can save 5 ways in your system.
The Model "VN" series converts 47-440 Hz AC lines to regulated DC power and uses a
new approach in switching technology that provides a highly reliable line or sixty-three
high efficiency power modules.

The Model " VN" series saves in the following 5 ways:

1

SAVES POWER — High frequency pulse width modulation and C/MOS digital IC

control circuitry allow efficiencies of up to 77% in the Model "VN series. This high
efficiency realizes almost twice the output power per input watt than dissipative regulators.

2SAVES

SIZE — Off line techniques and IC technology combine for packages of
70% less volume compared to dissipative regulators.

3

SAVES WEIGHT — High efficiency means less power dissipated and less heat
generated, thereby reducing or eliminating the need for bulky heat-sinking and
forced air cooling. This translates into less total weight and smaller system size.

4SAVES TIME

— You can quickly get the power supply you need because we have
an extensive line of models to choose from. Outputs of 25, 50 and 100 watts are
available at any voltage between 4.7 and 50.0 VDC. With popular voltages in stock,
chances are the unit you need is available immediately.

5SAVES

MONEY — At only $299 for 25w, $339 for 50w, and $359 for 110w in
small quantities, the "VN's" are among the lowest priced Hi-efficiency units on
the market.

Abbott also manufactures 3,500 other
models of power supplies with output
voltages from 2.7 to 740 VDC and output
currents from 4 milliamps to 20 amps.
They are all listed, with prices, in the
new Abbott Catalog. Included are:

60 -4Cbr to DC
400

to DC

28 VDC to DC
28 VDC to 4004%12-38 VDC to 60,-

Please see pages 1037-1056 Volume 1of your 1975-76 EEM ( ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)
or pages 612-620 Volume 2of your 1975-76 GOLD BOOK for complete information on Abbott Modules.

Send for our new 60 page FREE catalog.

abbott

transistor

LABORATORIES,
.,.;‘•

5200

W.

Jefferson

(213) 936-8185
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Blvd.,' Los Angeles 90016
Telex: 69-1398
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INCORPORATED
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1224 Anderson Ave.
(201) 224-6900
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in "Some biasing basics" [ March 4,
p. 110], accompanying the article on
linear optoisolator applications, the
collector voltage of the current reflector's output transistor may vary
considerably, thereby varying output current. A resistor in each emitter developing 0.5 volt of drop at the
supplied current will decrease this
effect by 90% or more.
To confirm this, we tested a
matched pair of transistors, without
emitter resistors, with a Vc c variation on the I. collector of 1.5 to 30
v—over 23%, potentially contributing much to nonlinearity. With
200-ohm resistors, current change
due to this voltage difference was
only 1.3%.
The light-emitting-diode reference circuit in the panel is slightly
better on voltage change. But the
circuit using the matched transistors
will be better over wide temperature
ranges, due to the great symmetry of
a specially processed monolithic
pair, like National's LM394.
Peter Lefferts
National Semiconductor Corp.
Santa Clara, Calif.
Multiply instantaneous values
To the Editor: There is an extremely

important point about rms measurement barely touched upon in the
March 18 pair of articles [ p. 94 and
p. 97]. The validity of inferring adevice's power dissipation from atruerms measurement of voltage or current alone depends entirely on the
phase and linearity relationships of
the voltage and the current in a
given device.
Nonlinear and reactive components cannot be evaluated for power
dissipation, except by multiplying
the instantaneous values of voltage
and current and averaging the resulting power waveform. Furthermore, the time relationship between
peak-power duration and the thermal time constants of devices must
be taken into account.
Warren Collins
Tektronix Inc.
Beaverton, Ore.

Fort Lee, N.J. 07024
Telex:

13-5332
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"No we ordered
aten-buck DAC!"

O.K., friends, here it is, our DAC-03
monolithic D/A converter. 10-bits, 10
bucks. Lowest cost unit you can find
that contains all necessary functions:
precision voltage reference, current
sources, current steering logic, R-2R
resistor ladder network, and ahigh
speed internally compensated op amp.
You save dollars, pounds and p.c.
board real estate. And you get
guaranteed key specs at no extra
charge.
Add it all up— price, performance,
and PMI's history of delivering more
monolithic DACs than all other
manufacturers combined. Then ask
for data sheets on our DAC line.
You won't have to look anywhere
else for the DAC you need; the buck
stops here.
Precision Monolithics, Inc.,
1500 Space Park Drive,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-9222. TWX 910338-0528. Cable MONO.
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Want to
make
waves?

Call the " Instrument Professionals". They can tell you which
generator, oscillator or synthesizer
best fits your needs. They'll have
it on your dock tomorrow —
guaranteed to make all the waves
you need. Renting the right gear
will keep your head above water!
Write or call for data on our other
specialties: Instrument Leasing •
Computer Peripherals • Equipment
Sales • Instrument Service.
Circle

8 on reader service card

Get our
FREE
Catalog

Div. Continental Leasing Co.. Inc.
175 Middlesex Turnpike. Bedford,
MA. 01730 ( 617) 275-0850
Metuchen, NJ ( 201)549-8500;
Gaithersburg, MD ( 301) 948-4310; TX
(214) 357-1779; Elk Grove.11 ( 312)

News update
la When researchers at University
College in London came up with a
holographic connection system for
optical cable and a multiplexing
scheme that uses pressure transducers, they thought they had lowered two barriers to long-distance
fiber-optic communications {
Electronics, May 15, 1975, p. 34]. But the
proof of such asystem would be in
the commercial world, and, so far,
nothing has happened there. Some
commercial interest in the idea has
been voiced, but the system is along
way from being ready for the market, says Eric A. Ash, aprofessor in
the college's electronic and electrical
engineering department. There has
been some progress in further development of the system, says Ash, but
he won't go into detail.

• Several aerospace firms have
entered the business of energy control and at least one of them appears to be having some success.
The new venture is an outgrowth of
work done on their own buildings
by the companies during the energy
crunch [
Electronics, March 18,
p. 84]. Now, the Hamilton Standard
division of United Technologies
Corp. has won a $ 1.5 million contract from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to design and install an energy- saving facilities management system for MIT at its
Cambridge, Mass., campus. The system is expected to cut $ 1million a
year from MIT's energy costs.
The computer-controlled system
is to go on line by the spring of
1977. It will tie 34 buildings on the
campus into a single management
unit. The greatest savings are expected to come, says Hamilton Standard, through efficiency increases in
heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning, as well as through electrical
load-shedding. Load-shedding is a
method of turning off nonessential
equipment during periods of high
energy use, thus limiting costly peak
demands for power. And the system
will include an audible and printout alarm system covering equipment failure and emergency conditions.

WITCHING
POWER
SUPPLIES
•COMPACT AND LIGHT
WEIGHT!
• LOWER PRICE WITH
HIGHER RELIABILITY!
• SIMPLER CIRCUITS
BUT HIGHER
EFFICIENCY!
_
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Please contact us.

YUTAKA ELECTRIC
MFG. CO., LTD.
No. 228 KARIYADO NAKAHARA.KU, KAWASAKI
CITY KANAGAWA PREF-211

JAPAN
TELEX: J22890

(YE C)

439-4700; Costa Mesa, CA ( 714)

CABLE : TLX-1 22890
YUTACO JAPAN

540-6566; Santa Clara, CA (408)
735-8300; Los Angeles, CA ( 213) 477-7521

Circle : 81

an reader service card

ANOTHER
DIMENSION
has been added to the
world famous family of

SIMPSOld
260 VOn'an

the SERIES 6XL
xl
for extra ranges and features

ILI

for low power ohms capabilities

Extra shock and drop- resistant construction, high
impact, custom- molded panel and case.
Extra large viewing area with four-color ( Red,
Green, Blue and Black) scales, keyed to matching
range panel.
33 ranges with extra voltage, current, resistance
and low- power ohms functions.
Plus — all the features of the 260-6.
260-6XL complete with batteries,
test leads and manual
260-6XLM includes mirror scale

$90.00
$ 93.00

260-6XLP overload protected

$125.00

260-6XLPM overload protected
and mirror scale

$128.00

ORDER FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTOR

Still the leade -...
the time honored,
ever popular

260

DC Volts

0-0.25; 0-1; 0-2.5; 0-10; 0-25; 0-100;
0-250; 0-500; 0-1000
AC Volts
0-2.5; 0-10; 0-25; 0-100; 0-250;
0-500; 0-1000
DC Microamperes
0-50 ( 250 MV Drop)
DC Milliamperes
0-0.5; 0-5; 0-50; 0-500
DC Amperes
0-5 ( 250 MV Drop)
AC Amperes
6 ranges from 0-5 to 0-250 with optioral Model 150 Amp- Clamp adapter
DB Scale ( 1 MW 600 f.!
—20 to + 10; —9 to + 2;
Reference)
—/ to + 29; + II to + 41;
+19 to + 49
Resistance ( Standard . Rxl (
6 0 center scale),
Power)
Rx100 (
600 (..! center scale),
Rx1K (
6000 1! center scale),
RelOK (
60,000 ' lcenter scale)
Resistance ( Low Power) . .Rxl (
20 S! center scale),
Rx70 (
200 P. center scale)
Max. open circuit voltage only
10C mV!
Max. measuring power cnty
0.125 mW!
Size
51
/ x7 x31
4
/
8"
(/33 x 178 x79 mm)
Weight
2.5 lbs. ( 1.14 kg)

Model 150 Amp- Clamp, Catabg No. 00532
complete with a No. 00533 test lead
30 kV DC Probe, Catalog No. 00509
Grip- Tip Extension Probe, Catalog No. 00118
Rigid Case, Catalog No. 00805
Sheath Case, Catalog No. 01818
5 kV DC Probe, Catalog No. C0506
5 kV AC Probe, Catalog No. 00505 .........

$ 31.00
$ 23.10
$ 5.00
$ 21.50
$ 17.60
$ 5.50
S 5.50

SERIES 6

Always
available.

I

INSTRUMENTS

THAT

ST,

ACCURATE

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 50120 • ( 312) 697-2260
CABLE: SIMELCO • Telex: 72-2416
IN CANADA: Bach- Simpson. Ltd., London, Ontario
IN ENGLAND: Bach- Simpson ( U.K.) Ltd., Wadebridge, Cornwall
IN INDIA: Ruttcmsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay
Circle 9 on reader service card

INI:USTRIAl
EQUIPMENT
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Our curve
was straight.
Advanced Micro Devices announces the 100piece price for the Am9080A and Am2901: $21.00.
Just like we said.

1975 PROJECTED PRICING FOR
Am9080A and Am2901.
$35.00
$30.00

UNIT COST

$25.00

N

$20.00
$15.00
$10.00
$5.00

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980
YEARS

Last year, we predicted the price would be
just over $20.00. We even drew acurve. Now
it's happened. And that's only the beginning.
Look:
Am9080A. It's built with an advanced ionimplanted, n-channel, silicon-gate process that
permits versions with speeds to 250 nanoseconds cycle time ( one microsecond instruction
time). Our low power ( 800mW maximum) gives
you cooler running systems, less power drain
and better reliability. The superior output
drive (3.2mA @ 0.4V) gives increased design
flexibility and improved margins.
Am2901. It's bipolar, for systems that rely on

high speed. It can do a16-bit register-to-register
add in just 145 nanoseconds. It has 16 working
registers in acycle-saving, two-address architecture, and is controlled by nine instruction
lines that permit it to do almost anything you
can think of.
Another thing. Advanced Micro Devices
offers afull line of support circuits for either
unit— support circuits that optimize your system, not compromise it.
Whether you can best use the MOS Am9080A
or the bipolar Am2901, you can now do it for
less. $21.00 in 100-piece quantities.
Just like the curve said.

Am9080A System Circuits
AMD Part Number

Description

Availability

AMO Part Number

Description

CPU
Am9080A/ - 2/ - 1/ - 4
Am9080A/ - 2

Speeds to 250 nsec
0 to 70-C

in 1) st St-

Speeds to 380 nsec
55 to , 125 ,C

ir, 1list Sto, t,

Am91L01A/B/C
Am9102A/B/C/D

256,4
Speeds to 250 rises

In Dist SF,/ k

256x4
Speeds to 300 nsec

st SL k

1K xI

Err Oist Sto,

Speeds to 250 max
Am91L02A/B/C

1K x1

if

nt

Am8212

8 1,11. 0 Port

In Dist Stock

Am8224

Clock Generator

In Dist Stock

Am8228

Static Read/Write Random Access Memories
Am9101A/B/C/D

Availability

Processor System Support Circuits

r

Como Alm

2ndü

1976

Am8216/26

Ils TranSCl'Ive ,

2nd 0

1976

Am25LS138

• If 8 Decoder

In Dist Stock

Am9555

Poktramrnable Peripheral
Interface

2nd 0

Am9551

Seca ,Comma , cations
Intertace

2nii 0 1976

CPU
MeP,

9080A 48,1 nsec
A - SOO nsec

2 380 ese, F1 400 nsec

1- 320 nsec
C , 300 nsec

4 - 250 nsec
D 250 nsec

1976

E - 200 nsec

Speeds to 300 ores
Am9111A/B/C/D

256,4
Speeds to 250 nsec

IFst St,s s

Am91L11A/B/C

256,4
Speeds to 300 nsec

Err Dst

Am9112A/B/C/D

256,4
Speeds to 250 nsec

In () 1st Stock

Am91L12A/B/C

256,4
Speeds to 300 nsec

Dist Sto, k

Am9130A/B/C/E

1024,4
Speeds to 200 nsec

In Dist St,. k

Am9140A/B/C/E

4096 1
Speeds to 200 nsec

AMO Part Number

Description

Availability

Am2901

4 Bit Microprocessor Slice

In Dist Stock

Am2902

Carry LOokahead Chtp

In Gist Stock

Am2905

.113,1 Transceiver For Open Collector
Bus

In D,s1 Stock

Am2906

4 Hit Transceiver For Open Collector
Bus With Partly Generator/Checker

In Dist Stock

Am2907

.
1lid Tram,

In Dtst Stock

LFst Stuts

Dynamic Read/Write Random Access Memories
Am9050C/D/E

4K x1
Speeds to 200 nsec

Err D st St, •

Am9060C/D/E

46,1

In Dist SF, F

Speeds to 200 n'es
Mask Programmable Read-Only Memories
Am9208/B/C/D

1Kx8
Speeds to 250 nsec

Am9214

512,8 mask programmed
Speeds to 500 nsec

Am9216B/C

Am 2900 System Circuits

k

Me,ioprograrn Sequencer

Am2911

klm ,mtcroprogram Sequencer

Am2914

8 Level Priority Interrupt

3rd 0 6

Am2915

4 Bt Transceiver For Three- State Bus

2nd 01976

Am2916

.
1Bit Transceiver For Three- State

In Ckst Stock

2nd 0 1976

2nd 0 1976

Bus WO Partly Generator/Checker
Am2917

4 13,1 Trans, e ,er For fleets State

Am2918

tII,

Am2919
Am2950/51

l'ri,,rip Inletrttpt Expander
131 PAM Open Collector Or

Ir' S nil
Available Now

For Open Collector
Data Input

Am2909

Avatlable Nth,

2K x8 mask programmed
Speeds to 300 nsec

,vet

2nd 0 19/6

Data lettal

Port Register

In Dist Stock
2nd

leu Ot
.ls9,7
0c,
6

' ..... 4-• State

Erasable Read-Only Memories

Am2952

Am9702

256,8
Speeds lo I0,, ses

Dtsl Stock

Ami 702A

256,4
Speeds to 10 ,, sec

at ( 4st SF, •

Am2708

1024,8
Speeds t,, 450 asec

2nd 0 19

Am2954/55

Am2970/71

RAM ( Men Coilentor
16 Word By 4 Eitt Two Address
Register Slack Open Collector or
c,oe State
' 51i By 4 PROM sWith Open
Collector or Three- State Outputs

2nd 01976
2nd 01976

In Dist Stock

Advanced Microprocessors
ru

Advanced Micro Devices • 901 Thompson Place. Sunnyvale, Callfornia 94086 • Telephone ( 408( 732 2400
Distributed nationally by Hamilton/Avnet, Cramer and Schweber Electronics

Circle 256 on reader service card

Editorial

In patents, who is entitled to the rights?
Among the things that most irk engineers in
the United States is the requirement in most
companies that an employee sign over to the
company all rights to inventions made in the
line of corporate duty.
Some of the more militant engineers are
trying to do something about it, and there's
even abill before the California legislature
that would mandate negotiations between an
inventor and an employer over patent sharing.
What's more, the IEEE's U.S. Activities Board
has set action on improvement in the patent
rights of employed inventors as one of its
1976 goals.
In the argument over who is entitled to hold
the rights to apatent, both the inventor and
the employee have some very valid points to
make. For example, many companies operate
on the premise that they provide the labs,
research equipment, personnel support,
funding and the like, and that the inventions
would not exist had the corporate stage not
been set for their pursuit. The salary paid to
an engineer covers his work in that
environment, the argument goes, and whether
the result of that work is patentable or not is
really beside the point.
The inventor, on the other hand, can quite
validly argue that the return to acompany
from the patent on his work often is wholly
out of proportion to the amount invested in
equipment, support, and salary. Therefore,
some part of the "windfall profit" should be
shared. After all, no amount of investment
alone will spawn patentable inventions. Only
the creativity the inventor brings to the job can
do that.
12

However, it is the employer who tends to
end up with all the rights, because the
individual engineer has comparatively little
power and, thus, very little say in the matter.
To refuse to sign over patent rights as a
condition of employment means to refuse the
employment. Some companies carry their
demands for patent rights to the extreme of
including all those gathered during the term of
employment, even if the research was
completely unrelated to the job. This kind of
demand acts more to stifle creativity than to
enlarge the corporate patent base.
However, the short-term advantages to a
company in preempting patent rights have
clouded its perception of the long-range
benefits of sharing patent proceeds with the
inventors. For example, what kind of
motivation does an inventor have if all he gets
is acouple of hundred dollars as abonus, the
promise of weighing his achievement when
promotion time comes around, or, as is mostly
the case, nothing at all? Sure, the gaining of a
patent is enough incentive to some inventors,
but the reward of sharing in the proceeds is a
vastly more potent incentive. Besides,
mismanagement of creative people can lead—
as it has all too often led—to the loss of key
personnel.
What's needed is for more American
corporations to recognize the benefits, some
albeit quite selfish, of sharing patent income
with the inventor. When corporate success is
built on advanced technology, as it is in so
many areas of electronics, arefusal to use the
powerful incentive of patent- income sharing
has got to be penny wise and pound foolish.
Electronics/May 13, 1976
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$1.00
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1.63
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.200 It

300 VDC
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.500 fl
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D = Internal Clamp Diode.
NOTE: - 1Series Relays are max. . 200 ohms Initiai•Contact Resistance. -2 Series Relays are max. . 500 ohms Initial Contact Resistance_
Consult factory tor prices on magnetic shielding. ncn-standard coil resistance or other non-standard teatures.
TERMS: 1
2 % 10 days net 30, FOB Bloomfield, N.J. Prices subject to change without notice,
/
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for orders placed before July
1976
$50 minimum on factory orders; or, contact your local Gordos distributor.
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GORDOS CORPORATION
250 Glenwood Avenue, Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 .
, ( 201) 743-6800
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People _
Converters loom large
for National's Robert Pease

"EXPRESS
DELIVERY"
>dersteuday,d

Observers of the data-converter industry are remarking on the recent
shift to National Semiconductor
Corp. by Teledyne Philbrick's former chief engineer, 35-year-old
Robert A. Pease.
Ostensibly, his month-old position as a staff engineer in the Advanced Linear Integrated Circuit
department in Santa Clara, Calif., is
a step down from his former one.

Paciete

%
ft

Sweerited

It was Pease, many point out, who
was responsible for the design, engineering, and production of many of
Teledyne Philbrick's linear and converter products using monolithic,
hybrid, and discrete technology.
These include the industry's first
FET-input operational amplifier and
the first balanced-bridge temperature-compensated transconductance
multiplier.
"The future, as far as data converters is concerned, lies with monolithic technology—both bipolar and
MOs," says Pease. "This is a fact of
life that some of the old-line converter companies accept with some
reluctance, preferring to believe
there will always be a place for
high-performance hybrids and modules." Indeed, there will be a place,
he concedes, "but that place will
become smaller and smaller as
monolithic devices improve."
As for his design work at National, Pease says he will use "whatever does the job best at aparticular
moment." But more and more, he
says, he will move to monolithic.

Knox. Pinto aim at n- channel
products from Rockwell

PROTOTYPE OR
PRODUCTION RUNSALL AT
STANDARD PRICING
Send For New ' 76 Catalog Or
Call our Hotline For Name
Of Your Local Representative
Or Stocking Distributor.

(201) 374-3311

jajeA

RCL Electronics
General Sales Office:

700 So. 21st Street
Irvington, N. J. 07111
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Way to go. Pease wants low-cost converters
with high performance and few chips.
But at the loosely structured National, it's not so much a title as a
person's charter that counts. And
the bearded 1961 engineering graduate of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology has the charter for
moving the company as quickly as
possibly into its next generation of
largely monolithic data converters:
analog-to-digital, digital-to-analog,
and voltage-to-frequency.
Serious contender. Pease's appointment is a sign that National
Semiconductor is serious about expanding into the data- converter
marketplace and that its initial rush
to market [
Electronics, Sept. 4, 1975,
p. 136] with a family of hybrid devices was not just aflash in the pan.

For the first time, high-level officials
at Rockwell International's Microelectronic Device division are admitting what others in the semiconductor industry have long known: to
stay competitive, Rockwell must
have amicroprocessor line based on
n-channel technology.
"We're late on the scene because
we were busy with other products,"
admits Robert V. Knox, a 26-year
Rockwell veteran who moved over
to join the division in January as
vice president, engineering, a new
title. He's working in tandem with
Richard C. Pinto, a veteran semiconductor-industry executive with
years of experience in both bipolar
and metal-oxide-semiconductor device manufacturing. Pinto, most
recently vice president and general
manager of the ITT Semiconductor
division, became vice president for
production operations at Rockwell's
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ALL ABOARD!
WAFERTRAC IS NOW ON LINE.
Total microprocessor control of wafer processing for the first time.
Higher yields, yet requiring less facility space.
Up time and reliability higher than ever before.
No more limit to 25-wafer group processing.
It's already the talk of the industry. Wafertrac—the completely automatic
transportation of wafers on patented air bearings through the total process
without human intervention.
WAFERTRAC. The microprocessor-controlled system that allows you to
arrange your own production line configuration with minimum facility space
restrictions. Like amodel railroad train, you route your wafers through
whatever directional path you choose.
WAFERTRAC. The first practical application of the microprocessor to
semiconductor fabrication, requiring only one person to attend your line for
loading and unloading purposes.
WAFERTRAC. The
multi- batch processing
of up to 5" wafers under aMaster Controller
that can direct up to
256 peripheral modules
and even "talk" to
other controllers or
central computers in
remote sites.
WAFERTRAC. With
atotal software library
to design your own
BAKE, SCRUB, COAT
and DEVELOP cycles
automatically, plus CRT
displays of any individual wafer's process
parameters.
Don't be left at the station. Get on board WAFERTRAC now to keep
your fab line going in the right direction.
WAFERTRAC. Not just the new generation. The whole future of
wafer processing. See VVafertrac at Booth # 335-346. SEMICON, May 25-27
GCA/SUNNYVALE DIVISION 00A
1050 Kifer Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 ( 408) 732-5330 TWX: 910-339-9211
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Pulse withstand
capacitors
for colour 11
015
10 00- —

WIMA FKP 1
Polypropylene film and extended
foil electrode capacitors
encapsulated in cast resin.
Self-healing properties.
Suitable for sharp-edged or
short rise time pulses in
thyristor deflection circuits.

WIMA MKC 10
Metallized polycarbonate capacitors. Particularly suitable for
stringent pulse and surge conditions. Low power factor at high
frequencies. Self- healing
properties. Plastic case design.

WIMA MKP 10
Metallized polypropylene
capacitors in plastic cases.
Self-healing properties. Suitable
for both high current and pulse
circuits owing to low dielectric
losses.
• Other special capacitors
in metal cases.
• One year successful field
experience in equipment by
leading manufacturers.
• Suitable for advanced solidstate equipment.
• For professional
electronics.

Write for our new catalogue

WILHELM
WESTERMANN
Spezialvertrieb Elektronischer
Bauelemente
D-68 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Augusta-Anlage 56
P. O. Box 2345
Tel.: ( 621) 40 80 12
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People
microelectronic division last July.
Declares Knox: " We want to expand out to the rest of the market
we haven't addressed before." He
won't comment further, but an
n-channel capability would make
possible devices such as high-performing dynamic 16,384-bit memories and enhanced-performance 8and 16-bit microprocessor families.
It's n-channel's speed advantage
over p-channel that makes it so indispensible. "As semiconductor
products belly up machine to machine, p-channel just doesn't do it,"
Knox says, although "p-channel is
adequate for people-oriented calculator functions."
Fighting chance. Despite the tardiness, Knox believes "we have a
fighting chance because of our big
base." Rockwell, he points out, has
delivered more than 1million of its
PPS line of microprocessors since
1972, far more than anyone else in
the industry. "It's not as if Rockwell
were jumping into n-channel without any background," Knox observes. "Rockwell has never been in
anything but Lsi."
"From a production viewpoint,"
Pinto points out, " n-channel is not
greatly different from p-channel.
We have the equipment, which is
identical, and the technology, which
is also similar, except for the silicongate process," which apparently is
what Pinto is developing.
Rockwell, moreover, is relying on
its own resources. A well-publicized
technology- exchange agreement,
made last summer with National
Semiconductor Corp., has resulted
in little help for Rockwell's n-channel work, according to Knox.
Tuning up. He describes his program as presently in the "engineering prototype phase where we're
working on architecture and circuit
design and generally tuning up the
process." A pilot production operation is now "in the idle mode," and
when the decision to move comes,
"Dick Pinto has to expand this
beachhead." The most either will
say about specific products or scheduling is rather bland: "Rockwell will
be increasingly active in the marketplace in 1977."
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TO-5RELAY UPDATE:

Solve your energy
crisis with
TO-5relays

Low Coil Power Consumption
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Power Dissipation at Nominal Coil Voltage

Subminiaturization and pc board compatibility —
two obvious advantages of Teledyne TO- 5relays.
But there's another outstanding advantage: low
coil power consumption. This feature is best
illustrated in the above graph which shows our
TO- 5 relay power savings compared to other
miniature relays. The Teledyne 412 Series
dissipates about 30% less power than the 150"
grid relay, and 50% less than the 1/2 crystal can.
Our sensitive 432 Series is 65% less than the
.150" grid. And 75% less than the 1/2 crystal can.

This means you can save over 6watts in atypical
system using, let's say, ten TO- 5 relays. In the end,
you gain significant advantages in terms of thermal
and power supply considerations that can help
prevent an " energy crisis" in your system.
Our complete line of TO- 5 relays includes military
and commercial/industrial types, with virtually all
military versions qualified to established reliability
MIL specs. For complete data, contact Teledyne
Relays — the people who pioneered the TO- 5 relay.

Hybrid " T" Series
SPDT & DPDT types with internal transistor
driver and suppression diode
"D" and " DO" Series
Military and commercial/industrial versions
with internal suppression and steering diodes
Maglatch Series
SPDT, DPDT, and 4PST magnetic
latching types
Centigrid. Series
World's smallest relay — only 225" ( 5.72mm)
high x . 370" ( 9.40mm) square
Hi-Rel Series
Screened versions for space flight
applications ( NASA qualified)
High Environment Series
Hi- temperature, Hi- shock. and
Hi- vibration types

ir TELEDYNE

RELAYS

3155 West El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California 90250
Telephone ( 213) 973-4545
Electronics/May 13, 1976
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If you really need

programmable
synchro
instrumentation

Meetings
Semicon West '76, Semiconductor
Equipment & Materials Institute
(c/o Golden Gate Enterprises,
Santa Clara, Calif.), San Mateo
County Fairgrounds, Calif., May
25-27.
International Symposium on Multivalued Logic, IEEE, Utah State University, Logan, Utah, May 25-28.
Trends and Applications in Micro
and Mini Systems, IEEE, National
Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg,
Md., May 27.
Chicago Spring Conference on Consumer Electronics, IEEE, Marriott
Motor Hotel, Chicago, June 7-8.

...then you really need DDC.
After all, what company is more logical to go to? DDC, having set
the pace in synchro converters, is the one company you'd expect to
know the most about synchro instrumentation ... and you're right!
That's why we are able to offer the fullest and finest line of
programmable standards, synchro and resolver test instruments
and computer- interfaced angle indicators/shaft encoders.
Our line of solid state instrumentation contains units ranging
from the low-cost 3or 4-digit "panel meter" configuration
SR-300 ... to the fully ruggedized HMSR-102A, a -± 0.01° angle
indicator designed to meet the environmental requirements of
MIL-T-21200. Our portable MRH-236 is atwo-speed indicator
complete with militarized combination case.
In the SR-300, we have combined high performance and low
cost in aself-contained digital panel meter for shaft angle
encoding or indication.
In our SR-202 and SR-400 you will find all the best features of
remote and manual control in ahalf- rack, pushbutton-controlled
indicator and simulator. Both
are capable of interfacing with
just about every commonly used
synchro or resolver at various
voltages and frequencies with
accuracies to -± 0.01°. No trims,
no calibrations with these DDC
instruments . . . and all are guaranteed for accuracy and performance. Just a reminder . . .
if you really need systems, we're
also the logical ones to come to.
And if you really need programmable synchro instrumentation
... we're NUMBER ONE.

ca

ILC DATA DEVICE CORPORATION
A Wholly Owned Subsidiary of ILC Industries„
AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL PLAZA BOHEMIA. LONG ISLAND. N.Y. 117 -6 ( 516) 587-5600
APPLICATIONS AND SERVICE CENTERS
CALIFORNIA: 2750 Bel'flower Blvd.,
Long Beach 90815 ( 213) 597-5744

EUROPE: England, The Salctuary,
Oakhill Road, Suobiton, Surrey Tel: 01-399-7262

National Computer Conference,
IEEE et al., New York Hilton, Americana Hotel, and New York Coliseum, June 7-10.
Hybrid Microcircuits Symposium,
U.S. Army Electronics Command,
Fort Monmouth, N.J., June 8-9.
Power Electronics Specialists Conference, IEEE, NASA Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio, June 8-10.
Electrical Insulation International
Symposium, IEEE, Queen Elizabeth
Hotel, Montreal, Que., June 14-16.
ICC '76 International Conference on
Communications, IEEE, Marriott
Motor Hotel, Philadelphia, June
14-16.
Joint

mmm-Intermag Conference,
Hilton Hotel, Pittsburgh, June 15-18.
IEEE and Alp,

Device Research Conference, IEEE,
University of Utah, Salt Lake City,
June 21-23.
13th Design Automation Conference, ACM and IEEE, Rickey's Hyatt
House, Palo Alto, Calif., June
27-29.
Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements, IEEE, NBS,
and URSI, NBS Laboratories, Boulder, Colo.. June 28-July 1.

interested engineers, write or call Steve Muth or send for our 16d- page product line catalog.
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Now.

etzbl

No sources #1,
4
for HA-25N1 ttia
family
op amps.
o
,
Them And us.
Off the shelf
from intersil distributors.
Now Intersil is producing and delivering the 2500 series High Slew Rate operational amplifiers. They're stocked and
available from Intersil distributors in a
variety of types and speeds, all electrically
and pin- identical with the Harris HA-2500
op amp family. And all, of course, utilizing
Dielectric Isolation and thin film resistors
for the kind of performance you expect from
these heretofore single-sourced devices.
The 2500, 2502 and 2505 are compensated for unity gain, and the 2520, 2522
and 2525 are for closed loop gains of 3or
more, with appropriately faster slew rates
and gain -bandwidth products. All are
internally compensated, with excellent
input parameters and wide bandwidth,
ideally suited for D/A and A/D converters,
pulse amplifiers and high frequency buffer
amplifiers.
Next? Look for the 2600 series wide)and high impedance op amps. From
ntersil, 10900 North Tantau Ave.,
Dupertino, CA 95014.

Device
Type

Typical

Flatpack«

Price

TO-99 Price

Slew Rate Order P/N 100-999 Order P/N 100-999

2500 .1-.
30V ,',u.S HA9-2500-2 $ 14.60 HA2-2500-2 $ 13.45
2502
.±-30V 7p.S HA9-2502-2
8.00 HA2-2502-2
6.75
2505
2520
2522
2525

±- 30V S HA9-2505-5
LI: 120V'm S HA9-2520-2
±-120V S HA9-2522-2
±
- 120V'pS HA9-2525-5

7.00
24.00
18.50
14.00

HA2-2505-5
HA2-2520-2
HA2-2522-2
HA2-2525-5

1.85
16.50
11.60
6.75

'Suffix - 2 designates — 55° to +
125°C temperature range.
Suffix - 5designates 0° to 75°C
temperature range.
Intersil stocking distributors
Arrow Electronics
Century Electronics
Elmar/Liberty Electronics
Harvey ( Upper N.Y.)
Intermark ( San Fran.)
Kierulff Electronics ( Mass.)
Marshall Ind. ( L.A., San Diego)
R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd. ( Van. B.C.)
Schweber Electronics
Semiconductor Specialists
Sheridan Assoc. ( PA)
Diplomat ( Fla.)
Weatherford

Intersil area sales offices
Boston ( 617)861-6220
Chicago ( 312)986-5303
Dallas ( 214)387-0539
Dayton ( 513)278-4837
Los Angeles ( 213)532-3544
Ft. Lauderdale ( 305)739-3203
Minneapolis ( 612)925-1844
New York ( 201)567-5585
San Francisco Bay Area ( 408)984-2170
Upstate New York/Canada
(315)437-0368
Representatives in all major cities.

Zentronics ( Canada)

Nero
•
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TEKTRONIX logic analyzers
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for the digital domain
----------

:eii 011.1

'

Timing and binary information together with intensified trigger marker and cursor displayed by the
7001 Logic Analyzer. The number of sample intervals from the trigger point to the cursor appears
at the top of the display; data stored at the cursor
position is displayed in binary across the bottom
of the crt.

New Plug- ins with
Expanded Capabilities
For digital design and testing applications, you'll find that Tektronix
Logic Analyzers and Oscilloscopes
are literally made for each other. To
expand your digital analysis capabilities, choose either the 7D01
Logic Analyzer ( anew plug-in for our
7000-Series laboratory oscilloscope
family) or the LA 501 Logic Analyzer
and its new companion plug-in, the
WR501 Word Recognizer ( these two
are packaged as modular TM 500Series instruments to work with
almost any oscilloscope).
Features

these

analyzers

have

in

common include:
•16 Channel Operation
•15-ns Asynchronous Timing Resolution
•4k Memory to Store
Data
•Word Recognition
•High Z Probes

Pretrigger

For versatile data acquisition, these
logic analyzers let you select the
number of channels and the resolution best suited to specific applications:
16 Channels, 20 MHz, 256 Memory
Bits
8Channels, 50 MHz, 512 Memory
Bits
4Channels, 100 MHz, 1024 Memory Bits
You'll like what we've done to reduce circuit loading problems associated with testing high-speed and
high- impedance logic families. With
our new P6451 active probes, which
have an input impedance of 1 MI2
paralleled by 5pF at the probe head,
you'll be able to test virtually any
logic family.

LA501/WR501, Members
of the TM 500 Series

7D01, A Member of the
7000 Series

Take your logic analyzer right to the
problem with the LA 501 Logic Analyzer and its new companion word
recognizer, the WR 501. Packaged
as modular TM 500 test instruments,
this pair works with any oscilloscope
or XY monitor. Now you've got versatile logic analysis capabilities to
complement the oscilloscope you
probably already own.

Turn any 7000- Series laboratory oscilloscope into a versatile 16-channel logic analyzer with the new 7D01
dual-wide plug-in. Now, gaining log-

Word recognition with digital delay
gives you fast access to almost any
location in the data stream.
For channel-to-channel timing comparisons, you can select any trace
and position it next to any other. And
timing tic marks on each channel
enhance visual analysis.
No matter what your application—
design. production testing, or
service we've got a TM 500 logic
analysis configuration for you.
On the bench, power the LA 501 and
WR 501 with the TM 503 mainframe
or the TM 504 mainframe ( now
you've got room for another TM 500
module like the DMM 502 Digital
Multimeter).
In a rack, use the RTM 506—there's
room enough for the LA 501, the
WR 501, the SC 502 Oscilloscope,
and one more module. Or you can
mount the LA 501 and WR 501 in a
TM 503 side by side with a604 Monitor. The 61/
2 - ir. display is easy to
read.
For field portability, try the TM 515
Traveler Mainframe. It's rugged and
durable, yet as attractive as carryon luggage. You can pack the LA

ic analysis capability is as simple as
adding a plug-in.
With a four- compartment 7000Series mainframe and plug- ins, you
get a truly powerful logic design
tool: alogic analyzer and areal-time
oscilloscope in one unit. Use the
7D01 Logic Analyzer to locate a
digital domain problem, then zero in
for detailed analysis by using the
7D01's word recognizer to trigger
the analog portion of your oscilloscope. Now you can do it with one
instrument and display your digital
and analog information on the same
crt.
With the 7001 you also get timing
and binary information displayed
simultaneously on the crt. You do it
with a cursor. And because the
cursor can be moved in single clock
intervals, timing comparisons are
faster, easier and more error-free
than visual estimates. When the
cursor is moved to a given clock
position, the binary word at that
point is read out across the bottom
of the display.
The LA 501/WR 501 and the 7001
Logic Analyzers will be on display
at ELECTR076. Stop by our booth
for all the details and a hands-on
demonstration. If you can't make it
to the show, call your nearby
Tektronix Field Engineer or write
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton OR 97077.

501. the WR 501. and the SC 502 and
have a complete logic analysis system in a suitcase.

New at

ELECTR076

For Technical Data Circle 22 on Reader Service Card

TEKTRONIX®
committed to
technical excellence

For Demonstration Circle 23 on Reader Service Card.

Interested in network variety?
Select from aspectrum of 347 standards.
Allen-Bradley has the popular configurations you need. Pull-ups, Pull-downs. Line
Terminators. Networks to complement Core Memory Sense Amplifiers. TTL to
ECL Translators. 0-Pad Attenuators. All styles available from your Allen-Bradley
Electronic Distributor. Call for specs or check your EEM Catalog. If you
need specials, contact your local Allen-Bradley district office for fast
turn- around. Ask for Publication 5840. A- B is an experienced twinfilm manufacturer, i.e. precision thin film and thick film.

...room for more
resistors, higher
power ratings, larger
resistance values.

as a special feature.

for visual inspection.

for mechanical stability.

aids orientation and indicates
number of pins. Blue- 14 pin;
green- 16 pin.

Quality in the best tradition.
ALLEN-BRADLEY
Electronics Division
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204
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Electronics newsletter
TI lists first
4- k static RAM
made with I
2L

Mostek to make
Zilog's Z-80

One- chip C-MOS,
a- d converter
due from Motorola . . .

. . . along with
phone- pulse converter

Electronics/May 13. 1976

Texas Instruments will blast into the new 4,096-bit static random-accessmemory market with abombshell. Reaping the benefit s ofit s i
nves t
ment
in integrated injection logic, TI will begin fourth-quarter production of
an I
2L 4-k static RAM that has a maximum access time of 75 nanoseconds—two to three times faster than all other proposed n-channel 4-k
statics—and typical active power dissipation of 500 milliwatts. Moreover,
the single five-volt part, the S400, is fully static and will come in the
18-pin package that houses the widely-used 2102 1-k static RAMs.
As for price, TI promises to be " extremely aggressive" in taking on
the n-MOS parts. ( AMD, Intel, National, SEMI, Mostek, and Motorola
all have announced plans for n-MOS versions.) If chip size is any gauge
of production costs, TI's use of the extremely compact I
2L process for
its 4-k chip array (peripheral circuitry is Schottky TTL) results in ahigh
density that cuts the size to about half that of n-channel 4-k static chips—
well below 20,000 mil 2.TI will follow the S400 with alow-power version,
the LS400, which dissipates 165 mW and has access time of 150 ns.
Meanwhile, Fairchild is developing three I
2L RAMs, a 100-nanosecond
4-k dynamic part and two static devices: a 1-k and a 4-k, both under
100 nanoseconds. Samples are to be ready by year end.
The newly introduced Z-80 enhanced 8-bit microprocessor from Zilog Corp.
of Los Altos, Calif., has won new credibility by landing Mostek Corp.
of Carrollton, Texas, as a second source. And Mostek, the firm that
pioneered the use of depletion-mode load techniques in calculators and
memories (see p. 65), is getting into the mainstream of the high-end
microprocessor market.
Motorola's Semiconductor Products division has developed a one-chip
C-MOS analog-to-digital converter; samples are to be ready this summer.
But instead of combining two technologies on the same chip, the Austin,
Texas, team is taking advantage of available n and p channels on the
chip to build the linear functions. Wafers are processed exactly like
conventional digital C-MOS. The firm will follow the converter later this
year with asimilar dual-precision, one-shot multivibrator.
Aimed at the digital voltmeter market, the MC14433 converter delivers
a31
/2
digit BCD output and will do up to 24 conversions per second with
an accuracy within 0.2%. A 2-volt or 200-millivolt reference is required,
and no full-scale or zero adjustments are needed. The only other external
components required to use the chip as adigital voltmeter are two capacitors
and two resistors—which needn't be precision components—and display
interfacing.
Motorola's Austin group also has samples available of abinary-to-phone
pulse converter, the MC24408, for the telephone interconnect market. It's
designed for telephone pulse dialing where Bell's Touch-Tone is not
available. It provides an equivalent system when used with the MC14419,
akeypad-to-binary-code converter.
Also on the single C-MOS chip is a re-dial function. With an extra
switch, the system will re-dial the last phone number called, up to 16
digits. External logic can be added to program an on-chip hold/interrupt
control, so the system—not the user—has to wait for dial tones.
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Spectra- Physics plans
multichannel gas
chromatograph

Bally to sell
electronic pinball
game for home

National IC
for video playback
replaces 4 devices

CoCom list
features changes
in instruments

Addenda
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Spectra-Physics Inc. of Mountain View, Calif., whose Auto-Lab division
dominates the single-channel gas chromatograph business, is looking to
give its competitors in the multichannel market—Hewlett-Packard, Varian,
Columbia Scientific, and others—a run for their money. Soon it will
introduce the SP4000, a data system for gas chromatography that uses
a hierarchical, or distributed, network of Intel 8080 microprocessors
to control up to 16 channels. Price: $3,600 to $6,000 per channel.
Bally Manufacturing Corp., Chicago, amajor producer of arcade games
and pinball machines, has announced that it will market an electronically
controlled pinball machine for the consumer market. Neither the exact date
of availability nor prices was revealed, but it's understood that the product
will use an 8-bit microprocessor. The product will look and sound very
much like the commercial flipper pinball machines.
A linear IC that allows display of information from video-tape and disk
recorders, games, and test equipment to be displayed on black-and-white
or color-TV receivers is being offered by National Semiconductor Corp.
Designated the LM- 1889, the device will accept audio, color-difference,
and luminance signals, and put out an rf signal to display the data on any tube
of the low vhf channels. These functions formerly required three other ICs
and atransistor. Housed in an 18-pin dual in- line package, the circuit will
sell for less than $ 1.50 in 100,000 quantities, or about $4.50 in hundreds.
An advance examination of the new Free World Coordinating Committee
(
CoCom) commodity control list reveals modifications in a number of
instrumentation categories. One of the biggest changes is in spectrum
analyzers. Where the upper limit was 1gigahertz for nonprogramed units,
it will be 12.5 GHz, with the display bandwidth upped from 12 megahertz
to 125 MHz. Digital-voltmeter sampling rates also have been expanded
from 10 accesses per second to 25. For nonparametric tuned amplifiers
below 1GHz, the new list shows a boost of bandwidth from 10 MHz
to 50 MHz and increases the upper limit on untuned nonparametric
amplifiers from 50 to 100 MHz.
Hewlett-Packard's Data Systems division has received a $3million order
from Iraq for 21 HP3000 minicomputer systems plus other peripheral
equipment. To be used in accounting, payroll, and production control,
the first system will be installed in the ministry's headquarters in Baghdad
in late summer. . . . The first hardware and software package to permit
use of the IEEE's standard interface bus with minicomputers has been
developed by Hewlett-Packard's Data Systems division. It interfaces instruments and HP's 21MX and 2100 series minis. . . . A new trade group
has been formed for makers of consumer electronics products. Its name:
Association for Contemporary Electronics. The president is Don C.
Hoefler, publisher of Microelectronics News, aSilicon Valley newsletter.
Among the directors are AMI chairman Howard Bobb, Atari chairman
Nolan Bushnell, and Intersil chairman and venture capitalist Fred Adler.
The group has scheduled ashow next March in Long Beach, Calif.
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As you can see, this chip is housed in ceramic
and mounted in aforty pin, dual in-line package.
As you can't see, it's aNOVA" computer.
Inside that packaging sits afull 16-bit, silicon
gate, NMOS microNOVA CPU. The mN601.
The mN601 is the first microprocessor designed and manufactured by aminicomputer company. And it's the highest performance NMOS
microprocessor on the market. With our 160
nanosecond RAM, it has amemory cycle time of
960 nanoseconds and the fastest instruction
times going. Like an Add of 2.4 microseconds.
And aLoad of 2.9 microseconds.
The mN601 has the 16-bit NOVA instruction set including hardware stack for easy programming. And 16-bit data for efficient memory
use.
It also has hardware multiply/divide for fast
program execution. Integral data channel logic for
easy interfacing to high performance peripherals.
Control and timing for high density RAM memories. Integral hidden refresh logic that overlaps
instruction execution timing. Plus aunique I/O
encoding scheme for efficient easy interface design. Even the real-time clock is included. All of
which reduces the chip count.

And all that computer is in asingle chip.
And because the mN601 is aNOVA, it uses
the most mature, field-proven software you can
get with any micro. So you can cut back on development time and cost by using compatible software like our diskette-based Disc Operating System
and our Real-Time Operating System.
Also, the mN601 comes with the full documentation support you'd expect from aminicomputer
company like Data General.
If you want more than achip, you can get it.
There's awhole chip set, a4K computer-on-aboard and afully-packaged 9-slot microNOVA
MOS mini. And there's more.
Don't stop here.
Sign up for atechnical seminar on the microNOVA.They'll be held in major cities around the
country from New York to Los Angeles. They'll last
ahalf-day. And they're free.
For more information call our toll free number,
800-225-9497 ( Unless you're in Massachusetts.
In which case, call 1-617-485-9100 Ext. 2509.)

microNOVA:

A giant reduction in the NOVA line.

DataGeneral

IFData General. Route 9, Southboro, Mass. 017 72 (
617) 483-9100. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario.
Data General Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Pans 75116, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne ( 03) 82-1361
NOVA maregotend : radentark of Data General Corp.
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Dramatic breakthrough in IC testing!
Ir
—

Model 410:

Model 420:

One- station. I/O
voltage to 30 V.
and/or currmts to
-± 100 ma. Bias supply: voltaes to
-120 V, andror cur'rents to ± 300 ma.
16K core. Single shift capacity: I
to 5 million 1C,
per year. $49,000.

The Mattel 410
with Extended
Measurement CapabSty. 110 voltages to ± 160 V,
andror cu -rents to
5't0 mL. 32K
core. $ 65,C00.

Model 440:

Model 430:

The Moe' 430
with Extended
Mew urement Capabil.ty.

Two statims. Tes
two different d
Nices simul.aneou
ly in multiplex
mode. 32K cor
Single-sh ft capa'
ity: up to 10 mil
lion 1Cs per yea
$70,000.

4 New Computer-Controlled IC Testers
Give You Instant Access by Telephone
to More Than 1000 Device Programs
Programming expense avoided

Need to develop your own
programs eliminated
Install aSeries 400 IC tester, and we
give you 50 FREE device programs.

ease of a simple benchtop tester. Al-

pense that usually burdens computer-

though the concept is new, the elements
of the systems are field-proven. Series

controlled IC tester users. There's no

We also give you Instant Program Access ( IPA). That means 1000 addi-

computer- control with the operating

IPA v.ipe, eut the programming ex-

need for experienced programmers; no
lost time developing and debugging

400 models are no- frills versions of our
big testing systems. Each Series 400

tional device programs are at your

your own device programs. But, just in

model can perform a// classes of IC

fingertips — instantly accessible from
our Central Program Library ( CPL)

case, Datatron's conversational ( Eng-

testing on up to 90 percent of the de-

lish language) software makes it easy

vices you're ever likely to inspect. That

for nonprogrammers to modify our

includes 'PI., DTL, CTL, RTL, HTL,

programs or create new ones. It's

ECL, PL, CMOS, and all MOS devices.

via a national time-sharing network.
Here's how it works
You select the device programs required to test your mix of 24-pin SSI
and MSI devices. With aTeletype ter-

all done via the Teletype terminal

Throughput ranges up to 10 million de-

communicating with the system

vices per year — single- shift capacity

computer — without interrupting
production testing.
IPA only part of
the story

minal, you then access and retrieve
those programs from our CPL, over
regular telephone lines. Your cost:

Our Series 400
models combine
the versatility of

$50 for each program and then the
program is yours.
50 device programs free!

with optional automatic handlers.
Series 400 testers have a lot going
for them. For the complete story, call,
write, or TWX us right away.

Datatron. I
nc•
TEST SYSTEMS DIVISION

1562 Reynolds Ave., Irvine, CA 92714 • ( 714) 540-9330 • 157X 910-595-'. 589 • Mailing Address: P.O. Bar. 11427, Santa Ara, CA 9271
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Magnetic bubbles
shine brightly
in flat display
Small alphanumeric units,
built by Mullard Research
in Britain, are yellow on
a red or green background
Although many manufacturers are
considering magnetic bubbles for
memories, Mullard Research Laboratories is eyeing magnetic bubbles
for displays. These would be better
than other flat electronic displays
for serial access, nonvolatility, good
color contrast, small size, low drive
voltage, and a need for fewer connections, the laboratories' director
Kurt Hoselitz points out.
These advantages would make
the displays ideal for transmitting
picture information over narrow
bandwidths, say the Redhill, Surrey,
researchers. And a bubble display
could be useful in military field and
cockpit communications, as well as
for police receivers.
For example, amessage of 100 alphanumeric characters or a simple
picture could be sent and held for
later viewing. But, like bubble
memories, the displays are limited
by chip size to amaximum of 5millimeters square, although magnification helps get around this problem somewhat. And making the
special magnetic film for displays

is easier than making it for bubble
memories, Hoselitz says.
Faraday rotations. In addition to
the properties of magnetic bubbles,
the display is based on a special
Mullard-developed magnetic material and the Faraday-rotation effect.
That effect, in essence, makes the
bubbles, like aseries of mobile light
dots, visible by sharply contrasting
them against their background. This
contrast is achieved by shining a
linearly polarized light beam
through a magnetic material. The
beam's plane of polarization rotates
with the direction of magnetization.
Magnetic bubbles are cylindrical
magnetic domains that have their
magnetization reversed with respect
to an external bias field. They occur
in thin films of urtiaxial magnetic
materials in which the balance of
magnetization is parallel to the bias
field. They can be easily propagated
by using an in-plane rotating field
and astructured permalloy film deposited onto the bubble film.
Mullard's prototype display consists of a light-bulb source, a polarizing plate of polaroid plastic, the
magnetic-bubble chip surrounded
by abias magnet and drive coils, an
analyzer also made from polarizing
plastic, and the screen or eyepiece.
The bubble chip consists of an epitaxial layer of single-crystal mag-

On track. Alphanumerics are formed by bubbles held in place in epitaxial garnet.
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netic bismuth thulium gallium, deposited on asubstrate of single-crystal nonmagnetic- gadolinium
gallium garnet 500 gm thick.
Onto this epitaxial layer is deposited a nickel alloy film 3 angstroms
thick in a folding-shift- register
structure to form the bubble-propagation track. These permalloy elements also generate and destroy
bubbles and provide stable positions
for the bubbles in the display. A
current conductor near the bubble
generator controls the bubbles.
Color contrast. So far, Mullard
has made chips with only 10 by 10
bubble positions. The bubbles appear yellow on agreen or red background that varies in hue and intensity controlled by the setting of the
analyzer. They form alphanumeric
characters of 0.3 by 0.4 millimeter,
which are easily viewed with a 10 x
magnifier. However, Mullard foresees a 100-character display made
from 5- by- 7- bubble matrixes.
Driven by 200 milliwatts and operated at 10 kilohertz, it could form a
picture in 1second or less.
D

Military

Army wants more
battlefield sensors
Unattended
battlefield
sensors
proved their worth in Vietnam, particularly during the siege of Khe
Sanh in early 1968, when they pinpointed where the enemy was attempting to mass and attack. And
now they're being used in the Sinai
to monitor the ceasefire between
Egypt and Israel.
But these sensors are limited in
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Battlefield ears. The Army's program for anew family of unattended battlefield sensors also
calls for the development of repeaters and associated data communications equipment.

their ability to distinguish between
people and vehicles, and they only
operate well in warm weather. So to
broaden its tactical sensor capabilities, the Army is developing three
advanced sensor systems.
Rembass. The first, and most ambitious of the three, is a remotely
monitored battlefield sensor system.
It's intended to replace what was
known in Vietnam as the "McNamara Wall," named after then Defense Secretary
Robert S.
McNamara, who promoted the use
of ground sensors to help impede
the flow of North Vietnamese military traffic across the Demilitarized
Zone.
Project manager Col. Louis C.
Friedersdorf at the Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth,
N. J., says four industry contractors—Honeywell Inc., GTE Sylvania,
American Electronic Laboratories,
and RCA Corp.—are bidding for the
Rembass program [
Electronics,
April 29, p. 25]. Two of these companies will be awarded first-phase
design contracts as early as next
month, but only one of the two may
pick up the production contract for
the program, expected to be
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awarded in June 1977, Friedersdorf
says.
The temperature range over
which the remote sensors must be
able to operate has to be extremely
wide. Existing sensors, for instance,
use mercury batteries, which in cold
weather operate poorly, if at all.
According to Maj. John P. Bulger,
project officer at Fort Monmouth,
the Army hopes to use long-shelflife batteries of lithium in an organic electrolyte. "But that's another development program," he
says. The sensors also must be able
to distinguish between personnel,
tracked and wheeled vehicles, and
be deliverable by air, artillery or be
emplaced by hand.
Choice of sensors. Each contractor is expected to develop or acquire
the hardware for asystem that may
include a mix of magnetic, seismic/acoustic and infrared detectors,
associated data-communications
equipment, receivers, antennas,
printers, displays and repeaters. The
sensor technologies to be used in the
program have not been chosen. This
is the area, essentially, in which the
four companies are competing.
"We've given them the tradeoffs,"

Friedersdorf says. "We're in the
white-lace-and-promises stage, but
it looks very good at this point."
Emphasizes Bulger, "We're not trying to make any stupendous breakthroughs with the remote sensing
program, but we want to meet the
needs in the field and have an expandable evolutionary capability
for the future."
Smaller system too. Bulger is also
involved with aplatoon early-warning system for limited field operations that's been developed by
Delco Electronics. The company is
scheduled to complete testing this
summer and may go into production early next year, he says.
A third program, a field-artillery
acoustic locating system, will use
sound-ranging techniques to locate
enemy artillery. A distributed array
of acoustic sensors—sensitive to
muzzle blast and shell burst, would
be positioned by hand or delivered
by high-speed aircraft or artillery at
the forward edge of a battle area.
"Enemy fire will activate the sensors, which will then transmit digital
messages, through a relay if necessary" to a target processing center,
says Bulger. "The received messages
are time-tagged, sorted and processed, and displayed as output data
that identifies the weapon position."
Bulger says a request for proposals
for this program may be issued
within the next few days.
Friedersdorf says the Marine
Corps and Navy, which continue to
use the Vietnam-type sensors, are
looking to the remote battlefield
sensor program as its future system.
The Air Force is developing its own
security sensor systems for its
bases, one of which is expected to
take advantage of some of the
Army's remote battlefield sensor effort.
E

Military

Army, Navy begin
tests on Boram
Developmental models of what the
military hopes will become its first
nonvolatile, semiconductor memory
have begun operational test and
evaluation. Known as Boram, for
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block- oriented random-access
memory, three test systems from
two firms use 2,048-bit metal nitride-oxide semiconductor ( mNos)
memory arrays that are radiation
resistant and can perform in severe
military environments.
The Univac Defense Systems division, St. Paul, Minn., has delivered two Boram systems, one with
590,000 bits and one with 295,000,
to the Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, Pa. A single
memory board with 152 MNOS chips
developed by Westinghouse Defense and Electronics System Center, Baltimore, Md., is at the Naval
Air Test Center, Patuxent River,
Md.
Two programs. While Univac's
systems were developed under contract to NADC, Westinghouse received joint Army-Navy funding
from the Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N.J. There
are two development programs
being funded at the same time because "we are getting refinements in
the technology," says one Pentagon
R&D official. The two approaches
are "somewhat different in terms of
system organization and packaging.
We need to examine them both."
Contract outlays have been low—
less than $ 1million for each of the
two companies.
In addition to radiation resistance
in a weapons system, nonvolatility,
and long data retention during
power interruptions and shutdowns,
Boram promises cheap bulk data
storage and high bit densities. Light
weight and small size make it feasible for airborne and tactical field
use as well. With hybrid packaging,
a memory of 65,536 words plus input/output and control logic could
fit into astandard air-transport rack
of 10 by 7.5 by 19.5 inches.
Univac officials say the smaller of
their units will undergo operational
tests after integration into a flying
antisubmarine warfare laboratory
being developed by Boeing Co.
Navy sources report that the larger
Univac system is acandidate for the
memory of the All- Applications
Digital Computer [
Electronics, Dec.
25, 1975, p. 52]. The Westinghouse
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board, which could be the basis for
amodule storing up to 16.8 million
bits, will be tested later at Fort
Monmouth for the Army's AN/
GYK-12 Tacfire tactical fire control
system.
Univac's Charles A. Beltz will discuss the company's Boram effort
next week at the National Aerospace and Electronics Conference in
Dayton, Ohio. He says Univac's
production of the MNOS chips, albeit
limited, has demonstrated the producibility of the devices and the viability of the MNOS technology.
Read-write on chip. The Westinghouse module—which puts 2,048
bits plus read-write circuitry on a
chip measuring 154 by 170 mils—
has an access time of under 30 microseconds, about 100 times faster
than fixed-head drum or disk storage, according to its developers.
Storage densities of 476 bits per
cubic centimeter and 366 bits per
gram are about one-fourth the volume and two-thirds the weight of
moving-head disk systems now in
military use. The firm believes costs
of the MNOS memory can be made
competitive.
Westinghouse says data retention
times in excess of 4,000 hours are
possible, while Univac says its device can retain data up to 8,700
hours but has arelatively long write
cycle of 2,000 gis. But Univac's Beltz
says development of a new RAM
with a write cycle time of 4 tts and
5,000 hours retention is now under
way at the company. The effort, he
says, "represents the highest performance levels believed to be achievable in the near future."
E

However, in the usual scanned or
multiplexed operation, voltages often fall somewhere between full-on
and full-off levels, so readings may
be faulty; the display may be either
on or off, depending on such factors
as ambient temperature and the
composition of the liquid-crystal
material.
To get around the instabilities of
liquid-crystal bar graphs, engineers
at North Hills Electronics Inc., Glen
Cove, N.Y., are using two liquidcrystal layers (see figure on p. 32).
These work together to transmit or
block light and form the bar graph.
With the combination, matrix addressing of individual bar segments
is possible, yet the voltage applied
to the liquid-crystal material is either full on or full off; there is none
of the "half-voltage" operation that
could lead to unstable operation.
Sol Sherr, vice president of research
and development, described the
techniques in a paper prepared for
last week's Society for Information
Display symposium and exhibition
in Beverly Hills, Calif.
Light block. In operation, the
back layer passes all light except at
Easy view. Liquid-crystal bar graph shows
up brightly in model at North Hills.

Displays

Bar graph uses
liquid crystals
Bar-graph displays are attracting
rather more attention lately from
manufacturers of measurement instruments. And using liquid crystals
would, at first sight, seem like an
ideal way to build them (see "Bargraph displays are easier reading").
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the electrode that is to form the
units bars—the "least significant elements" of the display. For example,
to display the number 32, the bottom three tens electrodes are turned
on by asaturation-level voltage; the
first two units bars of the fourth
electrode are also turned on by this
same voltage level but it is 180° out
of phase. Thus, the first 32 segments
pass light; the next eight units bars
are opaque because front and back
electrodes are at ground. And the
unwanted light that comes through
the top six tens segments is blocked
by the front layer. A unit with the
10 tens-and-units structure shown in
the figure yields adisplay with aresolution of 1%. All on segments are
at or above the liquid crystal's saturation voltage, and the off segments
are at zero potential. No segments
are in the transition region.
Panel meters using the two-layer
LcDs should be ready for sale by the
end of the year, says Sherr. He estimates prices will be in the $ 100 to
$150 range.
Square-wave drive. The cells are
driven by a square wave and are
fully saturated at less than 20-v

Bar-graph displays are easier reading
Bar-graph displays have distinct advantages over digital and mechanical
analog panel meters in many applications. Like DPMs, they exhibit no overshoot when the input voltage changes, and when it comes to accuracy and
resolution, especially with expanded scales, they outdo other analog meters by orders of magnitude. They also retain one major advantage analog
meters have over digital types: they're easier to interpret, at least when
making an approximation, and so they are superior for indicating atrend or
for comparing the values of anumber of measurements shown side by side
on multiple bar graphs.
So far, there are only ahandful of bar-graph displays on the market. They
may be made up of light-emitting diodes, incandescent-filament bulbs, or
gas-discharge cells.
A row of discrete LEDs is used to form abar graph in Ana/Led panel meters made by Simpson Electric Co., Elgin, Ill. As with other LED displays,
LED light columns offer low-voltage operation and the high reliability of
solid-state design, but can be expensive and consume a fair amount of
power. Power consumption is also a problem with incandescent bar-graph
displays, like the aircraft cockpit units being made by Canadian Marconi.
However, without adoubt, incandescents, which can operate from low voltages, are easily the brightest displays and should find applications where
ambient light is high.
Gas-discharge light columns, like those made by Burroughs Corp.'s Electronic Components division, Plainfield, N.J., and those under development
at Beckman Information Displays, Scottsdale, Ariz., are bright enough in ordinary ambient room lighting, but some users dislike the need for a power
supply that delivers more than 150 V.
Liquid-crystal bar graphs, like those being developed at North Hills Electronics Inc., are readable in direct sunlight, consume negligible power, and
do not require high voltages. On the other hand, some LCDs suffer from
sensitivity to temperature changes, and the backlighting needed in low ambient light offsets the attraction of low power consumption.

Light bar. Pair of liquid-crystal layers in North Hills Electronics' developmental bar graph act in tandem to block light that's projected
from the rear. The zig-zag electrode pattern superimposed over
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PG 508T ( includes mainframe) ...$ 1250

The Tektronix PG 508 50- MHz Pulse Generator is a general-purpose instrument with unique features innovated for versatility and ease of use.
It provides the high-level output required to drive MOS and CMOS (
up to
20 V in a 20-V window to hi Z and up to 10 V to 50 f2).
A control error light helps in setting up the instrument by warning of improper switch or variable control settings of the parameters, which include
period, delay, duration, and rise and fall time.
The PG 508 is the first pulse generator on the market to offer independent
pulse top and bottom level control by three means: knobs,

front- panel

screwdriver adjustments, or external tracking. The low reactance 5042 output delivers clean waveforms to unterminated cables or reactive loads.
Trigger the PG 508 from your circuitry just as you would your favorite triggered- sweep oscilloscope ... a selectable 504.! or 1- Me trigger/gate input
lets you use a 1X or 10X oscilloscope probe. A three-state trigger light indicates proper external triggering.
The PG 508 will perform effectively as a pulse regenerator, sine- wave to
pulse converter, or logic level translator, as well as a primary source of
pulse waveforms. Use it to drive MOS, CMOS, DTL, HTL, 1
21_ FL, or ECL.

• 20 V, 5 Hz to 50 MHz
• Rise time variable to 5 ns
• Delay and double pulse
• Control error light
• Probe compatible 1-K/k2 trigger input

Order the PG 5081 for a self-contained pulse generator complete with mainframe/power supply. Power requirements are: line voltages from 100 to
240 V ac, line frequencies from 48 to 440 Hz.
Tektronix TM 500 is a family of plug-in modular instruments and 1, 3, 4, 5,
and 6- compartment mainframe/power supplies. The unique advantage of
TM 500 instrumentation is the ability of the instruments to talk to one another
and work together through the rear interfacing within their mainframes ...

• Three- state trigger light

yet any of the plug-in modular instruments may be chosen on the merit of

• Presettable output voltage

its performance alone as a monolithic instrument operating from a main-

• Counted burst capability

frame/power supply.
The PG 508, for example, can be combined with several other TM 500 Instruments to provide a basic bench setup for CMOS. One suggested lineup
includes a TM 506 6- compartment mainframe, DC 505A Universal Counter,
DD 501 Digital Delay for counted burst operation, PG 508 Pulse Generator,

111110111.«..

DM 502 Digital Multimeter, and PS 503A Power Supply. While this is a
typical setup, many variations are possible within the TM 500 family to
create the optimum instrumentation for your particular needs.
PG 508 50- MHz Pulse Generator

$ 1100

PG 508T ( includes mainframe)

$ 1250

For further information on the PG 508 and TM 500
Instrumentation, ask for a demonstration; a Tektronix Field Engineer will contact you. Ask for
literature and you'll get the comprehensive PG
508 Data Sheet and TM 500 Catalog shown below.
To write or phone: Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box
500, Beaverton, Oregon 97077, ( 503) 6440161 ext. 5542. In Europe: Tektronix Limited,
P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey,
Channel Islands.

For Technical Data Circle 32 on Reader Service Card
For Demonstration Circle 33 on Reader Service Card

U.S. Sales Prices
FOB Beaverton, Oregon

TEKTRONIX®
committed to
technical excellence
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peak. "All activated areas remain
fully on, which, in combination with
the saturation drive, allows the maximum contrast ratio to be achieved,"
Sherr says. "Back lighting by means
of several 8-watt fluorescent lamps
is used, and contrast ratios greater
than 10 are readily attained."
The electronics of the panel meter
contains three programable readonly memories to decode binarycoded-decimal representations of
the tens and units data into the
proper format for the three patterns
to be driven.
CI

Air-traffic control

Ground control
tries new system
Planes swarm around airports even
more densely on the ground than in
the air. That's why the Federal
Aviation Administration is readying
an airport-surface traffic-control system for operational testing at Boston's Logan International Airport
either late this year or early next.
The system, which has just completed tests at the FAA's National
Aviation Facilities Experimental
Center at Atlantic City, N.J., is expected to prevent crashes on the
ground and enable ground controllers to handle 25% more takeoffs
and landings per hour per runway
in both good and poor visibility.
The Department of Transportation's Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Mass., is spearheading the development— a trilateration position-fixing scheme designed to ride piggyback on Logan's
existing air-traffic-control radarbeacon system. This radar-beacon
system uses an airport's surveillance
radar to interrogate aircraft transponders to derive position and identity information as far as 60 miles
from an airport.
Speed-up. But once the aircraft
has landed, the new system, dubbed
TAGS for tower-automated groundsurveillance system, comes into
play. It will locate and identify arriving and departing planes that are
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moving or standing still on the
ground.
At present, local air and ground
controllers depend on visual sightings to locate planes on the airport
surface. Yet even when they see the
planes, they can't automatically
identify them by their flight numbers. Automatic identification will
enhance the safety of automatic
landing systems, which, as they improve, will increase the number of
landings that can be allowed in limited visibility.
Interrogation. The ground-surveillance system will use the same
kind of interrogation scheme as the
radar-beacon system, except that it
will require greater resolution because planes on the ground crowd
together more closely than in the
air. John O'Grady, chief of the
Transportation Systems Center's
Airport Surface Systems branch,
says TAGS can pick out asingle aircraft more than 95% of the time
when only 150 feet separates its
transponder from the transponder
of an adjacent plane.
The TAGS systems adds a fixed
antenna atop the rotating L-band
airport surveillance radar. In a trilateration system, there are two
transmit/receive stations and one
receive-only station. The first station
sends a transponder- inhibiting
pulse pair that suppresses any aircraft transponders in its beam pattern for 35 seconds. A few microseconds later, the second station
transmits a pulse pair to suppress
transponders in its pattern, also for
35 !
Is. Importantly, though, each of
these beams contains a steerable
notch or null in which no transponder suppression takes place.
Thus, an area in which only one
transponder can respond to interrogation is established at the intersection of the notches created by the
first and second stations. Then 8tts
after the start of its inhibit pulse, the
second station sends its interrogation pulse along the notch of its
beam; only the transponder at the
intersection of the notches can respond, preventing interference.
A transponder's reply is received
at each of the three stations, and the

plane's position is calculated by
measuring the differences between
its times of arrival. The plane's identity—its flight number for example—
is established with the normal coded
signal from the transponder. Ultimately, each aircraft will be tagged
on controller displays so it can be
routed safely between taxiways and
runways.
Inactive periods. O'Grady emphasizes that TAGS will be timed to
function only during the airport surveillance radar's inactive periods.
Thus, it won't interfere with normal
operation of the radar beacon system, even though the two share the
same frequencies and transponders.
He looks for TAGS to be phased in
operationally in 1979.
0

Solid state

DEC gets its
device act together
It's been a little more than a year
since Digital Equipment Corp. established a semiconductor laboratory in space leased from Sprague
Electric Co. in Worcester, Mass.
Since then, DEC has been quietly
building what amounts to a pilot
production line for both silicon-gate
n- channel mos and low- power
Schottky bipolar LS! devices. The facility helps fill the minicomputer
maker's need for expertise in semiconductor processing, assembly and
testing as it moves to integrate its
component and system capabilities
[Electronics, April 29, p. 25].
Keeping on top. The numbers pertaining to people, floor space, diffusion tubes, and delivered devices,
aren't big enough to chill the hearts
of semiconductor makers, and DEC
will long depend heavily on outside
suppliers for most of its devices. But
the DEC effort suggests that the
leading maker of minicomputers
will not be far behind the semiconductor community in process knowhow. "Our philosophy is that there's
no reason DEC should be ayear or
two behind the semiconductor industry in creating products," says
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Now you can service with a
Tektronix Oscilloscope for as little as $695*
Cost of service instruments is an important factor in any
purchase. But so is reiiaoility. Now T900 Oscilloscopes give
you both Tektronix quality and reliability at prices designed
for cost sensitive applications.
T921—Dc to 15 MHz; single trace,
single time base
$695*
T922—Dc to 15 MHz; dual trace,
$850*
single time base
1932—Dc to 35 MHz; dual trace,
$1195*
single time base
T935—Dc to 35 MHz; dual trace,
delayed sweep time base
$ 1395*
T912—Dc to 10 MHz; bistable storage;
writing speed to 250 cm/ms; dual trace,
single time base
$ 1300*

of 2mV/div to 10 V/div in twelve calibrated steps; regulated
power supplies and 3% accuracy. For convenience, 1900
Oscilloscopes are equipped with beam finder, single knob
triggering, automatic selection of chopped
or alternate mode, and automatic selection of tv line or frame display ( except
T912 Storage model). T900 scopes are
compact ( 7x9x18 in.) and lightweight
only 16 lb.). They are available with afull
selection of accessories.

T900 Series—
the quality
low-cost
oscilloscopes

Performance to Spare
Alt T900 scopes feature large
(8 x10 cm), bright crts; sensitivity

For ademonstration of any 1900 Oscilloscope or afree copy of the new T900
brochure, write to Tektronix, Inc., P.O.
Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077. For
immediate assistance, call
(503) 644-0161, extension T900.
•All prices include 10X probes.
Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon.

TEKTRONIXcommitted to
technical excellence

For Technical Data Circle 34 on Reader Service Card

For Demonstration Circle 35 on Reader Service Card
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DEC stresses device, systems awareness
To help design and fabricate its own large-scale-integrated devices, Digital
Equipment Corp, Marlboro, Mass., is introducing device and systems engineers into each other's operations. And DEC is also setting up adevice-test
facility to go along with its wafer-fabrication operation at Worcester, Mass.
Joe Chenail heads both.
Chenail says the company is particularly keen on having its device group
thoroughly know systems needs and wants its systems people to be fully
aware of the Worcester facility's semiconductor capability. To that end,
staff meetings with systems people are held periodically to acquaint them
with the semiconductor operation.
In addition, three circuit designers are doing atwo-year stint in one of the
systems groups. Chenail believes the synergism of having device and systems people working together will lead to still more LSI-based systems from
the company.

Joe Chenail ( pronounced sha-NYE),
operations manager at the Worcester wafer-fabrication facility.
The plan, as outlined by Chenail,
is to stay abreast of processing technology, but to farm out volume production while maintaining a growing "fall-back" production capacity.
The design and processing group
within DEC will also be able to develop custom LSI devices that the
company wants to keep secret from
the semiconductor community.
More than 100 persons are involved in semiconductor-wafer fabrication, assembly, and testing in
Worcester, Marlboro, and Maynard,
Mass. About 60 are concentrated in
the 10,000 square feet of Worcester's wafer-processing area. That
space will be doubled by July 1, as
more of the assembly and test functions are concentrated there.
Progress. Chenail reports that the
number of wafer starts per week is
at " anice volume" now and will be
doubled by year-end. The Worcester site has eight diffusion furnaces
devoted to production of the chip
set for the LSI-11 microcomputer
and 12 for low- power Schottky
bipolar LS! devices. DEC is acting as
its own second source to Western
Digital Corp. for the five-chip silicon-gate n-channel mos LSI-11 set
with a process that is compatible
with at least two other outside mos
manufacturers. "The LSI-11 chips
are large, four-phase dynamic-logic
chips," Chenail says. "And we're
very proud of our yields."
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The low-power Schottky process
was chosen, he says, "because it
offers the best speed-power tradeoff
for today's random logic and also
has all the earmarks to allow expansion into memory and integrated injection logic." And, although DEC
has yet to build is first integrated-injection-logic device, "we've defined
aprogram and are working on it."
• Devices designed. Seven lowpower Schottky LSI devices have
been designed thus far and are in
development. Five are custom integrated circuits that replace smallscale and medium-scale ics that will
help cut the number of circuit
boards in DEC minicomputers. The
other two will go into future DEC
products. Chenail reveals only that
one of them, to be built in both the
Schottky and ik technologies,
"pushes into the 500-gate range in
complexity."
And he adds, "We were able to
have aprocess line up and running
less than three months after the diffusion-furnace gas flow and dopant
profiles were established."

Companies

Beall takes over for
Williams at Rockwell
With his appointment last week as
president of Rockwell International's billion-dollar Electronics
Operations, Donald R. Beall contin-

ues his rapid climb up the corporation's management ladder. Since
1971 he has been earning ever more
esteem at corporate headquarters in
Pittsburgh for his role in turning the
Collins Radio Group into a profitable operation. In his new post, he
will oversee the Autonetics Group
and the Microelectronic Device division (see p. 14), both in Anaheim,
Calif., as well as Dallas-based Collins.
Beall succeeds Donn L. Williams,
who was named to anew corporate
post of vice president for electronics
strategy development, reporting to
Rockwell International's president
Robert Anderson. But the change,
says one Wall Street financial
analyst who follows Rockwell
closely, should be viewed as a "welldeserved promotion for Beall and in
no way a demotion for Williams."
Williams can make asolid contribution in his new job, the analyst believes.
Although the timing of the announcement caught everyone by
surprise, sources say it is consistent
with Rockwell management's policy
of seeking tighter integration of
high-technology electronics operations into the corporate organization. These are largely part of the
old North American Aviation operations, located on the West Coast.
Beall seems an ideal choice for
this mission, since he joined Rockwell itself in 1968 as executive director of financial planning before becoming second in command to
Williams in 1970, the year Electronics Operations was formed. In 1971,
he went to Collins when Rockwell
invested heavily there, before acquiring the firm outright. Beall became president of Collins in 1974.
Although Collins' financial results
are not reported separately, they are
said to contribute more than half
the operation's profit on 40% of its
volume.
Briefing. As recently as April 28,
Williams briefed financial analysts
in both Pittsburgh and New York
on how he viewed the prospects for
Electronics Operations, meetings
also attended by Beall. One analyst
said not a hint of the impending
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Buss Fuses
Specialize Toe
WITH A COMPLETE LINE OF CIRCUIT
PROTECTION DEVICES AND MOUNTINGS
TO MEET MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS

•

FHN2OG
FH1.10U

FHL17G1

leuti

FM01

Whatever your military requirement calls for
in the way of electronic circuit protection —
BUSS offers an extremely broad line of
product capabilities — time- delay or quickacting fuses — instrument type fuses — fuse
blocks — fuse clips — extractor post type,
open fuse indicating and non-indicating fuseholders, plus aircraft limiters and limiter
blocks.
All
precision
engineered and tested
'Military
to meet rigid military
Specifications
specifications.
• MIL- F- 15160C
For the full list of
• MIL- F- 15160E
BUSS circuit protection
• MIL- F- 19207B
products listed under
• MIL- F-21346A
MIL
Specs,
ask for
• MIL- F-23419B
BUSS Form MIL — See
• MIL- F-5372C
for yourself.
• MIL- F- 5373C

F028
FOIA

FO9B
FO9A

F77A

FH21AM

FC21AN
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VULOINIZED
XECOlefet
0141/0181.0
itAl/Re
PRESSURE-SE
GASICelle
Nothing else adapts to confined
space and minimized weightincrease requirements, yet packs
such EMI/RFI shielding/pressureseal efficiency, as permanentlybonded Xeconie conductive elastomer gasketing. And only Metex
has the technology and advanced
equipment for it.
Available in exceptionally thin
cross- sections with 40-60 durometer strengths. Xecon conductiveelastomer gasketing can now be
permanently vulcanized to any metal panel, in any shape, width or
thinness. Permanent peel- strength;
no danger of dislodgement. And
no mounting slots, adhesives or
positioning jigs needed. We do it all
—using your panels, or panels produced and prepared by us. Maximum EMI/RFI shielding to 10 GHz
is retained, even under compression up to 200°C temperatures.
Another way Metex makes Xecon
adaptable.
For full data, samples and application engineering consultation
on Xecon and other composite
hielding/pressure-seal solutions,
or write: Metex Corporation,
e
Edison, N. J. 08817,
(201) 287-0800; or
Cal-Metex Corp.,
Ing lewood,CA.90301,
(213) 641-8000.
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change was at all evident then.
At the meetings Williams pre-

Components

dicted solid improvements for this
year, with Collins up 8%, the Autonetics Group ahead by 18%, and the
Microelectronic division breaking
roughly even. He attributed the division's flat performance to changes
in strategy, the better to serve highvolume customers, and to investments in new processes. This divi-

Analog Devices goes

sion has been consistently profitable, Williams said, and is an
important part of the operation,
even though it accounts for only
10% of total sales.
Beall will maintain offices in both
Dallas and Anaheim, and Williams
also will have two offices—in Anaheim and at West Coast corporate
headquarters in El Segundo, Calif.D

after monolithics
Undismayed by recent rumblings
that the big semiconductor manufacturers are moving into monolithic-integrated-circuit data conversion, Analog Devices Inc. has taken
steps to assure that "we're going to
be one of the significant factors in
this market," as president and chairman Ray Stata puts it.
Stata maintains that the Norwood, Mass., company has 30% of
the existing $ 50 million data-converter market and will at least maintain its market share, as its products

News briefs
Burroughs shows new small computer system . . .
Three major main-frame makers have almost simultaneously introduced two
new computers and an intelligent terminal. Burroughs introduced its B80
small computer with prices ranging from below $20,000 to about $ 150,000.
NCR Corp. announced its Criterion 8550 and 8570 systems, aimed at medium- and large-scale computer applications. Sperry-Univac announced a
new family of remote-batch and text-editing terminals.
The B80 system is built around a nine-chip, p-channel, metal-oxidesemiconductor microprocessor used by Burroughs in its TC5100 terminals
and other small processor- based systems. New with the system are aflexible disk unit capable of storing 1megabyte of information.
. . . as NCR reaches for medium and large applications . . .
NCR's microprogramable 8550 and 8570 systems, which operate as virtual
machines, can run Cobol programs and others developed for the NCR Century series. The new systems are organized around a single bus, a first for
systems larger than minicomputers. Circuitry is emitter-coupled logic, with
memory expandable up to 1million bytes.
. . . and Sperry Univac's intelligent terminal bows
Sperry-Univac's remote- batch terminal, the UTS 400, based on an 8080A
microprocessor, is userprogramable with the PL/M high-level language.
Uses include data entry and processing, conversational interaction, and offline operation. The text editor is aspecial version.
Illegal exports bring crackdown
I. I. Industries Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., a subsidiary of Cutler-Hammer Inc.,
has been charged with illegally exporting $3 million in semiconductor-production equipment to the Soviet Union, in what may be the start of a Government crackdown on such transactions. The Federal indictment alleges
that the firm, three of its officers, and three West German nationals violated
U.S. law forbidding export to Communist Bloc countries of any goods that
"significantly increase . . . present or potential military capability." The indictment alleges that semiconductor bake ovens, scrubbers, and etchers,
among other equipment, were " falsely invoiced as commercial washing
machines and industrial ovens" to an exporter.
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see
Circle 38 on reader service card
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MAKE AN
OLD MAN HAPPY
Uncle Sam has atough way of asking for ultra-reliable relays: MIL-R6106 ( ER).
And Leach has aterrifically easy
new answer: low cost, off-the-shelf
relays.
Because our 10 A, 2PDT model
MS27401 is the first relay ever
qualified to MIL-R-6106(ER)
and it's available from distributor stock right now.
The Leach
MS27401 is just the first
in aseries ( ask about our

MS27400) of re;ays designed to
give you awhole new dimension in
price and performance. Besides
rapid delivery, you get serialized
test data that saves time at incoming inspection and provides
automatic lot traceability. 100%
environmental
screening.
And about
ten times the
reliability of
an ordinary
MIL-spec

relay for only about 10% more.
If it all sounds too good to be
true, you need acopy of the new
Leach Hi-Rel Relays brochure.
In it we've covered everything
from costing out reliability to how
to save money on configuration
and traceability
controls.There's
never been
anything like
it before, so
write or call for your copy now.
It's enough to make agrown
man grin.

LEACH
(213) 232-8221

Lcaeh Corporanon
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GREASE
ELIMINATORS

Cho-Therm
insulators eliminate the
greasy mess on your production lines, improve
worker attitudes and
cut costs.
Cho-Therm comes
in convenient rolls for dispensing
ease, pre-cut to fit your power
packages. It's available adhesive
coated for use when gravity's
working against you. It eliminates grease handling costs and
the soldering problems and costs
resulting from sloppy application.
Grades are available
to replace greased mica, Be0,
.
aluminum oxide,
polyimides
and anodized
aluminum.
End your heat
transferheadaches withChoTherm.
CHOMEROCS6
(It'll make your 77 Dragon Court
QA group smile Woburn, Ma. 01801
too!)
(
617) 935-4850
40
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go increasingly monolithic in design.
Analog Devices makes, among
other things, precision analog-todigital and digital-to-analog converters in both modular and monolithic form. The monolithic capability
is what Stata is bolstering as he eyes
a projected $ 100 million market in
monolithic converter products by
1980—a market that will be fueled
significantly by the ever- burgeoning
application of microprocessors.
To hold its market share, Analog
Devices has:
• Begun to double the size of its
Wilmington, Mass., Semiconductor
division, which now covers 40,000
square feet.
• Hired three senior executives to
fill top spots in the division.
• Established an 18,000-ft 2 IC assembly facility in Limerick, Ireland,
with plans to add wafer fabrication
within 15 months and eventual expansion to atotal of 32,000 ft 2.
• Hired additional production
workers for the Wilmington facility,
with hiring continuing through
Analog's current quarter.
Executives. The new Semiconductor division executives are Robert Pepper, formerly director of ic
operations at Sprague Electric Co.
and an authority on ion implantation, who becomes director of research and development; Charles
Rawlings, previously manager of
quality assurance and reliability at
Raytheon Semiconductor and Texas
Instruments, who will be director of
quality assurance and reliability,
and Gene Donovan, the new manager of manufacturing, who comes
to Analog after having been manager of n-channel mos operations at
General Instrument's Semiconductor division.
The monolithic-converter market
is largely responsible for the company's new-order rate, double that
of last year. Stata's convinced
Analog will also capture at least
30% of the monolithic market.
It's no mean task to produce the
stable voltage references, precision
resistor elements, and accuracies to
0.01% in abroad line of monolithic
devices demanding resolutions of 12
bits and better, Stata says.
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To every OEM
who needs athin, easily set
control meter.
Specify Airpax ER-35 meters. They're only
78" thin, and since they have no protruding
barrel, you can stack them side- by- side or
top- to- bottom.
Switching is 100% solid-state, for the utmost in accuracy. There are no physical contacts, mirrors, or prisms.
ER-35 meters are available with one or two
setpoints. Setting is extremely easy because
the levers move along the external face of the
meter and can be adjusted over its full range.
What's more, the ER-35 can withstand extreme physical shock. The meter is
shielded against outside magnetic

By now you must be wondering about the
price. Relax. In quantity, the ER- 35 sells for
less than $ 75.
For more information, circle our number
on the reader service card. If you're in a rush,
give us a call. We're ready to assist you.

AIRPAX

Controls Division 6801 W. Sunrise Boulevard,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33313 ( 305) 587-1100
Other Divisions:
Circuit Breakers and Glass Seals, Cambridge Division, Cambridge, Md.
Broadcast T.V. Equipment, American Data Corp., Huntsville, Ala.

influences, and it can be used under
adverse environmental conditions.

Circle 41

on reader service card

'The world's newest
dynamic life-test
system.
Designed and built by the
people who know how to
make things rail. Murphy's Oven is
your chance to get into the failure business.
Because Murphy's Law still
holds, it's imperative for you
to find the devices which can
fail and make them fail when
it's least costly.
That means before you solder
them into aboard or put them
into asystem; you know what
field fixes and replacements cost.
O.K. you're sold on the concept of
testing. What can Murphy's Oven
do for you? It will stress-test ( temp
and voltage over time) any of your
MOS or bipolar RAMs, ROMs, microprocessors, or other
LS! devices. According to manufacturers' specs or to
your voltage, temperature and pattern requirements.
And, of course it will do jelly beans, too.
Capacity of Murphy's Oven Iis
approximately 1000 devices,
depending on socket type.
IF IT CAN FAIL,
(Larger Ovens will be
ir WILL FAIL
available soon. Let us
HERE.
know if you want advance
information.)
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The system provides enormous flexibility, so that you can
stress your circuits the way your application requires.
You've got five fully adjustable power supplies to work with.
And 18 independently programmable high resolution
clocks to generate the most exotic timing and patterns.

Preprogrammed voltage and timing test boards are
available for most industry standard RAMs, ROMs,
and µP's. Do-it-yourself program boards are
easy to program and re-program for new
IC's or unique requirements.
The really good part is that Murphy's Oven Isells for
under $ 15K. Burn- in trays, also reasonably
priced, are available in avariety of socket
configurations. You can install your
first Murphy's Oven, load up
your trays, and get on the air
the same day. We've even
devised aslick new unloader
that will help your throughput.
About time, right? The data sheets
will give you all the wonderful
specs. Circle the reader number
or write Microtest Systems,
Inc., 743 N. Pastoria
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94086,(408) 739-8001,
TWX: 910-339-9325.
And if all you need now
is to get some devices burned- in or tested, give
us acall. We do that for cash flow.

Circle 43 on reader service card
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Our incred
"get rich_ ma
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National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, California 95051

E513

You clever devils:
Ithink this whole thing is ascheme to get you rich. But here's my $5.00, anyway.
If the Logic Designer's Guide is as good as you say, Iprobably won't regret it.
Name

Title

Company
City

Address
State

Zip

It's the Logic Designer's Guide to Programmed
Microprocessor Equivalents to TTL Functions
Using Pacer And it's intended to help system
designers make the transition from design in
hardware to design in software. Thus saving your
company alot of money, which they will probably
turn over to you. Or will they?

National Semiconductor e
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ARE YOU GOING TOTHE HARRIS FAMILY PROM?
Every day, more and more companies are making
plans to.
Because since the introduction of the new Harris
GENERIC PROM family, stand alone PROM designs are
steadily losing their popularity.
Now the diverse requirements for density, modularity,
and performance within asystem can be totally satisfied
by this one generic family.
Once you're at the Harris PROM, you'll enjoy many
of the advantages of this GENERIC concept.
For instance, each device within aseries features
compatible DC electrical specifications plus common
programming requirements, permitting easy use of other
family elements.
The Harris GENERIC PROMs also feature fast
programming speeds (guaranteed 1ms per bit, max.).
Equivalent I/O characteristics for easy upgrading. Fast
access time, guaranteed to meet worst case N2
sequencing over temperature and voltage. And improved
testability.
Right now, our entire family of GENERIC PROMs is
in volume production. With 100 up pricing below v2 cent
per bit on the popular 1K, 2K, and 4K configurations.
So make adate to come to the Harris family
GENERIC PROM.
Just about everyone will be there.
For details, see your Harris distributor or
representative.
Max
Access
Time*

Device 4
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Bits
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A DIVISION OF HARRIS CORPORATION

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 ( 305) 724-7412
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NEWYORK: - • • •
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Washington newsletter
U.S. is watching
Ja pan's plan to
'wire city'

OSA sets simpler
procurement rules
for minicomputers

FCC interconnect
clarification eases
terminal makers' fears
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The State Department is alerting other U.S. agencies that Japan is planning
an optical-fiber " wired city" in Nara prefecture ( st at
e)w ith an i
ni
ti
al $ 10
million through the Ministry of International Trade and Industry. MITI
is recruiting a team of engineers for the project from makers of
computers, electrical appliances, wire, cable, and optical fibers, according
to aState Department memo. Companies already identified as participating
include Fujitsu, Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., and Sumitomo Electric
Industries.
The engineers will be assigned to a new engineering division of the
Visual Information System Development Association in Tokyo, aprivate
foundation of 51 companies, including major broadcasters and newspaper
publishers, which will direct the Nara program. It follows aone-year effort
started in January in Tama New Town to develop a cable-TV system
featuring special programing plus services such as automatic program
repetition, aflash information service, still pictures on request, and facsimile newspapers. By using optical fibers, MITI believes it can provide the
larger number of circuits necessary for anew community interactive cable
TV system and permit development of lower-cost terminal equipment.

As Government purchases of minicomputers mount, the General Services
Administration is simplifying its procurement regulations. The movefollows nearly a year of complaints by vendors and a recent nudge from
the General Accounting Office, the investigatory arm of Congress. Having
specified that any system priced under $50,000 will be categorized as a
minicomputer, the GSA is modifying procurement procedures to cut paper
work and set aceiling on orders that can be made under asingle procurement. The GAO says " One major minicomputer manufacturer told us
that it did not respond to Government solicitation valued under $50,000
because of the high cost to prepare aresponse."

Makers of terminals for interconnection with the telephone network have
had their fears allayed by aFederal Communications Commission clarification of unclear language in its first-phase rules for registration of
equipment. The registration issue—which was stayed pending court review
just prior to its May implementation—was raised by Rixon Inc., and the
National Telephone Cooperative Association. Under a " grandfathering"
provision, the initial rules exempted from registration equipment previously
"directly connected" to the telephone network. Rixon and others questioned whether equipment had to be connected, rather than in a user's
inventory, say, to qualify; and whether it might have to be modified to
meet the rules if disconnected for maintenance. They also sought clarification of the FCC's definition of its phrase identifying equipment " of a
type" complying with the rules.
The FCC said " grandfathering" may apply to the same models of
equipment already provided for interconnection but not yet " directly
connected." Moreover, it indicated equipment removed for refurnishrnent
may be reconnected provided " components are replaced with comparable
components" by the manufacturer or his authorized agent. " Use of the
language ' of atype' generally means the same model of equipment made
by the same manufacturer," the FCC said. " It does not refer to ageneric
description, or to an industry-wide generic type designation."
47

Washington commentary
Some unanticipated costs of Federal computers
Computer usage in the Federal Government is
threatening citizens with more than an invasion
of their privacy—it is also costing them, as
taxpayers, a great deal of money, reports the
U.S. Comptroller General. The problem is the
use of computers to automatically process payment authorizations, bills, and requisitions
without review.
It's not the hardware that's at fault—even
though the general public likes to blame such
problems on the machine—but the systems'
software and the people who write it. In calling
for improving management of automated computer decision making, Comptroller General
Elmer Staats apprised the Congress late last
month of the dimensions of the problem: " At
aminimum," he said, " Government computers
issue annually" some $26 billion in unreviewed
payment authorizations or checks, excluding
payroll; another $ 10 billion in unreviewed bills,
plus $8billion in unreviewed requisitions, shipping orders, repair schedules, and disposal
orders for Government material.
DOD's horror stories
A review of the situation by the General
Accounting Office headed by Staats turned up
one Army program to control inventory and save
money on overseas shipments by guaranteeing
all material for Europe went from East Coast
depots while West Coast depots inventoried
only material for the Pacific. But the use of
outdated software in at least two depots and,
worse yet, the failure to implement it in others
permitted shipments of materials across country.
The GAO says the Army Audit Agency figures
the cost per year ran to $ 1.3 million in increased
inventory investment or pipeline costs plus another $900,000 in unnecessary transportation.
On the Navy side, an automated program to
monitor and initiate overhaul and repair of aircraft parts spent $ 145 million in one year on
hardware valued at about $797 million. The
Naval Audit Service figured that software foulups cost untold " millions of dollars in unnecessary and premature overhaul costs."
At the Pentagon, the response to Staats from
DOD Controller Terence McClary is, in effect,
leave it to us and we can fix it ourselves.
McClary, who is as sly as he is able, suggested
that " the report be issued as astudy [rather than
aGAO investigation], retaining the findings and
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conclusions but deleting the recommendations
and substituting the following: Each Federal
agency should review its internal regulations
and procedures for management [ automatic decision-making systems] to assure protection of
mission effectiveness and Government resources
from system errors' . . ."
Needless to say, Comptroller General Staats
did not buy DOD's neat dodge, which would
probably have given the GAO study the lip
service of distribution and not much more. Instead, Staats' office wants the Office of Management and Budget to " act immediately" and
order each agency to ( 1) determine which of
its computer operations are involved in automatic decision making, ( 2) review each operation to find where errors are being made and
correct them as quickly as possible, and ( 3) use
the sum of its knowledge to implement programs that will prevent new mistakes before any
new applications programs are undertaken.
Fundamentally, though, the GAO is counting
on the National Bureau of Standards for new
technical guidelines to be used throughout Government for program analysis and review. NBS,
as an arm of the Commerce Department, is
responsible for computer technology within the
Government except in weapons systems.
No panacea
The Staats recommendations are far from
instant solutions to acostly problem. Of course,
there are none. Errors will continue, and the
stories describing them will continue to get wide
distribution. They make more interesting reading than the proposed solutions. Even the computer industry, which also writes most of the
software for the machines it sells to the Government, is " astonishingly indifferent" to the
problem of erroneous payments, according to
one GAO official.
One troublesome question about the Comptroller General's looking to the issuance of NBS
technical guidelines as a key to resolving the
problem is: can the NBS do it? Compared to
many of the agencies with which it will have
to deal—like the Pentagon and HEW—the resources of the Bureau of Standards are limited
indeed. If the NBS is given the task—and there
seems to be no one better qualified—then it must
also get sufficient money and competent people
with which to do it.
— Ray Connolly
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NEW Logy cosr VARisroR s. General Electric Semiconductor announces
aline of ne w /ow cost GE-MOV® varistors . . • 13e each suggested resa le at
10,000 lot quantities. . • 10e each
7,000,000 lot quantities for any o f10
models covering 14-2SOV AC an d14S6V D C. '
Typical applications fo rthis
new economy GE-4/01,® varistor
chides light duty transient protection
such as relay coil Stlppres
s
i
o
stock
atany of 7.50 authorized Gtric industrial distributors.
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sample and detailed produ ct F or a f
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tion sheet, Write on companypecif
tro
head to G.E. Semiconductor, Elecletternicsei Park,
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7-49, Syracuse,
N.Y. 13201, stating required voltae,
noting either AC or DC applicatiogn.
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FUJITSU
SEMICONDUCTORS
Fujitsu is the new name in semiconductor memories in the U.S.
market, offering an extensive lineup
of 1K/4K random access memories
and peripherals. Fujitsu devices
feature impressive, state-of-the-art
performance with speeds generally
exceeding the best available
anywhere. What kind of devices
is Fujitsu offering? Take alook.
Fujitsu MB 8215— the "speed demon"
The 22-pin Fujitsu N1B8215 dynamic
MOS 4K RAM is our top-of- the-line
model, offering bipolar comparable
speed with low power consumption.
Typical access time is afantastic
7Ons —perfect for computer main
memory applications. And, with
typical power dissipation at alow
500mW/chip, the MB 8215 can't
be beat for those demanding
applications previously limited
to costly bipolar devices.

Circ e 50 on

reader service card

MOS MEMORY
1K/4K RAMs
2115 25,8215,8214,8107

MB 8214/8107— 2nd source leaders
Fujitsu has seven 4K RAMs covering
the industry-standard 16/22-pin
configurations, and every one is a
leader. The 16-pin MB 8214N/E/1-1
family betters your present source
by at least 2Ons with access times
of 330ns, 280ns and 230ns,
respectively, and faster versions
coming. The MB 8107 family is even
more impressive with four devices
offering times of from 300ns to
15Ons. Yes, whether 16 or 22-pin,
Fujitsu has the 4K RAM to meet
your needs.

Proven reliability and available now
All these 1K/4K RAM families
offer the exceptional performance
and reliability built into every
semiconductor manufactured by
Fujitsu. Our stringent production
standards, proven in-field performance, capability to meet your
requirements and price that's fully
competitive are all part of the new
Fujitsu program to meet your
semiconductor needs. So, contact
Fujitsu now for these devices, or
any of your MOS memory
requirements. Availability is NOW!

Fujitsu MBM 2115/25 static 11( RAMs
Fully compatible with the industrystandard 2115/25 devices, as well
as the bipolar 93415/25's, the
Fujitsu MBM 2115/25 static 1K
NMOS family gives you the lowcost/low-power benefits of MOS
construction, with the speed
advantages of bipolar devices.
Now, six high-speed models are
available, with more to come.

Write or call for more information
to Fujitsu California, Inc., Laboratory Division, 1280 East Argues
Ave., Sunnyvale, California 94086,
phone: 408-735-0735 telex: 346393.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Communication .
3 and e;lectronici
Tokyo, Japan

Electronics international
Japanese develop telemeter capsule
that samples liquids in intestines
Physicians soon may be able to consists of a oscillating circuit with substrate 0.3 in. in diameter. The
sample liquids in patients' intestines
an mos integrated circuit and aone- capsule has two silver-oxide batby means of a telemetering device
shot switching circuit with two tran- teries with a combined output of 3
developed in Japan, which can also sistors.
volts. The device is expected to be
release medicine in the stomach or
The oscillating circuit and switch- marketed as a nonreusable capsule
intestines at any point desired. The
ing circuit are placed on a round that will sell for less than $ 1.
El
telemeter capsule, jointly developed
by Jikei Medical University and
West Germany
Dai-Ni Seikosha, is swallowed by
the patient and controlled from outside of the body.
Already in experimental use are
telemeters that are swallowed to
measure pH and temperature of the
intestine, but the intestine-sampling
While most of West Germany's tele- ceiver sales for the company soared
device is said to be the first of its
vision producers suffered setbacks 28% in 1975, and now better than
kind in the world. The 6-gram,
during last year's recession, Grundig one out of every four color sets sold
chromed brass / polycarbonate capAG, the country's largest set maker,
in West Germany comes off the
sule, 0.4 inch in diameter and 1.1 in.
scored significant gains. Color-re- firm's production lines. The cornlong, is divided into battery, electronic circuitry, and sampling comAround the world
partments. The capsule holds a 60cubic-millimeter sample.
Computer aids French nuclear body scanner
Paris-based Informatek is marketing a nuclear body scanner that uses a
The motion and position of the
computer to process the output of agamma- ray camera to avoid degrading
capsule telemeter are monitored by
its resolution. Internal body scans are displayed on a 19-inch video terminal
X-ray fluoroscopy. When the capin
a matrix 256 dots square, and a scale allows selection of 256 levels for
sule reaches the target area in the
the color assigned each isotope. After as many as three isotopes at atime
intestine, transmissions from outside
have been injected into the patient, the gamma- ray output is transferred
the body switch on the capsule's
from the camera to aMitra15 minicomputer made by Cll.
electronic circuit, and the battery
Aided by a disk file, the Semis 3 can display multiple smaller images
heats the filament to 150°C to
simultaneously—as many as 16 in a matrix 64 dots square. For dynamic
I60°C.
studies, images also can be cycled in rapid sequence. The Semis 3 is now
The filament melts a polypropylbeing used in 30 European hospitals and five in the U.S. to test for heart lesions and record cerebral blood flow. lnformatek late last year established
ene thread that holds alever bar in
an assembly plant and sales office in Birmingham, Ala.
place against the spring in the
sample chamber. As the thread is
Ferranti offers amplifier for IR thermal image
severed by the filament heat, the leSamples of an ultra- low- noise amplifier, primarily designed to fill the inver bar is released and the holes on
creasing need for high sensitivity in infrared thermal- imaging systems, are
the hull of the sample chamber, 1
being offered by Ferranti Ltd. in the UK. The chip, the ZN 459, combines an
mm in diameter, are uncovered by
unusually high gain-bandwidth product of 15 gigahertz with an excepspring action, which pushes out the
tionally low noise of 1nanovolt per root cycle ( 1nV/Hz 1/
2).
capsule head.
The amplifier yields fast signal response with the exceptional noise sensiThe liquid sample flows into the
tivity needed for IR thermal imagers using cadmium- mercury-telluride
(CMT) detectors and serial charge-coupled-device storage, explains tne
chamber through the uncovered
Electronic Components division. Essentially, the device amplifier buffers
holes. The capsule is discharged
signals from the CMT detectors for the charge-coupled devices, which
from the body about 24 hours later.
"shift out the information as you need it." The division developed the chip
The transmitter operates at 35
under aMinistry of Defence contract.
kilohertz and dissipates 0.2 watt. It
Although confident that the circuit will have awider usefulness, probably
is designed with aloop antenna 3.3
for sonar applications and a 10.7- megahertz intermediate-frequency amplifeet in diameter, which can be
fier for frequency- modulated communications, Ferranti is sticking with milislipped over the patient if necessary.
tary and commercial imaging applications for now.
The capsule's electronic circuitry

Grundig color-TV line offers digital

tuning and on-screen channel display
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Tuning aids. Digital ICs provide this Grundig
portable Super Color 77 TV set automatic
search with fine tuning either by feathertouch or IR remote control,

pany is still pressing its advantage.
Grundig, in Nuernberg, does it
mainly by keeping ahead of its competitors in receiver design. The company pioneered modular construction back in 1972, for example. Last
year it stayed the front runner with
sets having on-screen display of the
time, the channel number, and a
channel- tuning scale. Now it expects
to step out even further with a new
line of sets it calls Super Color 77.
These sets offer more operating conveniences and improved picture
quality, but are priced no higher
than their predecessors.
The main new features are automatic station search, infrared remote control, and extremely sharp

S.V.

SURGE VOLTAGE PROTECTORS

Low-cost protection against damaging voltage transients.
A sudden voltage surge can harm or ruin costly
electronic equipment — especially solid state.
If you are now using or contemplating the need for
gas tubes or spark gaps, check out Siemens SVP's
on performance, price and delivery.
Highly reliable and of proven design, Siemens
SVP's offer:
•High current capability.
•Accurate breakdown voltage.
•High breakdown speed.
•Low capacitance.
•High insulation resistance.
•Ability to withstand environmental
and operational extremes.
•A broad line: power, fail safe and
3-electrode types.
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Siemens SVP's are typically used for protection of
telephone and communication systems and for
switching purposes in strobe lighting and
ignition systems.
Now also produced in the United States and
available for immediate delivery from current
stock. Other voltage protection devices such as
metal oxide varistors and Zener diodes also
available. For more information write:
Siemens Corporation, Components Group,
186 Wood Avenue South, Iselin, New Jersey 08830,
Tel. (201) 494-1000.

SIEMENS
Electronics/ May 13, 1976

picture resolution. Larger sets in the
30- model line incorporate all these
features; portables and smaller sets
are somewhat less elaborate.
Tuning. Grundig developed its
new automatic-search circuitry together with Texas Instruments. The
digital system is built around five
custom mos packages and stores the
location of selected stations as well
as finding them. The search for stations within range of the receiver, in
fact, is generally made once and for
all when the set is installed.
Started by pushing a button, the
search begins fast, but goes into a
slow afc, or fine-tuning, mode when
a TV signal is encountered. The
search ends when the channel is
tuned to optimum sharpness. To facilitate finding stations, agreen line
moves from left to right across the
screen during the search process.
When astation is selected, its set-

ting is entered into adigital memory
by push buttons. After that, it can
be retrieved automatically either by
on-set controls or a remote control.
Whatever the means, the afc always
remains active during station selection. This prevents detuning that
might otherwise result from frequency drift caused by temperature
changes or aging of components.
Light control. For the infrared remote-control system, the company
paired off with Motorola Semiconductor. The key integrated circuits
here, one for the hand-held transmitter and one for the on-set photodiode receiver, are custom n-channel mos designs. They take
considerable advantage of Grundig's experience. The transmitter
generates control signals at ultrasonic frequencies and modulates
them onto the 950-nanometer infrared beam. After demodulation,

the coded control signals perform
their assigned functions. Big sets in
the line have units with 21 control
functions for handling up to 12
channels; smaller sets (screens to 66
centimeters) have control units with
acapacity of eight channels and six
operating controls.
To improve picture quality in the
Super Color 77, the color-difference
output stages have been replaced by
a red-green-blue drive-circuit module with three complementary pushpull stages. Operated in class B,
these output stages have a low distortion factor, and since they consume little quiescent current, they
dissipate only a small amount of
power. As aresult of the low distortion factor, phase errors are minimized, and picture resolution is improved. Even fine differences in
color shades that are clearly discernible to the viewer.

Siemens.
For all your Zener needs.
Commercial • Industrial • JAN • JANTX • JANTXV • SIN •
Special Types • Zener TC Chips •
Zener TC Assemblies.
Whatever your Zener diode need — commercial,
industrial, military or special devices — Siemens
can fill it. Siemens produces just about every type
of Zener and Temperature Compensated Zener
that you'll ever use. From 250 mW to 50 W, in 2.4 V
to 200 V ratings. In standard packaging as
well as chip form. All with the Siemens assurance
of quality.
Manufactured in Siemens Arizona facility,
these Zeners are available through a
nationwide sales force and network of
stocking distributors.
Write today for afree Zener Diode
Quick Reference Wall Chart.
Siemens Corporation, Components Group,
186 Wood Avenue South, Iselin,
New Jersey 08830. Tel. ( 201) 494-1000.
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ALTERNATE TIMEBASI
DISPLAY .gives you the whole picture!
Having both timebases on the screen gives continuous indication
of where your delayed timebase measurements are taken.
• End back and forth switching !
• Forget mixed sweep limitations !
The PM3265E with a bandwidth of 150 MHz is the newest member
of the high frequency family of Philips portables.
'alternate timebase display'

The addition of

to the completely separate delayed timebase

controls section, makes measurements a snap !
For further Information, utilize our HOT LINE number —
800 645-3043.

New York State residents, call ( 516) 921-8880 collect.

Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.
1.1111, AM, MICA, VI.,

PHILIPS

, 11MPAry ..e

In the United States:

In Canada:

400 Crossways Park Drive
Woodbury, N.Y
11797

6 Leswyn Road
Toronto, Ontario Canada M6A 1K2

Circle reader service number 54 for information
Circle reader service number 55 for demonstration
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International newsletter
Siemens acoustic
filter can replace
discrete networks

Microprocessor
in OCR enables
price slash

Swiss watch has
built-in charger
for its batteries

Canada buys gear
for soi-tin mail
g
from Telefunken
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Siemens AG has started production on asurface-wave filter that can replace
filter networks of discrete capacitors and coils in entertainment-electronics
equipment. What makes the West German company's new filter attractive even for nonprofessional applications is an economical fabrication
process involving an inexpensive, yet extremely dense, low-porosity
piezoceramic material.
The ceramic, made of lead, zirconium, and titanium, has certain additives
that ensure a low-temperature sensitivity of the filter's mechanical parameters and help reduce the ceramic's permittivity. Designated the B39936,
the Siemens surface-wave filter is suitable especially for intermediate-frequency stages in television receivers. With the new filter, detuning
cannot occur, the company says. And stray fields don't hurt picture quality.
A small microprocessor-based optical character reader that could cost as
little as $5,000, or only 10% as much as available units, has been developed
by Mullard Research Laboratories of the UK. The model, which reads
single lines of printed alphanumeric characters at the rate of 50
characters per second, is designed for large accounting departments
where aclerk could punch in the amount of payment while the OCR reads
the bill number.
The basis for the unit is aconventional solid-state reader, asimple paper
transport, extensive large-scale integration, afast microprogramed processor for character recognition, and an Intel 8080 microprocessor to complete
the recognition and control the overall system. The read-only memories
can be reprogramed to store different character fonts. Parent Philips, which
has left data processing, is pondering the commercial possibilities.

A Swiss watchmaker has come up with a highly promising solution to
the problem of battery charging in electronic watches. At the late-April
Basel Watch and Jewelery Fair, Sicura Watch Co. turned up with a
"hybrid" watch—aself-winding mechanical movement with hands combined in the same case with adigital electronic module having alight-emitting-diode readout.
The electronic module is powered by a1.2-volt nickel-cadmium battery
kept charged by a miniature alternator built into the rotor of the
mechanical movement's self-winding mechanism. The alternator output—Sicura won't say what its level is—is rectified and regulated by a
special integrated circuit. Jacques Stephan, the Sicura executive responsible
for technology developments, says the company plans to adapt the rotor/alternator for use on straight digital watches.

AEG-Telefunken of West Germany has won acontract to supply $ 8million
worth of computer-controlled mail-sorting equipment to the Canadian post
office. The order is for 23 sorters, of which 15 are being built by
AEG-Telefunken's Canadian affiliate Bayly Engineering Ltd. in Ajax,
Ont., Canada. The remaining eight will come from the company's
facilities in West Germany. The machines are designed to handle, not
only normal, but also large-format mail, which is more widely used in
North America than in Europe.
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International newsletter
UK firm develops
efficient amplifier
for radio beacon

German electronics
hurt b shortages
y
of coniponents

A new maritime multifrequency radio beacon built around aspecial output
circuit is 50% more efficient than conventional circuits. The system is being
launched by England's Redifon Telecommunications Ltd., the world's
largest supplier of radio beacons. The key is the first use of apush-pull
class D amplifier for aunit with a 125-watt power-output rating.
The increased efficiency means low power consumption and afourto-one reduction in internal thermal dissipation. There's no need for
cooling fans because the output transistors operate at low temperatures.
The circuit also handles mismatched loads caused by a faulty antenna.
The approximately $4,000 solid-state BK125M beacon is to guide coastal
ships and direct helicopters onto oil rigs in bad weather.

Components shortages, even of passive types, are beginning to plague West
Germany's electronics industry, and the sector that's feeling the pinch most
is consumer equipment. Kurt Huebler, head of the passive components group
in the Electrotechnical Industry Association, says delivery problems exist,
especially with ceramic capacitors and certain ferrite-based devices.
Commenting on West Germany's market for passives, Huebler notes
that this year's sales are expected to rise by about 10% to 15% over those
last year. The 1975 production volume of passive devices is pegged
at about $400 million, which is roughly 30% less than the 1974 level.
Domestic sales last year declined by 20% to 25% below the 1974 mark.

France to control

France's Thomson-CSF has moved to the forefront among the country's

ITT and Ericsson

telecommunications suppliers by agreeing in principle to purchase an
International Telephone and Telegraph subsidiary and a subsidiary of
Sweden's Ericsson Group. The takeovers comply with the government's
policy that telecommunications should be under French control. Since LMT
owns 40% of Lignes Télégraphiques et Téléphoniques, Thomson-CSF will
control LTT, too.
Putting ITT's Le Matériel Téléphonique and the L M Ericsson subsidiary
under French control is one of the last steps in France's program to
expand the telephone system, operated by the post office, by an
additional 20 million lines over the next five years. President Valéry
Giscard d'Estaing is expected to give formal government approval by
mid-May for the move.

phone- gear groups

Tokyo show pushed
back to October

The Japan Electronics Show, to which the Audio Fair will be added this
year, has been pushed back to Oct. 22 through 27 in the hope of better
weather. The original dates of Sept. 16-25 are often excessively hot. The
October date became available when this year's motor show was
cancelled.

Solar cells power

A pocket calculator powered by solar cells has been introduced at this
month's Hanover Fair by West Germany's Triumph- Adler group, an
affiliate of Litton Industries in the U.S. Dubbed the Solar 1980, the new
calculator has a liquid-crystal display and is only 1centimeter thick.
The calculator, to sell for about $ 120, offers floating decimal point, square
root, memory for positive and negative input, and single or total clearance.

pocket calculator
from German firm
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One of these
OEM computers is new.
The other is newer.
One is powerful.
The other is more than
twice as powerful.
One is Digital's PDP-11/04.
The other is....

Digital's PDP-11/34.
The new and perfect match is made.
To any OEM who couldn't
expand his computerized product line because even little
changes implied big costs,
Digital announces an engineering
breakthrough.
The Twin Minis are here.
As alike as two peas in a
pod on the outside. But on the
inside they're as full of new and
different possibilities as anything we've ever offered.
You already know the 11/04
— or do you?
The 11/04 arrived on the
PDP-11/34
Price: From $6,318*
Word Length: 16 bits, plus byte
parity
DMA Rate: 1.4M words/sec
UNIBUS Rate: 2.5M words/sec
Addressing Space: 128K words
Memory:
16K, 32K, 48K, 64K, 80K, 96K,
112K, 124K words MOS
memory
16K, 32K, 48K, 64K, 80K, 96K,
112K, 124K words core
memory

scene only ashort time ago and
its simplicity of design was
immediately recognized as an
important OEM advancement.
With its virtual programmer's
console, its unique self-test
feature, MOS memory, and
direct memory accessing, it
moved our low-end computer to
anew high in performance and a
new low in cost — simultaneously. And yet now, just afew
months later, it's even better.
11/04 can now manage 28K
of core or 28K of MOS memory.

Think of the flexibility. Even
at the low low-end you can tailor
the package and the price to the
prospect. You can sell lower initially, and with plenty of expansion room offer your customers
asmall computer today with a
big future tomorrow.
Now enter 11/34. The perfect twin. The greater among
equals.
The 11/34 comes in the exact
same sizes as the 11/04. 51
/"x19"
4
x25". Or 10 1
/"x19" x25". It's the
2
same color, has the same number

Plus Standard PDP-11/34 Features:
Contains Standard PDP-11/04 —
Operating System: RSTS/E
11/34 Features:
Memory Management &
Direct Memory Access
Vectored Automatic Priority
Protection
Extended Instruction Set
Interrupt
Hardware Multiply & Divide
Virtual Programmer's
Mixed Core/ MOS Memory
Console
ROM Diagnostics
Power-Fail/Restart
UNIBUS architecture
More Than 400 Instructions
Operating Systems: RT-11, RSX11M, RSX-11S
Physical: 51
/"x19" wide x25" deep
4
10 1
/"x19" wide x25" deep
2

*50 Quantity OEM Prices

Prices apply to U.S.A. and Canada only.

of buttons, identical back plates,
cord position and shape. The
difference can't be seen.
The fact is the difference is
easy to say and hard to believe:
the 11/34 is 21
/ times more
2
powerful.
It starts with ahigh-performance CPU, the money- saving
virtual programmer's console,
the automatic self- testing diagnostic designed into its microcode and bootstrap ROM, and
16K words of parity core or MOS
memory.
PDP-11/04
Price: From $2,581*
Word Length: 16 bits
DMA Rate: 1.4M words/sec
UNIBUS" Rate: 2.5M words/sec
Addressing Space: 32K words
Memory:
8K, 16K, 28K words MOS
memory
8K, 16K, 28K words core
memory

From there it gets bigger
but never slower. The 11/34's
memory management and extended instruction set give you up
to 124K words of memory. Without loss of throughput speed.
And all of this for less than
$6,318.*
Picking up precisely where
the 11/04 leaves off, the 11/34 can
carry your product line in carefully calculated steps to new
performance highs and into sales
opportunities you've never had
before.

Any system using an 11/04
today can use an 11/34 tomorrow.
The 11/34 and 11/04 have
identical UNIBUS architecture,
and both take their commands
from totally compatible operating software and instruction sets.
They use the same spare parts,
and drive exactly the same peripherals. The only difference is the
CPU. The compatibility is literally
years ahead of its time.
To get an idea of what this
compatibility might mean to
your business, turn the page.

Contains Standard PDP-11/04 —
11/34 Features:
Direct Memory Access
Vectored Automatic Priority
Interrupt
Virtual Programmer's
Console
ROM diagnostics
Power-Fail/Restart
UNIBUS" Architecture
More Than 400 Instructions
Operating Systems: RT-11, RSX11M, RSX-11S
Physical: 51/
4"
x19" wide x25" deep
10 1
/"x19" wide x25" deep
2

The 11/04 and the 11/34. The Twin Minis
that cut the cost of change.
Yesterday small changes in
an OEM system made big dents
in OEM profits. Starting today
you can make changes big or
small and make money on every
one of them.
Because at last you can completely upgrade asystem in as
many as 22 different steps without redesigning it in the slightest.
All your design costs, manufacturing costs, inventory control
costs, software costs, spare parts
costs, training costs, retraining
costs and service costs will be cut.
Dramatically.

Instead you can begin to look
at pin- point packaging, expanded
markets for your products, new
trade-up opportunities and new
applications.
The Twin Minis from Digital.
There's never been anything
just like them.
For more information on the
PDP-11/34 and 11/04, fill out the
coupon below, or write to Digital
Equipment Corporation, PK3/M28,

Gentlemen:
Iwant to know more about the new Twin Minis.
Please send your brochure, "Introducing the PDP-11/04 and
PDP-11/34. Two Sure Ways to Reduce Your System Costs." E My need is more immediate. Please have asalesman call.
Name

Title

Company

Telephone

Address
City

State

Zip

Maynard, MA 01754. (617) 897-5111.
European headquarters: 81 route
de l'Aire, 1211 Geneva 26. Tel:
42 79 50. Digital Equipment of
Canada Ltd.

II DOA

d

50,000 Computers Saving
Managers Millions.

—1

If our 11/04 and 11/34
aren't enough,
we'll sell you even less.
If our PDP-11/04 and
brand-new PDP-11/34
aren't enough of arange of
low-end OEM minis for
you, we can start you out
at an even simpler — and
cheaper — level.
With our famous LSI-11
— a16-bit mini with 4K of
RAM on an 81
/"x10" board
2
for just $634 in 100's ($653
for 50).
Or our PDP-11/03 — the
LSI-11 in abox complete

with power supply and
fans for just $1697 in
quantities of 50.
And when you start
smaller with us, you give
up nothing in expandability. Because the LSI-11
and PDP-11/03 run the
same proven software as
our bigger machines.
LSI-11. PDP-11/03.

11 OH

d

PDP-11/04. PDP-11/34.
The biggest line of smallend minis in the business.
For more info, call 800225-9480 (Mass. 617-4817400 ext. 6819 or 6817).
Or write: Components
Group, Digital Equipment
Corp., One Iron Way,
Marlborough, MA. 01752.
Canada: Digital Equipment
of Canada, Ltd. Europe:
81 Route de l'Aire, 1211
Geneva 26, Tel. 42 79 50.
"Prices apply to USA only.

"AMP developed away to
terminate up to 6o positions
in one minute.
Its caI1eiass te

ationr

-mmireefflakeenIeir
CHAMP—the world's first insulation displacing, mass. termination
connector amily—fully intermateable with " ing types.

¡steel.

It's the direction industry is taking. And AMP,
pioneer of this and many innovations, has already
developed connectors to meet your needs.
You can terminate practically all types of cable
—woven, laminated, twisted pair, even coaxial
ribbon cable—without costly wire preparation.
This latest technique is further proof of AMP's
leadership in keeping connection costs down,
because all can be wired directly into preassembled connectors, at production volumes.
Currently we have additional mass terminating
ideas in our test labs, and this experience is
at your disposal to help with your own ideas.
In coming to AMP you can be assured our
field and home-office engineers will support you
all the way. On the production line, in quality
control, in sampling for prototypes, and by
working continually with you to aid future
designs. Professional engineers deserve support
—at AMP, we have an international reputation
for providing it.
For information on Mass Termination call
(717) 564-0100, or write AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105.

A

NI Fo

INCORPORATED

AMPlimite
HDF-20--offers
the capability of
terminating an industry standard I/O
connector to conventional . 050" centerline
round conductor
flexible cable.

AMP Latch— broad line of male:female,
edge and solder- in configurations.

LACE- Nco
crete wires or ribb
mates to avari
o

t.

Coaxial ribbon cable system—atrue breakthrough in both
cable and connection technique, for 50, 75, and 93 ohms.
AN P, AMPLIM1TE & CHAMP are trademarks
of AMP Incorporated.
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When you can buy all this for atotal of $701*

Expansion Slot for optional
Distributed I/O System
or Memory
Card Cage with
motherboard

Memory with 256 16-bit
words RAM and sockets
for Sk ROM
10-Amp Power Supply
with cable assembly
CPU with Real-Time Clock,
AutoLoad and Power Fail
Restart capability
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The ALPHA LS1-3/05 Millicomputer.
The lowest priced,16-bit, full-scale, packaged computer in the w

...building your own just doesn't add up.
Sum and substance. An
unbeatable combination even for
our competition, so you needn't
feel too badly.
Especially when you consider
everything we've got going for us.
Specialization, of course.
OEM computers — low-cost OEM
computers — are our only business.
The NAKED MINI" people,
remember? And when you do
only one thing, you do it better.
Experience, too. Over 10,000
up-and-running, field-proven
computers successfully integrated
into all kinds of sophisticated
OEM products.
Also, some things Henry
Ford would have appreciated.
Buying in volumes most OEM's
can't manage. Building the
same way.
Where all that gets you is on
the down-hill side of the learning
curve ... where we get our pay-off
and you get the lowest-priced,
most reliable computers around.
That explains why we can,
but not necessarily why you can't.
Here's the rest of the rationale:

The chip shot: ahit or amyth?
The fallacy of the microprocessor is that achip set isn't
acomputer. Even if you got your
chip sets free you still couldn't
build acomputer equivalent to
our ALPHA LSI-3/05 for $ 701.
Price out the subassemblies
shown in the picture and see what
we mean. CPU, memory, card
cage, power supply and console.
All of that design and development time. Amortized over maybe
afew hundred systems?
Heart of the ALPHA LSI- 3/05
shown at left is this NAKED"'
MILLI central processor
and memory for $395,

ComputerAutomation
will build thousands of ALPHA
LSI-3/05 systems.
Then there's the packaging and fabrication. Cable
assemblies, too.
Just think about the procurement activity alone. The lead time.
Getting our picture?

What you see is not exactly
what you get
Here's what else you get when
you buy an ALPHA LSI-3/05
millicomputer:
95 powerful instructions
Individually vectored
interrupts
Direct Memory Access
D Memory expansion to 32K
D Maxi- Bus interchangeability
for easy upward expansion
to our full line of compatible
minicomputers
Plus full-fledged minicomputer software.

From the people who
brought you the NAKED MINI
The people with the largest
line of compatible computers in
the world.

The ALPHA LSI - 1,05 is offered in three series
featuring achoice of card cages. consoles. memories and power supplies

Computers vs. computerization
How do you talk to a
computer?
Mostly with money, it turns
out. Interface money. And mostly
alot of it.
Interfacing acomputer to
one or two peripheral devices can
easily cost as much or more than
the computer itself.
Which is why we invented
the Distributed I/O System. An
optional interfacing system
that simultaneously
interfaces up to 32
peripherals and special devices, serial
or parallel in any
combination,
for less than
5200" per
interface.

Maxi-Bus compatible ALPHA LSI- 3/C5 i,.-hieves
unprecedented cost-effectiveness with ComputerAutomation's new Distributed I/0 System.

The people with the lowestpriced computers in the world.
The people with the first
and only Distributed I/O System
in the world.
The people who've been
simplifying OEM build versus buy
decisions for years.
ComputerAutomation
NAKED MINI Division
U. S.A.

18651 Von Karman, Irvine, CA 92715
1714) 833-8830
EUROPE Hertford House, Denham Way. Maple
Cross, Rickmansworth WD3 2XD, Hertfordshire.
England; Telephone: Rickmansworth 71211
All prices shown arc for lots of IN U SA ‘ mlo
Pawn, Pending
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KEITHLEY OFFERS:
A 31
/
2DIGIT MIX
TER.
4EXCLUSIVE FEATURES.
$315.

The Keithley 168 Digital Multimeter gives you
every key performance feature offered by other
first- line 31
/
2digit DMMs.
But only the Keithley 168 gives you 4extra
features— all useful and all at acompetitive price.
Compare our 31/2 with the others and you'll come
to an inescapable conclusion: the 168 is the best
buy in 31
/2
digit DMMs.
For $315: asuperior DMM
For openers, you get arugged, reliable, easytoread, general-purpose, 5-function DMM with more
ranges than you'll normally need. Measure drom
100 microvolts to
1000 volts dc,
100 microvolts to
Automatic ranging
500 volts ac, 100
milliohms to 20
megohms, 100
nanoamps to lamp, ac or dc. Basic accuracy is
0.1%. All modes fully overload protected. Tne
168 brings Keithley quality to general-purpose
measurement.
4extra features, no extra cost.
• Automatic ranging gives you the most accurate
reading, with decimal in the right place, faster than
you could do it with switches. Saves you tine every
time you make ameasurement.
• HI- LO Ohms lets you turn on asemiconductor
junction to see if
it's good or
measure an
Hl-LO Ohms
in-circuit
resistance
without turning on
asemiconductor.
• 2- terminal input for all measurements or all
functions. You can't get it wrong. Terminals
accept banana plugs, alligator clips, spade Jugs
or bare wire.
• Lighted function indicator so you know precisely
what you're measuring, instantly

II

Surprise: more valuable features.
That's not all. We've packed even more value into
the 168. Optional battery pack that you buy now
or add later. Patented A- D converter to simplify
circuitry. No-nonsense, full-year guarantee on parts,
workmanship, and specs— including accuracy.
Convenient calibration instructions right inside the
cover. Light weight for easy portability.
Full complement of accessories.
Use these optional accessories to make your
Keithley 168
DMM even more
versatile: Widerange RF probe.
?-termital mow
Test lead sets.
Clamp-on
ammeter. 50-amp shunt. High-voltage probe.
Carrying case. Rack mount kit.
Now the logical choice.
The 168 is out-front in value. And it's backed up by
our reputation for quality. Don't you wish all
decisions were this easy?
Ordering a168 is easy, too. Just contact: Keithley
Instruments, 28775 Aurora Road, Cleveland,
Ohio 44139. ( 216) 248-0400. Europe: D8000
München 70, Heiglhofstrasse 5, West Germany.
(089) 7144065.
DMMs for all your needs.
We know you have avariety of measurement
requirements. So we offer agrowing family of
DMMs to meet your application and price objectives.
Send for our Selector Guide.
180: 41
/
2digits,
30 ny sensitivity.

190: 51
2/
digits,
high-stability,
outstandingly
low price.

171: 41
2/
digits,
wide ranging
5- functions.

616: dc, 31
2/
digits,
down to 0.1 picoamp
full scale!
160B:dc, 31
2/
digits.
nigh-sensitivity, low price.

KEITHLEY

The measurement engineers.

Circle reader service # 63 for ademonstration,
#62 for technical data.
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"The only problem
4051 software won't solve
is what to do with
my free time
In the interactive 4051 library,

programs that let you work at your
own pace, accumulate weeks of

you're drawn into every solution.

data, edit, revise and analyze for
the greatest possible integrity of

Ask your Tektronix Sales Engineer
for the whole 4051 software story.

desktop computing and interactive
software have eliminated many

final solutions.

Or write:

routine and repetitious steps.
Results come quicker with solution-

Modular mathematics...featuring
fast, stable, state-of-the-art algorithms that may be extracted and
used as separate programs. The

Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group

Our flexible program structure
leaves you ample time for creativity. Tektronix has streamlined
data entry, storage and editing. Our

oriented software that exploits the
full versatility of our 4051 BASIC
Graphic Computing System.
Software like our high-powered
statistics package...wide-ranging

P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

linear programming package can

Tektronix Datatek NV

solve aprogram with 40 variables
in less than 10 minutes.

P.O. Box 159
Badhoevedorp

Interactive electrical engineering
.let's you work with active and
passive circuits, for example. Edit
errors without re-entering, perform
whole programs with asingle key,
or loop through analyses any
number of times.

The Netherlands
6
7«r.

:el

TEKTRONIX®
Circle 64 on reader service card

Probing the news

Depletion mode shrinks CPU chips
MOS microprocessors, by adopting technique used in calculators and memories,
are also approaching microinstruction times of bipolar Schottky devices
by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager
Depletion-mode load techniques,
used for four years in one-chip calculators and memories, are now improving microprocessor density and
performance to a startling degree.
Applied selectively as early as 1974
as load devices in portions of the Intel 8080 and other enhancementmode processors—those with high
threshold voltage and three power
supplies— depletion loads have
raised the performance level by
about 30% to 40%. Cycle times of
500 nanoseconds and instruction- execution times of 2 microseconds
have been reduced to 350 to 400 ns
and 1.3 ps, respectively.
Within the past six to eight
months, new second-source versions
of the 8080 from companies like Advanced Micro Devices Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., have made even more
extensive use of depletion- mode
loads to halve chip size and increase
speeds by another 30% or 40%. Expected in ayear or so are other multiple-power-supply n-channel mos
processors with cycle times between
100 and 200 ns—or well within the
microinstruction cycle time of several Schottky bipolar 2- bit and 4- bit
designs. (Indeed, at least one semiconductor company is reportedly
developing a depletion- load n-mos
version of either Intel's 3000 2-bit
bipolar slice series or AMD's 2900
low- power Schottky 4- bit slice family.)
Meanwhile, since the beginning
of the year, several depletion-load
designs with low voltage thresholds
have appeared that combine a
single 5-volt power supply with 1.5
to 2-its instruction-execution times
and have tripled or quadrupled the
density of the 8080.
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DEPLETION MODE
LOAD TRANSISTOR

DEPLETION
MODE LOAD
7

POLYSILICON
GATES

you ,
ENHANCEMENT MODE SWITCHING
TRANSISTOR

VIN

ViN
ENHANCEMENT MODE TRANSISTOR

Vss =
GROUND
.4— CROSS -SECTIONAL
CENTERLINE
INVERTER SCHEMATIC

TOPOGRAPHICAL COMPOSITE

Boosting performance. By adding a depletion- mode load transistor to the conventionally
operating enhancement- mode switching transistor, left, AMD boosts cycle time and cuts
power dissipation. Nevertheless, inverter size is not increased, as shown right.

Many advantages of this circuit
technique derive from the initially
on state of the depletion device.
With enhancement, no current flows
with zero gate-to-source voltage,
and in fact, a voltage greater than
threshold must be applied to initiate
conduction. But at zero gate voltage
in depletion-mode transistors, appreciable drain current flows, and a
voltage more positive than pinchoff
( + 5vtypical) must be applied.
Two-faced look. As aresult, adepletion load looks like a constant
current source at the power supply
and like a nonlinear resistor at the
output terminal. The major difference in operation between the two
loads is that the gate of the depletion device is connected to its own
source while the gate of the enhancement load must be connected
to a voltage that is more negative
than the drain supply voltage.

By far the most common implementation of depletion-mode devices in microprocessors has been as
the load resistor in an enhancementmode driver, says Federico Faggin,
president of Zilog Inc., of Los Altos,
Calif. There, the characteristics of
the circuit technique approach the
ideal situation for static logic gates.
The constant current effect, for example, minimizes the chip's power
requirements and allows much
greater densities, but without much
loss in speed.
Using such techniques, he says,
Zilog developed its Z-80, which features 1.4-us instruction-execution
time. A 5-v depletion-mode system
in which the central processor contains the equivalent of 8,200 devices
on a 203- by-205-mil chip, the Z-80
is only 12% larger than the 8080A,
which has 4,500 transistors. Also:
• Electronic Arrays engineers, using
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Probing the news
similar techniques, have developed
the 5-v, 2-µs EA9002, with the
equivalent of 10,000 transistors on a
single 200- by-201- mil chip.
• Texas Instruments Inc. has been
shipping its 16-bit n-mos TMS 9900
microprocessor with depletion loads
since early this year. TI also is planning to bring out an n-channel version of its one-chip 4- bit TMS 1000
microcomputer on achip, five times
faster than its p-Mos version, which
is specified at 10 to 15 µs.
• Signetics engineers are at work on
the redesign of adepletion-load version of the n-MOS 2650, specified at
1to 1.5 its.
• At National Semiconductor, a
move is under way to upgrade its pchannel PACE microcomputer system to depletion-load n-mos.
Even more intriguing are moves
toward truly one-chip, 8-bit microcomputers with the speeds and capabilities of current multichip designs. At Intel, engineers are
developing a depletion-load, 5-v,
single-chip device called the 8048. It
packs enough read-only, programable read-only, and random-access
memory, as well as tio capability,
onto the same chip as the central
processor to form a minimal computing system.
Motorola Semiconductor is also
reported to be developing a similar
one- chip, 8- bit microcomputer.
Steve Sparks, manager of microprocessor design at Motorola, declines to discuss details, but says
that "n-channel depletion load will
be the technology of the next few
years—at least for us," and foresees
a doubling in speed for Motorola's
microprocessor line.
High speed. According to Andrew
Allison, mos microprocessor product manager at Advanced Micro
Devices, manipulation of the ratio
of enhancement- to depletion-load
devices allows marked improvement
not only in chip density but in speed
as well. For example, when the
drain supply on depletion-load/
enhancement switching driver combinations is set at - 5v, the gate supply at - 15 v and threshold at -5v,
the ratio is 5. A factor of 10 is easily
reached when the enhancement
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A la depletion mode. Am9080A-4 microprocessor from AMD, made with depletion- mode
load techniques, is fast and dense. It executes instructions in 1microsecond and contains
the equivalent of 7,000 to 9,000 transistors on achip that measures only 131 by 169 mils.

load is operated in saturation at
higher voltages.
This is somewhat altered, however, by the degrading effect that
the substrate has on the characteristics of the depletion- load element.
So, depending on the bias conditions, improvement can be anything
from twice to 10 times over the enhancement- load current.
Retaining a three- power-supply
approach, AMD engineers have been
able to manipulate the substrate
bias and various other performance
parameters, says Allison, so that its
most recent version of the 8080 ( the
Am9080A-4) not only executes instructions in 1ps, but contains the
equivalent of about 7,000 to 9,000
transistors on a 131-by- 169-mil chip
that is 45% smaller than the 8080A
chip. And in the near future, he
says, the number of supplies could
be reduced to two, with further improvements in performance. Ulti-

mately, says Gary Prosenko, senior
engineering specialist at Electronic
Arrays, the use of on-chip substrate
biasing techniques (such as those
used on Intel's 2115, a 70-ns static
1,024- bit n-mos RAM) will mean
single 5-v, one-chip microcomputers
with instruction-execution times under 1its are adistinct near-term possibility.
Interestingly enough, it is rumored that Intel is redesigning an
enhanced 8-bit follow-on to the
8080 called the 8085. Like Zilog's Z80, it will contain the equivalent of
8,000 to 9,000 transistors on a central processor chip not much larger
than the 8080, allowing the incorporation of peripheral interface devices now on separate chips. But in
the first design go-around, it is reported, multiple power supplies will
be retained and Intel will go all out
for instruction-execution time of less
than 1µs.
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RCA breaks another
SOS speed barrier
with 90 ns 1K RAMs.
Now more than ever, RCA is making good on
the speed/power promise of SOS. As the table
shows, you now have much more design flexibility.Two organizations to choose from. Two
levels of performance. All with very low operating
power. Both of the 1024x1 devices are pin compatible with CMOS 6508 and bipolar 93415 types
And our 256x4 devices are pin compatible with
CMOS 5101.
Moving fast, RCA has fully geared up to produce SOS. So we're ready now to bring you the
dramatic system savings and wide usefulness
made possible by our advanced SOS/CMOS
technology.

For more information, contact your local
RCA Solid State distributor. Or RCA.
Organization

Access
Time

*MWS5001D

1024x 1

150 ns typ.

5V

4mW

MWS5501D

1024x 1

90 ns typ.

10 V

20 mW

MWS5040D

256x4

150 ns typ.

5V

4mW

MWS5540D

256x4

90 ns typ.

10 V

20 mW

Type

Power
Power
Supply @ 1MHz

"Previously annOurced

Write: RCA Solid State, Box 3200, Somerville, New
Jersey 08876; Ste. Anne de Bellevue 810, Canada;
Sunbury-on-Thames ›U.K.; Fuji Bldg.,Tokyo,Japan.

Roll
iSons

9Ons

RCA. Fastest moving house in memory.
Circle 67 on reader service card

FIRST IS OUR MIDDLE NAME
UL APPROVED DPM

0
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DIGITAL
COMPARATOR

DIGITAL
CONTROL METER
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MILLIVOLTS
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.
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4111»bager

.

LO

+

0 - 500 ° F
+

111H-II

43155

FIRST UL RECOGNIZED DIGITAL PANEL METER
FIRST SEVEN- SEGMENT DPM DISPLAY
FIRST DIGITAL CONTROL METE
counter, or other parallel-output device. Relay and
logic output, front-panel LED indicators, AC or DC
powered and latching options.

In 1968, LFE introduced the first DPM with a
seven- segment planar display— our Model 4304.
Ever since, we've been first with major benefits for
DPM users. Not gimmicky, small details, or clever...
. n

0

k

— A lengthy

made-up words but substantial improvements to
meet real needs, like these:

elevated-temperature bum- in and exhaustive
computer controlled checkout guarantee the most

—The LFE Model 4360, 21
2
/
digits, is the first DPM to qualify as acomponent in
the UL category Electrical and Electronic Metering
and Testing Equipment. For certifiable safety :n
commercial, industrial, and medical applications.
e‘ uoyàiat
sekvA s
4y
iaAg-The LFE Model

reliable DPM products available anywhere.
Our nationwide network of representatives,
distributors, and modification centers stands ready
to serve you. For leadership in value and quality in
digital instruments, look to LFE . . . FIRST.
For information contact LFE Corporation,
1601 Trapelo Road, Waltham, MA, 02154,

4354-K has 2push-to-set coritinkiously variable
control points for 0.2% resolution in alarm or

(617) 890-2000

control of voltage, current, resistance, temperature
and most other real world variables.
t•-• e

•,

•

Process Control Division

— The LFE

Model 4355 provides full four digit HI/LO
comparison with BCD input from any DPM

CORPORATION

Circle 63 on reader service card
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Battery boom is on

No.RVJ22

Makers of button cells for digital timepieces rush
to add capacity as demand tightens supply
by Ron Schneiderman, New York bureau manager
Battery makers may be getting the
biggest charge out of the digitalwatch revolution. Worldwide production of digital watches this year
is estimated at 15 million units—
about 12 million more than were
produced in 1975. Most watches
need two batteries, but as a rule of
thumb, each watch actually needs
six— two in the watch, two on the
shelf, and two in the pipeline. This
adds up to plans for more production capacity by the major makers
of those batteries— the Ray-O-Vac
division of ESB Inc., Union Carbide
Corp., and P.R. Mallory & Co.—
now already working near capacity.
And it also means a tight supply
picture until those new production
lines are up and running.
Electronic watches now consume
about $ 13 million worth of batteries,
says James Magid, an analyst with
Drexel Burnham & Co., New York
City. "Should the number of battery-operated watches sold in the
U.S. rise from 7million or 8million
units in 1975 to only 35 million
watches per year in 1980 (a conservative estimate), replacement
battery sales would approximate
$75 million. That would imply over
40% annual growth of replacement
watch batteries," he says.
Mallory's David Sweeney, manager for watch batteries, predicts total watch- battery sales of 6 million
units in 1975 will jump to 31.5 million this year, helped along by the
new $ 30-and-under digitals with
light-emitting-diode displays. "If
our projections are correct," says
Sweeney, "the replacement market
alone in the U.S. this year will be
$55 million, climbing to $ 250 million in 1980."
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In recent developments:
• Ray- O- Vac broke ground last
month in Portage, Wis., for a new
plant, most of which will be devoted
to the production of divalent silveroxide button- cell batteries for
watches. Harold Coakley, national
sales manager for electronic markets, says the company plans to "become as vertically integrated as possible." He says Ray- O- Vac will
either acquire makers of battery
components that the company does
not now produce, such as molded
metal parts, or develop the in-house
capability to make them.
• P.R. Mallory is pushing completion of its own $ 6.7 million battery
plant in Lancaster, S.C. The plant
represents almost three fourths of
the company's capital-expenditure

-it 1111111(
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Charged up. Button cells for digital watches
like Ray- O-Vac's (top) are in short supply.
Schematic diagram shows construction details of asilver-oxide button cell.

UP
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COMPARED TO REGULAR WATCH BATTERIES
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All wrapped up in a neat little
package, our Model 510L is
an ultra-wideband RF power
amplifier whose wide range of
frequency coverage and power
output provide the user with the
ultimate in flexibility and
versatility in a laboratory
instrument. Easily mated with
any signal generator, this
completely solid state unit
amplifies AM, FM, SSB, TV,
pulse and other complex
modulations with a minimum of
distortion.
Constant forward power is
continuously available regardless
of the output load impedance
match making the 510L ideal
for driving highly reactive loads.
Unconditional stability and
instantaneous fail-safe provisions
in the unit provide absolute
protection from damage due to
transients and overloads.
This outstanding unit covers the
frequency range of 1.7 to 500 MHz
with a linear power output of
more than 9.5 watts and there is
no tuning.
For further information or a
demonstration, contact ENI,
3000 Winton Road South,
Rochester, New York 14623.
Call 716-473-6900 or
TELEX 97-8283 E N IROC

ow"
c. •

ENI

The world's leader
in solid state power amplifiers

Circle 70 on reader service card

dinary silver-oxide batteries provide.
P.R. Mallory expects digitalwatch production to jump to more
than 100 million by 1980, but
budget for this year. Sweeney,
whose post as manager for watch
analyst Magid, who follows the
batteries is anewly created one ( un- company, admits it is difficult to apply past trends to projections.
til recently, watches were an addiDoes the rapid growth of the digtional duty of the hearing-aid-battery specialist at Mallory), says "a ital-watch market mean possible
shortages this year or in the future?
lot" of the new plant's capacity will
Mallory's Sweeney remarks, "It's
be made available to product button-cell watch batteries.
going to be tight, but we think we
can handle our market now." Ray• Union Carbide is "significantly"
increasing the manufacturing capac0-Vac's Coakley says shortages exity of its button cells at existing U.S.
perienced by the company late last
facilities, says Hugh Keating, direc- year and early this year are "behind
us now, although there may be some
tor of market development at the
company's Battery Products divishort-term shortages in afew areas."
However, Texas Instruments Inc.,
sion. The company also is building a
which has been using Ray-O-Vac
plant in Switzerland to supply the
European electronic-watch market.
batteries exclusively, is introducing
• Bulova has a working agreement several digital models priced below
$30 and isn't taking any chances.
with Varta AG, in Frankfurt, West
Hector Cardenas, engineering manGermany, to market Varta's digitalager of Ti's Time Products departwatch batteries in the U.S. A Bulova
spokesman says details of the agreement, says the company also has
ment may not be disclosed until supplier agreements with Union
Carbide and Mallory. Jim Diller,
later this month.
National Semiconductor Corp.'s di• Burgess Inc. in Freeport, Ill.,
which makes general-purpose batrector of special products operteries, is considering production of ations, says he hasn't experienced
miniature button cells for the digany shortages, and William K.
Weakland, general manager of
ital-watch market. "We're studying
this now," says national sales manHughes Aircraft's Solid State Products division, calls the battery situager Gene Dobra, "and expect to
ation "tight, but we can get them."
make adecision soon."
In Weakland's view, the ideal al• Japan's National Mallory Battery
location of watch batteries is for disCorp., owned 40% by Mallory and
tributors, who service the after-sale
60% by Matsushita Electric Indusmarket, to get twice as many as
trial Co., is expanding button-cell
manufacturers. Now, he says, the
marketing in the U.S. It will also
opposite is true, because manufacsoon begin retail distribution.
turers have greater purchasing
"Catalyst." Although several difleverage. ( Hughes' Newport Beach,
ferent types of batteries will be proCalif., division claims it produced
duced at the new Ray-O-Vac facilabout 1million modules in 1975—
ity, which is expected to be in
operation by the end of this year,
almost a third of all digital-watch
Coakley says that the digital-watch
modules made worldwide—and exmarket "was the catalyst" for buildpects to make 3million this year.)
ing the plant. The new plant in PorAlso, prices may remain at ahigh
level, both for the 0E1%4 and retailer.
tage, which is also the site of Ray-0Vac's current button-cell manufac- Although the suggested retail price
turing facility, will cover an esti- of a typical digital-watch battery is
mated 50,000 square feet with new $1.85, most watch and battery
makers expect the over-the-counter
production lines, testing equipment,
prices to be higher—up to $3.50.
and storage, aging, and packaging
Fine jewelry stores in particular befacilities. Ray-O-Vac currently suplieve they can command the higher
plies watch cells to over 100 watch
companies worldwide, and empha- price because they maintain service
sizes its divalent silver-oxide bat- centers, where they change batteries
tery, which the company claims and reset watches for the many customers who can't do either.
D
offers up to 40% more life than or-
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Now another 300 IC
test programs free.
Thats' 1000 in all!

Some manufacturers charge $ 175 for each IC
test program.

We rarely charge athing.
This is because the remarkable ALMA 480B
is more versatile than any bench- top circuit
tester ever made.
For example, most of our programs are accomplished by means of software alone. From
a practical standpoint, you don't pay $ 15K or
$20K over several years for hard-wired programs
(say, at $ 175 per) nor do you wait 60 days until
you receive the program from the manufacturer.
You can punch in aprogram on the 480B in
seconds or create aprogram for anew device in
minutes.
If you want to change test limits, do it on
the front panel controls.
We give you afree library of 1,000 programs
with every 480B.
And that's only the beginning.
The 480B is designed to test a broad range
of IC devices, including RTL, HTL, TTL, ECL,

CMOS, and MOS. In the course of doing its job,
the 480B offers some highly unique features:
D Basic accuracy of 0.1% ( versus 1% to 5% for
other testers)
D Four functional test patterns ( vet sus one for
most other testers)
D Provides both dc and functional test conditions per the device data sheets
D 10nA resolution of input current (versus 1µA
to 51.LA for other testers)
D Independent parametric input and output
level tests to guarantee noise margin and fanout capability
El Powerful functional test ability for SSI, MSI,
and even some LSI's
No vt oncier we've sold hundreds of 480B's.
And it's just one of a complete family of outstanding digital and linear testers from ALMA.
For details, give us acall.
ALMA, Division of Develco, Inc., 404 Tasman Dr., Sunnyvale, California 94086. Phone
(408) 734-5710.
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Probing the news

Patents

Proposed law raises reform hopes
Most companies still consider inventions all in aday's work,
but California measure would mandate profit sharing with inventors
The stern corporate resolve that
salaried engineers and scientists
have no right to share in royalties
from their inventions is under attack. While efforts by militant engineers and the IEEE to liberalize customary patent attitudes are too new
to have had any impact, a bill just
introduced in the California legislature may prove more persuasive.
The measure at present reposes in
the State Senate's Judiciary Committee for hearings. It takes the attitude that an invention belongs to
the inventor and the right to compensation for it "can't be taken
away by contract," says John Sutton, the attorney who drafted the
bill. He refers to the agreement required of almost all technical employees assigning rights of any invention to their employers. The bill
is not specific about remuneration,
providing only that an employee
may patent his invention unless his
employer establishes interest in it
within four months. In that case, the
two parties must agree on payment;
if they can't, says the bill, " remuneration shall be fixed by a court of
competent jurisdiction."
Opposition has been quick to
form. Initially, it is coming from
General Electric Co. and the Association of Motion Picture and Television Producers.
Early backers include the California Society of Professional Engineers and the American Chemical
Society. As for the IEEE, James
Nawrocki, chairman of the Santa
Clara County Chapter's Professional Activities Committee, says
the patent bill " is not the greatest
piece of legislation ever written"
and doubts that it will get out of
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committee. Meanwhile, the Santa
Clara committee is itself seeking a
means of broadening patent benefits for engineers, while the IEEE is
also seeking to spur changes (see
"IEEE seeks better deal for inventor"). And a patent-reform bill has
passed the U.S. Senate and now
awaits House hearings.
Back in Santa Clara County,
semiconductor company spokesmen
are understandably unhappy about
the California bill. Gale Woodward,
patent counsel at National Semiconductor Corp., says his major objection is that the measure tells acompany how to do business. He points
out that engineers with arésumé of
patents should be paid more than
others anyway in anticipation of
further inventions.

Enunciating aperhaps more common company attitude, Alan MacPherson, patent counsel at Fairchild
Camera & Instrument Corp., observes, "It's not clear to me that the
people hired to invent are being financially disadvantaged." He emphasizes that they are doing what
they are hired to do and any accomplishments will be noted when the
employee's performance is evaluated. Furthermore, MacPherson
believes that the movement among
engineers for patent rights "reflects
a misunderstanding about which
factors go into an invention"—such
as the capital.
Paternalism. That promise to
"take care" of deserving employees
rankles with militants, to whom it
smacks of paternalism. Besides, they

The IEEE seeks better deal for inventor
The IEEE's U.S. Activities Board has decided that one of its 1976 tasks is
"to obtain improvement in the patent rights for employed inventors." A task
force of volunteers, staff, and legal counsel is to investigate: the patent
laws, armed services regulations, current industry practice, patent-law provisions in other countries and practices in industry there, and what must be
done to change the U.S. law and armed services regulations. The activities
board is to make apolicy decision by September.
Meanwhile, in Santa Clara County, Calif., the local chapter's professional
activities committee is taking a slightly different tack. James Nawrocki,
committee chairman, says, " We're looking for anarrowing of the inventions
an employer has a right to." Nawrocki notes, for example, that most companies even forbid employees from using their own time to invent products
that might relate to their 9-to-5 work; he would like to see that changed.
But, he says, " where the company actually paid to have the guy invent
something for it, the invention should go to the company.
What the committee will do is draft a model employment contract to replace the present company-takes-all versions. It would:
• Specify which types of inventions belong to the company.
• Require the company to relinquish rights to the invention if it did not act
within a certain period of time—also a provision of the patent-rights reform
bill that has been introduced in the California legislature.
• Find amore generous means of compensating employed inventors.
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point out, it relieves the company of
the legal obligation to do anything.
Texas Instruments Inc. in Dallas
meets this criticism by considering
patents earned an important ingredient in its key personnel analysis.
Other companies have adopted a
bonus system. At National, it takes
the form of a two-stage payment:
$100 when a patent application is
filed and $200 more when the patent is issued. Motorola Inc. in Phoenix, which also requires an employee to sign over his patent rights
when he joins the company, follows
the same system. The company
won't say how much it awards at the
time of filing and when the patent is
awarded, but the amounts don't differ from employee to employee.
On the East Coast, Raytheon Co.
in Lexington, Mass., and GTE Sylvania in Waltham, Mass., give employees $200 when a patent application
is
filed.
In
addition,
Raytheon awards $ 140 each if a
group of developers is involved.
And in France, where it's practically
unheard of for asalaried engineer to
get royalties, Thomson CSF sometimes rewards an outstanding invention with abonus.
Two ways. IBM has two bonus and
incentive programs. One provides
payments based on points accumulated for patent applications or
awards. The other involves cash
payments, starting at $2,500, for
outstanding inventions. And at IBM
Germany, there is a system of royalty percentage payments for outstanding inventions.
But the overriding attitude is still
that engineers are expected to work
for the company. They receive asalary so whatever they develop on
company time and with company
equipment belongs to the company.
Jean R. Chognard, general counsel at Hewlett-Packard Co., says
there's another reason for not
awarding royalties. "There may be
hassles between supervisors and engineers over who was the inventor,"
he says. Often, he explains, asupervisor will suggest a development,
and the engineer will work on it,
leaving aquestion as to which is the
winner. Not only that, but one component of asuccessful product may
be patented, but may not necessarily contribute to its success.
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SOLID STATE
IMAGE
SENSING.

UNDER $700.
RETICON cameras can be found doing complex
non- contact measurement and inspection jobs in
practically every industry. They are used to measure
hot- rolled steel, inspect glass bottles, size bolts and
rivets, check packaged goods, monitor print quality
and a lot more.

Our new LC64P camera makes this advanced technology now cost-effective in such simple applications
as edge and width monitoring of sheets and mass
produced parts.
This camera provides you with avariable-threshold,
computer-compatible digital output as well as analog
video with 200:1 dynamic range. It is housed in a
rugged 3.5" x3.75" x3.5" sealed aluminum casting
for reliable operation in extreme industrial environments. It requires less than 2watts from a -LI 15V
power supply and includes achoice of 5different
lenses. The camera is compatible with RETICON's
RS600 series processors which provide automatic
categorizing of parts, high/low limits, analog outputs
for feedback in process control and direct
measurement readout.

RETICriM

910 Benicia Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 738-4266 • TWX: 910-339-9343
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THE MATCHMAKER
Telefile introduces the only disk system flexible enough
to match any minicomputer with any of the hot, new 3330-type drives.
Big disk storage at amini price.
Telefile now has available the
most flexible large capacity disk
system for minicomputers on the
market today. The Matchmaker.
It comes two ways:
As adisk system for users
(DS-16-C) where we match your
minicomputer with any of the latest
3330-type technology drives you
want. Telefile supplies the complete
package.
As an OEM disk controller.
You can order just controllers alone
(DC-16-C) and mix and match
minicomputers and drives to satisfy
your customer's whims and storage
requirements.
Either way, disk system or
controllers alone, you are assured
of flexibility, performance features,
and price no one else can match.
Each system stores up to
1.2 billion bytes.
You can match just the right
drives to meet your storage capacity
needs all the way from 13.3 million
to 1.2 billion bytes per controller. Each
DC-16-C Matchmaker controller
handles up to four drives. Minicomputers never had it so good.

We'll even make you a faceplate.
If you want to show the Matchmaker off, we'll make abezel to match
your computer panel. Private label
it and call it yours. There's no end
to the flexibility.

Compatible interfaces to
eleven minicomputers.
We're designing acomplete line
of compatible interface boards to
match up to many minis: Data General,
DEC, Interdata, Keronix, D.C.C.,
Microdata, Honeywell, Lockheed,
H- P, Varian, and Cincinnati Milacron.
Simply fit our tailor-made computer
interface module inside your computer chassis and you're in business.
If you have another type mini, we'd
be glad to design one for you.
Or you can design your own interface.
Your designers may want a
piece of the action. Our general
interface board makes it easy. Your
board will tie in directly, bringing
big disk storage to any 16- bit
minicomputer.

Choose any of the latest drives.
You've seen them announced
one- by- one and they're coming on
strong. CalComp's Trident. Control
Data's Storage Module. Diablos
400 Series. The Ampex 9000's and
Memorex 677's. Each builds upon
IBM 3330 technology, which means
higher storage densities and new
circuitry for superior reliability.
To switch drives, simply change
one controller circuit board. We've
timed it at 63 seconds flat!

A controller so small
you can even hide it.
The Matchmaker is our smallest
controller yet. It is totally selfcontained right down to its power
supply and cooling system. It's small
enough to tuck away in adrive
housing or in arack above, below,
or even behind the computer.
Out of sight.

Telefile

Easy "front door" maintenance.
Five circuit boards slip right in
from the front of the DC-16-C
Matchmaker. A disk interface board,
ageneral interface board, a
command/timing board, amemory/
address board, and an optional
maintenance board for offline disk
pack formatting and test exercising.
Unmatched features
•Contains 512- byte buffer for data
rate matching
•Variable data search and read
•Block transfer of data up to miniaddressing capacity
•Offset positioning and data strobe
controls
•Write protection to the sector level
•Sequential or staggered sector
addressing
•Defective track relocation and
alternate track addressing
•Overlapping seek capability
•Multi- sector operations across
head and cylinder boundaries
We wrote the book on disk controllers,
and you can get it free.
For years, we've helped minicomputer users grow their disk
capacities. Now our Matchmaker
system is a quantum leap forward.
A new in-depth, hot- off-the- presses
Matchmaker technical manual gives
you all the facts. Write for it. Prove to
yourself that this is one disk controller
no one else can match.

Turning minis into maxis with moxie

amelgma

Please send me your Matchmaker book.
I'm interested __ now _ _ later ( more than
six months from now).
NAME
TITLE _ _
PHONE
ORGANIZATION_ _
ADDRESS
CITY
. •

STATE
ZIP
Telefile Computer Products, Inc.
17131 Daimler Street. Irvine, CA 92714
Free ph. (800) 854-3128, In Ca. ( 714) 557-6660
Telex 68-5660 TELEFILE IRIN
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Probing the news
People

Longo: computer makers want I
2L

Dovetailing technology and application has been Thomas Longo's
specialty at Fairchild Semiconductor for the past seven years.
First he developed bipolar technology for high-speed computer
memories; then he salvaged Fairchild's sagging mos operation, making it into aprofitable memory and
microprocessor product line.
Now, as vice president and director of technology of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., he must
have one of the most educated opinions around on how the industry is
taking its next big hurdle—Ls1 circuits for the next generation of big
computer applications. Longo discussed the subject recently with the
editors of Electronics.
Q. You've been involved in building
high-performance circuits for the
computer industry since before 1960,
so you know that, except for some
main memory, n-mos hasn't made
much impact on large- and mediumsized computer design. What are the
prospects for large-scale Ks' meeting
the needs of these mainframe computer manufacturers?
A. Right off, let me say that integrated injection logic is the only viable high- performing LSI technique
suitable for main computer applications. And it's already happening,
much to the surprise of a lot of
people in this industry who said PL
was a dud. I'm talking about 500gate-and-up logic operating in the
1-to-5-nanosecond range and main
memory below the 100-ns range.
That's why we've aimed our whole
PL effort at high-performing applications and not messed around like
some others trying to make PL designs compete with our own Mos ef-
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fort. It was these early nonproducts
that gave PL a bad name— like the 4bit processor slice that can't compete with anything.
Q. What do you say to the allegation
that FL isn't amemory technology?
A. That's ridiculous. While our
competitors were saying things like
that, we were looking at an ik 4-k
dynamic memory that operates in
the 100-to-150-ns range with achip
no larger than mos 4-k RAMs.
Watch out for the self-serving statements. Companies that made their
name in mos say PL isn't good for
anything, while big bipolar companies say I2L will take over the
world. Both are wrong— the two
technologies have their place.
Q. How about in main memory?
Why do some say that FL RAMS will
never make it in the main memory
because they'll be too expensive?
A. I can't understand why they'd
say anything so ridiculous. With PL
you can design as simple a 4-k dynamic cell circuit as with mos. Then
with Isoplanar you get the chip size
down and the performance up.
Q. What price range are you talking
about—$20 to $30?
A. No way— fm talking about significantly less than $ 10 in volume
production. That's avery small pre-

mium to pay over today's mOs devices when you consider the performance.
Q. What kind of demand in the computer industry do you see for FL?
A. We see a tremendous demand.
There already are major applications for less than 150-ns PL parts
and many more for under- 100 ns.
And I'm not talking about the small
buffer- or cache-memory systems
that always went to bipolar designs.
I'm talking about volume memory
for add-on and other high-performance main-memory designs. If you
project the speed requirements over
the next five years, you'll be amazed
at the number of potential applications for sub-100-ns memory.
Q. What about logic?
A. It's a natural for microprocessors. I'd be a fool not to be
working on combining PL with
Isoplanar for microprocessors. You
can create avery exciting 16-bit processor out of this technology.
Q. Turning to mos, what are the
prospects for pushing that technology
into the TTL performance range— the
under-5-ns speeds required for main
computer designs?
A. Ithink v-mOs has promise in this
area, but it requires considerably
more process complexity. Whether
it gives you a significant advantage
over PL bipolar processing is still
not clear. Certainly, it's worth investigating. But overall, I don't
think that mos will ever achieve the
price- performance level that's possible with injection logic that's
built with Isoplanar circuit technology. Again, with mos you must
so encumber the process to get the
performance that you lose the lowcost mos advantage.
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The Hewlett-Packard
2111X minicomputer sets a
new price/performance
standard.
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Announcing
I6K word memory with
parity for $1386%

Because the majority of aminicomputer's cost
is its memory, the $ 1386 price for HP's new
16K word parity memory module is asignificant price/performance breakthrough. And
when you consider the low-cost memory
along with the other features of the 21MX,
it's acombination that's hard to beat. At
any price.
Proven 4K RAM Reliability.
Hewlett-Packard pioneered minicomputers
with 4K RAM memory. Our unequalled field
experience with more than 250,000 4K RAMS
has proven their reliability. Solidly.
Doubled Memory Capacity. Now pack
double the memory into your dynamic 21MX
minicomputer. Put up to 32K words in 5,i"
of space, or up to 128K in 13", without giving
up asingle powered I/O slot.
21MX Performance Extras. Each HP
21MX gives you more of what you buy a
minicomputer for. Standard features that
often are extra-cost options from others include floating point and extended arithmetic,
brownout-proof power supply, ROM bootstrap loader, power-fail interrupt capability,
and afull front display panel.
HP's Worldwide Service and Support.
We're on the spot to provide installation,

service and support for you and your customers throughout the world.
We're Shipping Now. The 21MX minicomputer family with the new 16K memory
board is available and being shipped today.
HP Minicomputers.
Today's Price/Performance Leader.
16K Add On
Parity Memory

Computert with
64K Word Memory

HP 21MX

$1386.*

$11,038.•

DEC 11/34

52046.•

$12,995.•

Nova 3/12

$2368.•

$14,528. •

¡Includes CPU, parity memory, memory management.
EAU and battery backup. Source: Datapro
-U.S.

domestic price. OEM quantity 50.

There's More. Every HP minicomputer
and peripheral is designed from the start for
easy, -building block - integration. Spend less
time on design, and put your system to work
faster. Other HP benefits range from installation and software to providing the level of
service you specify. Or HP training, if you
prefer to do it yourself. If you want more, call
your nearest HP field office. Hewlett-Packard,
the leader in 4K RAM minicomputers —
and alot more.

HEWLETT iï PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
1501 Page Mdi Road. Palo Ado Caldorma 94304

"Visit The Hewlett-Packard booth at NCC."
22615
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Ise le'
The AM16800 Micro
We started by redesigning aCRT.
And ended with the fastest, easiest
way to build microcomputer systems.
The AMI 6800 MDC architecture is so far
ahead of the competition they'll have to change
their whole development philosophy to catch up.
Unlike their multiple box approach, with
lights and switches, our grand plan is centered
around avery smart CRT, with full debug software.
There's a6800 system in the terminal, so
the processor you're working with is the same
one you're developing. That cuts your learning
time in half.
And you can forget about those long hassles
with paper tape, front panels, teletype or
cassettes. Put your hands on our keyboard and
78

you never have to let go. You modify information
instantaneously. Interrupt aprogram after every
instruction, and get acomplete snapshot of the
state of the machine. Look at all the registers and
change their values, simply by pressing akey.
And you never have to translate addresses into
binary to get information.
Our 6800 MDC not only cuts programming
time in some cases from hours to minutes, it can
also be configured as atest center for incoming
6800 parts. And it adapts easily to apowerful,
one megabyte microcomputer for avariety of
uses, such as inventory control.
The standard AMI Microcomputer
Development Center consist.s of the 80 char. x
25 line CRT, the dual floppy disk with disk
operating system, S6834 EPROM programmer,
Electronics/Ma )/13, 1976

computer Development Center.
RS232 interface and 16K words of RAM
memory. The many options will include a
character printer, an in-circuit emulator so
you can use the CRT like afront panel,
EPROM and RAM memory modules.
So now the most flexible, easiest-to-use
microprocessor family, the AMI 6800, has
taken another giant step ahead of the others.
The AMI 6800 Microcomputer Development
Center can get you to the market faster, with
abetter product. Ask your AMI sales office,
distributor or representative for our brochure.
Or write to AMI,, 3800 . 4-1
Homestead Road,
S
Santa Clara, CA
Standalrd
95051. Then see how
fast things develop.
Vi.1 RI ,
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This is the vvffl to the Center:
SALES OFFICES
Long Beach CA •
1213) 595-4768
San Jose CA • ( 408)249-4550
Altamonte Springs FL •
(305)830-8889
Elk Grove Village IL •
(312)437-6496
Norwood MA • ( 6171762.0726
Livonia MI • ( 313)478-9339
Minneapolis MN •
(612) 559-9004
Monsey NY • ( 914)352-5333
C eveland OH • ( 216 292-6850
Ambler PA • ( 215)643-0217
Richardson TX • ( 2141231-5721
DISTRIBUTORS
ARROW ELECTRONICS:
Minnesota- Bloomington
(612)888-5522
CENTURY ELECTRONICS
New Mexico-AlbuCuerque
(505) 292-2700
Utah — Salt Lake Cil
(801)487-8551 .
CESCO ELECTRONICS. LTD
Canada- Montreal
(514 735-5511
INTERMARK ELEC - RONICS:
Washington- Seattle
)206i 767-3160
SCHWEBER ELEC - FIONICS
California- Costa Mesa
.213)924.5594 and
(714)556-3880
Connecticut- Danbury
(203) 792-3500
Florida-Hollywooc
1305)927-0511
Georgia- Atlanta ( 40.1)449-9170
illino s - Elk Grove Vi'lage
1312)593-274C
Iowa- Cedar Rapid..
Lorenz Sales ( 319)393-0100
Maryland- Rockville
(301( 881-3300

Massachusetts - Waltham
(617) 890 8484
Michigan- Troy ( 313) 583-9242
Minnesota- Edina 161:11941-5280
New Jersey—Somers it
(201)469 6008
New York- Rochester
(716)4614000
Westbury ( 516)3344474
Ohio- Beachwood
(2161464-2970
Texas- Austin ( 512)807-2890
Dallas ( 2141661-5010
Houston ,713) 784-3600
Canada - Mis,issauga Ont
(416)678-9050
SEMICOMP NORP
California- Newport Beach
(213)971.5253 and
(714)833-3070
STERLING E...ECTRONICS
Arizona-. Phoenix
1602 ,25 ,i-4531
Louisiana- tv,etairie
(504' 88 ,-7610
Massachusetts- Watertown
(617) 926-9720
New Jersey- Perth Amboy
(201)442-8000
New Mexico - Albuquerque
(5053 345-6601
Texas- Dallas ( 21413) ,7-9131
Houston ( 713)627-9800
Virginia - Richmond ' Meridian
(8041335-6521
R V WEATHE RFORC CO
Arizona - Phoenix ( 602)272.7144
California- Anaheim
(714 547-0891
Glendale ( 213)849-3451
Palo Alto ( 415)493-5373
Pomona ( 714162 S.1261
San Dielo ( 714) 178-7400
Colorado- Englewood
1303) 701-5432
New Mexico- Albuquerque
(505) 842-0868
Texas- Danes 1214)243-1571
Houston ( 713)688-7406

Washington- Seattle
(206) 243-6340
REPRESENTATIVES
AMMON 8 RIZOS
Oklahoma- Oklahoma City
(405)373-2748
Texas- Dallas ( 2141233-5591
Texas- Houston 1713)781-6240
BARNHILL FIVE:
Colorado- Denver
(303)426-0222
BENEKE & McCAUL
Mrssouri - Grandview
18161765-2998
Missouri- St Louis
1314)567-3399
CANTEC REPRESENTATIVES.
INC
Ontario- Ottawa ( 613)225-0363
COULBOURN DEGREIF INC
Maryland- Baltimore
(301)247-4646
HADDON ASSOCIATES
California- San Diego
(714)565-9445
HECHT. HENSCHEN
ASSOCIATES. INC
Arizona - Phoenix 1602) 275-4411
LOWREY & ASSOCIATES
Michigan- Brighton
(3131227-7067
NORTHWEST MARKETING
ASSOCIATES
Washington- Bellevue
(206)455-5846
PRECISION SALES COMPANY
New York- Syracuse
(315)458-2223
REP. INC.'
Alabama- Huntsville
(205)881-9270
Georgia-Tucker ( 404)938-4358
North Carolina- Raleigh
(919)851-3007
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Think dstalt:
Here's acrystal clock oscillator that's even
smaller than our K1091A. Fits the same circuits, same sockets. And even costs less in
volume quantities. The K1100A is available
from 250 kHz to 32 MHz, and, like the
K1091A, is TTL compatible, has -± 0.01%
stability from 0°C to + 70°C, and uses the
standard + 5V dc input.
Rush delivery now available.
Now you can take advantage of 4-week
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volume delivery of the K1100A in stock frequencies (4.0, 4.9152, 5, 10,20 MHz). 6week
delivery for any discrete frequency from
4to 32 MHz. And 8week delivery for any
discrete frequency from 250 kHz to 4MHz.
For full specifications and prices on both
the K1091A and K1100A, write Motorola,
Component Products Department, 2553 N.
Edgington, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.
Or call ( 312) 451-1000.
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16-k RAM built with proven process
may offer high start-up reliability
Designed with single- level polysilicon process,
chip has 350-ns maximum access
and power dissipation of no more than 550 mV\/
by Clinton Kuo, Non iKitagawa, Deene Ogden, and John Hewkin,

El Shunning the two-level process that most manufacturers feel is de rigueur for achieving 16-kilobit dynamic random-access memories, a 16,384-bit RAM employs the simpler single-level technique that's used in
today's high-volume 4-k devices. With only slight refinements, this 5-mask n-channel process has produced
a cell only marginally larger than those in the more
complex 16-k designs, assuring reliable, volume production that presages steadily decreasing manufacturing
costs.
The 16-k-by- 1- bit TMS 4070 will be supplied in a
standard 16-pin dual in-line package that's fully compatible with transistor- transistor logic— including
clocks— and operates with multiplexed addresses.
Thanks, also, to a more sensitive low-power sense amplifier and a power-saving chip organization, it dissipates only 550 milliwatts of power, no more than most
4-k RAMS. Memory boards using the new devices can
readily replace those built with any 16-pin 4-k memory,
without any increase in power-supply requirements for
the system.
For the chip to fit into astandard 300- mil-wide package, the memory-cell size must be on the order of 1

Texas Instruments. Dallas. Tex.

square mil or less. There are two types of n-channel silicon-gate processes that will meet this requirement:
single-level polysilicon and double-level polysilicon.
[See Electronics, Feb. 19, p. 116, for details of these processes.] The DLP process can be used to lay out aonetransistor cell 10-15% smaller than one built by SLP, but
this advantage comes at the expense of the more complex process.
Single- level works
The TMS 4070 was designed with the simpler SLP
process and polysilicon row-select lines. Figure 1shows
cell areas versus storage-capacitor size for the two processes, including two SLP cell layouts, one using metal
row-select lines and the other using polysilicon lines.

r - -

4060

L.

20 MIL /

ISOLATION
- 1—

CONTACT
POLYSILICON
METAL

lb) 4070

0.98 MIL

1. Cell sizes. Double- level polysilicon gives a considerably smaller

2. Cell layout. The memory cell of the 16-k RAM is less than half the

cell size than the single- level process, but it is a more complex tech-

size of present 4-k RAM cells. The smaller size is principally due to a

nique. However, if polysilicon select lines are used with the SLP pro-

smaller cell capacitor as well as to tighter geometrics. Moreover, the

cess. the difference in cell area is significantly reduced

16-k cell has a lower- loss poly digit line.
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3. SIngle-level polysIllcon. Since only one level of polysilicon is required, the same 5- mask process that's used with today's 4-k RAMs can
be applied to 16-k RAM design. This simpler process should have the advantage of better reliability compared to the double- level 16-k RAMs.

With these polysilicon lines, the cell size attained is only
0.98 mil2,less than half the present 4-k RAM cell-size in
production. And since the new device is fabricated with
the same process as these 4-k memories, it benefits from
proven production experience and reliability.
Figure 2compares cell layouts of the TMS 4070 16-k
and the TMS 4060 4-k devices, while Fig. 3 shows a
cross section of the one-transistor cell of the 4070. Its
size is achieved by asmaller storage-capacitor, which is
made possible by asmaller digit-line capacitance and a
higher-sensitivity sense amplifier.
Besides the higher density and potential savings over
the 4-k devices, the 16-k chip also should have better reliability. Random, single-bit, "hard" failures related to
thin-oxide defects make up 85-90% of the 4-k failures.
Thus, as afirst approximation, RAM failure rates can be
assumed to be proportional to the total thin-oxide area,
which is only 67% more in the 4070 than in the 4060.
Therefore, significant reliability improvement on aperbit basis is predicted for the 16-k RAM .
The organization is symmetrical
The device is organized for the best combination of
high speed, low power dissipation, and maximum signal
sensing. It is divided into two symmetrical arrays of
8,192 bits each ( Fig. 4). To detect acell's output, each
array is serviced from its middle by 128 balanced sense
amplifiers. Each sense amp handles only 32 memory
cells, which minimizes amplifier loading and maximizes
signal detection.
Moreover, when abit is to be addressed, only one 8-k
array is selected (through address bit A6). This saves
chip power, since only 128 of the 256 amplifiers are active at any time. Finally, locating the row decoder between the two 8-k arrays minimizes the length of the
row, thereby minimizing the resistance-capacitance
time delay of the polysilicon row-select lines.
To improve signal sensing still more, each 8-k array is
subdivided into four 2,048-bit arrays. Each subarray's
32 sense amplifiers share an intermediate output buffer
with those of another subarray. When the appropriate
addresses (Al2 and A13 )are activated to select a bit,
only one of the subarrays need be addressed. Thus the
selected devices are effectively isolated through the in-
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termediate output buffer, further minimizing loading
effects on the sense amplifier. It all adds up to ahighly
reliable switching and detection operation with 200 millivolts of sensing signal provided to the sense amp.
The sense amplifier: it's critical
Perhaps the most critical circuit element on a 16-k
chip is the sense amplifier: it must be sensitive enough to detect the fairly-low 200-mv signals
characteristic of 16-k memory-cell operation, yet efficient enough to operate reliably while dissipating
power in the low milliwatt range. With 256 sense amps
on each 16-k chip, even aslight increase in power dissipation could be detrimental to overall performance of
the chip.
As shown in Fig. 5, the sense amplifier in the TMS
4070 is abalanced flip-flop with amultigrounding path.
Each side of the sense amplifier is connected to its row
of 32 memory cells and to adummy cell that provides a
reference voltage for logic 1and 0signal detection.
During sensing, the selected memory cell dumps
charge onto one end of the sense amp via the digit or bit
line. This condition is shown in Fig. 5, where astorage
cell, Qx and the dummy cell, QD', are selected. At once
the flip-flop goes into its unstable stage, with the switching direction determined principally by the difference
between the flip-flop currents I
D and I
D'in transistors
Q2 and Q2'.
Clearly, for the amplifier to detect the 200-mv signals
coming from the storage cell, a high sensitivity is required. Using a standard measure of amplifier sensitivity, (
I
D -I
D')/ I
D, at agiven time, t
o,
then:
RAM

Si

t= to

=

t =t
o

K'( W /L)( VD - VD -

VT)
2 -A7(WI L)( VD'

W /L)( Vo - Vo - VT) 2

or

SI
1=1

10

=2..1 V/( VD - 1
10 - V
T)I

where -IVI

r=

,

„

- Vo - VT)2 1
II= 1„
(I )

= VD - VD'I
i1= t„

and W and L are channel width and length for Q2
and Q2'. K' is the transistor constant, and VT is the
threshold voltage.
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4. Organization. The chip is divided into two 8-k arrays, each connected to 128 balanced sense amplifiers in the middle of the array. For bit
selection, address

A6

selects the right or the left array. Each array is further divided into four 2-k subarrays to improve signal sensing.

It is apparent from equation ( 1) that the higher is the
differential output voltage Vo,the higher is the sensitivity. Moreover, a maximum value of Vo also will result in the lowest value of power dissipation in asense
amplifier, as shown in this approximation:
Ps = VDDIC'( W /L)( Vo-Vo- VT) 2

(
2)

A multiple grounding path that includes transistors
Q3, Q4, and Qs achieves the highest value of Vo during
sensing. During initial sensing, only Q3 is turned on to
provide the low output resistance needed to assure high
Vo.After some delay from Q3,transistor Q4 is turned on
to further enhance the signal by lowering Vo. After sensing is accomplished, Q3 is switched on to provide a
solid ground path, and therefore, good output signals.
The power dissipation of the TMS 4070 is greatly reduced by switching off the sense-amplifier load devices
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Qi and Qi' in all the nonselected 2-k arrays before the
grounding transistor Q4 becomes conductive. The high
Vo made possible by the multigrounding path also adds
reliability. It tends to prevent the precharged digit line
of logic level 1 from dipping low during the initial
sensing, thereby minimizing the time that Qi and
must be on to restore the bit line to its proper voltage
level.
A new input buffer
To make it easier to use the memory in asystem, the
TMS 4070 presents apurely capacitive load to all transistor-transistor-logic inputs, as well as possessing the
required sensitivity for detecting standard TTL signals.
This input compatibility, a feature absent from many
4-k RAMS, is made possible by anew input buffer design
(Fig. 6). In that circuit, transistors Q7 and Q7'have
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ADDRESS
INPUT

U
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S

1

6. Easy Interfacing. The input buffer also
uses a differential sense amplifier with multi5. MultigroundIng path. The sense amplifier achieves high sensitivity and low power dissi-

grounding path to reduce power dissipation.

pation by turning on grounding devices 03,04,and 05 in sequence. This gives initial high

Transistors 07 and 07'have slightly different

grounding resistance for high sensitivity of differential voltage.

sizes for proper 1and 0detection.

I/0
0

Al2

À12

V013

*

1

Output signals from the selected 2-k array are detected and amplified by intermediate output buffers
that speed up signal transitions and add to the overall
fast-access time of the device. Each buffer and the 2-k
array it serves in the selected 8-k half are connected
through the Al2 and A13 decoding addresses ( Fig. 4).

IA]

II

0

1

0.1

The intermediate output buffer

1
:
1.14

E c<FA°l2
Cc

TQ
OUTPUT
BUFFER
e
0

13

7. Intermediary. It's the intermediate output buffers that allow each
8-k half to be divided into four 2-k arrays to improve signal sensing
and to speed up signal transition. They are balanced flip-flops with
the switching direction determined by 012 and 0113 voltages.

slightly different sizes to bias the flip-flop for detecting
both 1and 0levels. Input 1levels are detected by pulling node Stoward ground through Qisand Qii .0-level
detection is guaranteed by the built-in preferred switching direction, which pulls node S' toward ground
through Q7' (
which is slightly larger than Q7). Input
signals are latched internally to simplify system timing.
The scheme for the multigrounding path in the sense
amplifier is also in the input buffer circuit (Qs and Qg in
Fig. 6) to reduce power and improve sensitivity. The design of the input buffer, involving purely capacitive circuitry, guarantees the absence of clock-related transient
currents, which simplifies system design.
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A schematic of the intermediate output buffer is
shown in Fig. 7. Like the sense amp, it is a balanced
flip-flop, but here the switching direction is determined
by the voltage at the gates of the load transistors Q12
and Q12'. The gate on the nodes R and R' are charged
high through Q15 and Q15 ', with the voltage on the unselected side reduced by capacitive coupling through Cc
to provide a reference voltage for logic- 1signal detection. If the K12 array is selected, and the data is logic 0,
the Q12' gate voltage will be lower than the Q12 gate
voltage, causing the flip-flop to send a0 to the output
buffer. If the data from the K12 array is a 1, then, because of the capacitive coupling, the Q12' gate voltage
remains higher than the Q12 voltage and detection of
the output signals is assured.
The clocked supply voltage OD to the flip-flop, which
is decoded by A6 and A13 (
Fig. 4), activates only the selected one out of four intermediate output buffers. OD is
delayed from the sense amplifier's load clock OD to assure the proper timing sequence.
Because the output comes off the complementary side
of the flip-flop, data from the Al2 array will always be
inverted by the intermediate output buffer. To provide
the correct polarity, the data stored in the array is inverted before writing by the exclusive-oRing of the data
input and address Al2.
Using the

RAM

Fitting the TMS 4070 to the standard 16-pin format
requires multiplexed addresses. This is accomplished
with the leading edge of the row-address-strobe ( RAS)
clock strobing in seven addresses, which are latched in-
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ternally. The column-address-strobe (CAS) clock handles the seven column addresses and serves as chip-select control to activate and deactivate the data input
and output buffers. This function allows CAS to be used
efficiently for amultichip memory board design, as will
be discussed later.
The chip has a maximum access time of 350 nanoseconds from Ft.—A3 initiation and aminimum cycle time
of 550 ns. The typical active power dissipation at room
temperature is only 550 mw, with a typical standby
power consumption of only 8mw. The fully-TTL-compatible input signals have typical maximum permissible
0 levels of 0.6 y and minimum permissible 1levels of
2.2 y, thus guaranteeing acomfortable 200-my dc noise
margin in both 1and 0states when used with typical input and output devices.
Unlike other proposed 16-k RAM designs, the output
buffer of the TMS 4070 is nonlatched and assumes a
high impedance state when either GO.or 1"g is inactive. Nonlatched outputs allow the device to be wireoRed in atypical menm system by using the
as
chip enable and the
as chip select control. Thus
data output is valid only during the time both clocks are
active, and each memory cycle can be maintained as a
separate entity. Latched outputs, on the other hand,
hold the data output valid into the succeeding memory
cycle and need an extra CM" cycle to clear the latch,
thus adding to the cycle time of the memory system.
The unlatched output also facilitates transparent refresh techniques, particularly beneficial in larger
memory systems. Usually a refresh operation must be
performed at least every 2ms to retain data. With the
4070, this may be accomplished internally, using the
R
—A3-only mode of 128 refresh cycles. Since CAS.is inactive in this mode and the output is in the high imped-

ce,

32 BITS
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SN74LS251
SN74LS259

16-BIT
CENTRAL
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1-k x16 BIT
READ
ONLY
MEMORY
TMS 4700

16-k x16 BIT
RANDOMACCESS
MEMORY
TMS 4070
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I/O
MEMORY
CONTROL

CONTROL

MEMORY DATA BUS

CLOCK GENERATOR
AND SYSTEM
CONTROL LOGIC

8. Microprocessor system. The microprocessor, using a 16- bit
TMS 9900, has a 16-k- by- 16 RAM and a 1- k- by- 16 ROM. This minimum system, which also includes 32 bits of input/output, requires
Only 36 logic packages; but it emulates minicomputer performance.

ance state, there can be no output during refresh, which
eliminates the need for disabling circuitry.
Fig. 8is an example of amicroprocessor system using
the new device. Here aTMS 9900 16-bit microprocessor
system consists of a block of 1,024-by- 16-bit read-only
memory, ablock of 16-k-by- 16-bit RAM, and 32 bits of
input/output logic. This is a typical configuration for
equipment where alarge, high-speed data buffer is re-
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9. Logic diagram. The dynamic RAM interface to the TMS 9900 includes a SN 74393 refresh counter, SN74LS153 address multiplexers,
SN74S373 octal latches, and miscellaneous logic gates. The entire microcomputer system is implemented in only 36 packages.
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10. Minicomputer memory. The 16-k random-access memory allows minicomputer engineers to desIgn memory systems with a memory
capacity of 64- k- by- 16 bits on one printed- circuit board. ( An additional bit is furnished for parity check.)

quired such as in aword-processing or data-concentration system.
Here the TMS 4070 could best be used in the transparent refresh mode. A refresh always occurs during the
first nonmemory cycle following amemory access ( each
cycle consists of two clock periods). The worst-case condition of the lowest frequency of refresh cycles is during
the DIVIDE instruction—five cycles during the 41.33-microsecond execution time, or an average of one refresh
every 8.3 is. So the longest complete refresh of the chip
will require only 1.06 ms ( 128 refresh cycles x 8.3 µs),
which is well below its minimum refresh rate of 2 ms.
This allows the TMS 9900 to run at the guaranteed frequency of 3megahertz with no overhead time required
for memory refresh.
The operation of this memory system is extremely
straightforward. A memory- enable signal from the
TMS 9900 indicates avalid memory cycle and is used
along with address select, AS, to initiate the flip-flop
CA
S.
The
chain. These flip-flops generate RAS and AS.
The enable signal is used also to increment the refresh
counter and to control the address multiplexer, which
selects refresh address, row address, or column address.
Figure 9presents adetailed logic diagram of the system. The logic in the memory controller is all that is required to interface the 4070 to the 9900 memory buses.
The other components include a32- bit input/output interface, aSN74LS362 clock generator and driver, and a
SN74S373 octal latch, both for providing high-imped-
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ance buffering when the data bus contains write data
and for holding the 4070 output data during a data
cycle. The entire system contains only 36 packages.
Minicomputer/mainframe applications
The 16-k RAM also is attractive in minicomputer and
mainframe applications. It can provide greatly improved board densities compared to current 4-k designs.
As an example, acircuit board that supports 16-k words
of 16 bits of 16- or 18- pin 4-k RAMS will easily support
64-k words of 16-bits using the TMS 4070.
Figure 10 is ablock diagram of asystem of 64-k by 16
bits with an extra bit for parity check that would work
with a typical 16-bit minicomputer. A multiplexer,
SN74S153, is used to select arow or column address for
the RAM array. Optional buffers are shown for data-inputs DI 0_
15 and data outputs D0 095 ,
although the 4070's
output can drive two UL loads, adequate for many
minicomputer systems.
The timing and control block interfaces with the
memory control bus a2rLprovides row address and column address strobes, RAS, CA
TS, as well as arefresh access (RFAccR) signal. The SN74S139 decoderLnnerate
the signals to the array from RAS() to 11' 3 and
C
À30to CA33.
To generate RASfor refresh cycles to all arrays,
SN74S11 gates are put between the SN74S139s and the
RAms. The complete system with parity check takes only
85 packages.
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MOS technology brings
fun and games to TV sets
Digital integrated circuits take over ultrasonic TV- tuning functions,
as well as display of channel numbers and time; an IC in the receiver
provides games like soccer, volleyball, and steeplechase in color
by Marijan Lorkovic,

ITT Intermetall GmbH, Freiburg, West Germany

Within a relatively short time, European manufacturers have turned to complex mos integrated circuits to
provide de luxe features for color-television receivers.
Among these conveniences are remote channel selection
and on-screen displays of channel numbers and time.
Although bipolar technology originally dominated TV
applications, mos circuits now outnumber them, chiefly
because of the low power requirements of mos and the
ease with which new features, such as TV games, can be
added. Silicon-gate technology makes possible higher
packing density than bipolar parts can offer to make
these features economical. In fact, some 1c functions in
TV receivers would be impossible to implement efficiently without mos technology.
Although the trend toward mos enhancements
started in Europe about two years ago when ultrasound
remote channel-selection controls were introduced, ultrasound control is now being used in most large-screen
sets now being produced in West Germany and about a
third of those manufactured in all of Western Europe.
Also coming on fast are digital electronic tuning and
elaborate on-screen displays.
Happily, viewers may soon be able to play video
games at home by virtue of mos circuits designed to fit
inside the receivers. And now that conventional tuning
methods are being replaced by techniques based on
mos voltage- and frequency-synthesis tuning, even
basic receiver design is undergoing an evolution.
Remote ultrasound clicks for channel selection

1. Remote connection. A recent use of MOS technology for telev,s,on reGeivers is the hand-held ultrasonic transmitter unit designed
for remote control of channel selection, picture tuning, and volume
control. This unit can handle up to 30 commands if needed.
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The ultrasound channel selector contains two key
mos devices, atransmitter and areceiver, although the
system may also provide additional functions. A typical
basic system can handle 30 different commands.
The 30-command transmitter (Fig. 1) contains acomplementary-mos device to generate the ultrasonic signals and process them for transmission to the receiver ic
inside the TV set. In standby, this circuit need never be
turned off because it normally consumes only about 10
microamperes from aconventional 9-volt battery, which
can power it for about ayear.
The Intermetall SAA 1024 transmitter contains an oscillator, an adjustable frequency divider, an integrated
decoder, and an error-protection logic circuit. The divider produces any of the 30 ultrasonic frequencies from
the 4.4336-megahertz quartz-crystal stabilized oscilla-
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2. Sending the message. The ultrasonic transmitter unit is built around this MOS integrated circuit, which consists of an oscillator, an adjustable frequency divider, an integrated decoder, and an error- protection logic circuit which prevents wrong signals from being processed.
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3. Receiving end. The ultrasonic receiver IC is an MOS device that processes the ultrasonic commands coming from the transmitter unit.
Frequency of the received signal is counted twice to ensure that the correct one is processed.
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tor. The appropriate dividing factor is selected by an input code.
By pushing akey on the hand-held transmitter, the
viewer selects two input lines—one in the group designated A to E, and the other from fto 1 ( Fig. 2). These
two-pole key switches may be mechanical or touch-type.
The device in the ultrasound transmitter unit enables
selection of any of 16 TV channels. Assigned to each
channel is an ultrasound frequency that is generated by
an adjustable frequency divider in the lc. Much the
same technique is used for the analog functions—brightness, volume, and color saturation. There are two buttons and two ultrasound frequencies for each of these
functions—one for increasing the setting and the other
for decreasing it.
When one of the buttons is pressed, a code word is
produced at lc input pins A to E and fto 1. This code
word consists of 11 bits, only two of which represent a
logic 1, so that push buttons need only two contacts.
In the ic ,
the command is converted into 5-bit words.
Each command then changes the output frequency by
changing the divider factor of the adjustable frequency
divider. When the button for, say, raising the volume, is
pushed, the 8.99-kilohertz pulse at output 0131 of the ultrasound receiver IC (Fig. 3) is converted into 30 steps.
Going through the entire volume range takes about 5.5
seconds if the button is kept depressed that long. The
pulse train is rectified and fed to the sound circuits of
the TV set.
The integrated decoder converts the key-selected signals into 5-bit words and feeds them to an adjustable
frequency divider, where the desired ultrasound-command frequency is produced by blanking principles.
Another fixed divider reduces the jitter that is unavoidably produced in the adjustable divider.
The ultrasonic frequency range of the command signals extends from about 33.8 kHz to 44.16 kHz, and adjacent frequencies are separated by a space of about
346.6 Hz. If akey erronously sends more than one signal
to the A-to- Eor f-to-1inputs, the error protection logic circuit recognizes the fault and switches the oscillator off.
Transmitting the commands
The transmitter output is a rectangular signal that
controls aswitching transistor. A coil in the transistor's
collector circuit, acting as an autotransformer, produces
asinusoidal voltage of about 200 v, which drives the ultrasonic transducer, a capacitive-type loudspeaker. In
parallel with the coil is a diode that furnishes the required 100-v dc bias for the loudspeaker.
The lc at the heart of the ultrasound receiver in the
TV set (Fig. 3) is asilicon-gate mos device that processes
the ultrasonic commands coming from the transmitter.
To ensure that only the signals from the ultrasound
transmitter are processed, the received signal frequency
is measured twice. For one measurement, a4.4336-MHz
oscillator provides the time base, and the other is aperiod-measuring process.
The signal is processed further only if the two frequency measurements produce the same result and only
if the period measurement confirms that the signal's period corresponds to the desired frequency in the 33.8 to
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44.16-kHz ultrasonic range. If all requirements are met,
the signal is converted into afive-word code and fed to
the outputs of the receiver integrated circuit.
The selected channel number, in the form of a
binary-coded word about 23 milliseconds long, appears
at the appropriate output between A and E. Outputs of
OP i,OP 2,and OP3,derived from three 5- bit up/down
counters M I,M 2,and M 3,are 8.99-kHz rectangular signals for controlling volume, brightness, and color saturation. The duration of these signals can be varied in 30
steps of about 200 milliseconds each.
Amplifying the ultrasonic signal
In the outboard circuitry of the receiver lc, the
preamplifier boosts the ultrasonic signal picked up by a
microphone to an amplitude of 0.5 V. This preamplifier
should be designed for again of about 70 dB for transmission distances of 6to 10 meters. It should also have
bandpass characteristics to eliminate the effects of stray
signals, such as the second and third harmonic of the TV
set's line frequency that could otherwise interfere with
the operation of the receiver lc.
In addition to selection of channel number and control of volume, brightness, and saturation, the system
also provides for anumber of other settings. Color saturation and brightness can be set to their normal or mean
levels by a command called "normalization." Another
command switches off the sound. When the set is turned
on again, the same sound level is maintained.
What's more, receiver-lc input/outputs A to E can
come as direct commands from either mechanical or
touch-type contacts on the set. In the direct mode, inputs are coded in amatrix and applied to pins A to E.
There, the microampere-level input commands have
their impedance reduced to get the low ohmic values
needed to drive decoders. The decoder converts the signals to select the channel numbers. The direct analog
commands for volume, brightness and saturation, which
are also present at pins A to E, produce the appropriate
changes at outputs OP1, OP2 and OP3.Channel-selection commands can be entered directly either between
the lc and the external decoder or between the decoder
and channel-memory circuits.
However, the versatility of this device is overshadowed by a new 30-channel silicon-gate mos ultrasound receiver 1c being offered in an 18-pin plastic
package (Fig. 4). This chip has the capability to adapt to
future ultrasound-controlled iv receivers, as well as several other advantages. A major improvement is elimination of external memory needed in the earlier system to
store channel-number data. The new chip stores that
data in an integrated memory, and it is available in
static form at outputs PA to PD so that the lc can directly
drive both achannel-number-display lc and avoltagesynthesizer IC.
Although the process is similar to that of the earlier
device, the new one also permits finer adjustment of the
analog controls because it is implemented in 61 steps instead of 30. The analog commands for volume, brightness, and color saturation change the pulse/interval ratios at the analog outputs in the same way. Channelselection commands can be entered directly and se-
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4. Television pickup. The receiver IC for this channel- selection and tuning system can directly drive an IC to display the channel number
and a voltage-synthesizer IC. This setup eliminates the external channel memory required in previous units.

quentially. In addition, the oscillator circuit is integrated so that only one external component—a quartz
crystal—is needed.
Another innovation for which mos technology is also
suited is on-screen display of channel numbers, preferably near the edge of the screen. For such displays, the
digits must be large enough and have enough contrast
to be readable from a distance against either a blackand-white or color picture. The display should be visible only for 2 to 4 seconds and should appear automatically as channels are switched.
An integrated circuit that meets this requirement, the
SAA 1008, is being offered in an 18-pin dual in-line
plastic package ( Fig. 5). The mos silicon-gate circuit
consists of adecoder, adisplay memory, and ashift register. The 2.2-MHz clock frequency, which is produced
internally, can be fine-tuned by means of only one external resistor divider. The clock frequency determines
the width of the dots that make up the digits and the
distance of the background field from the left edge of
the screen. An external resistance/capacitance network
sets the duration of the display. The vertical and horizontal flyback pulses synchronize the signals to produce
astationary display.
Single-digit channel numbers are formed by a5-by-7
dot matrix against a dark 7-by-9dot background, and
double-digit numbers appear on a 2-by-7 dot matrix
against adark 4- by-9dot background. Each dot is made
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up of six TY-line segments, 0.4 microsecond in duration.
The background field starts 114 lines from the upper
edge and about 86 dots from the left edge (Fig. 6).
Also under development is another version of the display 1c that, in addition to providing the channel number, will display on a 12-by-7-dot field in the upper lefthand corner of the screen the letters F, H, and L (for the
German words meaning color saturation, brightness,
and volume) as well as aplus or minus sign behind each
letter to indicate which way these settings are moving.
To display the F, H, and L, a5- bit word is entered at
the dynamic inputs of the receiver. The device will also
display the tuning voltage and indicate the band and
channel numbers. And by adding an IC, the time of day
can also be displayed. This display can also be turned
on and off by ultrasound command-s.
The channel number is displayed whenever 4-bit
channel information from the ultrasound receiver lc is
changed, when the channel-switching or recall commands are recognized, or when the digital tuning information is present. The channel number symbols, shown
at the left edge of the screen about half-way from the
top, consist of a4-by-5matrix of nearly square dots.
To represent the tuning voltage, the externally coded
band data and the digital tuning voltage data are evaluated. The Tv-band number appears as a Roman numeral Ior III or as the letter U for ultrahigh-frequency
bands IV and V in the field where the three letters are
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Display it again. The on- screen display IC consists of a decoder, adisplay memory, and ashift register. The clock frequency determines

the width of the dots that make up the digits and also determines the distance of the background field from the left edge of the screen.

usually shown.
Right below it is a rectangular, vertically positioned
field that's divided by horizontal lines into five equal
sections. The upper and lower sections display the number of the channels at the upper and lower limits of the
band. In band I, these limit channels are 4 and 2; in
band III, they are 12 and 5, and in the uhf band, they
are 69 and 21.
To indicate time, there are two character fields—one
for hours and the other for minutes—made up of 4-by- 5dot matrixes. Seconds are indicated by aflashing colon
between the hours and minutes.
Voltage synthesizer also goes MOS
Another new mos product for iv receivers is aset of
voltage-synthesizer ics that constitute a digital-toanalog converter and memory for tuner control. These
ICS can replace the potentiometer arrangement now
used for setting and storing the dc voltages corresponding to the various TV channels. ics have two advantages
over potentiometers: channels can be selected by an
automatic search, and more channels can be stored.
The voltage-synthesizer lc set, designed to handle 16
channels, is fully compatible with the ultrasound receiver and display ics, as shown in Fig. 4. The set consists of acontrol circuit and amemory circuit. The former supplies band-switching signals in uncoded form
and also a 558.67-Hz pulse- modulated output voltage
from which the dc-tuning voltage is obtained after an
integration process. This voltage is then fed into the
tuner varactor diodes. Both the tuning voltage and the
band-switching signals for all 16 channels are stored in
the memory lc.
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The control lc, which is asilicon-gate mos device in a
24-pin plastic dual in-line package, can be driven directly by the ultrasound receiver ic, which supplies the
channel number in coded form. Available at pin T on
the receiver lc are either 20-microsecond or 23-millisecond pulses at 138-ms intervals, which determine the circuit's control functions. The ic can be used with or without automatic frequency control. In the afc mode,
channels are found by automatic-search tuning, and the
dc voltages corresponding to the stations are stored in a
separate memory 1c. By means of pulse-width modulation, the 558.67-Hz output voltage for driving the
tuner is varied in 3,968 steps. It is then smoothed by a
simple RC network and applied to the TV tuner.
The speed of the automatic search adapts to the slope
of the tuner's voltage/frequency curve in the individual
bands. This search, which starts with zero voltage at the
output of the ic when abutton on the TV set is pushed,
proceeds in one direction. When achannel is found, an
automatic- frequency-control signal stops the search.
To restart, the button must be pushed again. When
the highest voltage level is reached, the output signal
jumps back to zero, and, after an 80-ms delay, the
search is resumed. Each output signal can be fine-tuned
in both directions in seven small steps via ultrasound remote control or by push buttons on the set.
In the non-afc mode, the fine-tuning output is connected directly to the 18-v Vss line ( Fig. 4). In tuning,
the output voltage can be made to go in either direction,
either by a combination of discrete steps and continuous slow variations or by continuous fast variations.
The discrete steps and slow variations can be controlled
by two ultrasound commands. About 0.6 second after a
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6. Channel

15. The channel display for

double-digit numbers is a 2- by- 7 dot matrix
against adark 4- by-9- dot background. Each
dot is made up of six TV- line sections, each
0.4 microsecond in duration.

key is pushed, astep changes into aslow variation. Fast
variations, on the other hand, can be started only at the
TV set through direct input to the control IC.
The memory Ic in the voltage synthesizer is a lowthreshold c-mos static shift register that requires avoltage supply of 1.2 to 2 V. It contains 16 memory addresses of 18-bit words, each with 12 bits for tuning information, 3 bits for fine-tuning, and 3 bits for band
information. This device connects to the control IC via
three lines—one each for the first and last shift-register
stages, and the third for clock signals.

ognizes the relationship between the ball and offensive
players, defensive players, the table, the net, and the
goals, or the hurdle in steeplechase. The IC also advances the counters for the scoreboards.
In the soccer game, the field is represented on the
screen, and there is a potentiometer for each player.
The offensive player varies the vertical position of the
ball, while the defensive player varies the vertical position of the goalie. The 1c automatically switches between the offensive and defensive roles. The ball, which
is always at the same distance from the upper edge of
the screen as the active player's goal, travels at a horiBuilt-In games are coming
zontal speed that decreases as a function of aconstant
base of the logarithmic system.
Intermetall is developing an IC that will become the
The movement of the ball changes direction when it
heart of on-screen game circuitry. Installed in the receiver, the lc makes possible games like soccer, steeple- touches the defensive player's goal, goal posts, goalie, or
chase, volleyball, and table tennis. On color sets, the boundary line. When the ball touches the goal, the
games can be shown in different colors. The device "ball" signal is blended out for as long as it takes it to
eliminates the need for very-high- frequency signal reappear at the mid-line of the field. Should the ball
transmission via antenna cables between the TV set and touch the boundary line, the signal is blended out until
the game-control deck. Instead, the receiver and the the ball is in line with the goalie.
Since the ball's vertical position corresponds to the
control box are connected via cables that transmit dc
signals only. Intermetall is also working on a trans- vertical position of the goalie, it emerges from the goal
mission system for TV games that uses digital ultrasonic keeper as though it had been kicked off. When the ball
commands to execute the functions performed by con- hits the active player's own defense, it goes right
ventional potentiometers.
through and is kept in play. Ball speed can be adjusted
The game IC integrates a 1-MHz clock oscillator with by apotentiometer. With avariable resistor, the ball's
an external quartz crystal. The basic 1-Nniz frequency horizontal dimension can be changed to adapt to the
provides the vertical and horizontal synchronization size of the screen.
pulses used for driving the television receiver. The
In the steeplechase game, the runner is controlled by
screen shows the playing field, the lines representing the controlling the same circuitry as that used for controlgoals, the "players," and the "ball," as well as the score ling the ball in soccer. When acapacitor is charged from
aconstant-current source instead of aresistor, the runfor each player.
For input in the games of soccer, steeplechase, volley- ner moves at aconstant speed. For volleyball, the onball, and table tennis, the lc needs such information as screen field appears as a side view so that the players
the player movements, action of the ball, and playing observe the ball's altitude. For table tennis, the control
direction. This 1c supplies red-green-blue or color-dif- circuitry is the same as that for volleyball, although cerference signals, as well as tone signals, to produce a tain inputs of the signal-generating circuitry must be
switched. Triggering then occurs with a vertical synsound when aplayer and the ball touch each other.
Depending on the player's role at the time, the IC rec- chronization pulse, since the players move vertically. D
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For the straightforward
operator who wants a
top-quality, economy-priced
instrument ... the F71.
•Wide frequency response0.0002 Hz to 20 MHz
•Sine, square, triangle and
DC-level waveforms
•5/95% variable symmetry
control to 1MHz.
• Fixed and variable offset
•Calibrated coarse/fine
frequency tuning
$695.

For the digital-and-analog
professiona1who wants a
multipurpo
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generator...the F72.
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•Variable start-stop phase
•Slope and level controls
• External sync
$1395.

For the all-around engineer
who wants ahighly versatile
unit for awide variety of
applicatons ... the F74.
•All capabilities of F72,
(except F74 has afixed
rise/fall timEs of 15 ns) plus:
•Continuous and triggered
sweep: sweep-and-hold,
and burst
• Irterstate's exclusive
direct- reading sweep limit
control
• 1000:1 sweep width
•Sweep up/sweep down
selection
•Selectable sweep ramp or
freqJency analog out
$945.

For the sophisticated user
who wants the very best
function generator money
can buy...the F77.
•All features and advantages
of F74 plus:
•Selectable
logarithmic/linear sweep
•Sweep sync
•Analog power amplifier
$1095.
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Designer's casebook
With a three-decade up/down counter that has display but no direct preset capability, aclock feeds pulses
into the counter input. To reach the number 615, say,
615 pulses are needed. Two clocks speed up the process:
afast one for rough setting, then aslow one for fine setting. There is apush button for each clock. If the setting
by Frank Gergek
is to be reached from both lower and higher numbers,
Weston. Ont.. Canada
two more push buttons are necessary.
A potentiometer and a555 timer simplify setting. The
A single potentiometer in an astable multivibrator cir- pot lets clock pulses be applied quickly for fast setting,
cuit can replace the clocks and push buttons necessary then more slowly as the counter gets close to the desired
for setting an up/down counter. It provides avariable setting. It also holds one pin of the counter at ahigh or
clock frequency and the correct logic states.
low logic state, depending on whether the counter is to
The same circuit ( Fig. 1) can be used in such varied go up ( low logic) or down ( high logic).
applications as manually adjusting a tool through a
The clock frequency is changed with potentiometer
stepping motor, rolling ascript up and down on avideo R4. When R4 is at its midpoint, the 555 is below
terminal, and in video games.
threshold for triggering, so the clock rate is zero. When

Potentiometer and timer
control up/down counter

+15V

8

4.7 kl2(lin)

R1

3.3

1.2 kl-2
C? +

1kS2

5µF •—•

.> R3

R2 <
R6

kn

>220

220 s
z11%1S

sz [ 1%1

5kS2

82 kS2
LM555

LM311 N

50 kS2

R7

TO UP'DOWN PIN
OF COUNTER

3.3 kS2
R4

c,
T

5

5.6 kS2

2 5 PF

CLOCK PULSES
TO COUNTER

1. Up or down. Circuit for setting an up / down counter has two outputs. Output from multivibrator delivers clock pulses; clock frequency increases exponentially from zero as potentiometer is turned away from middle position. Output from comparator is either high or low so that
counter counts either down or up; output is high counterclockwise from off position of potentiometer, and low clockwise from it.

2. Slow or fast. The LM 555 timer IC operates as avoltage-controlled oscillator, with frequency of clock- output pulses controlled by voltage
Vf.
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The relationship of

Vf

to the position of the wiper of

R4

is parabolic, even though

R4

is linear.
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the potentiometer is turned clockwise or counterclockwise, the 555 generates pulses at a frequency that increases exponentially ( Fig. 2). For the component values shown, the maximum frequency is 15 hertz.
Resistors R2 and R3 sense whether the potentiometer
is clockwise or counterclockwise from its midpoint off
position. They cause the comparator to produce either a

IC timer circuit
yields 50% duty cycle
by Frank N Ciccruello
Geometric Data Corp Wayne. Pa

When a555 timer is operated as an astable multivibrator, it normally produces a pulse- type digital output
waveform that has alimited duty cycle. Circuit arrangements that allow the 555 to operate with a 50% duty
cycle square-wave output may be rather complex, and
many are unstable. However, the simple circuit shown
here produces astable square wave with aduty cycle of
50% ± 1%. This circuit has no tendency toward hesitant
starting or latch- up.
As a start, assume capacitor C1 to be uncharged.
When this is so, azero-volt signal level is applied to the
ic's internal comparator (as seen at pin 6) when power
is first turned on. This, in turn, means that the digital

high or low logic state. The comparator output is high
when R.4 is counterclockwise from off, and low for clockwise rotation. This output, also shown in Fig. 2, tells the
counter whether to count down or up.
The circuit is adjusted initially by setting R4 to its
midpoint, and then setting R8 so that the 555 is just below its threshold of oscillation.

output (pin 3), to which resistor R1 is returned, is at
Vc c.Therefore, C1 charges exponentially toward Vcc
through resistor RI.When the voltage across capacitor
C1 reaches avalue of 2/3 Vcc ,as seen at pin 6, the Ic's
internal comparator triggers its internal flip-flop, causing the output ( pin 3) to switch to 0yor ground level.
Now capacitor C1 discharges toward 0 V through resistor R1 until the voltage Ve t drops to alevel of I/3 Vcc,
as seen at pin 2, the IC's internal trigger circuit. At this
point, the lc's internal flip-flop causes the digital output
to switch back to the Vcc level, reestablishing the circuit's original conditions for charging C1.
Connecting the trigger to the threshold inputs ( pins 2
and 6) produces continued free-running or astable operation of the multivibrator, since these two circuits alternately control the Ic's internal flip-flop/output circuit. It
also means that the charging cycle need not start with 0
V across capacitor C1 as previously explained, but may
just as well begin its operation on the negative- going
slope of Ci's waveform.
Resistor R2 is a pull-up resistor, which ensures that
the digital output voltage level at pin 3closely approxi-

Vcc
(+15 V)

+15 V
OUTPUT

VC)bl

o

P

t

NC

10 V
VC1
5V

f(
DESIGN )
(kHz)

RI( CALCULATED )
lk t21

RI (
ACTUAL ) f(
ACTUAL )
(812)
(kHz)

All squared away. Free- running multivibrator built around 555 IC
has 50% duty cycle because time constants for both charge and discharge are set by RICI.Conventional discharge terminal ( pin 7) is

0. 1

0.05

144.3

1

0.01

72.2

75

0.962

5

0.01

14.4

15

4.81

0.001

14.4

15

50
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150

0.0962

45.3

not connected in this arrangement. For values of supply voltage Vec
anywhere in the range from 5 to 15 volts, the actual output frequencies will not vary from those shown in table by more than 1%.

mates \W. Without it, the TTL-compatible output of the
circuit may drop below this desired value. Capacitor C2
is a bypass capacitor on the IC's unused voltage-control
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If you're like
me, you get
nervous when
you see your
best designers
grouped around
your most
promising digital development program. To amanager, that often spells trouble. Bugs
in the design that mean more development money... costly delays in
getting the product into production...
perhaps even aweakening of your
competitive position in the
marketplace.
When your best troubleshooter
spends days or weeks just looking
for the source of elusive digital problems, you're probably tempted to
jump right in and start troubleshooting yourself.
Actually, there's abetter solution.
And it beats waiting, twiddling your
thumbs, and hassling your designers. Give them the equipment they
need to find the problem source
quickly. 1mean HP Logic State Analyzers— the latest and most effective
tool Iknow of for digital design and
troubleshooting.
They give your designers an operational view of program flow. Thirtytwo channels let them see combinations of address, data and control,
capturing 16 successive clock periods
at one time. And for intermittent
problems they can store and look
back in time ( negative time) to see
what took place before aproblem
occurred. That's the kind of capability you probably wished your test
Circle 96 on reader service card
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In the TABLE mode, the 160uS displays up to
16 32bit words. These words could be
combinations of addresses, instructions or
states of the control lines.

digital designers. Their reaction to
this powerful new technique will
convince you that an HP Logic State
Analyzer investment can stretch your
engineering dollar.
See HP's Logic State Analyzers at Electro
booth 2201 -2210. Plan also to attend
the technical session " Designing and Debugging Microprocessors" on May 13 at
2:00 PM in the Grand Ballroom of the
Statler Hilton.
'76,
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equipment had when you were tackling similar types of digital problems.
Time and again, our customers
have told us that HP Logic State Analyzers have saved hours, days, and
even months of difficult digital
troubleshooting.
Save yourself some anxious hours
and unpleasant budget sessions. Find
out how HP Logic State Analyzers
can help your designers pinpoint
problems quickly and help get your
designs into production on time.
Send for our new 8page brochure
on Logic State Analyzers, and for
information on data- domain application notes. Contact your local HI'
field engineer too, and ask him about
HP's Logic State Analyzer application seminars. Then send your top
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input. Circuit operation follows the formula:
t
i = ( 2 = 0.693 RIC).
T=t
i + 1
2 = 1.386 Ri
so t
i and t
2 are each equal to half of the period of the

output, and T is the period.
The resistance of R1 should be at least 10 times the
value of R2 but otherwise can be varied without upsetting the duty cycle. Transients occur in circuits that discharge Ci rapidly, but they don't in this circuit.
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Extra resistor helps regulator
share load with transistor

and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published
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-

40 V

by Dale Hileman
Sphygmetrics Inc
Woodland Hills. Calif.
V,

A pass transistor is used with an lc voltage-regulator
circuit when the load current required is greater than
the integrated circuit can handle. But the capability of
the lc is then wasted because it has to furnish only a
small base current to the transistor. The addition of a
single resistor allows the lc to share the load with the
pass transistor. By increasing the total output-current
capability of the circuit, this simple change makes it
possible to use asmaller transistor for aspecified load.
In the schematic diagram shown as Fig. 1, resistor Ri
is added to a typical type- 723 lc regulator circuit between the output terminal of the ic and the load. The
extent to which the lc then shares the load current with
the pass transistor is afunction of the current level.
At low current levels, the lc carries the entire load, as
shown by the graph in Fig. 2. However, the transistor
begins to share the load when the current is high
enough for the voltage across Ri to exceed the base-toemitter junction voltage, which is about 0.6 y for asilicon transistor.
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1. Add an R.. . . Resistor RI is added to voltage- regulator circuit so
that the IC can deliver some of the load current in addition to driving
the base of the external pass transistor.
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2.. . . to share the load. Small load currents are drawn entirely from the integrated circuit. The pass transistor takes on an increasing baseto-emitter junction voltage. This arrangement permits agiven circuit to deliver more current or use of asmaller pass transistor for agiven load
requirement. The total load current is the sum of the currents through resistors RI and
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Charge-transfer
Idevices replace
conversion
in moving-target
indicators
Da‘id Ludington and Helmut tobenstein,
General Electric ( o., Aircraft Equipment Div., Utica, N.Y.
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In the new high-performance radar systems, chargetransfer devices will often prove more satisfactory than
conventional analog-to-digital conversion circuitry.
These radars, having switched over to digital signal processing for the sake of its stability, are now forced to use
complex and expensive a-d conversion circuitry. But in
anumber of applications, the use of charge-transfer devices as low-cost analog sampled-data processors can
eliminate the need for a-d and d- aconversion entirely.
At the least, used in apreprocessor, they will reduce the
cost of subsequent a-dconversion to the more economical realm of low- bit, high-speed technology.
Charge-transfer devices, a designation which covers
integrated versions of both bucket-brigade shift registers and charge-coupled devices, are basically delay
lines and sampled-data memories [
Electronics, Aug. 8,
1974, p. 91 and Nov. 14, 1974, p. 113].
The input analog signal is sampled as in digital systems. The samples, however, are not digitized but are
stored and processed as discrete analog packets of
charge ( see "What happens in charge transfer"). Hence,
the devices utilize acontinuous range of amplitudes and
can be designed to have alarge dynamic range.
An ideal application for crps in aradar system is in a
moving-target-indicator filter. Such a filter rejects the
relatively narrow doppler spectrum of sea or ground
clutter while enhancing higher-velocity targets that otherwise would be lost.
Before digital implementations, MTI filters depended
on ultrasonic quartz delay lines. These had many basic
deficiencies—in particular, adelay dependence on temperature. They therefore required encasing in temperature-controlled ovens, with the attendant weight, volume, and power penalties. Worse yet, for highperformance dual-delay cancellers, it became necessary
to establish system timing by sending a pilot pulse
through one delay line and then slaving the second delay line to the first.
In contrast, CTD storage, like digital shift- register storage, is solely dependent on the stability of the clocking
oscillator. Using acrystal clock assures good short-term
stability, and temperature-compensating only this one
device is much cheaper. In addition, the master clock
generates the requisite system timing, automatically
tracking all timing functions. For the pulse-repetition
intervals commonly used in radar systems, the required
storage may extend from several hundred microseconds
to milliseconds.
From idea to reality
The single-delay canceller in Fig. 1 is basic to all
kinds of moving-target indicators. The circuit allows a
radar return that has been delayed by the duration of
one pulse repetition interval to be subtracted from an
incoming return. Thus it cancels out all information
that has not changed from one return to another— for
instance, the kind received from stationary targets. The
extent to which good cancellation can be maintained
over the full video bandwidth of the system is determined by the characteristics of the delay line.
To show that charge-transfer devices would work as
moving-target indicators, afilter was built with identical
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What happens in charge : ransfer
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TRANSFER EFFICIENCY

The bucket- brigade charge-transfer device is best characterized as an analog sampled-data delay line. The
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. A consists of capacitive
storage elements separated oy switches (the actual
charge-transfer mechanism depends on the type of
charge-transfer device). When switch S1 is closed, capacitor C1 charges to the input signal level. Then S1 is
opened, S2 is closed, and the input sample is transferred
to C2. As the switches alternately open and close, the
analog charge samples pass down the device. Samples
are isolated because all odd- numbered switches are operated together and so are all even- numbered switches.
The time it takes to transfer analog information through
the bucket brigade is determined by the digital clock period, which for a given number of stages ( switch and capacitor pairs) works out as:
T = N/2t.
where T = delay, N = number of stages, and f„ = clock
frequency. Thus, the delay can be varied either by
changing the number of stages in the device or by
changing the clock frequency. (Charge-coupled devices
provide the same function except that instead of capacitors being filled, charge packets are transferred to adjacent storage sites by clocked voltage gradients, much as
the water level in a canai lock is raised or lowered to
transfer barges to the next stretch.)
In practice, the bucket- brigade switches may use bipolar, MOSFET, or J-FET semiconductors. They also may
be fabricated in monolithic integrated circuits to increase
circuit density. The capacitors are an integral part of the
monolithic structure and have a value on the order of a
few pcofarads.
There is never a complete traneer of charge from one
storage element to the next, and this limits device band-
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FILTER
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(C)

S,GNAL RECOVERY

width at high clocking or sampling rates. At low clocking
frequencies, the bandwidth is determined by the Nyquist
sampling requirement described in the main story.
To analyze the effect of cascading a large number of
delay sections, the first step is to assume that the transfer
of charge from one storage capacitance to another can
be roughly modeled by a simple RC low-pass filter. The
transfer function is given by:
T(s) = /( 1 + sCR)
where s = the complex frequency variable, C = the capacitance of the stage, and R = the resistance of the
switch. The 3-decibel bandwidth of asingle stage is given
by:
BW I = 1 /(2TrRC)
Next, assume that tne time sequential transfer of
charge through n sections can be modeled by cascading
n isolated RC sections. The overall transfer function is
then given by:
T(s) = [ 1/(1 + sCR)111
and the 3-dB overalt bandwidth is given by
BKIc = (2"n - 1)" 28W 1
which, for large n, becomes
B144 , = (0.83/n" 2)BW,
Figure B shows how a MOSFET charge-transfer device
limits bandwidth. When a signal is picked off after the
12th stage. the pulse reproduction is very good. But
when the signal is picked off after the 108th stage, the
limiting effect is clearly ev,dent—the samples at the leading edge of the pulse are reduced in amplitude and the
charge left behind by earlier, incompletely transferred
charges builds up as spurious samples at the trailing
edge. Analog signal recovery is typically accomplished
by means of a sample-and- hold operation plus low-pass
filtering ( Fig. C).
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somewnat above the Nyquist rate, and in this instance a
sampling frequency ( f
e)of 1.6 mHz was chosen for both
the Iand the Q channels. Combining this sampling rate
with the specified delay of 250 microseconds yields the
number of needed CTD stages:
N = 21; X delay
= 2(1.6 x 109(250 x / 0-6)
= 800 stages
1. Delayed. The basic moving-target- indicator filter delays a radar
return pulse before being subtracted from the next incoming radar
return. In this way target information that hasn't changed from one
return to another is cancelled.

characteristics to an existing acoustic delay-line canceller (see table) and was integrated into a radar system.
Now, in operating radar systems, the input is sometimes
split into two channels ( in- phase and quadrature) so
that the information may be processed at baseband (0-1
megahertz) instead of at higher intermediate frequencies while preserving both the phase and the amplitude characteristics of the signal. When this is done,
the l- MHz i
fbandwidth requirement is reduced to 500
kilohertz for each of the Iand Q channels, but each
channel now needs its own double-delay canceller. Two
single-delay cancellers of the type shown in Fig. 1can
be cascaded to achieve the required cancellation.
The number of stages required for each of the singledelay cancellers can be determined as follows. The
Nyquist theorem states that the sampling frequency
must be at least twice the bandwidth of the signal for
proper reconstruction of the analog signal from the
samples. In practice, the input signal is usually sampled
SW,

The simplest method of providing the 250- microsecond delay would be to use a single charge-transfer
device with 800 stages. However, available p-channel
metal-oxide-semiconductor bucket brigades had a
charge-transfer efficiency of only 99.9% per transfer.
Devices in parallel
This prohibited the use of asingle serial device since
1/1,000 of the signal is lost per stage, and for 800 stages
80% of the signal would disperse and spread into neighboring stages before it reached the output. Circumventing this problem requires the multiplexing of several shorter parallel charge-transfer devices—in this
instance, eight ( Fig. 2).
The CTDs used were developed at General Electric's
Corporate Research Center. They are p-channel metaloxide-semiconductor bucket- brigade delay lines in a 14pin dual in-line package that needs only - 10 volts and a
simple two-phase clock. ( Bucket- brigade devices are
much easier to operate than the faster charge-coupled
devices, which require more than one bias voltage as
well as more complex clocking.)
There are two methods of clocking charge-transfer
shift registers in amultiplexed setup ( see Fig. 2). Either
the registers could each be clocked at asampling rate of
1.6 MHz for a portion of the pulserepetition interval, or they could be
operated in an overlapping or
skewed-clock mode.

SW?

INPUT

CTD N

OUTPUT

SW,„

CL,
CL 2

CL N

=1.
GATED CLOCK OPERATION

CL,

L._

CL2

CL N
OVERLAPPING CLOCK OPERATION

2. Multiplexing modes. In the gated clock mode, clocks to each register are turned on and
off sequentially, rather than run continuously but shifted in time as in the overlapping mode.
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Clocks in series
In the first method, after enough
samples to fill the first bucket- brigade register are taken, its clock is
turned off. Then the clock to the
next register is turned on.
The process continues until the
entire memory is full. Each register
is clocked for aperiod equal to the
pulse-repetition interval divided by
M, the number of bucket-brigade
registers in parallel. During the next
pulse-repetition interval, the sequence is repeated with the signal
samples automatically multiplexed
at the output of the registers.
Although this scheme has the advantage of keeping all samples in
sequence, thus making the processing easier, there are several disadvantages. When the clocks to each
register are turned off, the leakage
of the storage capacitors from site to
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site is not uniform and therefore imposes a pattern
noise on the stored signal. Also, each bucket brigade
must be clocked at 1.6 MHz, which gives little time for
the transfer of charge.
A second method, and the one used in the present
system, is to reduce the clocking rate by operating the
registers in an overlapping or skewed-clock mode. In
this mode, the clocks to the bucket brigades are each
run continuously at C. = f
s/M = 200 kHz, but to maintain an actual sampling rate at 1.6 MHz, they are staggered between adjacent devices so that only one device
samples the input at atime.

PARAMETERS OF MOVING- TARGET INDICATOR
Type

Three pulse vector canceller

Cancellation

50 dB

Dynamic range

>50 dB

System waveform

Multiple burst, 250-ps
pulse- repetition interval

Pulsewidth

Ms

1-f bandwidth

1MHz

Input format

In-phase ( Il and quadrature I
baseband video

Enough transfer time
This skewed-clock mode of operation provides adequate time for charge transfer to occur. Also, because
the clocks run continuously, the pattern noise that
would result from turning off the bucket brigade during
part of the pulse repetition interval is eliminated.
Of course, for each of these methods, the gain and dc
balance between each of multiplexed channels must be
maintained. Otherwise their levels could differ and
show up as spurious signals.
A small fraction of charge is, as usual, left behind in
each CTD stage, and this charge-transfer inefficiency has
two effects on the performance of the bucket- brigade
version of amoving-target indicator. Since adirect signal is subtracted from a delayed signal in the summation circuit, the signal paths should have nearly identical characteristics for good suppression of unwanted
clutter. Therefore, to ensure that the frequency responses of both paths are well matched, the direct signal
is first passed through abucket- brigade stage and then
through a simple resistor-capacitor equalization filter
3.

(as shown in Fig. 3).
Another problem results from the occurrence of
charge-transfer inefficiency in a multiplexed structure.
At the output of each bucket- brigade shift register, the
fraction of the kth signal charge packet that's been dispersed because of charge-transfer inefficiency will not
appear in the reconstructed train of signal samples until
the ( k + m)th sample. Thus the effect of charge-transfer
inefficiency is to generate an extraneous signal that is
displaced in time by the number of parallel CTDS multiplied by the period of the sampling frequency. If the
ghost signal is part of the clutter returns, it bears aprecise relationship to the clutter patch itself and will be
cancelled in the second stage of the canceller. But, in
the case of a desired target, the extraneous signal will
show up in the radar display as asecond target slightly
displaced from and smaller than the actual target (30
decibels down).
Individual double-delay channels (Fig. 3) achieved

Multiplexed. Individual double-delay channels using paralleled charge-transfer devices are multiplexed to avoid the extensive signal loss

per stage that would occur with single, serial charge- transfer device. Either agated- or an overlapping-clock scheme may be used.
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58 decibels of cancellation. But because of multiplexing
noise and residual unbalances between channe!s, the
multiplexed-system performance fell to 5IdB.
Figures 4a and 4b demonstrate actual system per-

formance without and with activation of the movingtarget-indicator circuit. Note, for instance, that the radar return from ahil shown in Fig. 4a although almost
60 decibels above noise, is barely visible in Fig. 4b.
EJ

4. Cutting through clutter. With the moving-target-indicator circuit bypassed ( a), a rilI located 5-8 miles away at a335-355' beanng is 60
dB above noise. In the MTI mode ( b), the same hill is barely visible, and several targets ( at 60", 120 -,150', et ,
;.) that were previously lost in
the clutter can now be easily seen. Also several discrete returns due to site location plus arain s:orm are elimina:ed. The double return at
132' and 6miles is due to acombination of alarge target and the transfer inefficiency of charge- transfer devices.

What's available in CTDs
Although charge-transfer-device technology is only six
years old, several companies have available off-the- shelf
devices, and some firms will modify custom devices.
Fairchild, for example, has developed a dual 455- element buried- channel shift register/delay line, complete
with input and output circuitry, that requires only two external clocks. The CCD 321 has a 4-to- 5- megahertz
bandwidth and a dynamic range of about 55 decibels.
The output signal of one register can be directly connected to the input terminal of the other to obtain a 910element delay, all in a standard 16- pin dual in- line package, priced at $50 each in 1,000 quantities.
Also available from stock is a 130/260- bit chargecoupled analog delay line/shift register packaged in an
18- pin DIP. The CCD 311 sells for $27 in 1,000 quantities
[Electronics, Sept. 4, 1975, p. 36].
At GEC Semiconductor Ltd. in Great Britain, a new
120- element charge- coupled device, CD 128, adds
buried n- channel technology to the two- year- old 100- element surface-channel device it replaces. Also available is
the CD 200, a 1,024- element surface- channel devoe that
costs $ 185 in quantities of 30 or more. The devices have
a 99.995% charge-transfer efficiency, 1- millisecond
storage time at 25°C, operating temperatures of from 0°C
to 60°C, a minimum dynamic range of 60 dB, and a 1-to10-kilohertz clock frequency.
The firm makes its devices for imaging, shift register,
and signal processing applications, but it also is one of
the companies that will make custom devices if the order
is large enough.
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Reticon Corp.'s dual 512- stage bucket- brigade device
for serial analog delay, SAD- 1024, has two independent
arrays of 512 storage elements within the same 16- lead
ceramic DIP
Both sections may be independently
clocked and inputted or connected in sequence to provide 1,024 elements of delay.
The dynamic range is 75 dB, sgnal bandwidth is
greater than 100 kHz, sampling frequency is from 1 kHz
to 2 MHz, and delays in excess of one second are possible at room temperature. The SAD- 1024 costs $ 8 in
1,000- piece Quantities.
Panasonic has a dual 512- stage bucket- brigade device, MN 3001, with independent input, output, and clock
terminals. The frequency response is 0.3 times the clock
frequency, which has a range of from 10 to 800 kilohertz.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the Panasonic device is 70
decibels.
Thomson-CSF's tube division in France is making
available samples of its THX 1105, a 256-element
charge-transfer delay line. The dynamic range is 50 dB
with signal- bandwidth capability up to 10 MHz. Price is
not firm, but, according to company sources, it should be
in the $ 200 to $ 300 range
The Phi'ips Elcoma division in the Netherlands has developed a 512- stage bucket- brigade device that can provide delays from 51.2 milliseconds to 0.512 ms. The TDA
1022 has atypical attenuation of 3.5 dB and can be used
with clock frequencies from 5to 500 kHz over an ambient
temperature range cf - 20°C to 55°C [
Electronics, Aug.
21, 1975, p. 55].
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Single-chip multiplier expands
digital role in signal processing
The many multiplications in such systems are handled
by implementing Booth's algorithm
and by storing the carries temporarily in aflip-flop
by John R. Mick and John Springer,

Advanced Micro Devices, Sunnyvale, Calif.

E With their precision, stability, and programability,

digital processors have been steadily usurping the roles
of analog circuits in such signal-processing functions as
frequency analysis, correlation, and filtering. However,
in this role they must perform many more multiplications than usual, and the number of integrated-circuit
packages required to perform them has been economically feasible only for military uses.
A single-chip multiplier could open up many new
areas in commercial digital-signal processing systems as
well as in minicomputers based on large-scale integration. Such achip would be most economical if it could
fit into a 14- or 16-pin package, could handle 8- bit num-

YO

Y1

bers, and could be cascaded easily with similar packages to handle larger numbers. Such achip is possible if
the multiplication is based on asimple algorithm (the
so-called "Booth's algorithm") and if the carries are
stored by aspecial technique.
This has been accomplished in anew 8-bit serial-parallel multiplier, which requires only a quarter of the
best previous design's lc packages for a 16-bit-by- 16-bit
multiplication. The Am25LS14 uses advanced lowpower Schottky transistor-transistor-logic technology in
a 16-pin package. It handles unsigned numbers as well
as negative, 2's complement, numbers.
The requirements for an easy-to-use good general-
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1. Multiplying with MSI. Booth's algorithm for multiplying two binary numbers, X ( parallel input) and Y ( serial input), can be performed with
an ALU to form the partial- product bits and two shift registers to assemble the final product.
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purpose 1c multiplier that would fit into commercial applications are:
• Low cost.
• Fast operation.
• Adaptability to any word length.
• Ability to handle signed numbers in 2's complement
notation without correction.
Early designs of digital multipliers operating in parallel on binary words were slow in propagating the carry
signal across the bits of the multiplicand as the word
length increased. So two types of circuits evolved:
higher-speed carry and look-ahead multipliers that required costly external logic devices and atype that compromised speed for cost. The third and fourth requirements limit the multiplication method to an algorithm
that works in 2's complement notation and handles all
bits in the same manner, so that the sign bit is treated
identically with the other ones.
The Am25LS14 takes in the whole multiplicand in
parallel and then uses a single bit at a time from the
multiplier to form partial products in an integral register. Digital-signal processing can make good use of the
mixed serial-parallel processing because the multiplication frequently involves aconstant withdrawn in parallel from a read-only memory and avariable stored serially in ashift register. The chip's output is aserial bit
stream representing the product of the parallel multiplicand word and the serial multiplier word.
Add- and-shift multiplying
Disregarding signs, multiplication can be performed
by summing aseries of partial products, each of which
is formed from one bit, y„ of the multiplier word Y
times the entire multiplicand word X times the weight,
21,of the Y multiplier bit. That is,
XY =

.-/

where nis the number of bits in Y.

BOOTH'S ALGORITHM
Function

Partial Product

Y,

Y._,

0

0

Do nothing

S + 0

0

1

Add X

S + X

1

0

Subtract X

S— X

1

1

Do nothing

S+0=S-0

The algorithm, usually designated "add and shift," is
performed simply with logic circuits by ANDing yi with
each bit of the X value, giving aresult of xi, or 0, that is
added to the previous partial product to generate anew
one. The least significant bit of the new partial product
represents one bit of the desired overall product. The
new partial product is then shifted one place toward the
LSB to shift it out of the register. (This shift operation is
equivalent to multiplying by 2i.) The process is repeated
for each bit of Y.
One binary number can be subtracted from another
by adding its 2's complement—its negative representation—to the other number and ignoring any final carry
in the result beyond the original most significant bit.
The 2's complement is formed by changing all the Is to
Os and vice versa and adding 1to the least significant
bit.
This algorithm will work for 2's complement values of
Y, if for the MSS of Y ( the sign bit) subtraction rather
than addition is performed. A subtraction is required
because the MSB of a2's complement effectively carries
anegative weight.
Booth's algorithm
The number of operations in this addand-shift technique can be reduced if Booth's algorithm is used. It operates on the principle that astring of Os in Y requires
only shifting—no additions—and astring of Is in Y run-

2. Carry-save cell. The carry flip-flop stores, for one clock cycle, the carry signal generated in the adder and then reinserts it into the adder
on the next clock cycle. This eliminates the need for carry-out and carry- in pins on the multiplier package.
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A4

A3

A2

ADDER/SUBTRACTOR AND REGISTERS
SUM

3. The multiplier. The AM25LS14 multiplier has a storage register to hold the parallel-entry multiplicand X, adder-subtracter logic tc form
partial products, logic operating on the serial-entry multiplier Y and other logic to alter multiplicand X to unsigned notation.

fling from bit weight 2r to weight 2s ( sgreater than r)
ing existing discrete components: registers to store the
can be treated as 2s+ , - 2r.
partial product, a flip-flop to store the previous multiFor example, if Y is 001110 ( 14), then r = 1and
plier bit yi_ l,and arithmetic/logic units to perform the
s = 3, and 24 - 2, = 14. Thus XY = X(001110) or
arithmetic ( Fig. 1).
X(010000 - 000010). The use of the add-and-shift alAt each stage of the adder in the ALU, a bit of the
gorithm for this example would require three additions
multiplicand is added to or subtracted from a partial(one for each of the Is in Y), but Booth's algorithm reproduct bit and an incoming carry bit (taken from the
quires only two operations: an addition at weight 2s+ 1 next lower-order adder stage). This action generates a
and asubtraction at weight 2r.
new partial-product bit, which is shifted to the next
More generally, Booth's algorithm involves the follower weight, while acarry signal may be passed to the
lowing steps:
next more significant stage of the adder. When the par1. Examine the multiplier bit by bit, beginning with
tial-product bit reaches the LSB position, it is sent to the
the least significant bit.
shift register to be assembled into the final product of
2. Subtract the multiplicand X from the partial prodthe multiplication.
uct (zero initially, of course) when finding the first 1in a
The left-hand register in. Fig. 1thus assembles the
string of is, add the multiplicand to the partial product
lower half of the bits of the resulting product by taking
when finding the first 0in astring of Os, and do nothing
the LSB output of the ALU on each cycle and shifting it.
when the bit is identical to the previous bit.
The right-hand device is a parallel-entry register that
3. Shift the partial product toward its LSB, relative to
assembles the higher half of the product, with the shift
the multiplicand, and repeat the process.
accomplished by the staggered, hardwired connections
The significant features of the algorithm are that:
from the ALU.
• While, in the worst case, it could require as many opHowever, this implementation suffers from several
erations (compare, add/subtract, shift) as Y has bits (al- problems: the longer the multiplicand word length, the
ternating Os and 1s), it usually requires fewer.
longer the time required per cycle, since a carry must
• It works for X in 2's complement, because the logic propagate across the entire adder chain of the ALU. The
circuitry required for addition and subtraction is identisystem also requires alarge number of devices— at least
cal for unsigned numbers and 2's complement numbers.
two 16-pin packages and one 24-pin package for every
• It works for Y in 2's complement, because when Y four bits in the multiplicand.
ends in astring of is (toward the msB) the last operation
All on one chip
will have been asubtraction at the appropriate weight.
The basic algorithm as developed by Booth is as folA single monolithic chip will solve these problems. It
lows: X is the multiplicand, yiis the i-th most significant will contain an adder/subtracter, a partial- product
bit of an n-bit multiplier representation, yo is the LSB,
storage register, and ay,_ 1 flip-flop, along with the apand yn-i,the MSB, is the sign bit. Starting with i= 0,
propriate control logic. If areasonable length- 8bits—is
each yiand
are compared:
chosen, the device requires eight parallel multiplicand
1. If yi = y, add nothing
inputs, aserial multiplier input, an output, amaster re2. If yi = 1and = 0, subtract X from the partial set, aclock input, and two power pins for atotal of 14
products (add the 2's complement).
pins.
3. If yi = 0and yi_i = 1, add X to the partial prodBut such acircuit is not expandable to aword length
uct. The table opposite summarizes these rules.
longer than 8 bits without adding an input pin to reIt is easy to implement this algorithm in hardware us- ceive the partial-product output from the more signifi-
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24- BIT MULTIPLICAND

A23 A22 A21 A20 A19 A18 A17

Y X7

A16

10

15 A14 A13 Al2 A11

Y X7 X6

X6 X5 X4 X3 X2 X1 Xi)
H—

X5

X4

X3

X2

A9

8

X1

X0

Y
H

M

MULTIPLIER

A7

A6

X7

X

A5

X5

A4

A3

X4

X3

A2

Al

X2 XI

AO

Xo

M

MULTIPLIER

MULTIPLIER
—0

—C

CLEAR
PRODUCT
(SERIAL OUTPUT)

CLOCK

4. Cascading. Three multiplier chips may be cascaded to handle 24- bit words. The serial output terminals S of the intermediate multipliers
are tied to the K input, the sum-expansion input of the next lower-order multipliers. Clock and clear terminals of each chip are tied together.

cant device (for storage in ashift register) and acarry-in
pin and acarry-out pin for the adder/subtracter ( to be
applied to the LSB and MSB, respectively). This would
bring the total pin count one above the desired number
of 16. Moreover, the circuit would suffer from the delays caused by the carry and look- ahead propagation
over long fields. What is required is some different way
to handle the carry signals that are generated in the
monolithic chip.
In the arithmetic/logic unit, at any given time, only
the output of the least significant adder/subtracter stage
need be correct for entry into the shift register. Therefore, the carries that are generated at the various inter-

mediate stages need only be added into the partial
product at any time before the partial product is finally
shifted out of the device.
For example, suppose stage s
i generates a carry signal, which should be added to the next highest stage,
s
i
S2 1.In the next time period, partial-product bit sini
will be shifted into s
i
.Thus, instead of sending the carry
generated at s
iup to the next stage, it can be saved in a
flip-flop and added back into the same adder during the
next clock time. For easy reference, such ascheme can
be called "stored carry-save multiplication."
This technique of storing the carry-out of each bit
and feeding it back on the next clock cycle eliminates
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5. Eight by eight. A single 8- bit bus can handle the input multiplier and multiplicand and the 16-bit product in the form of 2 bytes. The shift
registers hold the multiplier word for input to the multiplier chip and then store part of the product.
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MULTIPLIER

SERIAL
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E,

'4A00/SUB
A ( A - 8)

SERIAL
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A ( A + B)

F

E0

8

D
8

E0 ( Z)

BZ 2 + AZ + 1

Ei ( Z)

Z
2-cz +t)

MULTIPLIER

6. Digital filter. Four multiplier chips can be used to build a two- pole, two-zero, recursive filter. The additions and subtractions are performed
by sections of four serial adder/subtracters, and two shift registers are used to hold the intermediate results.

the need for carry-out and carry-in pins. It also makes
cand data is presented to the X inputs and the clear inthe cycle time of the system independent of the size of put is pulsed low. This loads the X latches with the new
the multiplier. Thus, each bit of the multiplicand is promultiplicand and resets all internal flip-flops. Then the
cessed in an identical cell consisting of a full adder, a least significant multiplier bit, yo, is presented to the Y
carry-save flip-flop, aflip-flop to store the partial prodinput. On the clock low-to-high transition, the first
uct, and some input control logic to carry out Booth's alproduct bit s
o appears at the S output and the second
gorithm ( Fig. 2).
multiplier bit yi is presented to the Y input. This clockBut the circuit must perform subtraction as well as
ing process is repeated until all the S product bits have
addition, and so may be generating borrow signals as been developed.
well as carry signals. If asingle carry-borrow-save cell is
The chip has atypical maximum clock frequency of
used, the question is how the circuitry will determine 40 megahertz. Using an 8-bit-shift register an 8-bit- bysign of the cell's contents. The answer is simple when
8-bit multiplication typically can be performed in 450
Booth's algorithm is used. Addition and subtraction alnanoseconds, assuming 10 clock cycles. Similarly, a 16ways alternate in time, so if a multiplier bit is 1, then
bit-by- 16-bit multiplication typically can be performed
the last operation was subtraction, and if it is 0, the last in 850 ns, assuming 34 clock cycles for the total multioperation was addition. Also, a carry or borrow at a plication.
given cell ican occur only if x; = 1, and then the saved
One Am25LS14 handles 8- bit-long words, but it can
carry's sign depends on the last operation.
be cascaded easily with duplicate chips to handle larger
words. In cascading them ( Fig. 4), the clock inputs are
The multiplier chip
connected together, as are the clear and Y inputs. Each
The result of applying the technique of stored carry- device accepts 8bits of the total multiplicand, and the S
save multiplication to the design process is the outputs are connected to the next lower-order K inputs.
Am25LS14 multiplier (Fig. 3). It has four parts:
For a2's complement multiplicand, the most significant
• A storage register to hold the 8 parallel bits of the device M input is tied low. On the other devices, M is
multiplicand X.
tied high.
• Adder/subtractor logic containing a partial-product
An 8-bit- by- 8-bit multiplier with aparallel, bus-orgaregister and acarry- borrow register.
nized input/output capability ( Fig. 5) accepts an 8-bit
• A flip-flop and gate operating on the serial multiplier multiplicand and an 8-bit data bus. It will return a 16string Y to provide a control signal to the bit product ( 8-bit upper and lower bytes) using the
adder/subtracter logic.
same 8- bit bus.
• A simple logic control to alter the multiplicand from
Applications
signed to unsigned notation.
The adder/subtracter logic consists of seven identical
The Am25LS22 is an 8-bit register designed to percells and aslightly different eighth cell that incorporates form various functions with the Am25LS14. It can be
the multiplicand sign logic. The K input is the sum-ex- used initially to hold the multiplier word, perform the
pansion input and allows the cascading of devices. sign-extend function, and then hold part of the product.
Mode input M is used in cascading to determine the It has separate serial uo capability as well as shared
most significant bit of the multiplicand.
parallel input/outputs.
In the typical operation of the multiplier, multipliThe serial-parallel capability means the multiplier is
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7. Butterfly. The butterfly network used in the fast Fourier transform can be assembled with four multiplier chips. A, B, and W are complex
numbers with 8bits each in the real and imaginary parts, and C and D, the outputs, also are complex numbers.

particularly well suited to digital-filter and fast-Fouriertransform applications. In atypical canonical, two-pole,
two-zero, recursive digital filter (Fig. 6), four multipliers
are used with two memory registers and four serial
adder/subtracters. (A new device, the Am25LS15, has
been developed to handle this add/subtract function
with four separate adder/subtracters.) The 8-bit coefficients A, B, C, and D determine the pole and zero locations of the filter. Thus it can be used as ahigh-, low-, or
band-pass digital filter and as atwo-pole building block
in more complex designs, such as Butterworth or
Chebyshev filters.
The multipliers also can be used in a butterfly network that is required for when performing fast-Fourier
transforms (see Fig. 7). Input quantities A, B, and W are
complex numbers:
A = AR +jAI
B = BR +/B1
W = WR +iWI
where R and Idesignate real and imaginary parts and
the outputs C and D are evaluated as:
C = CR +iCi
= (AR + BR WR - B1)+j(A1+ BRW1+ BIWR)
D = DR + iD1
= (Ag - BR WR + BIWI)+ j(Al- BRWI - BIWR)
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The four BW multiplications can be performed easily
with four serial-parallel multipliers (using the appropriate number of bits, of course), while the additions
and the subtractions can be performed with four serial
adder/subtracters.
Only the basic data flow is shown in the figure. The
circuits for binary weighting of the numbers, rounding,
truncation, and so on must, naturally, be included to
come up with aworkable, practical system.
In Fig. 7, the input variables A, B, and W are assumed to be represented by 8bits for both the real and
imaginary parts. Input B is first loaded in parallel into
an 8-bit shift register and then shifted out serially for
appliation to the Y input of amultiplier.
The W inputs are loaded in parallel into the multiplier's X inputs. Input A is similarly converted to aserial stream for application to the adder/subtracter networks. The final outputs appear as serial streams on the
C and D lines.
These applications, of course, while numerous and
valuable in themselves, hardly exhaust the capabilities
of the Am25LS14. In the future, this device and other
digital-signal-processing monolithic chips will find useful roles to play in many cost-effective commercial systems: process control, data compression before transmission, spectrum analyzers, medical electronics, and
special-purpose instrumentation.
D
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THE LOGICAL CHOICE—First in a series
Logic Probe 1 is a compact, enormously versatile design, test and troubleshooting tool for all types of digital
applications. By simply connecting the
clip leads to the circuit's power supply,
setting aswitch to the proper logic family
and touching the probe tip to the node
under test, you get an instant picture of
circuit conditions.
LP- 1's unique circuitry— which
combines the functions of level detector,
pulse detector, pulse stretcher and
memory— makes one-shot, low- rep- rate,
narrow pulses— nearly impossible to see,
even with afast scope— easily detectable
and visible. Hl LED indicates logic " 1",
LO LED, logic " 0", and all pulse transitions—positive and negative as narrow
as 50 nanoseconds— are stretched to 1/3
second and displayed on the PULSE LED.

By setting the PULSE/MEMORY switch
to MEMORY, single- shot events as well
as low- rep- rate events can be stored
indefinitely.
While high- frequency ( 5-10MHz)
signals cause the " pulse" LED to blink at
a3Hz rate, there is an additional indication with unsymmetrical pulses: with duty
cycles of less than 30%, the LO LED will
light, while duty cycles over 70% will
light the HI LED.
In all modes, high input impedance
(100K) virtually eliminates loading problems, and impedance is constant for all
states. LP- 1 also features over-voltage
and reverse- polarity protection. Housed
in a rugged, high- impact plastic case
with strain- relieved power cables, it's
built to provide reliable day- in, day- out
service for years to come.

HI LED ON

LO LED ON

I/
LOGIC tr .

PULSE LEO BLINKS
ON FOR 1/3 SEC
LOGIC

LOGIC

- 1-

-

0'
LO LED ON

no LED ON

T 113 SEC

LOGIC

LOGIC

-1

HI LED ON LO LED DOES NOT RESPOND TO NARROW PULSES

0n nn

LOGIC

0
P I/DON

HI LED DOES NOT RESPOND TO NARROW PULSES

CSC'S MULTI-FAMILY LOGIC PROBE 1.
AT $44.95, IT DIGS UPA LOT OF INFORMATION WITHOUT
BURYING YOUR BUDGET.
HIM° LED's- Display level
(HI- logic " 1", LO- logic " 0")
of signal activity at node
under test

Non- corrosive nickel.
plated probe tip and clip
leads- For reliable contacts
and maximum life

PULSE LED- Lets you know
what's going on-and off.
Indicates positive and negative pulse and level transitions. LP- 1 stretches pulses
as narrow as 50 nanoseconds to full Y3 sec.
(3Hz pulse rate)

-gee t

OG

IC

PULSE/MEMORY SwitchPULSE position detects
and stretches pulses as narrow as 50 nanoseconds to
1
/
3 sec. Switch to MEMORY
and it stores single shot and
low- rep- rate events indefinitely; 1-11/L0 LED's remain
active

nut3E

Logic Family SwitchTTL / 131-Lor CMOS matches
Logic " 1" and " 0" levels,
for greater versatility. High
Input Impedance- 100K
virtually eliminates circuit
loading problems and is
constant in both " 0" and
"1" states. CMOS position
also compatible with HTL,
HiNIL and MOS logic

LP-

Rugged high impact plastic
case- Built to take it ... in
the lab or in the field

Protected- Features built-in
reverse polarity and overvoltage protection: strainrelieved power cable

$44.95 Price tag- Costs so
little it can be your personal
property

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION

EASY DOES IT
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Enaineer's notebook
Diode or transistor makes
fully linear thermometer
by Cameron J Koch
Ontario Cancer Foundation. London. Ont.. Canada

An electronic thermometer circuit that uses asemiconductor diode or atransistor as its sensor can produce an
output voltage that varies linearly with temperature.
The voltage across the diode or the base-to-emitter
junction of the transistor changes at -2.2 millivolts per
degree celsius if the current through the junction is held
constant. Previous circuits with such sensors have been
nonlinear at low temperatures [
Electronics, March 20,
1975], but this difficulty is easy to overcome.
The trick is to use abipolar power supply so that the
sensor's amplifier is not forced to operate near its Vsupply voltage. The thermometers described here use
this kind of supply, and both are linear and accurate to
within 0.05°C. Self-heating of the sensors is extremely
small, because they operate at about 50-microwatt
power levels.
In the transistor-sensor circuit ( Fig. la), the potential
of the noninverting input of the op amp is set by resistor
divider R4 and R5 between ground and B- .The output
of the amplifier then drives the R1R2 divider and the
base of the sensing transistor via R6.As aresult, enough
current flows through emitter resistor R3 to make the
potential at the emitter (and hence at the inverting input of the amplifier) the same as the potential at the
noninverting input.

GROUNDED
SHIELD

47 812
150 0_1

100 pF
H

R2
1MS2

The operation of the circuit depends on the necessity
for the emitter current I
E to remain constant in order to
provide aconstant potential at the inverting input of the
amplifier. The base current Ig is just Ig /( 14" hFE); since
I
B is constant, the base-to- emitter voltage depends only
on the temperature of the transistor. Hence the output,
which is proportional to the base-emitter voltage, is in
turn proportional to the absolute temperature.
Neither the temperature variation of hr E nor the collector-to-base leakage current affects the operation of
the thermometer circuit significantly. The value of LIFE
varies very slowly with temperature, and leg o is much
smaller than the forward base-emitter current. The
Analog Devices AD811 transistor used for the sensor
has extremely low leakage.
The zero point is set by potentiometer R4 and the
gain by potentiometer R6.Since the two adjustments interact somewhat, two or three iterations of the calibration are necessary. At the slight expense of an increased
output impedance, it's possible to remove the interdependence of zero and gain controls by using a fixed
feedback resistor for R6 and connecting a 10-kilohm potentiometer between the output of the amplifier and
ground. Then the overall circuit output becomes the
wiper and ground terminals of the pot.
Figure 1
b shows the output voltage as afunction of
ambient temperature at the transistor. The calibration
adjustments were set for an output of - 1volt at 50°C.
The line connecting the experimental points was drawn
with astraight edge.
The sensor is fabricated by sealing the transistor—
preferably along with alittle dessicant—into thin stainless steel tubing with silicone rubber. Both the tubing
and the collector are grounded. The unit operates satis-

+
7V
o

NI

o

IA748

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

INV
SENSING
TRANSISTOR
AD811

ioo kst

R3

R6
2MS/

R5> 680 kl2

-7 V
(a)
1. Transistor sensor. Electronic thermometer circuit (a) uses a low- leakage transistor to produce an output voltage that varies linearly with
temperature. The fixed voltage applied to the noninverting input of op amp is matched by the constant emitter-current drop through R3.Output voltage varies with temperature- dependent junction voltage to hold emitter current constant. Zero point is set by 13 4 and gain by R6.Response curve ( b) is linear to within the 0.05C accuracy of calibrating thermometers.
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1.0

0.8

0.6
SENSING
DIODE
(F0300)

o

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

I
5
a-

0.4

0.2
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0

GROUNDED
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O

2. Diode sensor. In thermometer circuit with diode ( a), constant diode- junction current through

R2

10

20
30
40
TEMPERATURE ( °C)

50

keeps inverting terminal of first op amp at

same potential as grounded noninverting terminal. Output voltage varies with temperature- dependent diode drop to hold current constant.
Second op amp allows zero adjustment through R., and gain control through FL. Response curve ( b) is linear within measurement accuracy.

EXTERNAL CIRCUIT

1
6
10

>,› 20 Vac

1.8 kl2

22 1!

B" = 7V

pA723
3.9 IcS2

r_L

51.1F
500µF

;3.9 1(12
100 pF

1N4001
(4)

B- = - 7V

3. Supplying power. Precision voltage regulator IC is heart of this ±
- 7-V power supply for low- current instrumentation circuits. The - 7-V line
is astable reference for the thermometer circuits because it is just the reference voltage of the integrated circuit, with no temperature-dependent elements to reduce stability; the + 7-V stability is limited by the temperature dependence of the output transistor in the device. .

factorily, even in boiling water.
In the diode-sensor circuit ( Fig. 2a), the first operational amplifier acts as a simple constant-current
source for the diode. The noninverting input is
grounded through R1,so the output always moves sufficiently positive to keep the inverting input at ground
potential as well. Thus the current through R2 is set at
about - 50 microamperes by the ground-to- B- reference
voltage (- 7v/150 kilohms). The input current requirement of the amplifier is very small ( less than 50 nanoamperes), so virtually all of this ( constant) current flows
through the diode. Therefore, the voltage drop across
the diode depends only on temperature, and hence the
output of the first amplifier is proportional to the absolute temperature.
Since most temperature measurements are made in
the range of 270 to 370 K ( 0-100°C), asecond amplifier
is used to offset the diode voltage to whatever tempera-
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ture range is desired and also to provide gain. Potentiometer R4 between the input of the second amplifier
and ground sets the output at zero for whatever temperature is chosen ( i.e. 0°C), and feedback resistor R6
sets the gain. The input resistor to this stage, R3,is 100
kilohms, so the maximum gain is about 25. Figure 2b
shows the voltage-vs-temperature curve for acircuit adjusted to give 1vat 50°C.
Compared to the transistor, the diode sensor is alittle
harder to fabricate and shield effectively by using commercial high-quality devices like the Fairchild FD300
because the cathode is only at virtual ground in the circuit. However, the diode circuitry does have two advantages. The zeroing and gain potentiometers are completely independent, resulting in a simple calibration
procedure, and since both the diode input current and
zeroing current are set by the - 7-v reference voltage,
any slight changes in these currents caused by reference
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voltage changes tend to cancel. Thus the overall circuit
is about half as sensitive to reference changes as the
transistor-sensor circuit.
If the diode is sealed entirely within a thin piece of
grounded tubing, the shielding becomes just as effective
as in the transistor sensor. However, the time constant
of the sensor is several times larger because of the reduced heat flow between the diode and the external environment. Even so, this time constant is not much
greater than that of atypical mercury thermometer.
In both of these electronic temperature-sensing circuits, the current requirements of the outputs are very
low because the operational amplifiers need only drive
a high-impedance readout device such as a recorder,
digital voltmeter, or microammeter. Therefore abipolar
power supply and extremely stable reference can be
achieved inexpensively with asingle µA723 ( Fig. 3).

Touch switch enters data
without extra components
by Kim Rubin
University of California, Berkeley, Calif

A clocked touch switch provides a convenient way to
enter data into amicrocomputer because no additional
circuitry is required. And, since touch switches don't
bounce, debounce software routines are unnecessary. If
a finger is on the switch when it is clocked, the switch
produces ashort output pulse. No pulse is produced if
the switch is not being touched.
A microcomputer receives data through an input in-

With this type of power supply, two conditions must
be satisfied. The external circuit resistances ( labeled R+
and R- )must be such that the current always flows out
of the reference ( i.e., I
- - I+ must be positive). Also, to
comply with the specifications of the integrated circuit,
this current must be less than 5 milliamperes. The
easiest way to ensure that I
- is greater than I+ is to set
up the external circuit under maximum I+ conditions,
then measure the two currents and make I
- greater
than I+ by connecting an appropriate resistor between
ground and B-.
The second condition can be met wherever the total
change in I
- - I+ (caused by output current variations)
is less than 5inA, as in these circuits.
Engineer's Notebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and lest techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost Well pay $ 50 for each item published

struction that typically entails the use of anegative-going input pulse I. This pulse strobes the latch that connects the data bus or data source to the computer.
When the data source is the clocked touch switch, the T
pulse can be used to clock the switch. The output data
pulse from the switch has aduration of about 2microseconds, which is long enough for the computer to accept the data.
The figure shows atouch switch interfaced to amicrocomputer through an Intel 8212 latch. While the switch
is touched, the strobe pulse appears on the data line as a
logic O. When the switch is not touched, no pulse appears on the data line in response to the strobe, so a
logic 1is read in.
Although an Intel 8212 ho port is shown, aMotorola
MC6820 peripheral input adapter or an Intel 8255 programable peripheral interface may be used.

+5V
DATA
IN

DATA

VCE

DATA
OUT n .a-

MSC 400
TOUCH SWITCH

DATA BITS TO
MICROCOMPUTER
8212
I/O PORT

GRO
CLOCK

>

L
I
S1
DS 2
MD

(a)

SWITCH NOT TOUCHED

i

4—vZ2ps

SWITCH TOUCHED

f—< 2µs

1
DATA
(b)

Data at afingertip. Clocked touch switch feeds logic is or Os into computer through I/O latch (a). Strobe that enables latch also clocks the
touch switch and appears on data line as alogic 0 if switch is touched ( b). Dashed line indicates what happens when the strobe stays low.
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HIGH VOLTAGE
CERAMIC
Z.APAC1TORS

SEMTECH NEWS

Published from time to time by SEMTECH CORPORATION • 652 Mitchell Road, Newbury Park,

SILICON
ZENERS. TVS'
RECTIFIERS
ASSEMBLIES

California 91320 / Phone ( 805)498-2111

Can be supplied as JAN, JANTX or JANTXV
to MIL- S-19500/516 (EL)

4- LAYER DIODE IN METOXILITE!
Reduce circuit costs and increase reliability!

This new series of silicon bi-polarity transient suppressors is unique
in that asingle device will provide voltage transient protection
symmetrically (i.e., provide protection for A.C. signals in addition to D.C.).
This new series of devices has peak pulse power ratings of 500 to
1500 watts for 1millisecond and its response time is effectively
instantaneous (less than 1x10

12

sec.). Therefore, these versatile

devices have many protection applications where large voltage
transients can permanently damage voltage-sensitive components. The
devices are encased in Semtech's Metoxilite, fused directly to the high
temperature metallurgically bonded assembly. For use in commercial,
industrial, military and space programs.

500 Watt

1500 Watt

Peak Pulse Power

Peak Pulse Power

Types: IN6102 through IN6137

Types. 1N6138 through 1N6173

Break down Voltage V(BR):

Breakdown Voltage V(BR):

From 6.8 to 200Vdc Lt.-10%
Peak Surge Voltage ( Vsm): 11 0to 286.0V
Peak Surge Current ( Ism): 45.4 to 1.7A
Tenperature Coefficient of ( VBR) ..05 to . 11%/ ° C
Case Size ( Max.): . 140" Dx . 165" L

Semtech's 4 Layer Diode ( PNPN) is asilicon
switch that is controlled by the amount of
voltage applied. The application of this diode
to a circuit often reduces the rumber of
associated components which in turn, leads
to cost reduction and increased reliability.
Now available in Semtech's proven Metoxilite
construction as two terminal, fast- switching
devices specifically designed for low
voltage applications such as logic circuits.
pulse generators, memory and relay drivers,
relay replacements, alarm circuits,
multivibrators, ring counters, and telephone
switching circuits.
411,1:•

Types: 1N5779 thru 93, 1N5158 thru 60
Switching Voltage: 10 to 15V
Switching Speeds: t(on)--=75ns, troff)-=250ns.
Junction Capacitance:150pF
Case Size ( Max.): . 070" Dx . 165" L

1975 NATIONAL SBA SUBCONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR

SEMTECH

From 6.8 to 200 Vdc = 10%
Peak Surge Voltage ( Vsm): 11.0 to 286.0V

CORPORATION

Peak SLrge Current ( Ism). 136.4 to 5.2A
Temperature Coefficient if V(BR): . 05 to.11%/"C
Case Size ( Max.): . 180' Dx 165" L

652 wee Road Neebury Park , • ,
18051498)2111 • ( 213) 628 539. •' W. 9'.0 336 1264
CHICAGO ( 312) 352 3227

•

( 2,4) 38; 3551

FLORIDA 3051 644 5404 • MANYL AND 301) 424 6663
NEW ! ERSE 0 12011 654 4884 • SAN FRANCLSCO 1415) 494 0113
EUROPFAN'SALES
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Engineer's newsletter

How to turn an
erasable PROM
into a ROM simulator

If suppliers made erasable PROms that fitted into the same sockets as
nonerasable programable read-only memories, designers of microprocessor-based equipment would have alot less to complain about. As
it is, they need an expensive ROM simulator to debug aprogram before
they dare commit it to masks. Well, John R. Shotliff of Electronic Associates Inc., West Long Branch, N.J., took the bull by the horns—he used
plyers, saw, and soldering iron to turn an Intel 2704 (a PROM that is
erasable with ultraviolet light) into the equivalent of an Intel 3624
PROM.

To be more specific, he modified astandard socket for the 3624 so
that it could hold the 2704. The two 24- pin devices have only four functionally different pins, so Shotliff began by temporarily removing the
corresponding four from the 3624 socket. Next, he cut a notch in the
socket side and ahole through the socket bottom, beginning the latter
just beyond the empty pin sites and extending it roughly two thirds of
the way across. He then refloored the socket with apiece of perforated
Veroboard. That done, he reinserted the pins, folded them over flush
with the socket base, and soldered them firmly along their length to the
outside of the board. Finally, he wired the pins from the other side of
the board—through the board perforations— to an external bus, passing
the wires through the notch and flush with the upper rim of the socket.
This assembly held an erasable PROM but plugged into the standard
PROM socket.

GE is hot on trail
of why batteries
'remember' . . .

. . . and here
are two worth
remembering

Perplexingly, arelatively new nickel-cadmium battery occasionally begins to lose capacity, but as users know, it can be returned to full capacity by being given afull dead discharge and then afull recharge. Popularly called " memory," this loss of capacity seems to happen after
repeated short cycling, where the depth of discharge is shallow and
identical for each cycle.
But GE's battery department in Gainesville, Fla., may have defined
the mystery. Under ascanning electron microscope, the plates in test
batteries showed physical changes that suggest an explanation in tenus
of decreased voltage discharge rather than an actual reduction in battery capacity. Another discovery: " memory" is more difficult to induce
in applications that vary any of the battery environment parameters—
discharge depth, discharge rate, temperature, or recharge time.

And if you're designing power supplies using rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries for portable equipment like calculators, cameras, arfd
watches, you'll want to check out a couple of foreign products now
being sold in the U.S. From SAFT American, aFrench affiliate, comes a
1.2-volt unit with ahefty 430 milliampere- hour rating. It's the size of a
book of matches, only twice as thick, and its big selling point is that it
can be recharged in six hours— that's about as fast as possible. A safety
valve prevents pressure from building up dangerously during recharge.
Also, Frankfurt-based Varta AG plans to market watch batteries in the
U.S. through Bulova ( p. 65).
—Laurence Altman
Electronics/May 13, 1976

New from Texas Instruments:
An authoritative guide to
understanding microprocessor
software...from the beginning.
Only 12.95.

.=

Software Design for Microprocessors

A working knowledge of microprocessor software is essential to
mastery of microprocessors. And
acquiring such knowledge is now
simplified with TI's new text,
Software Design for Microprocessors.
This new book is designed to
help you to fully understand the
basics of microprocessor machine
code and assembly language. It
is equally suitable for the nontechnical professional as for the
technically trained.
Complete, stand-alone guide:
Having more than 500 pages, the
book contains the information
you need to learn the language,
special terms, and underlying
concepts of microprocessors that
lead to an understanding of the
complex facets of software. Here
are clear, readable discussions as
well as references, graphs, tables,
data sheets, examples and appendices. It's a convenient, single
source to show you how to pro-

gram microprocessors to do what
you want.
Comprehensive text: In the
first chapter, you learn basic
terms, study basic machine architecture and look in detail at
instructions as well as addressing. In succeeding chapters,
you progress on to investigating
the process of generating software.., defining the support and
documentation required...designing a simple machine to
demonstrate how to program a
problem. In conclusion, you gain
experience by examining four
sample problems.
This book is an ideal companion to TI's series of k
uP Learning
Modules— learning systems to
help you become familiar with
fundamental hardware/software
relationships. Software Design
for Microprocessors is
0
economically priced at
only $ 12.95. Use the
coupon to order your LEARninG
copy today.
CEfITEP

T1 Learning Center
P.O. Box 5012, M/S 54
Dallas, Texas 75222

E- 5

Please send me_
copies of
(LCB 1891) Software Design for Microprocessors at $ 12.95* per copy.
I enclose 1 check :17, money order for
$.
O Iwould also like a brochure on TI's
Microprocessor Learning Modules.
Mail checks and money orders to: P.O.
Box 3640, M/S 84, Dallas, Texas 75285.
Postage paid. Add state and local taxes
where applicable.!
Mail company purchase orders to: P.O.
Box 5012, M/S 84, Dallas, Texas 75222.
Postage and taxes will be added to your
invoice.

NAME

TITLE

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

*Subject to change without notice
AL. AZ. CA. CO. CT, FL, GA, IA, IL, IN, KY, MA,
MC, MI. MN, MO. NC. NJ. NM. NY. OH. PA, TN.
TX. UT, VA, WA. WI.
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The Ten Most

WANTED
INSTRUMENTS
I
J

ogee ]

Nome,
Brush Oscillograph 260

e.
N

Ester6ne Angus Chart Recorder

Biddle Messer

Associated Research
Fault Finder

General Radio
Sound Level Analyzer

Honeywell Tape Recorder

Associated Research
Insulation Tester

Kaye Data Acquisition System

Tektronix Oscilloscope

RENT 'EM
FROM GE

What's at the top of your Most Wanted Ust?
Quick • rental instruments has rounded up over 5,000
different instruments from all the manufacturers. Our
100 Sales/Serwce Centers are major- city located,

KQuick•rentat
struments
In

Texas Instruments
Temperature Recorder

coast -to-coast. And we'll ship your instruments on the
day you call, calibrated to the manufacturer's specs.
Short or long term rentals, money-savers when
you want instruments. For more information call your
nearest Rental Center or (518) 372-9900 collect.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

*Traaemark Generai ElectrIc
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New products

A microcomputer for industrial use
Low-cost, low- power modular line is tailored to harsh environments;
system with full ASCII keyboard, CRT display is priced below $ 1,000
by Stephen E. Scrupski. Computers Editor

In designing amicrocomputer for industrial use, close attention must be
paid to the special requirements of
the industrial environment. The microcomputers frequently must work
in dirty, corrosive surroundings and
thus are often installed in sealed
boxes where they can cook themselves to death. For such applications, power dissipation must be
kept to an absolute minimum. A
new one- board microcomputer
based on the 8080A microprocessor
makes extensive use of c-mos technology to reduce power dissipation
to about half that of other microcomputers.
Two boards. Designed for instrumentation and machine-control applications, the Superpac 180, priced
at less than $ 1,000, includes a full
ASCII keyboard and a 5-inch cathode-ray-tube display—a combination offered at lower cost than many
CRT displays alone, according to the
maker, Process Computer Systems.
The Superpac 180 basically uses two
boards: the microcomputer module
and a keyboard interface and CRT
control module, which has circuits
for memory refresh, timing, character generation, for 16 lines of 16 or
64 characters, programable cursor
blink, and reverse video.
Basic to the 180 line are the 1806
and 1810 microcomputer modules.
For less than $ 300, the 1810 includes power fail/automatic restart
and battery backup that can support
its 256 bytes of c-mos random-access memory for up to 10 days. It
also includes a crystal-controlled
clock, 16 3- to 30-volt digital inputs,
16 30-volt, 500-milliampere digital
outputs, an RS232 serial port, an external interrupt, five interval timers,
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provisions for 7,168 bytes of readonly memory, and direct- memoryaccess capability. Users can build
onto this basic one-board microcomputer system by adding memory
and input/output as well as peripherals and communications options.
The 1806 module, astandard microcomputer in the 180 package, is
for applications where battery
backup is not important and where
more memory is required on a
single board. It comes with 1,024
bytes of random-access memory,
eight transistor-transistor-logic inputs, and eight outputs. Otherwise,
it is similar to the 1810.
An additional advantage offered
by c-mos for industrial applications
is its noise immunity. But this technology has a capacitance problem
and low drive capability, which
slows it down coming on and off a

bus, so the 180 systems use tristate
bus ports to improve load handling
and speed.
The 1806 also will be offered with
a basic four-slot chassis for under
$500. tío modules can be added as
needed by the customer. The fourslot chassis is also available in a 19inch rack- mount configuration with
power supply and 1806 module. At
aslightly higher cost, the 1810 module can be supplied in place of the
1806. In the 19-inch configuration,
the four-slot chassis/1806 combination is available as acomplete package that includes afront panel with
on/off and status switches for about
$700. The system version for rackmounting, the Micropac 180, has
front- panel status indicators and
sells for $ 695.
Process Computer Systems. 5467 Hill 23
Drive. Flint, Mich. 48507 [ 338]

New products

Connectors aimed at CB market
Line designed for applications in citizens' band radio equipment includes
no- solder, field- crimp type and units for high- volume automatic termination
by Ron Schneiderman, New York bureau manager, and Larry Armstrong, Midwest bureau manager

Hoping to take advantage of the exploding market in citizens' band radio, Bunker Ramo Corp.'s RF division in Danbury, Conn., has
developed afamily of fast and easyto-terminate PL-259-type uhf coaxial connectors for both OEMS and
end users.
The new 83-58FCP ( for fieldcrimp plug), designed for solderless
terminations of RG-58 A/U cable,
is available in OEM quantities or
from distributors in both off-theshelf ( bagged) form or in blister
packs for point-of-sale display racks
at $ 1.18 each. In OEM quantities, the
83-58FCP price ranges from 80
cents for one to 24 pieces to 50 cents
each for 1,000 to 2,499 pieces. Lee
E. Eichenseer, the division's marketing vice president, says performance
of the 83-58FCP (shown at right)
equals that of the company's standard communications connector, the
Amphenol 83-LSP.
No special tools. To complete
connector-to-cable termination of
the 83-58FCP, the user simply strips
the coaxial cable and pushes the
connector parts onto the center conductor and braid. The contact is
squeezed at the tip to secure the
center conductor. Or, if desired, the
contact can be soldered. No braid
soldering, combing or cable braid,
special crimping tools, or adapters
are needed, adds Eichenseer.
The 83-58FCP connectors have a
frequency range of 0-300 MHz, and
avoltage rating of 500 vpeak. Thermal limits are -67°F to + 300°F,
and the connectors are not waterproof. They have standard 5
4-24
threads and mate with standard uhf
receptacles and adapters.
In addition to the 83-58FCP,
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three new crimp/solder Amphenol
PL-259-type uhf connectors are now
available. However, unlike standard
PL-259-type connectors that require
soldering of both the center contact
and outer ferrule to the cable braid,
Eichenseer says the new connectors
require a simple crimp termination
of the outer ferrule to the cable
braid, reducing assembly time and
lessening the hazard of damage
from overheating during soldering.
Each of the new connectors is designed to accommodate avariety of

The SP series connectors have the
same frequency range and voltage
ratings as the 83-58-FCP. Their
nominal impedance is 50 ohms.
Another new Amphenol PL-259type connector with crimp termination of both the outer ferrule and
center contact to eliminate soldering
operations entirely, is designated
the 83-58SCP. Designed for highvolume applications, it can be
crimped with either a semiautomatic pneumatic crimping tool or
Bunker Ramo's Twin Hex hand-

specific RG/U coaxial-cable types.
Amphenol model 83-8SP, priced at
53 cents each in OEM quantities of
1,000 to 2,499, is designed for RG-8,
-11, - 149 and -213/U; model 8358SP ( 52 cents each) for RG-58 and
-141/U; model 83-59SP (also 52
cents each), for RG-59, -62, - 140,
and -210/U.
These connectors can be crimped
with a semiautomatic pneumatic
crimping tool for high-volume applications. Also, separate sets of
crimping dies are available to accommodate various cable diameters.

crimping tool.
The Twin-Hex tool has a universal tool frame with interchangeable
crimping dies that are selected according to the cable and connector
being assembled. The tool can be
used for both crimping operations—
the outer ferrule to the cable braid,
and the center contact to the center
conductor of the cable.
The 83-58SCP is priced at 51
cents each in OEM quantities of 500
to 999.
Bunker Ramo RF division, 33 E. Franklin St.,
Danbury, Conn. 06810 [339]
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Want to mind reliability into your resistor networks?
Take your choice of DuPont thick film materials systems.
If you want high performance from
low-cost materials systems, you'll get it
with BIROX 1600-Series Resistors. They
offer TCR's of less than 100
ppm/°C across the full resistivity range.
Between 0° and 70°C, TCR's are typically
less than 50 ppm/°C.
And you get those TCR's with large
or small resistor geometries using lowcost conductors like Palladium/Silver
9308' and Platinum/Silver 9770.
If you prefer to use non-silver
conductors, the BIROX 1400-Series
Resistors offer the same low TCR's with
conductors like Platinum/Gold 9596.
it Du Pont registered trademark
for its thick film resistor compositions.

Load Life Stability BIROX« I400- Series Resistors
Percent char ige resrst..n ce after 20 000 nrs ([ 00 watts /
goo rvo

o00

5 %

0 000

nrs

100.
0 1.5

,J

10000 5rs

And these resistors have documented reliability, proven by 20,000
hours of load- life testing. At 100
watts/square inch, average changes for
all resistivities were well under 0.5%.
You get consistently low TCR's
and high stability from each lot of any
BIROX resistor composition. Careful

attention to quality throughout manufacture— from raw materials to finished products— assures you of higher yields and
lower costs
Whether you manufacture resistor
networks, hybrid microcircuits, or cermet
trimmers and potentiometers, Du Pont
has acost-effective system of highperformance BIROX resistors and
compatible conductors suited to your
application.
Call, toll- free, 800-441-9475 or
write: Du Pont Company, Electronic
Materials Division, Room 25053,
Wilmington, DE 19898.

Electronic Materials Division

elpo)
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AMS clobbers
TI's 4k in
Read/Modify/Write.
We give you 80 ns tmod VS 20 in 22 pins;
100 vs 20 in 18 pins.
AMS 520ns
T158Ons

AMS 50r1S AMS15Ons
T
TI 180 n5121Ons

ADDRESS
AND CS

CE

WE

DIN

DOUT

The excessively short system modify time for TI's 4060 stems from
the fact that the WE line must go low 60 ns earlier than our 7280.
TI's Data In must be stable when WE goes low, while ours only
requires that Data In be stable 150 ns prior to CE going low, aclear
advantage of 60 ns for the 7280, 80 ns for the 7270.
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Pick a spec.
These are only highlights, but you can
readily see how' TI ends up in the red.

No compromises.
If you've built your cards around that
minimal modify time, it's time for a
whole new shuffle. No trade-offs, no
latches, no hitches. Compare the specs.
and write or call collect for further information or immediate requirements.
No lack of sources.
The masks for our 22 pin 7280 and
18 pin 7270 are currently in production at National. too. Not only spec
compatible. but mask-for-mask. You'll
never be caught in aproduction/
supply bind.

22 pins
AMS 7280
TI 4060-2t

18 pins
AMS 7270 TI 4050tt

'AH Address & CS Hold Time
twp WE Pulse Width Time

50

150

50

50

180

50

180

tw

WE-toCE OFF Time

150

210

200

210

I
DH

DIN

Hold Time

150

40

40

I
DS DIN- toCE OFF
Set Up Time

150

210*

150

210*

min RMW cycle

520

580

580

600

20

20

80

20

t
mod @ min cycle
t
mod @ Trs min cycle

(580 ns) 80

20

( 600 ns) 100

20

'data must be valid on WE going low
Vin-for pin compatible
ttno• po for- on compafele

One of the largest RAM
suppliers in the world.
We have shipped more than eleven
million RAMs. In ceramic and plastic
DIPs, in custom and standard card
assemblies: in subsystems with or
without power supplies; and in large
scale memory systems. We're the
largest independent add-on memory
supplier in the world; and that RAM
experience is ready to work for you.

Pick a winner.
The 7280 or 7270 from Advanced
Memory Systems. With the devices
you need, in production quantities.
and with the experience to support
you in performance. reliability, delivery
and pricing.

4K OK
AMS 7280 22 pin
4096 X 1NMOS Dynamic RAM
Max Access 200 ns
Min Cycle
400 ns
Single High- Level Chip Enable
TTL Compatible
Pci ,„ 480mW typ.
Capacitive inputs
On- Chip Address Registers
Pin-for- pin with TI 4060
Ceramic DIP
AMS 7270 18 pin
Same as 7280 with
Special Tri Share Port*
TriShare is aregistered trademark
of National Semiconductor Corporation

Intel delivers if you have
power to burn and afistful of capacitors.
AVG VS TEMP

INTEL 21078
CL
E
o

To observe the glitch in the far right
graph, hang aprobe on an address line
of an Intel 2107B board. Watch it
shoot above 0.6 Volts. And watch it
go away with 7280s.
Supply noise? You can silence Intel
with afistful of capacitors. Or. more
simply, you can replace the 2107Bs
with our 7280s. No power problem.
No clock watching. No trade offs.
No kidding.

50

o
o

AMS 7280

40

INTEL 21078

ADDRESSES

Intel's 2107B consumes one third
more power during aread or write
cycle than our 7280. It's even worse
during read/modify/write. Note the
chart of IDD Avg. to your right.

— 06 VOLTS
AMS 7280

30
25

70

r

/11111rAdvanced Memory Systems.
Memories with afuture.
1275 Hammerwood Avenue. Sunnyvale. California 94086

In stock a: Weatherford. all locations.
Sunnyvale. California
(408)734-4330
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Boston. Massachusetts
Chicago. Illinois
(617)259-0050 ( 312) 529-1474

London. England
01 542 4690 Telex: 928139 CANFOR G
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New products

Packaging & production

Pc board aids
system design
Universal card helps
develop breadboards based
on any microprocessor
A universal microprocessor board
with an area of 53.13 square inches
and 100 input/output contacts is designed to give users flexibility in
putting together breadboards of microprocessor- based systems. The
model 8800V board, produced by
Vector Electronic Co., handles any
commercial microprocessor, allows
memory expansion, implements peripheral interface hardware requirements, and accommodates such 1/0
circuits as converters, multiplexers
and relays.
"The large area is important,"
says Floyd Hill, vice president of
marketing, "because the board has
to be big enough for quantities of
microprocessor packages and other
required electronics, and still be versatile enough in bus arrangement to
hook up all these things."
The model 8800 board is prepunched with 0.042-inch-diameter
holes on 0.1-inch centers so the user
can place dual in-line packages in
any location. Typically, the board
holds two 40-pin DIPS, eight 24-pin
DIPs, and 36 14- or 16-pin units. As
an alternative, it can accommodate
52 14- or 16-pin DIPs, or 10 40-pin
and eight 24-pin DIPs—or any corn-

bination of these. This adaptability
is particularly useful, Hill says, with
the larger memory devices that may
have 18-, 20-, 22- or 28-pin packages.
Without modification, the designer may use any DIP device, with
space for discrete components and
for ribbon-wire connectors. Column
and row DIP-zone coordinates as
well as hole designators are etched
into the laminate.
Power and ground planes on opposite sides of the board, which also
give distributed decoupling capacitance, send power to each DIP location. Additional capacitors may be
located adjacent to the DIPS.
For regulators, the board has two
copper heat-sink positions on the
component side, with one position
pre-wired and drilled for 7800 series
regulators in a TO-220 case. The
second regulator position is uncommitted, with provision made to cut
power conductors for special applications. One low-profile, finned heat
sink is supplied with each board.
The 5.313-by- 10-inch boards are
manufactured of FR- 14 expoxyglass material 0.06 in. thick. Twoounce 0.0028- inch- thick copper
cladding has solder plating for conductors and gold-flashed nickel plating for connector contacts. One hundred connector fibers, 50 to a side,
are spaced on 0.125-inch centers.
Holes are provided for card ejectors.
Boards are priced at $ 19.95 in 1-4
quantities, off the shelf. Furnished
with each board are layout sheets
showing hole and bus locations. Solder-tail and wrapped-wire mating
sockets are also available, as well as
associated sockets, terminals and
tools.
Vector Electronic Co. Inc., 12460 Gladstone Ave., Sylmar, Calif. 91342. Phone
Floyd Hill at ( 213) 365-9661 [391]

Board tester does go/no-go
testing and fault isolation
Designed both to provide high
throughput when testing digital
logic boards on a go/no-go basis
and to perform rapid fault isolation
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by means of a guided-probe, the
DTS-70 digital test system is acomputer-controlled assembly that can
handle from one to three test stations. Digital-test-product manager
Eric Isacson says the system can test
a typical large logic assembly in
only a few seconds. Fault isolation,
typically down to the level of one integrated circuit, usually takes less
than a minute, he says. Fault isolation is done both with stored fault
signatures and by system-directed
probe measurements.
The system consists of a controller, the HP 9640, and from one to
three HP 9571A test stations. The
controller is made up of an HP 2112
computer with 32 kilowords of
memory, an HP 7905A 15-megabyte
disk subsystem, and an optional line
printer for program preparation.
Test programs are prepared using
Testaid III, asoftware package that
includes logic-simulation and automatic pattern-generation capabilities. The software package, says
Isacson, eliminates much of the tedium associated with the production
of good digital-test programs. The
logic simulator operates concurrently with one test station, allowing the user to prepare new test
programs while one station is operating.
The 9571A can handle large logic
assemblies of most commercial logic
families, up to approximately 200
MSI-type ICs. As many as 360 pins
can be provided at each station, and
each can be programed to act as either a driver or a sensor. A 60-pin
station sells for less than $ 25,000,
and three such stations can be controlled by acontroller that is priced
at approximately $42,000. Deliv-
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Announcing the 1740A...
anew 100MHz scope with
fresh measurement ideas.
In the time domain —Push the third channel trigger
display button, release, and you have asimultaneous
display of the trigger waveform plus channel A and
B traces. Now you can make accurate timing measurements from the trigger signal to events on either or
both channels.
A X5 vertical magnifier provides 1mV/div sensitivity on both channels to 40 MHz, withoui cascading, so you can monitor low-level signals directly.
Signals such as the output of read/write leads of
disc or mag tape units, low-level ripple on power
supplies, or medical sensor and electro mechanical
transducer outputs.

In the data domain —you can combine the 1740A

with HP's 1607A Logic State Analyzer and use the analyzer's pattern trigger or
delayed trigger output for
external scope triggering.
flu 1144
SI•
•
Add the " Gold Button" ( an
$111
optional logic- state pushSt
button in lieu of A versus
B) for just $ 105* and ( with
11
the 1607A) you have the
•
.. • ••
convenience of logic-flow
display or real-time display
at the push of a button.
That means you can view the logic states of operational
circuitry directly for pinpointing a program problem.
Then— with apush of abutton — take alook
at the waveforms you've selected at that specific point in time.
Add to all this, features such as selectable
input impedance ( 1megohm or 50 ohms) and
the time-tested 8x10 cm CRT used in our
180 System lab scopes for bright, easytoread displays. Priced at just $ 1,995*, the
1740A with its new ideas, simplifies both
real-time and data-domain
measurements. When
STATE
you get your hands on this
DSPL
scope — you'll know
you're working with aquality
instrument. Give your local
HP field engineer
acall today.
*Domestic U.S.A. price only.

Data/Time Domain
Oscilloscopes
•

HEWLETT h

PACKARD

Sidra and servIce from 172 offices In 65 countnes
1501 Page Mal Rote Palo Me Ca.dOrma 9.30.

Reliability at 300°C
is not the only reason
Babcock Electronics
uses Ekkcel
Designing for reliability means
considering the extremes. Relays
designed for ambient temperatures
of 125° C ( 256 ° F) see much higher
internal temperatures when in
operation at this extreme. So
components like arc cages, bobbins,
and shield insulators have to be able
to take the higher temperatures.
Babcock Electronics found ceramic
too fragile to withstand the vibration
and shock. Other high temperature
plastics tend to outgas at the operating
temperatures which caused contact
resistance problems.
Ekkcel injection molding resins
were the perfect answer. Our high
temperature reliability at acontinuous
300 ° C (572 ° F) is unmatched. And
our radiation resistance is 10 1°rads.

We'd like to work with you on
similar high temperature applications. We can help you give your
electronic components all the
reliability you can get.
Carborundum Plastics, Inc.
Ekkcel Division
5785 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
(404) 455 6127

CARBORUNDUM

0
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enes will start in July of this year.
Inquiries

Manager,

Hewlett-Packard

Co.,

1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304
[393]

Unit programs Intel
4-k and 8-k memories
A versatile, low-cost programer for
the Intel 2704 (4,096-bit) and 2708
(8,192-bit) erasable PROMs requires
only 70 seconds to program and verify one of the 4-kilobit memories
and only 140 seconds for an 8-k device. Verification is done automatically by using an internal random-access memory. The RAM may be
loaded manually by using eight data

provides high-reliability connections
without using gold on either the
connector or the mating component.
The device uses Burndy's patented
GTH principle of high-pressure deformation to make a gas-tight connection in asoft, base- metal target.
The result is a low-cost, corrosionfree interconnection system. Available on 0.156-inch centers in sizes
from eight to 24 contact positions,
the Qiklatch connector series is designed to accommodate 0.062-in.
component boards and can be used
with either a 0.062-in. or 0.093-in.
backplane.
Burndy

Corp.,

Norwalk,

Conn

06852

Phone (203) 838-4444 [ 395]

switches and an octal address switch
or automatically from a master
Rom, a ROM simulator, or a minicomputer. With the minicomputer,
the programer serves as a 1- k- by-8bit RAM for the minicomputer system until the prospective erasable
PROM contents are debugged. Eight
status lamps on the model PR-2708
programer allow visual verification
and adjustment of the contents of
the erasable PROM. Designed for either laboratory or production use,
the PR-2708 is housed in a 16- by10- by-4 inch metal case. It sells for
$998.
Curtis Electro Devices Inc.,

Box 4090,

Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [ 394]

Pc connector for vertical
boards uses no gold
A single-sided printed-circuit connector for interconnecting vertical
boards with backplanes, Qiklatch
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Pick- and- place machine
cuts hybrid- circuit costs
The model SP 42 semiautomatic
placer greatly reduces the cost of
producing hybrid circuits by picking
and placing components at rates of
up to 1,800 pieces per hour. Programed by means of holes in aprogram board, the SP 42 can place
components in the orientation in
which they are received from their
respective magazines, or it can rotate them by AO' or ±-180°. The machine places components such as resistors,
capacitors,
diodes,
thermistors, soT-23 transistors, and
so-8 integrated circuits to a tolerance within 3 mils. Bonding methods include solder paste, conductive
epoxy, or solder-tinned circuits with
components held in place with nonconductive epoxy. The SP 42 sells
for approximately $ 7,000.
Deval Industries Inc., 5335 McConnell Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90066. Phone R. Atchley
at ( 213) 390-6291 [397]

• Exclus•ve sliding
ball contact
system for
positive wiping
action
• Life tested to 50.000 mechanical
operations, with commensurate
electrical life
• Available in 9 sizes, even a
hard- to- find 2 rocker version, on
up to 10 rockers
• All SPST, each switch independent,
rocker actuated
Of course, the different DIP Switch —
Grayhill's Series 76— also offers the
standard DIP benefits of easy PC board
mounting, compact high density design and a multitude of cost savings.
Get the full story, including detailed
specifications and prices, in Grayhill
Engineering Bulletin # 247 available
free on request.
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561 Hillguive Avenue • La Grange. Illinois 60525
Phone ( 312) 354-1040

For literature only, circle 125 reader service card.
For salesmen call, circle 85 reader service card.

New products

Communications

Fiber-optic cable
family offered
Production quantities of
five types ready: each made
by different glass process
Although fiber-optic cables seem
destined to compete with conventional signal conductors within the
next decade, widespread acceptance
has been prevented by high costs,
difficulties in obtaining consistent
quality, interconnection problems,
and poor availability. Certainly, no
single cable configuration yet offers
the best and most cost-effective solution for all applications. However,
Galileo ElectroOptics Corp. manages to circumvent many of these
problems and to cover awide range
of applications with just five distinct
cable types.
The Galileo line of optical communications fibers is now available
off the shelf in production quan-

tities. To achieve optimum performance within a determined length
and for specific applications, the
company uses five completely different glassmaking processes, giving
users their choice among a broad
range of stock fibers.
The graph below, using the radiation-transfer index as a figure of
merit, helps in making the choice.
This figure of merit is acombination
of propagation loss, coupling loss,
and operational cost.
Galileo's first entries are five different step-index fibers ranging
from 30 cents to $4.50 per foot in
lengths to 500 feet. All types are
available in 1, 2, 7 and 19 fibers
sheathed in polyvinyl chloride or
Trefzel, a Du Pont material, and
some are available in a strengthened jacket. The family of initial entries consists of:
• Galite 1000, the lowest-priced
type, with the highest numerical
aperture and thinnest cladding,
which combine to minimize coupling losses when used with inexpensive light- emitting- diode
sources. Tailored for applications
that require maximum transmissions of 150 feet, it's particularly

suited for internal communications
links such as computer wiring,
monitoring of hospital patients,
high-voltage monitoring, and interface communications with areas
needing rf isolation. The cable is
supplied in lengths of up to 4,900
feet.
• Galite 2000, designed for shortrange ( 150 to 250 ft) data-distribution systems, avionics controls, shipboard communications and highvoltage monitoring.
• Galite 3000, especially suited for
data transmission over maximum
distances of 1,100 feet. The processing minimizes scattering losses at
the core/clad interface.
• Galite 4000, a plastic-clad fusedsilica fiber that has superior radiation hardness and minimal loss in
the near-infrared region. It is suited
for such communications applications as computer- to- terminal
links, remote military communications centers, cable television, and
telephone exchanges.
• Galite 5000, the most costly member of the family, being doped to a
specific index of refraction for use in
long-distance communications at
bandwidths as high as 100 megabits
per second.
Galileo ElectroOptics Corp., Galileo Park,
Sturbridge, Mass. 01518 [ 401]

Communications counters
offer superior sensitivity
To extend its family of portable
communications counters into the
lower-cost and higher-performance
regions of the market, Systron-Donner's Concord Instrument division is
introducing the models 6242A and
6243A at Electro/76.
According to product manager
Gail Dishong, the 6242A in essence
replaces the model 6252 in the
range of 100 mHz to 512 MHz, but at
$795 costs about $400 less. The
model 6243A is also less expensive,
about $ 995, but has awider range—
from 100 MHz to 1,250 MHz.
Both counters offer a superior
sensitivity of 10 millivolts rms,
eight-digit readout, and an oscillator
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Alabama still has room
for profitable growth.
For the third straight year, capital investments announced for new
and expanding industries in Alabama were over one billion dollars. (Only
one other southeastern state has ever announced new capital investments
exceeding the billion-dollar mark in asingle year.)
The fact is, industries and businesses still find Alabama aprofitable
environment in which to locate, expand and grow.
Alabama has alabor training program that can supply you with qualified workers— at no cost to you for the state-supported training service.
In 1975 alone, some 5,000 people were trained to meet industrial needs.
Chances are good that whatever else your needs might be— energy
sources, available land, or navigable waterways— Alabama has that, too.
And Alabama Power will help you find it.
Just write G.T. Nelson, Vice President, Alabama Power Company,
Industrial Development Department, Box 2641, Birmingham, Alabama
35291. Tell us what you need. We'll help you find it. Because Alabama
wants you.
Alabama's Open for Business. ap
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WE'RE
MUM NG
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... these new audio indicators are just right for letting

you know something's wrong. Ideal for computer
terminals, remote control warning, fault detection and

Actual Size
Series X-10 ContinJoLs
Series X-11 Pulsing

alarm devices. Six models ... featuring 35mm diameter piezo crystal ... rated to 85 dbA
at 3.3 kHz ... 3 to 16 vdc, drawing just 10 mA maximum current. Supplied with . 187
quick disconnect tabs, wires or PC mounting pins. Black ... 40mm square x 1Ornm high
(X-10), or 15mm high ( X-11). Life- tested for at least 1000 hours. Ask for free catalog.

Where to buy

an audio indicator for every need

rojects ®

unlimited

3680 Wyse Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414
Tel. ( 513) 890-1918, TWX 810-450-2523
Selected distributorships available.

CALIFORNIA, COSTA MESA
MarVac Electronics

OHIO, CLEVELAND
CMP OistrIbutor Co.

WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
Frank Jackson & Associates

MASSACHUSETTS, SHARON
Adcour

OHIO, COLUMBUS
Hughes Peters, Inc.

WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE
Taylor Electt ic

MICHIGAN, FARMINGTON
CMP Distributor Co.

TEXAS, DALLAS
K. A. Electronics

ONTARIO, WI LLOWDALE
Electro Sonic, Inc.

NEW YORK, ROCHESTER
Ossmann Components

UTAH, SALT LAKE
Newark Electronics

B.C., VANCOUVER
Deskin Sales Corp.
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FREE CATALOG

CHOOSE FROM OVER 4,500
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1,000's OF HARD- TO- FIND
BUYS FOR INDUSTRY
Brand new 172 - page easy- to- read edition packed
with new products, charts, diagrams, illustrations.
On-the-job helps, quality control aids, unique, exclusive items to speed your work, improve quality, cut development and production costs! Loaded with optical.
scientific and electronic equipment available from
stock for industry, research labs, design engineers,
experimenters, hobbyists.
ONE SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
Tremendous variety. Terrific savings. Countless hard- to- get
surplus bargains. Many " one- of- a- kinds" nowhere else
Ingenious scientific tools. Thousands of components:
lenses, prisms, wedges, mirrors, mounts, all types of
accessories. Hundreds of instruments: pollution testing equipment, lasers, comparators, magnifiers,
microscopes, projectors, telescopes, binoculars.
photo attachments, ecological items, biofeedback
equipment and America's largest collection of unique
lighting products.
BUY DIRECT WITH MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE
Edmund ships over 5,000 orders monthly to America's
largest industrials —• every item guaranteed! You must
be satisfied, or return your purchase in 30 days for
your money back. Shop the catalog of America's largest Science- Optics- Electronics Mart with confidence!
Get your FREE copy without obligation. No salesman will
call. Write now for free catalog.

•

for programming...
NUMERICAL CONTRO ,
_ EQUIPMENT
PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT
TEST EQUIPMENT
Spacing between columns

3mm. 4.5mm, 6mm,

or multiples thereof— Shorting Pins or Diode Pins
SEND YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO US OR CALL:

[
INTERSWil

TCH

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300

EDSCORP

BUILDING

BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08007
TELEPHONE: 609-547-3488

-HC

PURDY GROUF CP CC MPANIES

770 Aeon Blvd.. Burlingame, CA 94010
Phone ( 415) 347-8217 TWX 910-374-2353 TELEX 34-9373
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New products
with an aging rate of ±-2 parts in one
million per year. Higher stability oscillators are optionally available,
says Dishong.
They also incorporate a novel
phase-locked/multiplier technique
that permits high resolution, highspeed direct-reading measurements
of low- frequency tone signals with
resolution to 0.001 Hz in 1second.
Resolution is 0.1 Hz to 1kHz in decade steps. Direct gate time is 10 seconds to 1 millisecond in decade
steps. Prescaled gate times are 40
seconds to 4 milliseconds on the
6242A and 160 seconds to 16 ms on
the 6243. In the direct mode, the
counters' input impedance is 1megohm shunted by 25 picofarads.
Crystal frequency is 10 megahertz. The 0.4- inch eight-digit display features in- line readout with
off-scale indicator for overflow. An
automatic leading zero-suppression
display holds readings between two
samples. Operating temperature is 0
to 50 C. Power is 110/115 or
200/230 volts (± 10%), 48 to 440
MHz. Measuring 3.5 by 8.5 by 13.5
inches. both models weigh about 10
pounds.

"You con design
your own IC s"
--H.R. Camenzind
Creator of the 555 Timer
Monochip is the way to do it. It's a low cost, fast way
to make custom IC's. $ 1800 gets you 50 prototypes in
three weeks. Very simple. We taught the old IC
technology some new tricks and built amulti-million
dollar business around it. With volume delivery and
second sourcing.
Get started with our $39 Monochip Design Kit. It
contains easy-to-follow instructions, parts and design
aids, everything you need to Monochip your circuit.

interdesogn
The Real Custom /
C House.

ess

Systron-Donner, Concord Instrument Division, One Systron Drive,

Concord,

Calif.

94518 [ 402]

Data- communications tester
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operates up to 64 kilobits/s
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Intershake Il is a fully programable
data-communications monitor and
interactive tester. It can handle all
codes and line disciplines at speeds
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We can give you
apowerful, rugged,
quad output,
high performance,
regulated DC isolated,
short circuit protected,
overvoltage protected,
logic gated,
DC to DC converter
For less
than $100

New products
up to 64 kilobits per second with its
internal clock or 256 kb/s with an
external clock. In addition, the
tester provides for all aspects of
half- and full-duplex testing, even
calculating the block check character for such common computer communications protocols as bi-sync
and synchronous data- link control
(sDLc). With its CRT option the instrument can display a full-duplex
data stream.
In the hands of a relatively unskilled operator, Intershake Il can
perform up to 15 protocol diagnostic routines at the touch of abutton.
A skilled operator can structure his
own routines from a library of 100
test steps including jump and
branch ( decision) instructions and
loop ( repeat) instructions for computer-like test programing. In addition to its main use in acommunications center, the instrument is
expected to find applications in the
development of new communications equipment, in production
testing, in field installations, in the
diagnosis of difficult service problems, and in performance degradation analysis.
Atlantic Research Corp., 5390 Cherokee
Ave., Alexandria, Va. 22314. Phone ( 703)
354-3400 [ 403]

Notch filters permit
accurate noise measurement

Powercu be® second generation off- the- shelf converters give
you great flexibility in custom power module configurations with total output power up to 19 watts. All this in a2"x2"x1.15" package weighing about
about 6.5 ounces, your choice of standard input and output voltages.
These Cirkitblock® modules are ideal for application to portable
equipment, telephone related products, automotive and heavy equipment,
and many other uses. Request product information today.

IliD
130

POWERCUBE

CORPORATION

214 CALVARY STREET, WALTHAM, MASS. 02154 (617) 891-1E430
SUBSIDIARY

OF

UNITRODE

Circle 130 on reader service card

The 585 series of narrow- band
notch filters are specifically designed
to permit accurate measurements of
noise on telephone message circuits.
These active filters have band- reject
characteristics so sharp that they
virtually eliminate test or holding
tones from the input of noise- measurement equipment. The -3-dB and
-50-dB bandwidths of the 585 series
conform to Bell System specifications. The filters are offered in two
standard models. Model 585-1 has
50 dB of attenuation from 995 hertz
to 1,025 Hz to eliminate test tones,
1,004-Hz holding tones, and the
1,020-Hz tones that are often used
for phase-jitter measurements. The
model 585-2 has 50 dB of attenua-

CORPORATION
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HERMES
LOOP
ANTENNA
THREE SAMPLE SITES
ON THE NORTH AMERICAN
CONTINENT —
DIFFERENT LATITUDES
DIFFERENT CLIMATE

•cr

Ucloc

Listeners maintain
alow profile
Even in the solitude of the forest depths, from rooftops,
arctic tundra, swamps to sweltering tropics, ' neath snow,
sand or ice,
the Hermes Loop antenna keeps an ear to the sky.
The amazing aperiodic antenna does away w.th vast log
periodic and rhombic arrays - those towering antenna
farms.
In rosette configuration, the Hermes loop antenna provides
an omnidirectional broadband receiving array in space
merely 1/100th that of the traditional antenna farm.
More than 53 government agencies around the world have
pressed the loop antenna into service.
A new, even more compact version is available.!
Only Hermes Electronics makes it.
2-32MHz.
'BROADBAND '

ASK US

Send for our Brochure

Hermes E ectronics Limit.Ed
Suite 315
2020 F Street NW
Washington, DC 20006 USA
o
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202-296 2978
TWX 710 822 1106
Circle 131 on reader service card
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Ben would have
liked you.
Ben thought that there had to
be more to lightning than just
fire in the sky. So he ignored
what people told him and did
alifte rainy- day research
on his own.
Determined curiosity—
like Ben's— has guided your
imaginative progress in the
microelectronics field. At
Kodak, we have combined
extensive research with a
deep understanding of your
industry, so that our skilled
representatives can help
improve your product or
production teeniques.
We try to make your job

132

Circle

alittle easier, alittle more
efficient.
For more information
about our products for
microelectronics, write
Eastman Kodak Company,
Dept. 412L (48-F),
Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

132 on reader service card

RESULTS
COUNT

New products
tion from 2,785 Hz to 2,815 Hz to
eliminate the 2,800- Hz holding tone
that is commonly used in telephone
systems for line- noise measurements. Housed in standard low- profile modules that measure 2by 2by
0.4 inch, the filters sell for $ 85 in
small quantities. In hundreds, the
price drops to $57. Delivery is from
stock for small quantities; four to six
weeks for 100 pieces.
Frequency Devices Inc., 25 Locust St.. Haverhill. Mass. 01830. Phone ( 617) 374-0761
[404]

Thick-film amplifiers
operate up to 400 MHz
A line of six thick-film rf amplifiers
built using proprietary multi- layer
construction techniques operates up
to 400 megahertz with noise figures
as low as 4 dB. Packaged in plug-in
TO- 12 transistor packages ( fourleaded TO-5 cans), the single-stage
amplifiers are offered with three
output- power ratings. The AH 403/463 has atypical output power
of 15 dBm at its 1-dB compression
point. Minimum gain is 9 dB, and
typical noise figure is 7.5 dB. The
AH 402/462 has a typical output
power of 6 dBm, a gain of 13 dB,
and anoise figure of 6dB. The lowest- power units are the AH 401/461
which have typical output powers of
-2 dBm, minimum gains of 13 dB,
and noise figures of 4 dB. The AH 461, AH462, and AH 463 differ
from the other three units in that
they require external input, output,
and bypass capacitors to establish

Electronics/i,
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THE TRIMMER CAPACITOR
YOU NEED APPEARS SOMEWHERE
IN THIS SPOTLIGHT
MORE THAN
FROM ... AND

1,000 VARIATIONS TO
ERIE

CHOOSE

DELIVERS ON TIME

When engineering and purchasing people need Trimmer Capacitors, most
look to ERIE first. And for good reason. It's easy to find the trimmers they need
The price is right

the quality is typically ERIE .. and they know ERIE

delivers on time to meet production schedules.
ERIE Trimmer Capacitors range in size from the tiny new " Van- Thin" 515
Ceramic Trimmer for quartz watches and other miniature circuits ... up to a
variety of larger sizes and assemblies. Whether you need ceramic, air, glass,
quartz or plastic, we have the dielectric, capacitance range and mounting
arrangement to meet your requirements. If you have the application ...
ERIE has the Trimmer Capacitor. In the spotlight above, can you find the
Trimmer best suited to your current bread- board circuit?
Let ERIE serve as your one- stop source for quality Trimmer Capacitors.
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Erie, Pennsylvania 16512

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR
TRIMMER CAPACITOR
CATALOG.
500
OR CALL 814/453-5611

HP'S
Small Wonders

New products
their low-frequency roll-off characteristics. All six units sell for $ 25 in
small quantities.
Optimax Inc., P. 0. Box 105, Advance Lane,
Colmar, Pa. 18915. Phone ( 215) 822-1311

The 8470B Microwave Detectors

[405]

•10 to 18.000 MHz. :4-.0.6 dB overall flatness.
•New low barrier Schottky diodes for alow SWR of • 1.4 at 18 GHz.
•Rugged. low- burnout, field- replaceable diodes.
•Type N. SMA, APC-7 connector options. Priced from 5190?

Transmission test set is
battery-powered and rugged

These and more than 300 other microwave measurement items are
described in our new 80 page coaxial and waveguide catalog. You can
get acopy from your nearest HP field office, or write.

The model ITS 44 transmission test
set is a battery-operated portable
unit constructed to withstand the
rigors of field and central-office use.
Able to run for seven hours on its
rechargeable gel cell batteries, the
instrument can also run on line
power. It measures signal level,
noise level, and frequency and displays them on a large digital readout. Dual send/receive channels
with single-switch control simplify
testing to loop-around and code 104
equipment. With its frequency
range of 35 Hz to 60 kilohertz, the
TTS 44 can handle the transmission
test requirements of nearly all telecommunications circuits in common
use, including voice, program, and
data circuits to 50 kilobits per second. The US 44 is priced at $ 1,750.

HEWLETT it PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
1501 Page WI Road. Palo Alto. Callforn,a 94304

Northeast Electronics, Airport Rd., Concord,
N. H. 03301. Phone (603) 224-6511 [ 406]

Carrier noise analyzers
check microwave emitters

e
Circle

134 on reader service card

Own your own holder to hold your own!
Hold your own copies of Electronics in specially designed slipcase holders. They'll keep your Electronics

library neat and handy—a permanent information file,
issue by issue.
Just complete the coupon and mail to Jesse Jones.
He'll process your order upon receipt, postpaid.
ELECTRONICS BOXER
Jesse Jones Box Corporation
2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137
Please send me: D boxes $4.25 each; 1:3 3 boxes (t: $ 12.00; f: 6 boxes (•,, $ 22.00.
My check or money order is enclosed.

Designed for rapid characterization
of noise from microwave energy
sources, carrier noise analyzers
called the CNA series test sets can
measure a-m, fm, and phase-modulation noise levels of microwave
emitters over awide range of inputfrequency and power levels, carrierfrequency deviations, and video
bandwidths. The basic test set consists of an a- m detector, a phase
bridge, and afrequency discriminator. The set is available for the microwave bands from 9.7 to 10.3 GHz
and from 15.0 to 16.0 GHz.
Raytheon Company, Microwave and Power

Name:

Tube

Address*

Mass. 02154 [ 407]

City•

134

Division,

190

Willow

St.,

Waltham,

State:
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Point by point,
line by line:
See why our lowest- cost
Graphics package
has no competition.
Our 1024 X by 780 Y viewable points

4923 Digital Cartridge Tape Recorder

separate Graphics from mere
graphing. The price has never been
lower. But Tektronix' new 4006-1

for low-cost, off-line storage.

provides the same superior information capacity that has made us the
company for all your graphics needs.
We'll throw you acurve. Tektronix will
graph circles around the competition.
Now, thanks to our new low priced
4006-1, we're in the same ballgame
with mere alphanumeric terminals.
Graphics to gain. Nothing to lose.

Why wait for graphics? Let
graphics wait on you. See what
our fine- line, full- line graphics can
mean for your applications. Check
out the whole story and all the
prices right now with your local
Tektronix Sales Engineer. Or write:
Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, Oregon 97077

Add the graphics extra at an everyday
price: S2995 or S150 amonth on a
two year lease. Alphanumerics? Up to
2590 on screen characters. Plus a
spectacular package that includes
confirmed compatibility with most
mainframes through proven interfaces
and time- tested software packages.
And expert maintenance that follows
you all over the world.
Plug-in peripherals standing by. Like
our 4631 Hard Copy Unit for up to four
4006-1's with 81/2 " x11" copies, or

TEKTRONIX€
Circle 135 on reader service card

Amplifier- per-channel or
differential multiplexing.
System 620
now gives you achoice.
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Choosing the best multi-channel analog
data acquisition system has always been a
trade off between the high performance of
an amplifier-per-channel or the lower cost
of differential multiplexing. Now System
620 offers both! And whichever you choose
you'll have acomplete analog to digital
package ready to plug into your computer,
with specified end-to-end accuracy.

Amplifier-Per-Channel Series 100
Amplifier-per-channel is the recognized
superior technique for the acquisition of
low-level signals because of signal isolation,
low noise, high speed channel sampling,
high accuracy, and low crosstalk.
In just 4short years, our Series 100 has
become the industry standard. With
features such as low pass active filters
having selectable cutoff frequency,
computer programmable input sensitivity,
and continuous analog outputs. And four
versatile differential input amplifier
configurations: low level, high level,
simultaneous sample and hold, and ± 300
volt common mode.

EMIIIfflem

Differential Multiplexer Series 400
For high performance at alow price,
you can't find abetter differential
multiplexer than our Series 400. It has
programmable input sensitivities f
rom
5millivolts to 10 volts, 10 kHz channel
sampling rate, and 120 dB crosstalk
rejection.
The solid state CMOS/FET differential
input switches are preceded by a2-pole
low pass filter for each channel which
reduces undesired signal frequencies and
superimposed noise. Time and temperature
drift is eliminated by auto-zero circuits
in the programmable amplifier.
Series 400 is perfect for either small or
large installations, with expansion to
2048 channels. Cost is about $55 per
channel and 256 channels require only
7inches of cabinet height.
Signal Conditioning Series 300
You asked for it. Now here it is. A
companion 620 unit which provides
transducer excitation and signal
conditioning. Series 300 has constant
voltage and constant current excitation.
Plug-in mode cards make it easy to
configure achannel for aparticular
bridge, thermocouple, resistance

The price is right, too. About $200 per
channel. And the system is compact —
64 channels plus control in 7inches of
cabinet space, expandable to 256 or
2048 channels.
Circle 1:36 on reader service card

Ir

temperature device (RTD) or other types
of transducers. Programmable calibration
is standard and shares computer interface
with either the amplifier-per-channel or
differential multiplexed System 620.
The Essential Computer Interface
Today, ahigh speed data acquisition
system is only as good as its computer
interface. System 620 offers standard
interfaces to most computers. some with
Direct Memory Access, for high speed
data transfer. Or, if you choose to design
your own, our TTL logic simplifies the
task by including most necessary interface
functions right in the system.
For the whole 620 story — amplifier-perchannel, differential multiplexer and
signal conditioning — contact Neff today.
If you have an immediate requirement,
request our System 620 Users' Manual —
30 pages of down-to-earth facts and figures.

EFF

Instrument Corporation

1088 E. Hamilton Rd.. Duarte. CA. 91010
Telephone: (213) 357-2281

New products

Semiconductors

4-k static RAMs
give fast access
Clocking technique in AMD
units permits standby mode,
reducing power dissipation
With an eye on the burgeoning
memory market for computer terminals and other peripheral equipment, makers of 1,024- bit static random-access memories requiring a
single 5-volt supply are moving up
to 4,096-bit units that also can be
powered by a single supply. Advanced Micro Devices Inc., joining
Intel, National, and Semi Inc., is
now producing in volume a pair of
4-k static n-channel MOS RAMs.
Designated the Am9130 ( 1-k
words by 4 bits) and the Am9140
(4-k by 1- bit, shown below), the devices in a standard 22-pin package
require a single 5-volt supply, and
power dissipation is down to 350
milliwatts while operational access
time is 150 to 200 nanoseconds. The
two parts also have anew " memorystatus" mode that allows them to be
used at their actual, rather than

ROWADDRESS
BUFFERS,
LATCHES

12

ROW
ADDRESS
DECODER

worst-case, access and cycle times.
This mode provides asystem speed
of 100 to 150 ns in some cases.
Fully static in the sense that refresh is not required, the decoding
and sensing circuitry uses aclocking
technique more common to dynamic memories to allow the devices to be deselected into a dc
standby mode that reduces dissipation by 80%, down into the 70-to100-mw range.
Jeffrey M. Schlageter, AMD's
manager of mos memories, says
that enhancement and depletionload channel n-mos silicon- gate
processing, combined with Amp's
proprietary Linox technique, allows
use of a six-transistor cell that occupies less than 5.3 square mils on a
chip of 192 by 197 mils.
The combination of fast access
and low power is achieved by using
static storage and pipelined circuit
techniques often found in dynamic
RAMs. Chip-enable initiates and
controls all memory operations.
When it is low, all cells are deselected, and the bit and data lines are
equalized to an intermediate voltage. When the chip-enable is high,
the address and chip-select inputs
are latched into on-chip buffers.
The selected row decoder is then
clocked by an internally generated
timing signal, and the selected cell
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VIDICONS
THEIR SPECTRUM IS WIDE. From nearinfrared to X-rays.
THEIR FIELD OF USES IS BROAD.
B & W and color TV — broadcasting,
closed-circuit, applied and small-frame
X-ray and infrared TV, phototelegraph,
photometry, spectrometry ( infrared included),
scintillation
equipment
for
monitoring optical quantum generators
(lasers).
THEY COME IN MORE THAN FIFTEEN
TYPES. Including:
LI-421 — top-quality image is ensured by
the new technology of coating the target
with the photoconductive layer ( based
on antimony trisulphide).
Can be used to replace an RSA 8507
Vidicon in any B & W aid color TV system.
600 lines resolution both at the centre
and in the corners — or higher.
LI-430 — length 102 mm, dia. 16 mm.
Electrostatic focusing, magnetic deflection. Ideal for compact cameras in applied and closed-circuit TV.
LI-428 — the high- response target enables a TV camera with this vidicon to
operate at 1 lux illumiiation. Both deflection & focusing are electrostatic.
Their electronic-optical systems have
been processed on spark erosion machines AFTER every part has been assembled and secured; absolute coaxiality of all the aperatures is GUARANTEED.
"VISIT ELORG BOOTH 1813-1821 AT
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION
THE
'ELECTRO76' TO BE HELD FROM MAY
11 till 14 IN BOSTON, USA, where these
articles will be on display. -

ELORG
DATA OUT
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The very dependable
eyes —

DATA IN

32/34 SmolenskayaSennaya
Moscow 121200, USSR
Telex 7586

Circle 137 on reader service card
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F10113
F 01C

Building blocks for
the in-circuit/functional
test system you need.
The system you use to test printed- circuit
assemblies should be tailored to your specific
needs and readily expandable to handle your
future requirements. When you specify
FAULTFINDER FF101 test systems, you have
the building blocks you need to do the job.
Think of Faultfinders first for test hardware,
software and experience.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE COLOR BROCHURE
C_;ircle 138 on feader service card

FRFAULTFINDERS Inc.
1

5AVIS DRIVE LATHAM, NY 12110(518) 783-7186

Irvine, CA

Cicero, IN

Sunnyvale,
Park Ridge, IL

Waltham, M

Faultfinders GmbH, Eschborn, Germany

New products
begins to discharge the heavily capacitive bit and data lines. A timing
and control signal is generated from
areference row of cells to energize a
latch used to assist the cell that is
discharging. The data-line voltage is
then detected and presented to the
output buffer by adifferential feedback amplifier that is compensated
for variations in process, temperature, and voltage.
Schlageter explains that the average operating speed of memory systems can be improved significantly
by the new RAMS because the
memory-status-output signal, which
simplifies the timing and improves
performance, communicates three
basic units of information.
The rising edge of the signal indicates that chip- enable may be
brought to low so that the memorypreset period may begin.
The falling edge of the memorystatus signal indicates, he says, that
memory reset is complete and anew
cycle may begin. The use of this information allows the memory to be
used at its actual rather than worstcase specifications. Furthermore,
since the inverted memory-status
output is simply the chip-enable required for any given part, the 9130
and 9140 can be "self-timed" and
do not require external clocks.
Parts specified over the commercial temperature range are $24 each
in quantities of 100 for 500-ns
speeds and $ 36 each at 200 ns. Over
the military range, the price is $70
each in lots of 100 for 500-ns parts
and $ 90 each for 300-ns parts.
Advanced Micro Devices, 901 Thomson Pl.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [411]

IC controls and protects

series or parallel element; it provides adjustable dynamic current
limiting with an overload trip, and it
contains provision for overvoltage
protection. The SL442 is asoft-start
device—that is, the output voltage of
a supply it controls increases at a
predetermined rate to the required
level. Known as a switch- mode
power-supply control circuit, the
unit operates at frequencies up to 40
kilohertz and can withstand short
circuits between adjacent pins and
ground. The lc is housed in a 16-pin
dual in-line package: plastic for operation from 0°C to 55°C or ceramic
for operation up to 65°C. The device, in plastic, sells for $6.60 in
hundreds.
Plessey

Semiconductors,

1674

McGaw

Ave., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705. Phone Dennis
Chant at ( 714) 540-9979 [ 413]

Monolithic power Darlingtons
have short turnoff times
Because they include an internal
speed-up diode, a series of monolithic power Darlington transistor
pairs can achieve fall times as short
as 400 nanoseconds. The three transistors have current ratings of 15, 20,
and 25 amperes at avoltage of 500
volts. Designated the IR6000, 6060,
and 6250, the devices are glass-passivated for low leakage and good
stability. The 15-A IR6000, which
can dissipate 100 watts at a case
temperature of 25°C, has a minimum dc current gain of 140 at 3A.
The 20-A model IR6060, which can
dissipate 125 w, has again of 150 at
5A. The 25-A 6250 is also rated at
125 w; it has again of 100 at 10 A.
Prices for the Darlingtons, in hun-

switching power supplies
The SL442 is a monolithic integrated circuit that provides all of the
control and safety functions required by aswitching power supply
or inverter. It includes an oscillator
that can be synchronized with an
external signal, if desired; it puts
out variable- ratio space/mark
pulses for controlling an active

Electronics/
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'AUK Photodetectors
The Industry's Broadest Line
Provides More Semiconductor Detectors
for More Design Applications
Vactec serves manufacturers of a wide range of modem electronic products.
Pictured are a few examples. All these devices are both made and sold by
Vactec, including complete lines of LDR's ( photoconductive cells, CdS and CdSe);
silicon solar cells, as well as silicon high speed and blue enhanced cells;
NPN phototransistors and darlingtons: opto couplers ( LED/LDR, lamp/LDR
and neon/LDR); selenium photovoltaic cells; silicon photodiodes, blue enhanced
and PIN; and custom C-MOS and bi-polar IC's. Write for technical bulletins
on the types that suit your requirements. Or send your application. and Vactec
will recommend the right cell for the job.

Vactec, Inc.
2423 Northline Industrial Blvd.
Maryland Heights Mo. 63043
(314) 872-8300

•

Electronic Organs

Cameras and Projectors

Triac Motor Controls

LED Watches

LED or lamo/LDR Vactrols for audio, and CdS cells for swell pedal
corr:rols.

CdS or blue enhanced silicon photodiodes for atromatic shutter timirg;
aperture servo systems for automatic projec•or focus: and slave
Posh controls.

A special Vactrol gates a triac for
forward and reverse motor operation as in hospital be.

Photoconductive or phetotransistar
chip controls LED brightness.

Dollar Bill Changers
Silicon photovoltaic cells
optical characteristics.

analyze

Machine Tool Controls

Telephone Equipment

Scientific Instruments

High-speed photovoltaic
cells or
transistor arrays help computer control repet•tive operations, non contact sensing,
and
counting
and
weighing.

Neon/LDR Vactrols sense ringing.
Direct ac coupbng, stow LDR response
isolates electronics from
noise.

Blue enhanced silicon or selenium
photovoltaic cells detect solutions
densitometrically for precise blood
chemistry and other analyses.

Circle 139 on reader service card

Design with
the complete
flat cable/connector
system.

trimming the cable after assembly.
Connector units provide
positive alignment with precisely
spaced conductors in 3M's flat,
flexible PVC cable. The connector
contacts strip through the
insulation, capture the conductor,
and provide agas-tight pressure
connection.
Assembly- cost savings are built
in when you design apackage with
"Scotchflex" flat cable and
connectors. But more important,
3M Company offers you the full
reliability of a one- source system:
cable plus connectors plus the
inexpensive assembly aids that
crimp the connections quickly
and securely (with no special
operator training required).
The fast, simple
"Scotchflex" assembly
sequence makes as many
as 50 simultaneous multiple
connections in seconds,
without stripping,
soldering or

With cable, connectors
and assembly tools from one
design and manufacturing source,
you have added assurance the
connection will be made surely,
with no shorts or " opens."
And " Scotchflex" now
offers you more design freedom
than ever. From stock you can
choose shielded and non- shielded
24-30 AWG cable with 10 to 50
conductors, and an everincreasing variety of more than
The 3M DELTA pin and
socket connector.

100 connectors to interface
with standard DIP sockets,
wrap posts on standard grid
patterns, printed circuit
boards, or headers for
de-pluggable applications.
3M's DELTA " D" type pin
and socket connectors are
now also available. For
full information, write
Dept. EAH-1,3M Center,
St. Paul, MN 55101.

3

COMPANY

See our catalog in EEM 2.1034.

314's
"Scotchflex" is a registered trademark of 3M Co.

140

Circle 140 on reader service card
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New products
dreds, range from $4.65 to $9.75.
Delivery is from stock.
International Rectifier Corp., Semiconductor
Division, 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, Calif.
90245. Phone (213) 678-6281 [ 414]

8080A- type device
has 250-ns cycle time

plies, and in modulators for radars,
lasers, and navigation aids. the
Q220A can handle 10-kHz square
waves with a peak amplitude of
1,100 A and a rate of rise of 100 A
per microsecond. Critical dv/dt for
the 1,200-volt device is 1,000 v/µs.
In small quantities, the thyristor
sells for $ 195.
Westcode Semiconductors, P.O. Box 159,
Richford, Vt. 05476. Phone ( 514) 263-1028

Designated the Am9080A-4, an
eight-bit fixed-instruction-set microprocessor is essentially the same as
standard 8080A devices except for
its faster cycle time, lower power
dissipation, and slightly belter noise
margin. The Am9080A-4 has acycle
time of 250 nanoseconds which
yields an instruction-cycle time of 1
microsecond. Power dissipation is
1.1 watts compared with the 1.3 w
of 8080A devices. And an input
logic 1 is 3.0 volts-0.3 v higher
than standard units. Available offthe- shelf from distributors, the
Am9080A-4 sells for $ 55 in hundreds.
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, Calif.

94086.

Phone

(408) 732-2400 [ 415]

SCR switches peak current
of 1,600 A at 10 kHz
A distributed-gate SCR, the model
Q220A, is capable of switching sinusoidal pulses with a peak value of
1,600 amperes at a rate of 10 kilohertz. The interdigitated device,
which is housed in astandard 1-inch
hockey- puck case, can dissipate
1,425 watts at acase temperature of
71°C. Intended for use in power inverters, uninterruptible power sup-

[416]

New devices make MCS-40
systems more versatile
Intel Corp. has enhanced the versatility of its MCS-40 microcomputer
systems—those based on its 4-bit
4004 and 4040 microprocessors—
with the development of two softwareprogramable devices. These
devices, the 4269 programable keyboard/display unit and the 4265
general-purpose programable input/output unit, will allow MCS-40
systems to operate with many more
types of peripherals and, in most
cases, to be built with fewer components. In addition. the 4265 provides
a convenient interface between
MCS-40 systems and MCS-80 systems, the latter being built around
Intel's 8080A 8-bit microprocessor.
The 4269 can be thought of as a
general-purpose interface and control unit for man-machine communications devices such as keyboards,
displays, switches, lamps, and indicators. The 4265, on the other
hand, is perhaps best described as a
general-purpose machine-machine
interface device. It provides four
software-configurable ix) ports ( 16
uo lines) and a variety of control
capabilities. A particular feature of
the 4265 is that it lets MCS-40 systems use MCS-80 peripherals.
Among the add-ons that can be thus
interfaced with an MCS-40 system
are the 8251 programable communications interface, the 8253 programable interval timer, and the
8214 priority interrupt control unit.
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051. Phone Howard A. Raphael at

Why pay thousands of additional dollars for an instrument that measures
extra parameters you don't really
need? Our Model 62 Inductance Meters read inductance only and ignore
any loss of the test component for
Q's above 5.
Measure from 2-2000 1.8,FI full scale
with the programmable and autoranged digital Model 62AD; 1-3000 itH
full scale in a 1-3-10 sequence with
our programmable analog Model 62A.
Either way you get low test current
and a fast 1 ms dc output response
that speeds production sorting. BCD
data outputs are standard with Model
62AD. Also available: remote test fixture Model 62-1A with axial and
radial- lead adaptors. Circle Reader
Service number below for data sheet
or demonstration.
FREE APPLICATION NOTE:
--- 17 pages packed
with practical tips
on measuring low
values of inductance, effect of distributed capacitance, mutual inductance and much
more . . . available
--- nowhere else. Get
your copy, plus full details on Series
62 IncLictance Meters by writing on
your letterhead to: Boonton Electronics Corp., Rt. 287 at Smith Rd., Parsippany, N. J. 07054; ( 201) 887-5110.

BOON TON

(408) 246-7501 [ 417]
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Now. 114111z
programmable
inductance
meter at a
sensible price.
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ADVERTISE • CONTROL
IDENTIFY • DECORATE
COMMUNICATE • INSTRUCT
WITH

DECALS

Instruments

SCREEN PRINTED
PRESSURE SENSITIVE VINYL,
MYLAR, AND WOOD GRAINS
Apply to Steel, Aluminum,
Glass, Plastic, Wood, Concrete,
Paper, Etc.

Pulse generator
aimed at n-MOS
Unit designed to work also
with C-MOS devices; clock
range is 1Hz to 10 MHz

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

Gillespie
Decals, Inc.

Intended for use with n-channel and
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor devices, the model G725
pulse generator has ahigh-level output adjustable from - 5V to + 25
and a low-level output adjustable
from -25 y to + 5 Y. The earlier
model G720, which is intended primarily for use with p-mos devices,
has a high-level output that can be
varied from - 5 V to + 12 y and a
low-level output with a range from
-35 Vto 0Y.
The new unit's internal clock can

P.O. Box 4146— E
PORTLAND, OREGON
97208
SEMICN76
Ma, 25 26.27
56r Fruncbco Rensub

Phone 800-547-6841
or 638-6831 ( Oregon Only)
Circle

New products
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Think of what
just one company
can do to stop
pollution.
We have.

People start pollution.
People can stop it.
Please send me a free copy of your guide.

Name
Street
City

Zip

State
711

keep America Beautiful
99 Park Avenue New York 10016

,

be adjusted over the frequency
range from Ihertz to 10 megahertz.
Pulse widths from 50 nanoseconds
to 500 ns allow it to be used as a
single-phase driver for shift registers
and other logic arrays. For multiphase operation, two buffered trigger outputs allow several of the
pulsers to be connected with precise
phase relationships. The G725 can
also be driven by an external clock
at any rate from 0to 10 MHz, and it
accepts DTUTTL data inputs from
word generators.
Two remote probe units, for normal and complementary inputs, allow the pulser to be connected directly to a wafer prober, a test
fixture, or atest circuit. The probes,
says Dominic Norcia, product manager, will drive a capacitive load of

100 picofarads at arise time of 1ns
per volt. Average output current is
limited to 20 milliamperes for probe
protection. Delays up to 500 ns and
widths from 50 ns are fully adjustable.
The G725, which is being introduced at Electro/76 this week, will
sell for about $600 to $ 700, according to Norcia.
E- H Research Laboratories Inc., 515 Eleventh St., Box 1289, Oakland, Calif. 94604.
Phone ( 415) 834-3030 [ 352]

Logic analyzer has
hard-copy output
Although there are a dozen or so
logic analyzers on the market, until
now none of them has had the capability to produce a hard-copy
record of a timing diagram. The
Logicorder-8 from Scanoptik Inc.,
rectifies this omission. Designed to
fit into a Tektronix TM-500 series
mainframe where it occupies adual
module space just like Tektronix'
own LA- 501 logic analyzer [
Electronics, Sept. 18, 1975, p. 138], the
unit is an eight-channel instrument
with a built-in miniature chart
recorder. It has a 10- megahertz
sample rate on eight channels with a
storage capacity of 256 bits per
channel, 8-bit triggering, and three
triggering modes— pre, mid, and
post. This last feature means that
the analyzer can show the 256 bits
immediately preceding the trigger
word, those immediately following
it, or those surrounding it. For examining high-speed data, the Logic-

Electronics/May 13, 1976

New Dynatrainarrowband voltmeter.
Now you can be sure you are measuring
what you think you are measuring.This
important new engineering tool will measure
the signal at the exact frequency you tell it to
look at, and that's all it will look at.There's no
drift in either amplitude or frequeicy, even at
bandwidths as low as . 03 Hz.

The diagrams below show Dynatrac
narrowband voltmeters in some typical design
engineering and quality control applications.
For further information or to arrange a
demonstration, contact John Hanson at
ithaco, Box 818E, Ithaca, New York 14850.
(607) 272-7640.TWX 510-255-9307.
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Did you know there's a
way to STOP advertising
mail you don't want?
You can now get your name
off— or on— advertising
mailing lists by writing
DMMA's Mail Preference
Service
By CELIA WALLACE

New products
order- 8has amode in which it operates two channels at a 40- MHz
sampling rate with astorage capacity of 1,024 bits per channel. The instrument is equipped with a scope
output. The $4,000 analyzer has a
delivery time of 30 days.
Scanoptik Inc., P. 0. Box 1745, Rockville,
Md. 20850. Phone Jerry L. Shumway at
(301) 977-9660 [ 353]

DMMA Consumer Affairs Director

If you don't want to receive advertising mail, there's
asimple, effective way to stop most of it. Just contact

Portable DMM

the Direct Mail/Marketing Association ( DMMA), a

extremely stable

group representing businesses that use mail to advertise
their products and services, and they'll send you a
name-removal form. Your name will then be removed
from the lists of many DMMA member companies
who conduct most large-scale mail advertising campaigns.
Think you want to be taken off mailing lists?
According to Robert DeLay, President of the DMMA,
people who take steps to get their names removed from
mailing lists, later decide maybe it isn't so bad after
all when they think of what they would be missing.
Such as catalogs, new product samples, chances at
sweepstakes and cents-off coupons.
MPS also enables you to be added to lists.
However, if you feel you don't get your fair share of
mail offers, the DM MA offers another service to get
your name on lists so you'll receive more offers in
special interest areas such as crafts, books, sports,
investments, clothing, travel and gardening.
If you want to take advantage of either of these services
offered by the DMMA, simply send the coupon below.
s
t4,
1
,
e.e.

a

mme

MAIL TO:

DIRECT MAIL/MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
c/o McGraw-Hill, P.O. Box 500
Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
MI

1
- 1 STOP IT! Idon't want to be on anyone's " list."
I—IPlease send me a Name -Removal Form.

ri

Dana Laboratories Inc., 2401 Campus Dr.,
Irvine, Calif. 92713. Phone Chris Everett at
(714) 833-1234 [ 355]

SEND ME MORE! I'd like more mail on my
favorite interests and hobbies. Send me

an "Add On" Form.

Function generator offers

PRINT NAME

synthesizer accuracy

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
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The 41
2/
digit model 4600 digital
multimeter is aportable instrument
that maintains its basic dc-voltage
accuracy of ±(0.01% of reading + 1
digit) for six months without recalibration. This maximum-error specification is maintained over the temperature range from 20°C to 30°C
and for relative humidities up to
80%. The autoranging meter measures ac and dc voltages from 2millivolts full scale to 1,000 v, resistance from 2 ohms full scale to 20
megohms, and ac and dc current
from 2microamperes full scale to 2
amperes. The meter combines an input filter with an integrating conversion scheme to achieve 80 decibels
of normal-mode rejection during dcvoltage measurements. A potentiometric input provides an input
resistance of 10,000 megohms on
the two lowest voltage ranges. The
model 4600 uses 0.43-inch yellow
LED displays for easy readability. It
sells for $ 549 and has a delivery
time of 30 days. Extra-cost options
include parallel BCD data output
($150), a rechargeable battery pack
($125), and various special-purpose
probes.

ZIP

Combining the accuracy, stability,
and spectral purity of a frequency
synthesizer with the multiplicity of

Electronics/May 13,1976

New products
waveforms, dc offset, and manual
sweep of a function generator, the
model 171 synthesizer/function
generator covers the frequency
range from 0.1 hertz to 2megahertz
and sells for only $ 795. In its synthesizer mode, the instrument is accurate within 0.005% and drifts less
than 0.0001%/°C for frequencies
from 1.000 Hz to 1.999 MHz. It has
41
/2
digit resolution in six decade
bands.
In the function-generator mode,
the 171 can be swept manually by
means of a front-panel dial or by

33% more power to the people.
Power/Mate presents
Econo/Mate H.
The open frame power supply.
Now Power/Mate brings you 33%
more power in the same package size
with the second generation of our
Econo/Mate series.
The size is the same, the basic
components are the same for easy
interchangability. But that's where the
similarity ends.
Econo/Mate II adds features like
dual AC primary and a plug-in IC
regulator for improved regulation
And Econo/Mate II is tough.
Computer design. quality control. and
Power/Mate's experience helps
insure 100.000 hr. MTBF even at this
higher power output.
But for all its features, Econo / Mate
II is still, most of all, economical.
We wouldn't call it Econo/Mate
if it wasn't.
Econo/Mate II is in stock, ready for
delivery. Send for our free brochure.

Prices start at $ 19.95.

II

POWER/MATE CORP
World s largest manufacturer of gu,lity pove..r sJpplies•

means of an externally applied voltage ramp. The dial has amaximum
frequency error of 3% of full scale.
Sine, square, and triangular waveforms are available from two output
ports: one has a50-ohm impedance,
the other has an impedance of 600
ohms. Up to 80 dB of output attenuation is provided-20 dB of continuously variable attenuation plus
60 dB in 20-dB steps. Delivery time
for the generator is 30 days.

514 South River Street / Hackensack, N.J. 07601

Circle
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Phone ( 201).343-6294 TWX 710-990-5023
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 1

OUR EASIEST-TO-USE
2650:
NOW MULTI-SOURCED.

Wavetek, P. O. Box 651, San Diego, Calif.
92112. Phone John Roth at ( 714) 279-2200
[356]

DPMs have 0.7-inch
liquid-crystal displays
Digital panel meters offer advantages over their analog counterparts
in accuracy and resolution, but they
are often more difficult to read, especially from long distances. Now
Ballantine Laboratories is taking
aim at this problem by offering displays 0.7 inch high as a standard
feature in 31
/2
digit meters.
The 8305B series of DPMs uses
field-effect liquid-crystal displays to
produce back- lighted white-onblack numerals and signs. The series

Electronics/May 13, 1976

All the 2650's
you need, in stock at
Signetics, authorized
distributors.
Advanced Memory
Systems (AMS) and
Philips, too.

Clip coupon to letterhead
Or call ( 408) 739-7700. Ext. 2982/3.
Please rush me my FREE 2650
Short Form Catalog.
Name

Title

Tel. -

sjgflflties
,e.«,,,,,QinezliEweïm
THINK

811 E. AROUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086
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digital edgewise
meters

Newport's new
logic- powered DPVMs
have the largest display
in the smallest space...
starting at $65.00*
The models 213 and 216 offer 2000 and 6000 count capacity respectively. Four ranges of voltage are available for each unit. The DIN standard
case and cut-out permits mounting without occupying precious front
panel space. The depth, including the connector, is 71 mm.
Newport's DPVMs will replace your edgewise analog meter with bright
13mm (1/2 inch) LED digits easily read from a distance.
Low power consumption and low parts count, plus Newport's ten years
experience, add up to real reliability you can count on.
•OEM quantities

OTHER OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
• Differential input • Common mode voltage isolation • Bias current < 1nA • One watt power consumption • Dual slope average
value • DIN standard case • Bipolar ranges • Automatic zero
• High 50/60Hz NMR • 3-wire ratio standard • 4-wire ratio (optional) • Character serial BCD output ( optional)

includes models with five voltage
and eight current ranges. The highest resolution is 10 microvolts or
0.01 nanoamperes.
In large quantities, the panel meters are priced at about $ 76, the
same as for the earlier 8305A series,
which used 0.5- in. displays. The
smaller displays are an option on
31
/2
digit models, and are standard
on the firm's 21
/-and 41
2
/2
digit units.
The 8305B series offers accuracies
to within ±(0.03% of reading +
0.02% of full scale) for one year
without adjustment over atemperature range of 0 to 45°C. Power consumption is under 1.5 watts with the
standard transmissive display and
nominally 0.95 w with an optional
reflective display. Power requirement is 117 v ±10% at 60 hertz.
Ballantine Laboratories Inc., P.O. Box 97,
Boonton, N.J. 07005 [ 357]

Newport Laboratories, Inc.
630 E. Young St.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Call Collect: ( 714) 540-4686
In Netherlands, Call:
Amsterdam ( 20) 45-20-52

.efr NEWPORT

See us at Electro 76
Circle 146 on reader service card

in aword is what we ore.
Project HOPE exists because there are
people with hope— people who have given
3.5 million men, women, and children on
four continents the chance for happier,
more productive lives through improved
health care.

gnp

PRUJECT

Department A
Washington D C 20007

Sweeper goes from 1MHz
to 1,500 MHz in two bands
The model 9063 half- rack sweep
generator covers the frequency
range from 1 megahertz to 1,500
mHz in two overlapping bands: 1to
900 mHz and 800 to 1,500 MHz. For
ease of frequency setting, the unit
includes adigital display of the center frequency of the sweep. Maximum output of the unit is 0.5 v rms
with up to 80 decibels of continuously variable attenuation available. Built-in leveling keeps the output flat within 0.5 dB over-all. The
sweep rate of the 9063 can be varied
from 1 to 100 hertz or it can be

Electronics/May 13, 1976

C. Koh Introduces
Low Cost, Full Alpha-Numeric,
Dot- Matrix Impact Printers
buYSWEAF, - NYLON
HOUSEWARES - MEAS. CUP
MENSWEAR - SWEATER
SUB TOTAL
TAX I6Z1
TOTAL.

315 .. 31,

AMOUNT TENDERED

40 ..
4 .. 6

T HA NN VOL,
X YZ
DE:6:•AIR

C C) DIE"
MEirisUl .

AGAIN
11 ,1•

*Speed: 1.25 LIS ( on 60 Hz) • Print Line Capacity: 31/
3"
•Media: Max. es" Roll. or ticket • Multi- Copy Capability
•Print Solenoid Power: 40 VDC ± 10% • 40- Column
Capacity ( at 12 characters to the inch)

PD'INTto 8sr

•Motor(s). 100-125 VAC. 50/60 Hz

CRC
7040-- r.
MATRIX PR

•Variable font and density capabr ity under
•software control
•Simple electronic interface
C ITOH ELECTRONICS. INC.
2

Los Angeles Office:
53
L
.0
,1B
A ,,e
ge
et
i
h
eir e
cnA S
9tr
oo
e6
e6
t
Tel ( 2131 39tr-7778

Model 7040

Developed and Manufactured by
LAC INC RIVERTON WYOMING U S

Model 7040-T

Circle

Paying Mo
For Wat

New York Office:
280 Park Avenue
Nrew York. N Y 10017
Tel ( 212.) 573-9456
573-9467
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han $295
oad Cells?

MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 2

2650
1 DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE I
FOR ALL
• COST/CAPABILITY LEVELS.

•

I

Designing electronic weighing, force meauring or test systems for
all weather use? You won't find a price this low for any other waterproof and barometrically insensitive strain gage load cell—
especially one offering an error band of less than ±0.04%! •
Buy a definite competitive edge in price and performance with
Sealed Super- Minis that operate in tension or compression—with
capacities to 1,000 pounds.
For detailed specifications on 5 pound to 100 ton cariaçity load
'cells, call— write Interface, 7401 E. Butherus Dr., Scottsdale, AZ
USA 85260. ( 602) 948-5555, Telex 668-394.

........ ...:

ja
%

I
I

Minibeam

Super-M,n,

interface
ADVANCED FORCE MEASUREMENT
Circle 190 on reader service card
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More Soon ! a

Clip to your letterhead.
Send me the Short Form Catalog
including the foregoing data sheets.

1111r..1
Name

Title

Tel.

M.S.

signntiespP
THINK

Low Profile

I

Here now:

•PC1001
Prototyping Card
•PC2000 4K
Byte RAM Card
•DS2000 Demo
Base with PS.
•PC3000 Smart
‘10)
Typewriter
Democard
IlL .•KT9000 Protom
e\,
typing Kit

811 E ARQUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086

siuraire
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•
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Data Delay Devices has developed a digital
delay unit, series DDU, which eliminates the
interfacing in T 2L circuits.
With the following advantages:
• T 2L input and outputs • 150ONS total delay

O

• Fast rise — Time on

WHERE CAN YOU GET
•
RELIABLE GERMANIUM
•
POWER TRANSISTORS?

A

:

• Each tap isolated and
with

10T 2L Fan- out

capabilities
• Exact delay at each tap

GPD

O

IS THERE ADEPENDABLE
GERMANIUM POWER
TRANSISTOR FACTORY?

111: GPD
When you need germanium power transistors for
military, industrial or commercial applications,
the overwhelming answers are always found at
Germanium Power Devices. They come in 20
package pellet combinations with power dissipations from 75 amps to 1amp. We manufacture
every type including JAN, EIA and PRO ELECTRON.
In these series: AD, ADY, ADZ, ASZ, AUY. We'll
always come up with asolution for you because
we make custom devices to meet your requirements. So, put your germanium power transistor
questions to us.

G

GERMANIUM
POWER
DEVICES CORP

P.O. BOX 65, SHAWSHEEN VILLAGE STATION
SHETLAND INDUSTRIAL CENTER, YORK STREET, ANDOVER, MA 01810
(617) 475-5982 TELEX 94-7150

148

• Up to 10 taps

all taps

Circle 148 on reader service card

Request spec. sheet DDU

253 CROOKS AVE

CLIFTON, N J 07011

Tel

12011 771 1101,

Circle 192 on reader service card

Announcing a FREE SERVICE
for Buyers Starting June 1
Need Suppliers? Looking for Vendors?

With one phone call you
can shop the entire
( marketplace for
any Electronic

or Electrical
Product!

7

410,"

CALL

800 -336-0226

In Virginia 800-572-3007

You'll hear a recorded message on how this
NEW buying concept can go to work fin- you
at no cost or obligation whatsoever!

industrial marketing
advisory services,inc.
2425 VVtlson Butàleva/d

ArlolgIon

• NEW PERSPECTIVE IN NI

V4rcitnea 22201

EFFICIENCY!

Circle 193 on reader service card

Use it for its connections,
or use it for its pull.

New products

A P Super-Gripru IC Test Clips grip dips
without slips or shorting between the pins. Our
patented " contact comb" prevents shorting while our superior gold-plated
phosphor bronze terminals
make contact. And our topside pins make the perfect
hanger for probes to simplify
"hands-free" in- circuit testing.
And this gutsy little clip has the
right kind of pull for unequalled ease in
pulling ICs, too. Some of its best friends are dips.

---"••••••
--•••••••

A P has a Super-Grip'.' Clip for any DIP.
ROW•TO-ROW
DIMENSION
.3 in.

PART
NUMBER

TC-14

.3 in.

923698

$ 7.35
$ 4.50

TC-16

.3 in.

923700

$ 4.75

TC-16L51

923702
923703

$ 8.95

TC-18

.5/.6 in.
.3 in.

TC-20

.3 in.

923704

$11.55

N. J.

TC-22

.4 in.

923705

$11.55

07058. Phone Jim Connors at ( 201) 227-

TC-24

.5/.6 in.

923714

113.85

2000 [ 358]

TC-28

.5/.6 in.

923718

TC-36

.5/.6 in.

923720

$15.25
$19.95

TC-40

.5/.6 in.

923722

locked to the power-line frequency.
Alternatively, provision is made for
sweeping the output manually. The
instrument sells for $ 1,590 and has a
delivery time of 30 days.
Kay Elemetrics Corp., Pine Brook,

MODEL
TC-8

PRICE

923695

Ohio and Cauto nia Residents Add Sales Tax.
to acceptance at factory.

$10.00

$21.00
All orders subject

Primary-standard resistor
is accurate within 0.05%
Designed especially to fill the need
for a low- resistance primary-standard resistor, the model R38L resistor is an oil-filled, hermetically
sealed unit with a maximum absolute error of 0.05% and adrift of no
more than 0.01% per year. Offered
in resistances from 1to 100 ohms,
the unit has a temperature coefficient of 5ppm/°C from 0°C to 65°C.
Because of its special design, the
R38L is able to keep all thermally
induced transient effects, such as
self-heating, Seebeck, and Peltier, to
less than 0.0005% at the rated power
dissipation of 2.5 watts. The resistor
measures 2.35 inches long by 0.475
in. in diameter; lug spacing is 1.625
in. between centers.

For quick phone service, call
the A P distributor nearest you:
(201) 224-8032 ( 513) 236-9900
(206) 682-5025 ( 5161 483-9200
(2131 768-3800 ( 5161 883-0999
(215) 698-4000 ( 6121 488-0201
(216) 587-3600 ( 6171 237-6340
(3121 298-8580 (617) 273-1860
(313) 525-1800 (617) 879-0860
(3141 863-7800 ( 713) 350-6771
(412) 782-2300 ( 713) 777-1666
(415) 326-5432 (803) 253-5333
(415) 969-9240 (914) 664-0088
(If no distrioutors in
your area, call factory)

Write us for the full line
A D Products catalog.

P PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
Box 110-E

Circle

Painesvi'le, OH 44077 ( 216) 354-2101
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 3

2650
1 HIGHER LEVEL LANGUAGE 1
•
SPEEDS
I
YOUR DEVELOPMENT.
•

Julie Research Laboratories Inc., 211 West
61st St., New York, N. Y. 10023. Phone
(212) 245-2727 [ 359]
Available
(A) PLii S
Compiler for
16- & 32-bit
computers and on
Time-share, ( B) 16& 32- bit Assemblers
and Simulators

Clip to letterhead.
Send me quickly the 2650 Short
Form Catalog including data
sheets on the foregoing software.

Tel.

M.S.

signuties tiP
THINK
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New products
hour from most rotary machines,
says Orr. Every Accuswitch glass envelope is dimensioned precisely to
fit the blades closely and to position
them accurately with respect to each
other. In the open position, the
blades rest against the glass, so that
chattering upon release is virtually
Compact design yields
eliminated, Orr adds.
At present, Morex is marketing
devices with increased
two models, the MRB-3 and the
sensitivity, less bounce
MRB-4, which are intended for use
in keyboards and in dual in-line
Reed switches are relatively simple reed relays. For resistive loads, both
devices—just a pair of reed blades have contact ratings of 10 volt-amsealed in a glass envelope— and yet peres maximum- 100 y dc or peak
the way they are formed greatly in- ac, at 0.5 A switched or 1.5 A carryfluences both their electrical per- only. Each model is asingle form A
formance and physical size. Because switch ( single- pole single- throw,
of anew design implemented with a normally open contact arrangefully automated process, Morex Inc. ment).
The glass envelope for the MRBis now able to make units that are
smaller than conventional reed 3 measures 0.04 by 0.07 by 0.61
switches and offer improved oper- inch; for the MRB-4, 0.04 by 0.07
ating characteristics.
by 0.685 in. Both models have axial
Called Accuswitch, the new de- flat leads-0.385 in. long for the
vice represents the first innovation MRB-3, 0.35 in. long for the MRBin the design of reed switches in 4. A third model with axial round
years, says William F. Orr, vice leads suitable for bending and dipresident. Their cross-sectional area, rect insertion into printed-circuit
he claims, is one third that of com- boards will soon be available.
parably rated conventional switches.
The small size of the Accuswitch
Morex fabricates the Accti- capsules means that the energizing
switches with an automatic seal- element can be brought very close
and-anneal machine, capable of to the reeds themselves, resulting in
producing 35,000 units an hour, greater power sensitivity, says Orr.
compared with 1,200 devices per The two new devices, he also notes,

Components

Reed switches
shrink in size

If these words are important to you
then you should know more about
Spectracom Corporation. We specialize in TIME and FREQUENCY, and
produce test equipment that leads the
industry.
For instance, our WWVB RECEIVERS are the finest available. Priced
from about $700 to $2500, they all
have features and performance found
only in competitive equipment costing
$5,000 to $ 10,000. And some of these
features, such as positive go/no-go
front panel phase lock indication, are
available only from Spectracom. For
the first time, you can install a receiver and immediately know beyond
doubt that it is working, receiving a
strong enough signal, and giving correct frequency calibration and time
code information! The green "go" light
will be on steadily, because our receivers work well under poor signal-tonoise conditions where other won't!
Another example is our FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, also the
finest on the market. You don't need
a separate cable for each remote station. You install our system by running
one coaxial cable past each remote
station in turn, similar to a cable TV
system. Buffered line taps at each
station give you the standard frequency you need there. If you want
to add a station somewhere along the
line, just cut the cable and insert
another line tap for the desired frequency! Up to 25 stations can be
driven from one base station that costs
about $650, and the cost is even less
if you buy the system built into one of
our VLF Receivers!
Our FREQUENCY STANDARDS can
also be furnished with the Distribution
Amplifier built in. We also have a
Frequency Standard that is furnished
as part of a WWVB Receiver, tracked
continuously against the NBS standard
frequency.
So you see, we have good reasons
to be proud of our products. And the
people who buy them and use them
are proud of them too. For the highest
quality and performance you can buy
in Time and Frequency test equipment, or for special communications
test equipment, call your Spectracom
sales engineer.

SPECTRACOM CORP.
87 WEDGEWOOD DR
PENFIELD, NY 14526
PHONE 716-381-4827
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Twice as many. Two tiny form A reed switches built by Morex Inc. fit in a standard relay
housing that could previously accommodate only one conventional device.

Additional
copies of
1976 EBG
available.

FREE
Fiber
Optics
Catalog

To get acopy of the 1976 EBG,
complete the following order
form, enclose your payment
and place in the mail.

r,
Electronics Buyers' Guide
,•
1221 Avenue of the Americas
'or id New York, N.Y. 10020 USA
arl
Attn: R. Hera- 42
D Please send me
copies of
the 1976 EBG. The cost for copies going
to addresses in the U.S. and Canada is
$25. Outside the U.S. and Canada, the
cost is $35. Payment must be enclosed
with order.
D If you want overseas copies airmailed,
add $ 12 per copy.

l

Name
Company
Street

Describes the principle, technology and techniques used to make flexible light and image
transmissions a proven, practical fact. Write today
for your FREE copy of the AO Fiber
Optics catalog to American Optical
Corporation, Fiber Optics Division,
Southbridge, Mass. 01550.
American

Zip

State

Circle 195 on reader service card

Country

SWITCHES FOR
KEYBOARDS

We offer the following for OEM's producing their own keyboards.
Keyswitch sizes for 5/8" or 3/4" centers
— Gold Bar mechanical contacts or sealed contacts
— Front panel relampable lighted models
Single and double pole contacts including NC
CONTACT POINT
Alternate action models
— Doubleshot molded keytops for 3/4"
or 5/8" mounting
— Easy change legend systems
100,000 pc. quantity prices as low as
OPERATING CAN
$0.19 each
Letterhead request or phone call brings
free sample switch wIkeytop.
MECHANICAL ENTERPRISES, INC.
8000 Forbes Place Springfield, Virginia 22151
(703) 321-8282
TWX 710-832-0942
In Germany
In U. K.

151

Light Guides to Illuminators, Image Conduits,
Faceplates and Custom Components. Includes
the four newest remote inspection fiberscopes
now available.

Optical

City

Circle

Features the complete AO line of fiber optics
products— from Inspection Fiberscopes and

NEUMÜLLER GMBH, MUNICH

MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 4

2650 SUPPORT CKTS
ARE ALL
MULTI-SOURCED.

o

0

Available:
interface, ROM,
RAM, PROMs/
EROMs. Coming:
PPI, PCI, A-D
Converters, SDLC.
Specials from
AMS, too.

THINK

Attach to your letterhead
Put me on your reservation list for
the first mailing on upcoming 2650
Interfacing Circuits.
Name

Title

Tel.

M.S.

811 E. AROUES. SUNNYVALE. CA. 94086

SMIlliltE5pP

TEKDATA Ltd., STOKE-ON.TRENT

on reader service card
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New products
fit in the relay package that usually
houses only one. Furthermore, since
unit-to- unit dimensions are uniform, Accuswitches can simplify the
automatic assembly of products in
which they are a component, he
adds.
The reeds are made of rhodium.
Initial contact resistance is 100 milliohms maximum, contact-to-contact capacitance is typically 0.2 picofarad, and operating frequency
can be as high as 1kilohertz. Life
expectancy is 100 million operations
at signal levels of 5V dc and 10 milliamperes or 5million operations at
28 vdc and 125 mA.
Currently, Accuswitches sell for
17 to 55 cents each, depending on
quantity and operating range. However, as volume production is
reached, Morex plans to lower
prices, says Orr.
Morex Inc., 48 Progress Parkway, Maryland
Heights, Mo. 63043. Phone ( 314) 434-0311
[341]

FEATURES :

Planar plasma display

HIGH di/dt AND dv/dt CAPABILITY

aimed at replacing CRTs

SHORTED- EMITTER, CENTER GATE
GEOMETRY
DENSE GLASS PASSIVATION
2 DEVICES WILL FIT INTO A
STANDARD 14 PIN SOCKET
COMPATIBLE WITH AUTOMATIC HANDLING
The new VCRC series of low-current SCR's are ideally
suited for lighting, heating and cooling controls and
ignition applications. The 4 pin, low-profile DIP is
compatible with automatic testing, handling
and inserting.
The VCRC series is available in 200V, 300V, 400V and
600V (Votif and VRR,..) ratings with 1.5 Amps [ Imms))
and a peak surge current ( ITsm) of 100 Amps at 60 Hz.
DC gate-trigger current (
I
GT) is 15 mA maximum at
Tc = 25°C. Critical dv/dt is 200 V/iisec (Typ.) and di/dt
is 200 A/µsec. Holding current ( 11,0) is 20 mA max.

Aimed at replacing cathode-ray
tubes in alphanumeric readout panels, the model SII0640PD2 SelfScan display from Burroughs is a
low-cost planar plasma panel and
driver assembly capable of displaying the equivalent of six lines, each
consisting of 40 five- by-seven dotmatrix characters with two blank
columns between characters.
On display at Electro/76, the assembly is priced at $ 500 each for the
evaluation units now available. Production units will be priced at $290
for small quantities and $ 170 for
larger orders after the first of next
year. These prices compare with

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION CALL
MIKE HAWKINS ,214/272-4551

Design us in . . . we'll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P.0 BOX 676, 1000 N. SHILOH, GARLAND, TEX. 75040 ( 214) 272-4551 TWX 910-860-5178
EUROPEAN OFFICE: UK: VARO SEMICONDUCTOR INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Deepdene House, Bellegrove Road, Welling, Kent, England DA163PY, 01-304-6519/0
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Balco

$512 for the 256-character panels
currently in production.
The lower price is made possible
by lower-cost manufacturing methods. In the newer units, for example,
silk-screened conductors replace the
hand-wired electrodes of the earlier
models.
Burroughs Corp., Electronic Components
Division, P. O. Box 1226, Plainfield, N.J.
07061. Burroughs ECD International, 11-15

DIVISION

Capacitors for
Time Circuits
Delay Lines
R. C. Oscillators
Integrators
•Smallest Size
•Exceptional
Performance
•Low Cost
•Fast Delivery
•Long Term
Stability

Betterton St., Drury Lane, London, WC2h

featuring Clear and Metalized Teflon', types.
RTWGX
Extended)
Foil

9BS, England [ 342]

Potentiometer and dial
fit inside knob

RTWGMX)
Metalized
Film

Capacitance Range (µF)

0.0005 to 2.0

0.05 to 4.0

Working Voltage (
Vdc)

50 to 600

50 to 600

Temperature Coefficient

± 1.5%

DF at 25°C and 1 kHz (%)

The model K200 combines a knob,
a dial, and a wire-wound potentiometer in a single package. The
pot, which can dissipate 1watt at
40°C, has a minimum life expectancy of 10,000 turns. It is linear
within 0.7% and has a maximum
temperature
coefficient
of
70

(

Operating Temperature
Range (° C)
Dielectric Absorption (%)
IR (Ohms)

Contact Custom for capacitors
to suit your applications.
Write for Brochure

—90 PPM/°C
± 40

0.05

0.1

— 55 to + 175 — 55 to + 175
<0.05
>1 x10''

< 0.05
> 1x 10'°

( --7 ;USTOM
4
ELECTRONICS, Inc.
Balco Division
12 Browne Street, Oneonta, N.Y. 13820
Ph: 607-432-3880 TWX: 510-241-8292

Circle 153 on reader service card

MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 5

2650 CRASHPROOF
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM:
TWIN
WITH DUAL FLOPPY DISKS. I
ppm/°C. Priced at $4.23 each in
thousands, the unit is offered in
black, gray, and red. Tighter linearity and nonstandard colors are
available on special order. Delivery
time for the standard units is three
to four weeks.

As-

e
•

Panel Components Corp., 2015 Second St.,

e»••••••••••.....»

Berkeley, Calif. 94710. Phone Robert D.
Wersen at ( 415) 548-1966 [343]

Solid-state relay
sells for $ 6.90
Capable of switching 1.5 amperes ac
with the aid of its integral heat sink,
or up to 7A ac with an external heat

Electronics/May 13, 1976

TestVVare INstrument
(TWIN) lets you
develop software
and hardware
together in an actual
environment.

THINK

Clip to letterhead. Mail now.
Please send me 2650 Short Form
Catalog full data on TWIN.

Name

Title

Tel.

M.S.

811 E ARGUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 90086
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Dialight
sees aneed

New products
•
•

(Need: The widest choice for your every appl ication.)

521-9205

521 -9202

at_

521-9165

.
192"
t

.0454-1L-o— .500"
(MIN.)
.240"
Now available in green, yellow and red. Mini-sized for
maximum front panel density and easy panel mounting.
High luminous intensity, low cost. Vibration/shock resistant. Solid state for long life. Wide viewing angles. Ideal
for applications like panel lighting, film. annotation and
alpha- numeric displays.

sink, the series 226 solid-state relay
sells for $6.90 each, but drops to
$3.80 in quantities of 1,000. Believed to be the lowest-price solidstate relay currently available, the
series 226 is an optically isolated device that can be activated by standard ra, gates. Because its integral
heat sink is in the shape of aTO-3
can, the many standard heat sinks
developed for power transistors
packaged in TO-3cans can be used
on the relay for additional heat dissipation. The relay has an isolationvoltage rating of 2,500 vrms and an
isolation resistance of 10 12 ohms.
Sigma

Instruments

Inc.,

170

Pearl

St ,

Braintree, Mass. 021 84. Phone Robert E
Cullen at ( 617) 843-5000, Ext. 344 [344]

Miniature arc lamp puts out
550-0204

550-0405

550-0306

500,000 beam candlepower
An extremely compact xenon arc
lamp puts out more than 500,000
peak beam candlepower while consuming only 300 watts. Measuring
about 2.25 cubic inches, the model
VIX-300 illuminator produces up to
2w of ultraviolet (200 to 400 nano-

Mix 'em or match 'em. LED logic state fault indicators
are available in red, yellow and green, in a variety of
shapes, some with a built-in integral resistor. Can be
driven from DTL and TTL logic. Designed for easy alignment on PC boards so that multiple functions can be
displayed.

Dialight, the company with the widest
choice in switches, LEDs, indicator lights
and readouts, looks for needs . . . your
needs ... and then they develop solutions
for your every application. No other company offers you one- stop shopping in all
these product areas. And no other company has more experience in the visual
display field. Dialight helps you do more
with these products than any other company in the
business, because we are specialists that have done
more with them. Talk to the specialists at Dialight first.
You won't have to talk to
anyone else. Send for your
free new copy of Dialight's
Dialight. A N,'In
Company
203 Harrison Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11237
(212) 497-7600
current catalog.

DIA LIGHT

See Dialight.
154
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meters), 16 w (4,000 lumens) of visible light, and more than 30 w of infrared radiation ( 800 to 2,100 nm).
Because the lamp's ceramic body,
parabolic reflector, tungsten electrodes, and single-crystal sapphire
window are formed into an integral
structure, the rugged unit never
needs optical alignment. Cooled
with forced air, the VIX-300 has a
maximum operating temperature of

Electronics/May 13

1976

REAL TIME Analog I/O for
Intel SBC 80/10 or MDS-800
150°C. Potential applications range
from surgical lighting and photographic projection to military systems, and the duplication of sunlight for materials research.
Varian Eimac Division, 301 Industrial Way,
San Carlos, Calif. 94070. Phone Dave Wilson at (415) 592-1221 [ 345]

A single board Analog I/O system for Intel's new
single board computer. For laboratory or
industrial measurements our DT1751 system can
process 16 analog input channels and has 2
analog output channels with power amplifier for
driving industrial loads. Drive CRT's directly as
well...using the built-in point plot controller.
Real Time measurements
standard features such as
plus convenient interrupt
switch gain amplifier extends

Wire- wound resistors
are hermetically sealed
A line of precision wire-wound resistors with values from 1ohm to 1
megohm is offered in hermetic TO- 5
transistor cans. The subminiature
units can dissipate 150 milliwatts
and are rated for operation from
-65 to 125°C. Maximum voltage is
250 v. Standard tolerance on the resistors is 1% and standard temperature coefficient is 10 ppm/°C. Other
tempcos are available as are tolerances to within 0.01%. Delivery of
the resistors is from stock.

are easily done with
external A/D trigger
operation. Optional
dynamic range to 14- bits.

CALL US at ( 617) 879-3595 for acomplete set of applications data.

DATA TRANSLATION
INC
109 CONCORD ST

FRAMINGHAM MA 01701 ( 6171879-3595

...the analog I/O company

TE IEX ,14-847.1

Circle 155 on reader service card

RCL Electronics Division of AMF Inc., 195
McGregor St., Manchester, N. H.

03102

[349]

r"

TOPICS'

'

Macromatic Inc., Chicago, Ill.,
is offering potential users of
solid-state timers a 90-day free
trial for the line of timers it acquired from lntermatic Inc. in
early 1975. . • Douglas Randall division of Walter Kidde &
Co., Pawcatuck, Conn., announces that its entire line of ac
solid-state relays has been recognized under the componentrecognition program of Underwriters' Laboratories Inc., File
NO. E60556, CC No. NMFT2.
•• Industrial Electronic Engineers Inc., Van Nuys, Calif., is
producing a pair of directly
viewed incandescent displays,
the models DA2000 and DA 2010, which are direct replacements for RCA's DR2000 and
DR2010 Numitrons. . .
Burroughs Corp., Plainfield, N.J.,
has announced price reductions
of up to 35% on its Self-Scan
bar-graph panel displays.

1
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 6

1
2650.
! APPS ENGINEERS:
' IN STOCK NOW.
1
CCECC(Cœe •

1111

Dozens
to

•
•
•
•

o
r
f
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hardware, testware,
devices in USA
and Europe
More coming

rai

Attach to your letterhead. Mail.
Send me the list of 2650
Applications Engineers with
addresses & phone numbers.
Name
Tel.

THINK

M.S.

811 E. ARQUES, SUNNYVALE. CA 94086
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Life in the office has its little hangups. We can take
one off your hands for S12.
Twelve dollars is what it costs to have your personal
subscription to Electronics delivered to your home.
You get alot for 46 cents acopy.
You get acurrent, clean, fresh magazine with current,
clean, fresh news and information.
You get the time to read it.
If you want to clip apage or two, feel free. At home,
nobody can call you aclown except your wife
and kids.
You ( and we) are in the business of changing technology. And when change occurs, obsolescence is
not far behind. Obsolescence of products, of

156

technology and, unfortunately, of people. Much as
we'd like to, we can't change this fact. We can
only help you cope with it.
Give us one hour of reading time every two weeks
and we will keep you aware of what's going on
around you, and around the changing world of
electronics technology.
Fight back. Fill out and mail the subscription
postcard in the back of this copy.

Electronics wc.:4:41
i.iiiÏ
The one worth paying for.
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New products/ materials
Thick-film-resistor compositions for
the manufacture of cermet trimmers
and potentiometers are low-cost formulations with temperature coefficients of resistivity of less than 250
ppm/°C. The 4500 series compositions are offered in eight resistivities
from 1.5 ohms per square to 1megohm per square. Noteworthy for

Volgen's Mag Amp Switchers MS Series
•High Reliability
•Low Cost
t• ..

(

Ago;

4j
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eh.

toe

444

el )

411.3
«he
I

•

••

•

High Efficiency

• AC

input Type and DC
input Type

r

•

4b,«
411..

•g

,

" .,,

Outputs from 5V to 24V,
from 2.5A to 50A.

e

414,
(Input
r 0,,,
--

6

----.

:",
V

,

1

•

117 VAC)

20 KHz Switching.

•Pulse Width Control by Mag Amp ( Fast response Type)
Model
InpLt
Output
Line regulation
Load regulation
Ripple and Noise
Recovery time
Efficiency
Ambient OP Temperature
Size ( W x H x 3)

MSAY051006-117
117VAC t 10%
5V 10A
± ( 0.05% + 5mV)
0.5% ( 0e 100%)
60mV P- P
1m sec ( 30%e 100%f
70%
—10 °C — + 50 °C
60 x 120 x 190

MSAY0560C-24
24VDC ± 10%
5V 6A
± ( 0.05% + 5mV)
0.5% ( 0 -T—s.100%)
60mV P- P
1m sec ( 30% -7—'100%)
60%
—10 °C — + 50 °C
60 x 120 x 190

Volgen Electric Co., Ltd.
Head Office: 4 12-5 Meguro Meguro-ku,

Tel: 03-715-3125

Tokyo, Japan.
Factory: Meguro ( Tokyo) and Niigata

their stability in humid environments, resistors made with the 4500
series compositions typically show
changes of less than 1% after 1,000
hours at 40°C and 90% relative humidity.
Electronic Materials Division, Du Pont Co.,
Wilmington, Del. 19898 [476]

Epoxy adhesive hermetically seals
electronic components that are subject to thermal cycling. Nordbak
4-32 epoxy resin is an unfilled, twocomponent materials system that
cures material with excellent resistance to thermal shock. The material
has atensile elongation of 35% and
adielectric strength of 500 volts per
mil. Before curing, the low-viscosity
mixture has aworking time of about
an hour at 72°F. Gel time is about
an hour and ahalf.
Specialty Chemicals Division, Rexnord Inc.,
4300 North 127 St., Brookfield, Wis. 53005.
Phone (414) 781-5204 [ 477]

Glass rectangles coated with tin oxide are available up to 4 by 12
inches for use as afront plate in liquid-crystal and gas-discharge displays. The transparent, electrically
conductive coating can be applied

Electronics/May 13, 1976
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MICROPROCESSOR SERIES NO 7

BY SEPTEMBER
THE 2650 IS OVER
30% FASTER.

Your system's
features can be
extended with the
speedier 2650.
Current 2650 software will apply.

Clip to your letterhead.
Put me on your reservation list for
the first mailing of the faster 2650
data sheet.
Name

s
ig nuties
THINK

M.S.

811 E ARGUES, SUNNYVALE, CA. 94086
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Title

LIS Philips Corporation

199 on reader service card
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(Photograph approximately 2x actual size.)

The single-chip 2650 is easiest-to-buy, too. Now only $21.50 1100-upl.
Full support of custwner and product is the key to
ease of development with the 2650. Applications
engineers in the U.S. and abroad are at your beck and
call at every stage. Software for almost anyone's
requirements and machines. Development hardware
is versatile and inexpensive. All circuits are
multi-sourced.
Flow Chart: How to travel safely and quickly
from spec sheet to your µC.
Applications Engineers — in the field now,
more coming. Specific assistance to you is
available around the USA, and in Belgium,
Holland, Germany, France, Sweden, Britain, Italy, etc.
Multi-sourced 2650 — available in any
quantity from Signetics, at the unprecedented
low price of $ 21.50. Also available from AMS
11(1 l'hilips, and from Signetics' authorized distributors.

Development Software , includes the PL µS,
an extremely efficient High Leve_ Language
compiler) that reduces programming effort and
cuts development time. ANSI standard Fortran IV
executes on most machines without alteration.
2650A51000/1100 Assembler and 2650SM1000/1100
Simulator are available in both 32- and 16-bit, on GE
and NCSS time-sharing.
Multi-sourced Support Circuits — You'll need
MOS and/or Bipolar Memories, Interface and
Logic. Signetics has everything for acomplete
system. Back up any item from other sources. Coming
soon from Signetics are: Programmable Peripheral
Interface and Communications Interface, A- D
Converters, Synchronous Data Link Controller, 16k
NMOS & Bipolar ROMs, 4k & 8k NMOS EROMs, and
8k Bipolar PROMs.

Development Hardware — Design/develop/
prototype with avariety of cost/capability
levels of hardware support. Including
prototyping cards and kits, smart typewriter demo
card, 4k- byte RAM card, and more. Applications
help if you need it.
TWIN With Floppy Disks — "crashproofs"
your system checkout. With DOS, Resident
Assembler, and Text Editor. You develop
programs and circuits together in an actual system
environment with TWICE ( Test Ware In Circuit
Emulator). PROM programming, too.
Over 30e% Faster 2650 — By the time you've
proven out your µC, you'll have available a
faster 2650 if you want it. Uses the same
software. For still higher speeds, call Signetics Bipolar
Microprocessor Marketing about our 2650 emulator
using 3000 series µP.

You go from geam-in-your-eye to proven prototype in
less time far less cost, and the µC you develop is easier
and cheaper to produce in quantity, when you start
with the 2650. Start now by mailing the coupon.
Attach this to your letterhead for fast response.
L1 Send me complete 2650 short form catalog.
r] Have a Field Applications Engineer call me for
appointment.
My need is: I immediate U 6 months 1
1 information only
My application is
Name
Telephone

THINK

Title

al notiespP
•,
Mail Stop

CU.

Corrorabon

811 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Ca. 94086
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Nro-Tone SSB RF Test Set

Model 315 combines two Model 925 RF Signal Generators having
"Signalock- with a Model 210 Signal Combiner, resulting in atwotone test set with unsurpassed stability from 50 kHz to 80 MHz.
Signal level of each tone or combined tones is adjustable from 0.1
pv to 2volts with ± 10 Hz stability. Signal spacing is from 100 Hz
to almost 80 MHz. Interrnodulation distortion is 60 dB down at full
output: better at lower outputs. Write or call today for complete
specifications and pricing.

New products/materials
to the entire sheet of glass uniformly
or in patterns. Larger sizes are
planned for the near future.
Equipment Applications Engineering, Watkins- Johnson Co., 440 Mt. Hermon Rd.,
Scotts Valley, Calif. 95066. Phone ( 408)
438-2100 Ext. 217 [478]

Metalized ceramic substrates of alumina and beryllia are claimed to
have a ceramic- metal interface
strength 50% stronger than most
others. Useful as heat sinks, microwave collectors, and platforms for
solid-state relays, as well as hybrid
circuits, the metalized ceramics are
offered with platings of nickel, copper, or gold. Typical prices range
from 15 cents each to $20, and delivery times from four to eight
weeks.
Ceradyne Inc., P. 0. Box 11030, Santa Ana,
Calif. 92705. Phone ( 714) 549-0421 [ 479]
LogiMetrics
121-03 Dupont Street. Plainview, New York. 11803. ( 516) 681-4700/TWX .510-221-1833
RF Signal Generators. Frequency Synthesizers. Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers
Circle

160 on reader service card

Electrical contact tape consists of a
precious-metal surface on a basemetal backing. Offered in a variety
of cross-sectional configurations, the
tape comes in many sizes, shapes,
and metal combinations.
Matthey Bishop Inc., Malvern, Pa. 19355
[480]

Developed specifically for diestamping techniques in semiconductor-chip bonding operations, a
two-component silver epoxy adhesive enables users to deposit highly
uniform films on flat and protruding
surfaces. Called Epo-Tek H20S, the
solvent-free epoxy has silver powder
dispersed in both its components.
Pot life after mixing is four days
minimum at room temperature.
One-ounce trial kits are priced at
$22, FOB factory.

ELIMINATE
ERRORS IN YOUR
COMPUTER OR
INSTRUMENT
SYSTEM
DELTEC DT series isolation transformers are designed for data
loggers and process control systems. These isolators drastically
reduce memory and transmission
errors caused by transient noise on
commercial power lines generated
by industrial electrical equipment.
Common Mode Rejection is
140dB and interwinding capacitance is less than 1 femtofarad
(0.001 pf).

160

• •

Models are available from stock
from 250 VA to 5 KVA. 3 Phase and
special models available. For detailed specifications write or call:

fl3 E E
CORPORATION
980 Buenos Ave., San Diego, CA 92110
Telephone ( 714) 275-1331

Circle 200 on reader service card

Epoxy Technology Inc., 65 Grove St

Water-

town, Mass. 02172 [ 371]

A water-removable organic soldering
flux known as Organo-Flux No.
935NS minimizes sputtering of flux
during soldering. It is said to provide highly stable foam in foamfluxing, excellent wetting of component leads and printed-circuit surfaces, and easy residue removal.
London Chemical Co., 240 Foster Ave.,
Bensenville, III. 60106 [372]
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Introductory offer
to new members of the
ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL
ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB

649 ,170

OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS
by G. E. Tobey,
J. G. Graeme.
and
L. O. Huelsman
Pub. price, $ 18.95
Club price, $ 11.50

01

by J. Markus
Pub. price, $23.50
Club price, $ 17.50
100/810

MOS/LSI DESIGN
AND
APPLICATION

238/901

APPLICATIONS
OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS

any one

by J. G. Graeme
Pub. price, $ 16.00
Club price, $ 10.50

by J. L. Hilburn
and
D. E. Johnson
Pub. price, $ 14.50
Club price, $ 10.50

by W. N. Carr
and J. P. Mize
Pub. price, $ 22.00
Club price, $ 13.50

of these great
professional books

287/597

MANUAL OF
ACTIVE FILTER
DESIGN

for
only

e

404 ' 445

ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS
MANUAL

00

by J. Markus
Pub. price, $24.75
Club price, $ 15.75
209/731

STANDARD
HANDBOOK FOR
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,
10/e

637/458

DESIGNING WITH
TU INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS

values up
to $42.50

by Texas
Instruments, Inc.
Pub. price, $24.00
Club price, $ 13.50

by D. G. Fink
and
J. M. Carroll
Pub. price, $ 38.50
Club price, $28.50

491/364

THE DESIGN OF
DIGITAL
SYSTEMS
by
J. B. Peatman

137

SOURCEBOOK
OF ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS

353 387

MINICOMPUTERS
FOR ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS

Special $ 1.00 bonus book comes to you
with your first club selection

by G. A. Korn
Pub. price, $21.50
Club price, $ 13.95

Pub. price, $ 18.50
Club price, $ 12.95
423/156

INTEGRATED
ELECTRONICS

e4t,

287/341

772/142

209/804

HANDBOOK OF
APPLIED
MATHEMATICS

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS'
HANDBOOK

by J. Millman
and C. Haldas

by C. E. Pearson

by D. G. Fink

Pub. price, $ 19.50

Pub. price, $ 37.50

Pub. price, $42.50

Club price, $ 27.50

Club price, $ 32.50

Club price, $ 13.95

save time and money by joining the

ELECTRONICS AND
CONTROL ENGINEERS'
BOOK CLUB
'Were Is a professional book club designed to meet your on-the-job engineering
needs by providing practical books in your field on a regular basis at below
publisher prices. If you're missing out on important technical literature- if today's
high cost of reading curbs the growth of your library- here's the solution to your
problem.
The Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club was organized for you, to
provide an economical reading program that cannot fail to be of value. Administered by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, all books are chosen by qualified
editors and consultants. Their understanding of the Mandards and values of the
literature in your field guarantees the appropriateness of the selections.
How the club operates: Every month you receive free of charge The Electronics
and Control Engineers' Book Club Bulletin. This announces and describes the
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selections available at
special members' prices. If you want to examine the Club's feature of the month,
you do nothing. If you prefer one of the alternate selections- or if you want no
book at all-you notify the Club by returning the card enclosed with each Bulletin.
As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four books ( including
your first selection) over a two-year period. Considering the many books published annually, there will surely be at least four you would want to own anyway.
By joining the Club, you save both money and the trouble of searching for the
best books.
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STANDARD
HANDBOOK FOR
ENGINEERING
CALCULATIONS
by T. G. Hicks
Pub. price, $ 19.50
Club price, $ 14.25

-- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
ELECTIONIES AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB
P.O. Box 552, Princeton Road, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club and send me the two books indicated below. I
am to receive the bonus book for just $ 1, and my first selection at
the special Club price. Actual postage, plus 25e handling charge
will be added (sales tax, also, if applicable). These books are to
be shipped on approval, and Imay return them both without cost
or further obligation. If Idecide to keep the books, I agree to
purchase as few as four books ( including this first selection) during the next two years at special Club prices (
guaranteed 15%
discount, often more).
Write Code # of $ 1.00
bonus book
selection here

Write Code # of
first
selection here

NAME
ADDRrss
CITY
STATi

ZIP

All prices subject to change without notice.
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor

When you
want asmall
package
delivered
fast, it's in
the bag.

Delta sDASH guarantees delivery
on the flight or routing you specify
between most Delta cities. Packages accepted up to 50 lbs. with
length plus width plus height not to
exceed 9(1'
Bring your package to Delta's
passenger counter or air freight
terminal at the airport at least 30
minutes before scheduled departure time. Package can be picked
up at DASH Claim Area next to airport baggage claim area 30 minutes after flight arrival at destination.
Charges for DASH shipments
are nominal. Delta reservations will
be pleased to quote actual charges
between specific points. Payments
accepted in cash, by company
check, most general-purpose
credit cards. special credit arrangements or on government shipments by GBL. z•_•1=tIELrA

Rate examples
(
Tax included)
Atlanta-Washington . $ 21.00
Boston- Miami. . $ 26 25
Los Angeles- New Orleans $ 31.50
Dallas/Ft Worth- Los Angeles $ 26 25
San Francisco-Atlanta .. $ 31.50
Philadelphia- Houston
$ 26.25
New York-Tampa. . $ 26.25
Chicago- Orlando
$ 26.25
Detroit- Memphis $ 21 00
For full details. call Delta reservations

Delta is ready
when you are

New literature
Driving Beckman displays. A sixpage application note, entitled " Display Power Supply Requirements,"
describes power-supply configurations for driving Beckman planar
gas-discharge displays. Calculations
and diagrams for the determination
of voltages and waveforms are
presented. Copies of the note are
available from Beckman Instruments Inc., Information Displays
Operations, Marketing Dept., P. O.
Box 3579, Scottsdale, Ariz. 85257.
Circle 421 on reader service card.
Stripline components. A catalog of
microwave stripline components
such as couplers, combiners, mixers,
and dividers contains data on standard items for applications from 100
megahertz to 18 gigahertz. The catalog can be obtained from Merrimac
Industries Inc., 41 Fairfield Pl., West
Caldwell, N.J. 07006 [422]
Ultraviolet facility. A user guide to
the National Bureau of Standards'
synchrotron ultraviolet radiation facility (suRF II) describes the properties and characteristics of synchrotron radiation as well as the
instrumentation available at the facility. For acopy of the guide write
to Dr. Robert P. Madden, Chief,
Far Ultraviolet Physics Section,
Room A251, Physics Bldg., National
Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D.C. 20234 [423]
Wire terminals. The metallurgical
and geometric characteristics of
crimp-type terminals are covered in
a 12-page booklet from AMP Inc.,
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105. The booklet
also deals with the terminology of
wire terminals and illustrates application tooling. [424]
Semiconductor guide. GTE Sylvania
has published a supplement to its
1975 ECG semiconductor replacement guide and catalog. The supplement, which sells for 35 cents, includes 8,000 entries—industry part
numbers cross-referenced to the
company's line of solid-state devices. The guide itself, which sells
for $2.95, cross-references 114,000
domestic and imported semicon-

Circle 164 on reader service card

FIGARO
GAS
SENSOR

TOS

quickly senses
even small
amount
of gas.

New Models,
some with highly sensitive
CO sensor, now on the market.
Please contact the address below directly for
catalogs and price/delivery information

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC.
3-7-3. I-Ingashdoyonaka, Toyonaka Cdy. Osaka 560.
Japan/Tel: 106) 849-2156
Cable: FIGARO TOYONAKA/ Telex* 05286155 FIGARO J

Circle 201 on reader service card

Frequency
Devices

ACTIVE
FILTERS
Low Pass • High Pass
Band Pass • Band Reject
0.001 Hz to 50 kHz

FIXED FREQUENCY
RESISTIVE TUNEABLE
F.13.1. also manufactures
Sinewave Oscillators, Tone Encoders,
Tone Detectors and other
Communications Products

Frequency Devices Inc.
25 Locust Street
Haverhill, Mass. 01830
(617) 374-0761/TVVX 710-347-0314

Circle 202 on reader service card

The ProductionTest
Bottleneck Smasher!

You've never seen afaster, more accurate way
of measuring frequency response from 30Hz to 110MHz
Slash your production-test times and aivert your skilled
engineers to more important work with our TF 2370
Spectrum Analyser. It will reduce to simple operations,
complicated measurements such as response, level, gain,
signal purity, modulation and many more, with aspeed and
degree of accuracy that has to be seen to be believed. Forget
everything you have heard about spectrum analysers.
The TF 2370 is unique. It employs advanced technology to
make it refiableand as easy to operate as amultimeter. The
facts speak for themselves.
* Flicker-free display of frequency response from 30 Hz to
110 MHz on ahigh- brightness c.r.t.
* Electronic graticule, with a ± 15% variation of horizontal
divisions for pin- point positioning against waveform display.
* Press- button selection of three amplitude scales: one
linear and two logarithmic with expansion to IdB di v. with
an accuracy of 14- 0.1 dBAB.
* 9-digit electronic counter automatically gives centre
frequency. reads any other frequency corresponding to
manually- adjusted ' bright line' position on display, or the

difference frequency between the two, at the press of a
button. All to an accuracy of ± 2Ht ± reference frequency
accuracy on high resolution and manual. Internal reference
frequency provided with setting accuracy of Iin 10'.
* Internal generator supplies synchronous signal source for
measuring such items as networks and filters.
* For comparative measurements, unique memory storage
system will retain one display indefinitely as required, for
simultaneous display with waveform produced by items
under test.
* Automatic adjustment of amplifier gain to give optimum
lowest- noise performance with full protection against input
overloading.
* Automatic selection of optimum sweep speed.
* With the 5Hz filter, signals 100 Hz from aresponse at
OdB can be measured to - 70 dB.
Now ask for ademonstration. It could prove that the
TF 2370 is abetter cure for your headaches than aspirin.
We are standing by for your call.

mi: THE INNOVATORS
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED,
Longacres. St. Albans, Hertfordshlre, AL4 0.IN, England. Telephone: St. Albans 59292. Telex: 23350.
A GEC-Marcom Electronic' Company

Circle 165 on reader service card

FEATURE ARTICLES FROM ELECTRONICS
AVAILABLE IN REPRINT FORM
No, of
copies
wanted

Other Reprints

New reprints

R-600 World

market

report

1976

24 pp $ 5.00
R-526 How reliable are today's components 16 pp $3.00

R-518 Special

with the new standard inter-

R-524 Special report on bipolar
large-scale integration 12 pp

face 12 pp $3.00
R-432 An update on

$3.00
R-522 Special report on power semiconductors 12 pp $3.00

cations satellites 8pp $ 2.00
R-430 Choosing the right bipolar

R-514 Eight ways to better radio receiver design 6pp $ 3.00
R-512 Design of circuits for dangerous environments 4 pp
$3.00
R-510 Bipolar integration advances
with I
2L microprocessor 8 pp
$2.00
R-508 Designing microprocessors
with standard- logic devices
12 pp $3.00
R-506 The case for component
burn- in 7pp $ 2.00

Charts
R-516 Electronic

symbols ( chart)

$2.00
R-211 Electromagnetic

spectrum

(16- page report and chart)
$4.00
R-213 Electromagnetic
(chart) $ 2.00

spectrum

R-326 Optical spectrum (6- page report and chart) $3.00
R-327 Optical spectrum ( chart)

Books
R-520 Microprocessors- Electronics
R-11

Book Series $ 8.95
Computer-aided Design 135

pp $4.00
R-032 Active Filters 88 pp $4.00
_ R-031 Circuit Designer's Casebook
182 pp ( U.S. only) $ 5.50
(foreign) $ 12.00

Payment must
accompany your order
Make check or money order payable to Electronics Reprints. All
orders are shipped prepaid by
parcel post. Allow two to three
weeks for delivery.

communi-

plications 16 pp $ 3.00
R-322 Special report: new displays
complement old 10 pp $2.00
R-320 Special report on designing
with flat cable 14 pp $3.00
R-318 Special report on auto electronics 16 pp $3.00
R-316 Hybrid circuits solve

transistor model for computer- aided design 20 pp
$3.00
R-428 Designing with

low-cost la20 pp

$3.00
R-502 European

1975

plays 6 pp $2.00
R-308 Program for transition from

R-500 Japanese forecast 1975
16 pp $3.00
All three forecasts $ 7.50

nonlinear to linear transistor

forecast

20 pp $3.00

R-426 Special issue-technology update 1974 $4.00
R-424 Microprocessor applications
28 pp $3.00
R-422 A microprogramable

model 6pp $ 2.00
R-306 Charge-coupling improves its
image, challenging video
camera tubes 8pp $ 2.00
R-209 Semiconductor RAMs
computer mainframe

land
jobs

15 pp $2.00

mini-

computer 8pp $ 2.00
R-420 Computerized
text- editing

R-207 Technology gap starts to
close for computer peripher-

and typesetting 8pp $2.00
R-418 Computer analyses of rf cir-

als 16 pp $3.00
R-205 Bridging the analog and digital worlds with linear ICs

cuits 8 pp $ 2.00
R-416 Optical waveguides

look

brighter 8pp $2.00
R-414 The ion- implanted n- channel
process 6pp $2.00

R-410 Special report on passive
components 16 pp $3.00
R-408 Bringing sight to the blind
8 pp $2.00
R-406 Designing with the new logic,
C-MOS and

bipolar

16

pp

$3.00
R-328 Special issue- pervasiveness
of electronics $2.00

16 pp $3.00
R-203 East Europe market report
16 pp $ 2.00
R-113 Optoelectronics makes it at
last 34 pp $4.00
R-107 Wanted for the ' 70s: easierto- program computers 24 pp
$4.00
R-104 The new concept for memory
and imaging: charge-coupling
12 pp $2.00
R-023 Special report on tomorrow's
communications 32 pp $3.50
R-15 Special report on LSI packaging 18 pp $3.00

USE THIS PAGE AS YOUR ORDER FORM

Mail your order to:

Cost of orders
Plus 10% handling charge
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Janice Austin
ELECTRONICS REPRINTS
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, N.J. 08520

SEND REPRINTS TO
Name __
Dept

Company
Back issues now available:
1960 to 1969, $ 5.00 each

Street

1970 to 1973, $3.00 each
1974 to 1975, $4.00 each

City
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tough

design problems 16 pp $3.00
R-312 Leadless, pluggable IC packages reduce costs 7pp $2.00
R-310 Penetration color tubes are
enhancing information dis-

sers 6 pp $2.00
R-504 U.S. forecast 1975

R-412 Liquid cooling of power semiconductors 6pp $2.00

$2.00

R-324 Semiconductor memories are
taking over data-storage ap-

issue- productivity

$4.00
R-434 Designing automated systems

State _

Zip
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New literature
ductor devices. Copies of the guide
(Bulletin ECG-212F) and the supplement (Bulletin ECG-212F-1) may be
ordered from GTE Sylvania Advertising Services Center, 70 Empire
Dr., West Seneca, N. Y. 14224. The
prices include postage and handling
charges.
Thick-film products. A line of materials for thick-film fabrication is described in a catalog put out by the
Methode Development Co., a subsidiary of Methode Electronics Inc.,
7447 West Wilson Ave., Chicago,
Ill. 60656. The catalog includes such
materials as resistive and conductive
pastes, glasses and insulators, dielectric materials, optoelectronic materials, solder pastes, and packaging
polymers. [426]
Resistor reliability. The results of a
three-year program of reliability
tests on atotal of 740 high-performance film resistors are summarized
in a 12-page report compiled by
Caddock Electronics Inc., 3127 Chicago Ave., Riverside, Calif. 92507.
Tests include temperature cycling,
overload, 2,000-hour load-life, moisture resistance, low-temperature,
and shock and vibration. [427]

Why invest in a
test handler
for each package"'
when one
Sym-Tek System
handles
them all?
SYM-TEK builds
complete systems
for most semiconductor devices.

iim-i

Versatile modular
design maximizes
flexibility.

lTh
SYSTEMS NC

Rental instruments. General Electric's 76/77 Instrument Rental Catalog, which contains descriptions of
more than 5,000 instruments, can be
obtained by writing to Manager, Instrumentation & Communications
Equipment Service, General Electric Co., Bldg. 28, Room 450, One
River Rd., Schenectady, N. Y.
12345. The 60-page document crossreferences the instruments alphabetically and by manufacturer. [428]
Audio Indicators. A wide variety of
solid-state audio indicators with
sound-pressure ratings from 70 dBA
to 100 dBA are described in a 16page catalog available from Projects
Unlimited Inc., 3680 Wyse Rd.,
Dayton, Ohio 45414. Catalog 17670M includes 32 devices that typically draw a maximum of 10 to 35
milliamperes. Models are available
in the frequency range from 400 Hz
to 3,700 Hz. [429]

You can change
modules in less
than 15 minutes.
Ambient and
environmental testing
—73°C to + 150°C.

For detailed information
about automatic testing applications,
please call or write:

gm- e
SYSTEMS, INC.

4140 Morena Blvd.

San Diego, CA 92117
(714) 270-7600

à
*These and many more.
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RF PACKAGES - MICROWAVE SYSTEMS

New Books

AN/MPS-19 SBond Tracker
AUTOTRACK ANTENNA
SCR- 584 RADAR SYSTEM
360 deg A/ 210 deg I1 Imil. accuracy. Missile sel. accel. and slew.
rates. Amplidyne conrol. Handle up
to 20 ft. dish. Compl. control chassis.
ALSO in stock 10 cm. van mounted
rad. system. Conical scan. PPI. 6 ft.
dish. 300 pg. instr. bk. on radar 525

Pwr: 500 KM, Range 100 miles. Displas PPI and " A"
scopes. 8' dish Heilhut mounted.

RF SOURCES
CW: 300-535KHz 500W; 2-30MHz 3KW; 4-21 MHz 40KW;
24-350MHz, 100W; 385-585MElt 1KW; 750-985MHz
10KW; .
95-8.86Hz 150W; 1-1.56E11 110W; 1.7-2.4GHt
10KW; 4.4-56Hz 1KW; 8.8-116Hz 200W. Many more
UHF: 1 Megawatt 2I0- 225M Hz Sgsec 180 PPS: 14KW
400-420MHz .0002DC; 1KW 400-700M Hz . 0021W
L BAND: 1KW 1-1.56Hz ADC; 500KW 1.2-1.35(i II/
2asec 40OPPS. Many more. Phone or write.
S BAND: IKW 2.4-2.66Hz . 75ttsec 120OPPS; 250KW
2.7-3.3G Hz
tigsec 160OPPS: 500KW 2.7-3.16Hz
.8ttsec 1600PPS: 1 Megawatt 2.7-2.96111 lasec
120OPPS; 5 Megawatts 2.75-2.856Hz 2.5asec 40OPPS
C BAND: 225KW 6275-6575MHz .4asec 68OPPS; 250KW
5.4-5.8GHz . 5ttsec 68OPPS: 1 Megawatt 66Hz Ittsec
100OPPS. Many more. Phone or write.
X BAND: 100W 9.2-9.56Hz . 5jasec 100OPPS; 1 KW
8.9-9.46Hz .00IDC; 65KW 8.5-9.66Hz .00IDC:
250KW 8.5-9.66Hz .00I3DC: 400KW 9.1 GHz I.8gsec
45OPPS. Many more. Phone or write.
Ku-K BAND: 50KW 16.4-16.66Ht .00IDC; 135KW
15.5-17.56Hz .0006DC: 40KW 246Hz .0007DC: 40KW
356Hz . 0004DC. Many more. Phone or write.

RADAR SYSTEMS
KBAND MONOPULSE 40KW E-34
KU BAND SEARCH 135KW B-58
XBAND MISSILE CONTROL NIKE AJAX/HERC
XBAND HI RES. MONOPULSE TRACKER
XBAND FIRE CONTROL 250KW M-33
XBAND WEATHER/SEARCH 250KW AN/CPS-9
XBAND AIRBORNE TRACKER 50KW B-47
XBAND MOBILE TRACKER 40KW AN/MPQ-29
XRAND WEATHER/SEARCH 40KW AN/SPN-5
XBAND ANTI- INTRUSION 7KW AN/TPS-21
XBAND ANTI-INTRUSION CW DOPPLER AN/PPS-9/12
XBAND TRANSPONDER 100W AN/DPN-62
CBAND HGT. FDR. 5MW FPS-26; 1MW TPS-37
CBAND SEARCH 285KW AN/SPS-5B/D
SBAND HEIGHT FINDER 5MW AN/FPS-6
SBAND SEARCH COHERENT 1MW AN/FPS-18
SBAND ACQUISITION 1MW NIKE AJAX/HERC
SBAND TRACKER 10 DISH 500KW AN/MPQ-18
SBAND MORTAR LOCATOR 250KW AN/MPQ-10A
SBAND TRACKER 250KW AN/MPS-9
LBAND SEARCH ,
iur ANTENNA 500KW AN/FPS-75
LBAND SEARCH 500KW ANTTPS-1D/GSS-1
UHF SEARCH 1MW TPS-28

Introduction to Microcomputers and
Microprocessors, Arpad Barna and
Dan I. Porat, Wiley-Interscience,
108 pp., $ 10.50.
Thermodynamic Theory of Domain
Structures, I. Privorotskii, Halsted
Press, 129 pp., $22.50.
Data Processing Contracts- Structure, Contents, and Negotiation,
Dick H. Brandon and Sidney
Segelstein, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
465 pp., $34.50.

DRONE CONTROL SYSTEMS
UHF COMMAND SYSTEM AN/URW-14
XBAND DATA LINK AN/UPW-1
XBAND TRACKER AN/MPQ-29
XBAND TRACKER AN/MSQ-51

PULSE MODULATORS +
245 KW LINE. Output 16 10, 16 A..25 gs 4000 PPS.
405 KW FLOATING DECK Output 20 KV 20 A Iits to
10 millesec pulse.
500 KW LINE Output 22 KV 28 A. .4/1.75/2.25 as
2500/550/300 PPS.
IMW HARDTUBE MIT MODEL 9Output 25 KV at 40
A..25 2us .002 D.C.
2.0 MW LINE 30 KV 70A. I/2tts 600/300 PPS.
3MW LINE Output 39 KV 75 A..25/1 ,us 500 PPS.
IOMW LINE 76 KV 135 A. 2.5tts 350 PPS.
17 MW LINE 17 KV 1000 A 2-% us I
SO-7.(XX) PPS.

60 FT. DISH

Complete with Az- El pedestal, ready for installation.
I
mmed. delivery. ‘Arite or call.
SPARE PARTS IN STOCK
'05 , $ 1. , NA , 11 ,,,30 ,, 61 \ IPS-19 IPS- II) FPS010 IPS- 6 SP`,
P
6$1 Mans more. untie
•••

Radio
Research
Instrument
Co., Inc.

SEND FOR FREE 20 PG. CATALOG

3QUINCY $ T NORWALK CONN 00450
12031 853-2600

Management Systems for Profit and
Growth, Richard F. Neuschel,
McGraw-Hill, 365 pp., $ 12.95.
Handbook of Electronic Testing,
Measurement, and Troubleshooting,
Matthew Mandl, Reston, 287 pp.,
$16.95.
Spread Spectrum Systems, R.C.
Dixon, Wiley-Interscience, 318 pp..
$22.50.

Circle 166 on reader service card

FOR SALE
"MICRO 68"
$460.
AMI S6800 COMPUTER; HEX KYBD
6DIGIT DISPL; ASSEMBLED; FREE DATA

ECONOMY KITS
MINUS PWR. SU PP. & CASE
TVT-II
$ 112.75
VIDEO DISP. W/2K MEM. ( NO KYBD
SCREEN READ
PLUGS INTO VIDEO DISPLAY
MANUAL CURSOR
PLUGS INTO VIDEO DISPLAY

$ 11.65
$ 9.50

CASSETTE
$28.50
INTERFACE; 2- RECORDER, PULSE MOD.
POCKET
$ 39.75
DATA TERMINAL; 16-TONE GEN.
CLOCK- CAL.
$38.75
6-DIGIT, CT70011W/PWR. SUPPLY)
FREE CAT; NEXT: 41
2 DIGIT DVM
/

ELECTRONIC DISCOUNT
SALES
138 N. 81st ST,
MESA, AZ. 85207
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NOTE
NEW McGraw-Hill
•
•

EQUIPMENT BULLETIN
The used, surplus, and rebuilt equipment
ads in this Classified Advertising Section
will also appear, at no extra cost. in the
McGraw-Hill Equipment Bulletin.
This new free monthly reprint will reach
an additional audience of qualified costconscious readers ( who have requested
it) in fields served by 27 other McGrawHill publications.
To find out how you can benefit from this
bonus readership when you have items
for sale, lease, or rent- contact the
Classified Advertising representative in
the McGraw-Hill regional office nearest
you, or write to•

McGraw-Hill
EQUIPMENT BULLETIN
P.O. Box 900
New York, NY 10020

Computer Systems Organization
and Programing, Harry Katzan Jr.,
Science Research Associates, 459
pp., $ 14.95.
Dimensional Methods in Engineering and Physics, E. de St Q. Isaacson
and M. de St Q. Isaacson, Halsted
Press, 220 pp., $22.50.
Introduction to Quantum Electronics, P.A. Lindsay, Halsted Press, 202
pp., $ 19.75.
Ion Implantation in Semiconductors,
Science and Technology, Susumu
Namba, ed., Plenum, 742 pp.,
$49.50.
Energy Storage, Compression, and
Switching, W.H. Bostick, V. Nardi,
and O.S.F. Zucker, eds., Plenum,
537 pp., $ 35.00.
Assembler Language with Assist,
Ross A. Overbeek and W.E. Singletary, Science Research Associates,
372 pp., $ 14.95.
Systems Analysis: Definition, Process, and Design, Philip C. Sempre-
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What you must
know about
Microprocessors
Using articles from the pages of
Electronics, this book contains practical and up-to-date information on
available microprocessor devices,
technology and applications— ranging from the simplest 4- bit p- channel
MOS system to the second- generation n-MOS 8- bit processor chips,
and the new injection logic and
Schottky TTL bipolar processor families needed for the toughest computer- based control applications.
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Classified section
FOR EMPLOYMENT AND SALES OPPORTUNITIES

APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMMER
Reliance Electric, aFortune 300 company is in need of an aggressive technical programmer to develop software programming for
special systems at its Control Systems Division. Real Time Systems experience is necessary. Programming at the assembly level
on P.D.P. 11 hardware is desirable.
The ideal candidate will have 3to 5years experience with atechnical undergraduate degree. From acareer stand point this is a
growth position with agrowth company. Relocation to the Cleveland area and some travel is required.
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Our salary structure and fringe benefits package are competitive.
Send resume to:
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V. P. Metalonis
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RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Electronics
Book Series

rElectronics

Book Series
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, N.J. 08520

Send me
copies of
"Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will
refund full payment if the book is
returned after 10 days free
trial examination.
Payment enclosed
Bill firm
ID Bill me
Credit Cards Charge My Book To:
D American Express ID Master Charge
D Diners Club

D BankAmericard

Acct. No.
Date Card Expires
Interbank No.
(1st No's above name
on Master Charge only )
Name

24703 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44117
An Equal Opportunity Employer M if

POSITION VACANT

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Graduate Assistantships in Physics
can begin during any quarter. Write:
Dr. R. Madey, Kent State University.
Kent. OH 44242.

Electronics' Industry Newsletter tells
you which firms have current employment opportunities, in the field of
Electronics, for all types of Engineers,
Sales Representatives, Technicians,
Executives,
Computer
Personnel
and others. Latest product information is also reported. For information
write: Electronics' Industry Newsletter, Dept. 304A, 23573 Prospect
Avenue, Farmington, MI 48024.

Position Available — Neea BS Eng.
+ U.S. exper. in engineering or technical sales. Fee paid by employer.
Over 1,000 U.S. client co's. Est.
1959. Send resume & present
salary. Atomic Personnel. Inc.. Box
L, 1518 Walnut, Phila, PA 19102.
Electrical/Electronics Engineering
Technology Instructor: Position available September 15, 1976. Master's
degree in E/E required, or B.S. degree
and P.E. Several years of industrial
and teaching experience desired.
Salary: $ 12,000-$14,000; 9- month
appointment. Resume to: Dr. Robert
H. Wynn, Acting Head Engineering
Technologies Division Chattanooga
State Technical Community College
4501 Amnicola Highway Chattanooga, Tennessee 37406. Applications accepted thru May 30, 1976.
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

RATES $46 per adverhsIng inch ( 9r")

Corn.

rmssIonable
SIZES

to 10" deep un undths of one col.

urna ( 1%"). two ( 3%"). three ( 5'w"). and tour
171
CLOSING Two weeks poor to maffing
MAILING One week poor to .ssue dale
ISSUE DATE Every other Thursday
AD

ORDERS/BOX

NUMBER

ANSWERS

Send to Electrorucs, Post Ofhte Box 900, New
York, N `I 10020

Title
Company
Street
City
State

Zip

Signature
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If you're not now in the fast-growing
data communications equipment
market, chances are you will be.
Data communications is one of the
fastest- growing electronic equipment markets in
the U.S.—during the decade of the ' 70's, better
than 15-20% per year, compounded!
Manufacturers of data processing equipment
have recognized the unique nature of data
communications and have established profit
centers to pursue the market for data
communications equipment. IBM, Burroughs,
Sperry-Univac, Honeywell and Digital Equipment
Corp. are just afew of the major data processing
companies who have separate marketing arms
for data communications, complete with new
products, sales forces, etc. The Bell System, too,
through its Teletype Corp., Bell Labs, and
Western Electric, has introduced new
data communications equipment.

information published in the 1972 and 1973
Deskbook issues ( now out of print), on through
information on the practice of present-day data
communications, this book includes forty-seven
articles covering more than eleven key areas.
"Basics of Data Communications" was edited by
Harry R. Karp—Chief Editor of Data
Communications magazine. It is the only book of
its kind available anywhere that deals with
practical aspects of data communications.
Available this month.
Price: $ 12.50
Discounts of 40% orders of
ten copies or more.

Chances are you are going to be apart of the
data communications market. There's no better
place to start than getting the flavor of the
marketplace, equipment, and services than from
acopy of "Basics of Data Communications".
"Basics of Data Communications" is a316- page
compilation of essential articles which have
appeared in Data Communications magazine.
From the basic, tutorial, still state-of-the-art

I
•

Electronics Book Series
PO Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
D Send me
copies of " Basics of Data
Communications" at $ 12.50 per copy.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the books are returned after ten day trial
examination.
D Payment enclosed
D Bill firm
D Bill me
Credit Cards Charge My Book To
El American Express
EJ Diners Club

I

D Master Charge
D BankAmericard

Name
Title
Company
Street

Acct. No.

City

Date Card Expires

State

Interbank No.
(1st No's, above name on Mastercharge only.)
IBM MI MI UM EMI

MMI MIME

Zip

Signature
imm
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New Books
vivo, Science Research Associates,
350 pp., $ 12.95.
Technology: Handle with Care, E.
Joseph Piel and John G. Truxal,
McGraw-Hill, 298 pp., $4.95 ( paper).
Radio Amateur's Handbook, 1976
edition, American Radio Relay
League ( Newington, Conn.), 704
pp., $ 6.00 (paper).
Microwave Transistors, Edward D.
Graham Jr. and Charles W. Gwyn,
eds., Artech House, 570 pp., $25.00
(paper).
Detection and Estimation: Applications to Radar, Simon S. Haykin,
ed., Halsted Press, 399 pp., $25.00.
Principles of Aperture and Array
System Design, Bernard D. Steinberg, Wiley-Interscience, 356 pp.,
$19.95.
Phase- Locked Loops: Application to
Coherent Receiver Design, Alain
Blanchard, Wiley-Interscienee, 389
pp., $22.50.

1111 2.000
MICROCOMPUTER
isle uvi
oIo woo ii)
eateres more to %
cc microcomputer
systems thanjust

filling your order. Before you spend acent we help you
understand how the powerful ICC microsystern provides
the exact microcomputer to fit your application.
And our microsixed 3" it 2" standard and custom Abacus"
modul
esdeveloped

over the l
ast
9years provide all the
expandability and deign flexibility your microsystern needs.
'Now you can do virtuey everythli ngminicomputers do
at
afraction

of the cost. I•10 more simuation guessing
Our hands-on Microware" supplies all the
hardware/software tools you need to be system- ready in

games.

the

shortest possible time.
Send for the free facts today.

--..................—
ee for
ni.Get
it.
eurry,
rush
rae my into
microcomputer
inforrnatton.
fr
I•larne
Address

Date
Phone

City/State/Zip
Application
Information Control Corp., I
9610 Bellanca.Los Angeles, HARIONN p.tc6/ soFTWpilf./ sUpPo
CA 90045 (213) 641-8520.

Electronic Scanning Radar Systems
(EsRs) Design Handbook, Peter J.
Kahrilas, Artech House, 372 pp.,
$28.00.
Interactive Computer Graphics, B.S.
Walker, J.R. Gurd, and E.A. Drawneek, Crane Russak, 160 pp.,
$14.50.
Sound System Engineering, Don
and Carolyn Davis, Howard W.
Sams, 296 pp., $ 19.95.
Large-Scale Networks: Theory and
Design, Francis T. Boesch, ed., IEEE
Press, 482 pp., $9.95 (paper).
Optical Fiber Technology, Detlef
Gloge, IEEE Press, 428 pp., $ 19.95.
Noise Reduction Techniques in
Electronic Systems, Henry W. Ott,
Wiley-Interscience, 294 pp., $ 19.95.

Circle 171 on reader service card

Fight
Them All
Heart Attack, Stroke
High Blood Pressure
Rheumatic Fever

Principles of Underwater Sound,
second edition, Robert J. Urick,

Help your Heart... Help your Heart Fund
Electronics/May 13, 1976

New Books
McGraw-Hill, 384 pp., $22.50.
A Handbook on Electromagnetic
Shielding Materials and Performance, Donald R. J. White, Don
White Consultants Inc. (Germantown, Md.), 200 pp., $ 25.50.
Electronic Conversions, Symbols,
and Formulas, Rufus Turner, Tab
Books, 224 pp., $ 8.95, $4.95 ( paper).
Introduction to Medical Electronics
for Electronics and Medical Personnel, second edition, Burton Klein,
Tab Books, 320 pp., $9.95, $ 7.95.
Microprocessor/ Microprogramming
Handbook, Brice Ward, Tab Books,
294 pp., $9.95, $6.95 ( paper).
Modern Applications of Linear ICs,
Editorial staff, United Technical
Publications Inc., Tab Books, 276
pp., $ 12.95, $9.95 (paper).
Switching Regulators and Power
Supplies, Irving M. Gottlieb, Tab
Books, 252 pp., $ 9.95, $6.95 (paper).
Op Amp Circuit Design and Applications, Joseph Carr, Tab Books,
280 pp., $9.95, $6.95 (paper).
Build-It Book of Miniature Test and
Measurement Instruments, Robert
Haviland, Tab Books, 328 pp.,
$7.95, $4.95 (paper).
The Nature and Properties of Engineering Materials, second edition,
Zbigniew D. Jastrzebski, Wiley, 633
pp., $ 19.95.
Handbook of Physical Calculations,
Jan J. Tuma, McGraw-Hill, 370 pp.,
$14.95.
Selected Papers in Digital Signal
Processing, II, IEEE Digital Signal
Processing Committee, ed., IEEE
Press, 582 pp., $ 17.95.
Circle 205 on reader service card
IEEE Recommended Practice for
Protection and Coordination of Industrial and Commercial Power Systems (
Std 242-1975), IEEE Industry
Applications Society, IEEE Press, 312
pp., $ 19.95.
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Compare
our nanosecond
DigiTec's new high resolution Time Interval
Counter matches 1nanosecond accuracy with
1 nanosecond single event resolution. The
Model 8320 is designed to solve the time
measuring problems of today's laser, radar,
data communications and high speed logic
testing.

Standard features include: 1pico second resolution with averaging, remote programming,
10 digit LED display, BCD output, external
ARM, digitally controlled trigger levels and
proportional oven clock.
Ask for a demonstration today.

'
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UnITED
SYSTErrlS
CORPORATICII1

Digirec.

918 Woodley Road, Dayton, Ohio 45403
(513) 254-6251. TWX ( 810) 4E9-1728

"Information only" circle 173 on readers service card

MoBrush"Away
Flux In Seconds!

DigiTec: precision measurements to count on.

"Demonstration only'' circle 203 on readers service card

MS- 190 Flux Remover and Cleaner, combined with the new " Cobra" Solvent
Brush, guarantees fast, efficient removal
of the most difficult flux accumulation.
"Two- Product Tria li Unit" includes:
• One 16 oz. can of MS- 190.
• One MS- 226 Cobra Extension & Brush

MS- 190 is also
available in a
heavy duty
aerosol —
MS-190HD.

miller-stephenson
Danbury, Connecticut 06810 • ( 203) 743-4447

J Enclosed is $5.00, please send my "Two-Product
Trial Unit" — (
MS- 190 and MS 226).

411111.111

Send For
Trial Unit!

E5U

] Please send FREE literature and prices.
MS- I90

e

LUX

REMOVE R
AND

CLEANER
:o^ta.ns . FREON Tkoc
Anima.

You've nothing to lose but your Flux Problems.
Money Back if not satisfied.
Electronics/May 13, 1976

Name

Title/Dep-

Company
Address

CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES • TORONTO — Dist. in • ITALY • GERMANY • FRANCE
• GREAT BRITAIN • SWITZERLAND • LEBANON • SPAIN • NETHERLANDS

Circle 204 on reader service card
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MONOLITHIC CRYSTAL FILTERS

the
State
of the
lit

Electronics advertisers
• Abbott Transistor Labs Inc.

13

▪Adeisy

E
120

Advanced Memory Systems

121

10, 11

Advanced Micro Devices

May 13 1976

General Electric Instrument Rental Division

116

General Magnetics

178

°General Semiconductor Industries, Inc.

51

• Germanium Power Devices Corp.

148

41

• Airpax Electronics

GCA Corporation

SPEAKING TO THE DEAF

Allen Bradley Company

24

Our monolithics find their way into
some fascinating and unusual applications. For instance — anarrow-

Alma Division of Develco

71

band FM system which allows children with severely impaired hearing
to participate in normal classroom
activities. One of the requirements
of the system was that both the students' receivers and the teacher's
transmitter allow unhindered
movement by the wearer. Another
was freedom from interference, including interference from other
systems in nearby classrooms. Cost
was also an important factor. One
of our standard 10.7 MHz tandem
monolithic crystal filters in each
receiver takes care of the interference. Its size is consistent with the
needs of the wearer. Its cost is consistent with educational budgets.
HAVE IT YOUR WAY

line going of standard monolithic
crystal filters. It may be worth mentioning that we're just as interested
in helping you with acustom monolithic as we are in showing you
new ways to use our regular models.
We've done hundreds of production
"specials" from 5to 180 MHz. May
we do one for you?
What's your production application?

Orlando

Florida 32804

305 425 1574

The Standard in monolithic crystal filters.
174

Circle 174 on reader service card

13
125
172
46

58. 59
149

• AP Products incorporated

141

Boonton Electronics

3rd C

• Boums Inc.
Bussman Mfg. Division of
McGraw Edison Co.

37

Capital Calculator Co.

175

Carborundum Company

124
40

Chromerics Inc.

147

• C. Itoh Electronics

4th C

• Claires Corporation

60, 61

Computer Automation

8

• Continental Rentals
• Continental Specialties Corporation

109

• Custom Electronics Inc.

153
148

Data Delay Devices

27
155

• Data Translation Inc.

28

Datatron, Inc.

164

Delta Air Lines
s Deltec

160

• DIalight Corporation

154
56A & D

Digital Equipment Corporation ( OEM)

* Digital Equipment Corporation ( Components)

57

• Eastman Kodak Company Graphics Division

132

° Eberle 8 Co. GmbH

19E
119

E.I.Dupont de Nemours 8 Co., Inc.
°Electrol

include teaching the deaf, we'd be
happy to put you in touch with the

Piezo Technology Inc.

Gordos Corp.
• Grayhill Inc.

151

• AMP Incorporated

Electronic Discount Sales

UI

142

Harris Semiconductor

Electronics 8 Control Engineers
Book Club

manufacturer of this equipment.

Gillespie Decals, Inc.

3H Electronics

American Optical Corp. Fiber Optics
8 Industrial Products Division

Talk with us about it. We may be
able to help. And if your interests

2400 Diversified Way

78, 79

American Microsystems Inc.

Data General Corporation

As regular readers of this column
know by now, we offer the broadest

15

127

Alabama Power Company

8E

161, 162. 163

Electronic Navigation industries
Eiorg Electronorgtechnica
• Erie Technological Products Co. Inc.

168
70
137
133

Faultfinders Inc.

138

Figaro Engineering Inc.

164

• Frequency Devices Inc.

164

Fujitsu Limited
•• General Electric Semiconductor Products

50
51

Hermes Electronics, Ltd.
• Hewlett-Packard

131
1, 2, 76, 77. 123, 134. 2nd C

• ILC Data Devices

20

Industry Marketing Advisory Services Inc.

148

information Control Corporation

171

Intel Corporation

18, 19

interdesign

129

• Interlace Inc.

147

International Electronics Research Corporation

93

Intersil Inc.

21

Interswitch

128
143

• ithacce. Inc.

62.63

Keithley Instruments
Kepco Inc.

5
20E

° L.E.A.
Leach Relay

39

LFE Corporation Process Control Division

68
160

• Logimetrics

54.165

$11°Marconi Instruments Ltd.
• Mechanical Enterprises, Inc.

151

° Membrain Limited

10E

• Metex Corp.

38

Microtest Systems, Inc.

42,43
173

• Miller Stephenson Chemical Inc.

140

3M Electronics Division
Motorola Communications 8 Electronics
let National Semiconductor

80
37,44.45

Neff Instruments Corp.

136

Newport Labs.

146
2E

• Oscilloquartz
Patents Affiliates int'l
at Philips Test 8 Measuring Instruments Inc.
u Plezo Technology Inc.
Powercube Corporation Division of Unitrode

177
54
174
130
145

u Powermate
• Precision Monolithic Inc.
Projects Unlimited Inc.

7
1 ‘,8
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This
Publicatign
is Available in
MICROFOR31

PROFESSIONAL
DISCOUNT
PRICES
AVAILABLE ON
° Racal Thermionic Ltd.
Radio Research Instrument Corp.
° Raychem- Israel

(.4º, 'ege

RCA Solid State Division

67

• RCL Electronics Inc.

14

Reticon Corporation

73

° Rohde & Schwarz

• from

Xerox
University
Microfilms
300 North Zeeb Rd..
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
(313) 761-4700
PLEASE WRITE
FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION

lE

° SECI Divisione Componenti

129

°SECME

20E

° Sedeme

19E

Semtech Corporation

113

° Sescosem

7E. 15E

Sfernice

18E

°SOS Ates

116

.$ Siemens Corporation
° Siemens Karlsruhe

Simpson Electric Company

9
17E

Spectracom Corporation

150

Sym-Tek Systems

167
45
177

°Tecquipment Ltd.

17

Teleflie Computer Products. Inc.

74

Texas Instruments Incorporated

115

• Thermometrics

172

°Thomson CSFiDumont

11E

• Vactec Inc.

123
139

Varo Semiconductor Inc.

152

Volgen Electric

157

Wavetek San Diego
.• Weston Instruments
Wima Westermann
Yutaka Electric Co., Ltd.

43
12E
16
8

-

-
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Lock

down

printer;

for

a

hard copy of your results;
›tep by step listing of programs, or "debugging" programs. The PC- I00 pr.nter may he
used v.,th the SR- 56 or SP- 52.

OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE
SR- 50A, SR 51A. TI

259Dir,

I250011, TI 5170

ALL THE FAMOUS
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS
ARE AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT PRICES
Mail and phone orders accepted. Master Charge
and BankAmericard accepted. Add $ 2.50 per
unit for shipping and handling. Maryland residents add 4% sales tax.
Use our toll free phone: 800-638-8906 (
Maryland residents phone: (
301) 340-7200) to order
or for current discount quotations on the leading brands of electronic calculators: Texas
Instruments, Hewlett-Packed. Rockwell, Ricoh,
Kingspoint, Corvos. Novus, and many more.

10 day money back trial. If you are not completely satisfied you may return the Texas Instruments calculator you order within 10 days
for a cash refund or charge cancellation. In
addition Texas Instruments Inc. and Capital
Calculator Co. Inc. warrant each calculator for
a period of one year against defective parts
and workmanship.

,

• For more information of complete product line see advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide
• Advertiser in Electronics International
t Advertiser in Electronics domestic edition

PC- 100

More power from Texas Instruments. Nano held key programmable
calulator.
100 program
steps, 5
pridgram levels
(
up to
4 levels of subroutine may be
ciefined). Easy single step editing. Main features include 26
preprogrammed key functions,
10 addressable memory registers, algebraic logic and 9 levels of parertheses.

THE GUARANTEE

Classified & Employment Advertising
F

WI

Programming power from Texas
Instruments. Easy hand held
programming for scientists, eng,neers, students — anyone who
works with advanced mathemat:.s. Check these features: 224
program locations, 20 addressable memory registers. 23 preprogrammed key functions, indirect
addressing,
permanent
program storage on magnetic
cards.

Texas Instruments SR-56

42

United Systems Corp. a Sub of Monsanto Co.

Electronics/May 13 1976

Texas Instruments SR-52

22. 23. 33. 35. 64. 135

• Teledyne Relays

American Heart .Association

FOR THE CURRENT LOW DISCOUNT PRICE
OF THE LATEST MODEL TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS CALCULATOR OF
YOUR CHOICE

52

' Sodeco

• Tektronix Inc.

Give Heart Fund

PHONE TOLL- FREE

800-638-8906

Signetics Corporation Division of U.S. Philips
145 147 149 151 153, 155.157, 158.159

TEAC Corp.

... if you haven't had your
blood pressure checked
lately. You could have high
blood pressure and not
know it. It can lead to
stroke, heart and kidney
failure. See your doctor—
only he can tell.

Engineering
Calculators

52, 53. 5E

Technipower, Div. of Benrus

you're whistling
in the dark.

Texas
Instruments

Capital Calculator Company
701 East Gude Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Circle 206 on reader service card
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Keeping up with LSI
The Electronics Book Series
offers you ahandbook on the
current and revolutionary
impact of LSI on digital design.
This 220- page book presents
aunique opportunity for circuit
designers, systems designers,
and engineering managers and
supervisors to bring their
expertise into line with today's
LSI design requirements.

La escale
inte Ration

Electronics

Book Series

The content:
six general areas
1. LSI technology: the latest MOS and bipolar
techniques.
2. LSI devices and performance: memory,
logic and interface.
3. LSI design techniques: devices in actual
design examples.
4. LSI circuit modeling: hand- on design
techniques using computer- aided design.
5. LSI circuit testing: devices and techniques
for automatically testing LSI components.
6. Applications: selected to show range of
LSI capability—electronic switching, data
acquisition, and industrial control.

ei
Electronics Book Series
PO Box 669
Hightstown, N.J. 08520
11) Send me
copies of " Large Scale Integration" at $9.95 per copy.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the books are returned after ten day trial
examination.
O Payment enclosed

D Bill firm

D Bill me

Credit Cards Charge My Book To
O American Express
E Diners Club
Date Card Expires

O Master Charge
11 BankAmericard

Acct.
No.

Interbank No
1st No's, above name
on Mastercharge only.

Name
Title
Company
Street

r4 al Electronics
1
1-1 11•Ir,‘à IS THE SOURCE

Mullin FOR BOOKS,T00

City
State

Zip

Signature

UI
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Advertising Sales Staff

HIGH EFFICIENCY
STABILIZED AC- DC
PRIMARY SWITCHER
POWER SUPPLIES

Pierre J. Braudé New York [ 212] 997-3468
Paris Tel: 720-73-01
Director of Marketing
Atlanta, Ga. 30309
100 Colony Square. 1175 Peachtree St . N.E
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02116: James R. Pierce
607 Boylston St. [617] 262-1160
Chicago, M. 60611:
645 North Michigan Avenue
Robert W. Bartlett (312) 751-3739
Robert M. Denmead ( 312) 751-3738
Cleveland, Ohio 44113:
[716] 586-5040

William J.

Designed for tight packaging

Boyle

or critical thermal applications
with densities up to

Dallas, Texas 75201:
2001 Bryant Tower. Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747

tit

1.4 watts/Cu. In.

-

Denver, Colo. 80203: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
123 Speer Blvd. = 400
[303] 837-1010
Detroit, Michigan 48202: Robert W. Bartlett
1400 Fisher Bldg.
[313] 873-7410

•

EF/EFE SERIES

4444:

A

Houston, Texas 77002: Paul Reiss
601 Jefferson Street, Dresser Tower [ 713] CA 4-8381
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J. Rielly
Bradley K. Jones, 3200 Wilshire Blvd.. South Tower
[2131487-1160

-Modular construction • Multi- surface mounting
•4.5-30VDC, power to 300 watts • Non- audible range operating frequency

New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Warren H. Gardner [212] 997-3617
Michael J. Stoller [ 212] 997-3616

• 115/230 - 220/240 VAC Source • Convection cooling, ambient rated to 71°C

Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Warren H. Gardner
Three Parkway,
[212] 997-3617

BACKED BY 5- YEAR WARRANTY

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Warren H. Gardner
4Gateway Center, [ 212] 997-3617

TECHNIPOWEet mfr.

Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
9Greylock Ridge, Pittsford, N Y.
[716] 586-5040

11111111111.111111,

A BENRUSI

San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris
Robert J. Rielly, 425 Battery Street,
[415] 362-4600

BENRUS CENTER

SEND FOR FREE 66- PAGE DESIGN/DATA CATALOG

Paris: Alain Offergeld
17 Rue-Georges Bizet, 75 Paris 16. France
Tel: 720-73-01

Circle

Geneva: Alain Offergeld
1rue du Temple, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel 32-35-63
United Kingdom it Scandinavia: Robert Ghey
Tel: 01-493-1451. 34 Dover Street, London W1

First International Trade/Selling Exposition

Milan: Luigi Rancati
1via Baracchini. Italy Phone 86-90-656

Now sell your company's
products to over 30,000
buyers from the Arabian Gulf
for $2,500.

Brussels: Alain Offergeld
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel .13-73-95
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
Phone 72 01 81
Tokyo: Tatsumi Katagin, McGraw-Hill
Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome.
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
[581] 9811
Australasia: Warren E. Ball, PO Box 5106,
Tokyo, Japan

Meet face-to-face for the first time with decision- makers from all
over the Arabian Gulf. All under one roof. Reach and sell direct
to the people who really matter—thousands of buyers from
Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, United Arab Emirates.
Note: Anticipated demand requires your early application.

Business Department
Thomas M. Egan,
Production Manager [ 212] 997-3140

la in

International [ 212]

MI MR IM

OM UM MI

111111

ffl

Patents International Affiliates, Ltd.
540 Madison Avenue New York. N.Y. 10022
Telephone: ( 212) 755-3500 Telex: 424814 PIA Ul

Dorothy Carter, Production Manager Domestic
[212] 997-2908

Please send me information on how we may participate in EXPO' 76 Kuwait.

Frances Vallone, Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057

Name

Electronics Buyers' Guide

Company

George F. Werner, Associate Publisher
¡21:1 99: .3139

a

Address

Regina Hera, Directory Manager
:'12] 997-2544

III

IPhone

City

LI
Inn OM NMI
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177 on reader service card

EXPO ' 76 KUWAIT Oct. 10-13

Scandinavia: Andrew Karrug and Assoc.
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel 08 51 68 70 Telex .179 51

Carol Gallagher
Production Manager
997-2045

DIVISION

Ridgefield. Conn. 06877 ( 203) 431-1300

Title

State

ffl ffl ffl

Circle

Zip

11113
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Al
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Solid State Sine-Cosine Synchro Converter
This new encapsulated circuit converts a 3-wire synchro input to a
pair of d-c outputs proportional to the sine and cosine of the
synchro angle.
• Complete solid state construction.
• Operates over awide temperature range.
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SIZE

1.1x3.0
x1.1

2.0x2.25
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dual
channel
unit
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<30MA
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UNIT
L- LSYNCHRO INPUT ( VRMS)
FREQUENCY ( Hz)
FULL SCALE OUTPUT ( VDC)
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
L- LINPUT IMPEDANCE
REFERENCE VOLTAGE ( VRMS)
ACCURACY SIN/COS (+ 25 °C)
FULL TEMPERATURE
SIN
RANGE ACCURACY COS
D.C. SUPPLY ( VOC)
D.C. SUPPLY CURRENT

NOTES

-40 °C
to
+100 °C

TEMPERATURE RANGE

1.5x1.5
x0.6

1.85x0.85 2.01x2.25 0.85x1.85
x0.5
x1.4
x0.5
dual
channel
unit
-40 °C
-40 °C
-40 ° C
to
to
to
+100 °C
+100 °C
+100 °C

High Precision Analog Multipliers
PRODUCT ACCURACY ( MCM 1519-1)

2 %
/
1

Precision AC Line Regulator

OF ALL THEORETICAL

Total Regulation 0.15% Max.

OUTPUT VALUES OVER FULL MILITARY TEMPERATURE RANGE
OF - 55"C TO + 125 C. ZERO POINT ERROR FOR ANY INPUT COMBINATION IS
2MVRMS
• All units are hermetically

• Output set to ± 1% accuracy - this includes

sealed and are not affected by
external fields
• High analog product accuracy

initial set point plus line,
load, frequency and
temperature changes

and wave quality allows dual
multiplier assemblies to be

• Foldback short circuit protection provided resulting

matched with 1% of point

Features:

over the specified temperature
range

• No external trims required'

• Distortion free AC output over • Full four quadrant operation
entire dynamic range
• Package size, power supply re• Linearity, product accuracy and

Features:
output
• Regulation control better

quirements and other specs.

than ten times superior to

zero point virtually unaffected

may be altered to your exact

by temperature

requirements at no extra cost.

commercial AC voltage
regulators transformer product lines
• No active filters or tuned

Specifications:

in protection against overloads and short circuits of
any duration

• Low distortion sinusoidal

• Transfer equation: Eo=XY/10
• X & Y input signal ranges: 0to ± 10V PK

• Low profile package with
straight pins makes the unit
suitable for PC board mounting
(unit is hermetically sealed)
• Transformer isolation between

resonant circuits employed
resulting in immunity to

• Maximum zero point error ( X=0; Y=0 or X=±10; Y=0
or X=0; Y=±10): 2MVRMS

line frequency changes
• 6.5 watt output level

all power inputs and the outputs.
*Other units available at different power levels. Information will be supplied upon
request.

• Input impedance: Both inputs 20K min.
• Full scale output: ± 10V peak
• Minimum load resistance for full scale output: 21(12

• Small size

• Output impedance: 1St
• Short circuit duration: 5 sec.

Specifications Model MLR 1476-2:

• Frequency response characteristics ( both inputs) 1% amplitude error:

• Output: 26V RMS ± 1% ( for any condition)
• Load: 0 to 250 MA, RMS

• AC input line voltage:

DC to 1200 Hz ( min.) 0.5 DB Amplitude error: DC to 3500 Hz min.
3 DB point: Approx. 10K hz Roll off rate: 18 DB/octave
• Noise Level: 5fV1V PK-PK
@ 100K Hz approx.
• Operating temp. range: See chart
• Storage temperature range:
-55°C to + 125°C
• DC Power: ± 15V ± 1% @ 30MA
• Dimensions: 2" x 1.5" x . 6"

Type No.
MCM
MCM
MCM
MCM
MCM
MCM

1519.1
1519-2
1519.3
1520.1
1520-2
1520-3

Product
Accuracy
•0.5%
•0.5%
•0.5%
•1.0%
•1.0%
.1.0%

Operatmg
Temperature Range
-55 C -25 C 0 C-55 C •
-25 C 0 C-

+ 125 C
+ 85 C
+ 70 C
+ 125 C
+ 85 C
+ 70 C

115V RMS ± 20% @ 400 Hz ± 20%

• Total regulation: ± 0.15% maximum ( any combination
of line, load or frequency)
• Distortion: 2% maximum
•
•
•
•
•

AC input line current: 100 MA. max. at full load
DC power: ± 15 V DC ± 5% @ 15 MA. max.
Phase angle: 1° max.
Temp. Range: - 40°C to +85°C
Case Material: High permeability nickel alloy

• Terminals: Glass to metal hermetic seal pins

GENERAL MAGNETICS

• INC

135 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 - Tel. (
201) 743-2700

Better trimmer adjustability
from
m a better way to seal • • •
ra

*me
roprietary chevron- sealing method eliminates
0ri iqs, improves adjustability. . and really seals.
icrophotograph shows trimmer section magnified 38X

... here
today at
no extra cost
in every multiturn Trimpot®
Potentiometer
Bourns multi-turn trimmers adjust quickly, accurately,
without the windup and springback problems associated
with many trimmers sealed with 0- rings
because there
are no 0- rings in the Bourns design.
We use aproprietary, press-fit chevron sealing technique
that really works. No need for 0- rings . . . therefore faster,
more precise trimming without the bothersome rubber- band
effect. Our secret is precision molding, closely held machining
tolerances . .. and afew other tricks we've picked up since we
invented the trimming potentiometer in 1952. Bourns trimmers
stay sealed when others fail. We know. We've tested them all.
Dip-test one yourself. We'll provide the sample.
HERE'S PROOF:
Send for acopy of our new engineering report on TRIMMER
PERFORMANCE. Tell us about your application, and we will
provide any qualification samples that best su tyour needs.
Boums quality and reliability are available at ordinary prices
. off-the- shelf from nearly 100 local distributor inventories,
plus our largest- ever factory stock.
TRIMMER PRODUCTS, TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION,
BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside, California
92507. Telephone 714 781 - 5320 — TWX 910 332-1252.

International: HO Switzerland, 042/23 22 42 • Belgium 02/218 2005 • France 01/2039633 • Ge
•Netherlands 070/88 93 18 • United Kingdom 01/572 6531 • Japan 075 92 1121 • Australia

Swage- Bond', arevolution
in trimmer reliability
Exclusive Swage- Bond
process virtually eliminates
pin termination failure and
provides amarked improvement in tempco consistency.
The P.C. pins are secured
through the trimmer substrate, with ahigh-pressure
compression swage on top
and bottom sides. The pressure locks pins solidly into
element, and thoroughly
bonds them to the termina tion material. Compare
with less reliable clip- on
termination designs.
Wrap- around wiper
for better setting stability
Multi- fingered, wrap- around
wiper delivers more consistent. more reliable
performance. Unique design
significantly reduces CRV
fluctuations and open circuit problems due to thermal
and mechanical shock by
maintaining aconstant
wiper pressure on the element. Compare the
ruggedness of Bourns design
with the common " heat staked" wiper designs.
Compare performance.
Specify Bourns.

Optical
switches
tailored to fit.
Clairex offers achoice of standard and
custom switches with hermetically sealed components.
Don't make your design to fit an optical switch.
Let Clairex" make the optical switch to fit your
design.
You can get two standard sizes with gap widths
of . 100 in. or . 250 in. Or we'll make them to ary
width or size you specify.
We seal both the LED and phototransistor in
hermetic cases for long life in
the harshest environments.
Then pretest each switch to
make sure it works. The
lenses or windows are glass,
not plastic, to reduce dust
pickup. ( Lenses position the
light beam more accurately,
preventing false signals from
stray light.) Outputs are
compatible with 1
-2 1_ inputs.

C

Clairex
standard switch
shown actual si e

Sen.;ors are either phototransistors or photodarlingtons.
You can forget about friction wear, switching
"noL;e", and contact bounce. The two switch
hems are completely isolated. Switching time
can De as short as 5microseconds — impossible
with mechanical switches.
Tell us what you need.
We'll develop the solution.
With Clairex, you get the best
in opto electronic components — photodarlingtons,
phototransistors, photoconductors, opto isolators. Write
Clairex Electronics at 560
South Third Avenue, Mount
Vernon, New York 10550. Or
phone ( 914) 664-6602.
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